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ABSTRACT 
The precursor for nerve growth factor (proNGF) has recently been shown to be 

expressed in thyroid cancer, suggesting that neurotrophins and nerves may contribute 

to thyroid malignancy. Nerves and neurotrophins are emerging as important mediators 

of cancer initiation and progression, and may represent new biomarkers or therapeutic 

targets.   

It was first hypothesized that proNGF may be a diagnostic biomarker for thyroid cancer, 

either in serum or solubilised thyroid-biopsy material, in patients with benign and 

malignant nodular thyroid disease.  ProNGF was detected in a minority of specimens, 

but there was no correlation with thyroid malignancy.   However, serum proNGF 

correlated with hyperthyroidism, a relationship that is supported by animal data. 

It was then considered whether proNGF could have a functional role in thyroid cancer, 

examining first the evidence for innervation of thyroid cancer.  Nerve density in papillary 

thyroid cancers was found to be twofold higher than in benign thyroid (12 nerves/cm2 

[IQR 7-21] vs 6 nerves/cm2 [IQR: 3-10], p=0.001).  Most nerves were of the adrenergic 

subtype.  Nerve density in papillary thyroid cancers was positively associated with 

extrathyroidal invasion (p<0.001).  Nerves in the thyroid cancer microenvironment 

expressed the neurotrophin receptor TrkA, as did a subset of primary thyroid cancers. 

Whilst proNGF expression in thyroid cancer was again demonstrated, it was not shown 

to be associated with neo-innervation (p=0.07), although this relationship warrants 

further exploration in light of the near-significant result.  ProNGF was shown to be 

expressed in thyroid cancer nodal metastases, which correlated with expression in 

paired primary tumours, although it did not correlate with markers of aggressiveness or 

high risk features.   

The key finding of increased nerve density in the papillary subtype of thyroid cancer 

suggests that nerves may have biological relevance in thyroid cancer and invites further 

study.  The presence of neurotrophin receptors in thyroid cancer raises the possibility 

that nerve-cancer crosstalk may be mediated by neurotrophins, however this 

relationship remains incompletely understood.  This work establishes that proNGF is not 

a diagnostic biomarker for thyroid cancer in serum or biopsy material. 
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Chapter 1: Overview 

1.1 Introduction 
This thesis examines the link between nerves, nerve growth factors, and malignancy of 

the thyroid gland.  A growing body of evidence supports the role of nerves and nerve 

growth factors in development and progression of several cancers, including prostate 

cancer, gastric cancer and breast cancer.  Further, recent findings have suggested that 

the precursor of nerve growth factor (proNGF) is expressed in thyroid cancers, but not 

in benign thyroid tissue, suggesting a potential role of nerve-cancer crosstalk in thyroid 

oncogenesis.  However, nothing further is known about this relationship.   

Accurate diagnosis of thyroid cancer is a significant public health issue due to the 

frequency of thyroid nodules (present in 1 in 3 individuals by ultrasound screening).  

Current tests to distinguish benign thyroid nodules from thyroid cancers require highly 

specialized interpretation (neck ultrasound and cytopathology) and often result in 

diagnostic uncertainty, leading to anxiety for clinicians and patients, and driving the 

search for more accurate diagnostic biomarkers.  Secondly, many thyroid cancers are 

indolent and require less intensive treatment; however current tests do not accurately 

distinguish indolent from aggressive tumours.  As such, clinicians lack the necessary 

information to guide patients to more aggressive or less aggressive treatment strategies, 

or to accurately counsel patients about risk of recurrence.  Finally, a subset of thyroid 

cancers behave aggressively, and result in significant morbidity and mortality.  New 

treatments are required for this group.   

1.2 Aims of this study 
This body of work investigates the overarching hypothesis that nerves and 

neurotrophins are associated with thyroid cancer initiation and progression, and may 

have utility as biomarkers and therapeutic targets.  More specifically, this thesis 

examines innervation of thyroid cancer, and the specific role of proNGF in innervation 

and metastases of thyroid cancer, and for its potential utility as a diagnostic biomarker.  

1.3 Organisation of thesis 
This thesis is presented as a series of six scientific papers: two narrative reviews 

bookending four original research articles. Seven additional articles that were published 

in peer-reviewed journals during the course of this thesis, but not directly contributing 

to this body of work, are included in the Appendix. 
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Chapter 1: Overview 

Following this overview (Chapter 1), Chapter 2 presents an introduction to thyroid 

nodules and thyroid cancer, viewed through the lens of the pregnant woman, as recently 

published as a chapter in the textbook, Maternal-Fetal and Neonatal Endocrinology 

(Kovacs and Deal, Elsevier).  Following this, the chapter reviews physiological innervation 

of the thyroid; the role of neurotrophins and their receptors in benign and malignant 

diseases; and the need for biomarkers in evaluation of thyroid malignancy, by way of 

specific introduction to the subsequent research papers.   

Chapters 3 to 6 contain original research contributing to this thesis, presented as a series 

of four scientific manuscripts.  Chapter 3 reports on the role of proNGF as a diagnostic 

biomarker for thyroid cancer in prospective cohort studies.   In Chapter 4, the first 

evidence for thyroid cancer innervation is presented.  Chapter 5 details mechanistic 

studies of neurotrophin receptor expression in thyroid cell lines and tissues, 

demonstrating that the neurotrophin receptor, Tropomyosin receptor kinase A (TrkA), 

is targetable in thyroid cancer.  Chapter 6 presents whole-slide analysis of proNGF 

expression in a paired cohort of thyroid cancers and lymph node metastases.  

Chapter 7 is the final publication contributing to this thesis. In continued pursuit of 

clinically relevant strategies for addressing thyroid cancer, Chapter 7 re-imagines the 

role of the thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) receptor as a tissue-specific theranostic 

target for thyroid cancer.   

To conclude, Chapter 8 discusses the significance of the presented research, and future 

directions are explored.   
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2.1 Thyroid physiology and pathology 
2.1.1 Normal thyroid development and function 

The thyroid gland anlage develops during the second embryonic week from median 

endoderm as a downgrowth from the tongue, descending caudally to its final location 

below the thyroid cartilage, and leaving a trailing thyroglossal duct which regresses by 

the fifth week, leaving the remnant pyramidal lobe.1  Around this time, the developing 

thyroid is joined by cells derived from the ultimobranchial bodies in the fourth 

pharyngeal pouch, which fuse medially and form the tubercles of Zukerkandl.2  These 

neural cells from the fourth pharyngeal pouch contain the calcitonin-secreting C-cells of 

neuroendocrine origin.  By the 8th embryonic week, follicular structures are evident, 

which by the 12th week are able to concentrate iodine and synthesise the thyroid 

hormones, triiodothyronine (T3) and thyroxine (T4).   

In adulthood, the thyroid lies anterior to the trachea in the lower neck, and is comprised 

almost exclusively of follicular epithelial cells surrounding colloidal lakes, supported by 

a thin stroma containing blood vessels, parafollicular C-cells, and nerves (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Normal thyroid anatomy.  Top Panel: Location of thyroid in anterior neck. 

Bottom panel: Histological features of thyroid gland, showing thin follicular epithelium 

surrounding colloidal lakes.  Between thyroid follicles are stromal cells including blood 

vessels, nerves and parafollicular C-cells.  Source: Netter’s Essential Physiology 

(Figures 28.1 and 28.2, reproduced with permission from Elsevier) 

 Morphologically, the thyroid is comprised of two lobes joined by a narrow isthmus, with 

a normal weight of 15-25 g. The thyroid is an exclusively endocrine organ, functioning 

to trap and concentrate iodine, which is utilised to synthesise T3 and T4, under 

regulation of pituitary-derived TSH, signalling via the 7-transmembrane domain G-

protein coupled TSH receptor (Figure 2).  T3 binds to nuclear receptors present in a wide 

variety of cells, controlling neural and somatic development in neonates and children, 

and metabolic activity in adults.  C-cells predominantly secrete the peptide hormone, 

calcitonin, with a minor physiological role in calcium homeostasis; but also 

somatostatin.3,4 
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Figure 2: Thyroid hormone secretion.   

2.1.2 Diseases of the thyroid gland 
Diseases of endocrine glands can be broadly stratified into disorders of function 

(hormone secretion), or of structure (benign or malignant proliferation), as can been 

seen in Figure 3.   
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Figure 3: Schema of diseases of the thyroid gland 

Functional thyroid disorders are due to overproduction or underproduction of thyroid 

hormone, and are common in adults, and are generally unrelated to malignancy.   

The development of nodular lesions in the thyroid gland is a common finding, detectable 

by palpation in 2-6% of adults, and detected on imaging in 19 –35% of randomly selected 

individuals.5  For reasons that remain poorly understood, thyroid nodules are more 

common in women, and increase in prevalence with age (see section 2.2).6  Many 

nodules show degenerative changes, seen by the accumulation of colloid in cysts 

containing blood and calcium, and may represent the end result of multiple cycles of 

proliferation and involution of the follicular epithelium over time.   

Other nodules appear morphologically as densely packed follicular cells, and represent 

either hyperplasia or adenomas, which may be monoclonal or polyclonal in origin, and 

may either have increased or reduced production of thyroid hormone.7   

Most thyroid nodules are benign, however, guidelines recommend the evaluation of all 

thyroid nodules for malignant potential.8  Autopsy studies show that the incidence of 

incidentally discovered differentiated thyroid cancer is high, between 4-11% in a meta-

analysis of 35 studies. 9  However, the incidence of clinically apparent thyroid cancer is 

much lower, with an estimated lifetime incidence in Australia of 1 in 85, suggesting that 

many thyroid cancers are indolent and remain subclinical throughout life.10  

Therefore, due to the frequency of thyroid nodules, and the difficulty in distinguishing 

between indolent and significant malignant disease, the accurate diagnostic and 
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prognostic evaluation of thyroid nodules is of significant importance, affecting national 

health budgets and individual psychological health.   

2.1.3 Thyroid cancer: clinical presentation and significance 

Malignancy in the thyroid gland most commonly arises from the follicular epithelium 

and is termed differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC), presenting with the histological 

features of papillary (PTC) or follicular (FTC) subtypes.  Uncommonly, an anaplastic 

thyroid cancer (ATC) variant, likely representing a poorly differentiated and aggressive 

form of a follicular-cell neoplasm, can present.   

Thyroid tissue contains a small population of neural crest-derived C-cells, which secrete 

the hormone calcitonin, and are separate from the apparatus of thyroid hormone 

synthesis.  Uncommonly, malignant transformation results in medullary thyroid cancer 

(MTC, <2% of thyroid cancers),11 however, this is more common in patients with 

germline mutations in the Rearranged-in-Transfection (RET) proto-oncogene, as occurs 

in the familial cancer syndrome Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia-Type 2.   

It is predicted that thyroid cancer will be the 11th most common cancer diagnosed in 

Australia in 2018, which is similar to worldwide incidence data.10   

Thyroid cancer generally has a favourable prognosis, with overall 98% 10 year survival.11  

Whilst the survival for patients with early stage disease (AJCC 7th Edition TNM Stage I) is 

very high (>99%), those presenting with more advanced disease (AJCC TNM Stage II-IV) 

have significantly reduced 10 year survival (85% for Stage II, 75% for Stage II 37% for 

Stage IV).12  Further, this summary statistic underestimates the morbidity of thyroid 

cancer. For patients who do not die from their disease, locoregional neck recurrence can 

cause significant morbidity and need for recurrent neck surgeries, radioactive iodine and 

regular follow up.   

2.2 Review: Thyroid cancer during pregnancy and lactation 
2.2.1 Preface 

The below presented chapter is included in the recent textbook, Maternal-Fetal and 

Neonatal Endocrinology (Kovacs and Deal, editors).  The setting of pregnancy provides 

an appropriate lens through which to examine the conundrum of nodular thyroid 

disease and thyroid cancer, both of which have a strong female preponderance. 

Through this publication, the reader is introduced to the key issues in the clinical 
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diagnosis and management of thyroid cancer, with particular focus on the challenge of 

timely diagnosis, the difficulties with prognosis, and the subgroup of patients who have 

a reduced prognosis due to advanced disease.  

After this review, the remainder of Chapter 2 contains a focussed review of thyroid 

innervation, an introduction to neurotrophins and their receptors and a review of 

thyroid biomarkers, by way of introduction to the original research presented in 

Chapters 3 – 6.     
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Thyroid cancer during pregnancy and
lactation
Christopher W. Rowe⁎, † , Kristien Boelaert‡ and Roger Smith⁎, †

⁎Department of Endocrinology, John Hunter Hospital, Newcastle, NSW, Australia, †School of Medicine and Public Health, University of Newcastle,
Newcastle, NSW, Australia, ‡Institute of Metabolism and Systems Research, College of Medical and Dental Sciences, University of Birmingham,
Birmingham, United Kingdom

Common clinical problems

• Thyroid nodules detected in pregnancy are common and require structured assessment, accounting for the unique circumstances of
pregnancy.

• Survival from thyroid cancers diagnosed in pregnancy is similar to the nonpregnant population, although observational data may
suggest an increased rate of locoregional recurrence.

• The timing of investigation of thyroid nodules, as well as consideration of surgery for thyroid cancer in pregnancy, should account
for the stage of pregnancy and disease aggressiveness.

• A newly diagnosed, differentiated thyroid cancer without high risk features may often be managed conservatively during pregnancy,
with surgery in the postpartum period.

• Active surveillance of papillary microcarcinomas in pregnancy is increasingly reported, but long-term-outcome data are lacking.
• Survivors of thyroid cancer should have specific prepregnancy counseling and intrapartum monitoring according to disease status,

but they generally see favorable obstetric and oncologic outcomes.

20.1. INTRODUCTION
The detection of a thyroid nodule during pregnancy is a common clinical scenario, usually resulting in anxiety in both
the woman and her physician. Two factors need to be considered in the assessment of a thyroid nodule: the presence
of local symptoms due to mass effect, which occasionally necessitates removal if it compresses vital structures such
as the trachea or great vessels; and the risk of malignancy. A third important factor—namely, whether the nodule is
autonomously producing thyroid hormone—is unable to be assessed until the postpartum period due to the contraindication
of scintigraphy during pregnancy. Any proposed treatment for a thyroid nodule must carefully balance the potential risks
and benefits to both mother and developing fetus. We concur with the conclusions of Oduncu and colleagues that there
is inevitable “maternal-fetal conflict” between the best care for the two patients, and thoughtful, patient-centered clinical
reasoning is essential.1

Malignancy of the thyroid gland usually arises from follicular epithelial cells, occurring in either a papillary thyroid
cancer (PTC) or follicular thyroid cancer (FTC) pattern, and together, these are termed differentiated thyroid cancer
(DTC). The rare, undifferentiated anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) is a highly aggressive subtype. Malignancy can also
arise from the parafollicular, neuro-endocrine derived C-cells, termed medullary thyroid cancer (MTC). Infiltration of the

Chapter 20

Maternal-Fetal and Neonatal Endocrinology. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-814823-5.00020-9
Copyright © 2019. 1
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thyroid due to lymphoma or solid organ metastases is rare. In the absence of distant metastases, DTC has an excellent 
prognosis in women of childbearing age, with greater than 98% experiencing 10-year survival.2

20.2. EPIDEMIOLOGY OF NODULAR THYROID DISEASE AND THYROID CANCER

20.2.1 Nodular thyroid disease
For reasons that are still not well understood, thyroid nodules are more common in women and increase with age,3 a pattern 
that is observed across ethnicities and iodine-availability states.4–6 Increased exposure to female reproductive hormones 
is associated with increased nodularity. For example, later menopause, longer reproductive life, and multiparity are 
associated with increased thyroid nodules in a large community-based study from China.7 Multiparity is again associated 
with increased thyroid nodularity according to a study from Germany,8 and it may be exacerbated by iodine deficiency.6 

Thyroid nodularity has also been associated with the presence of uterine fibroids.9, 10 Current or previous oral contraceptive 
pill usage has been associated with reduced thyroid volume in a single study, although no difference in thyroid nodularity 
was found.11

20.2.2 Thyroid cancer
Correlating with this pattern of increased thyroid nodularity, there is a strong female preponderance of thyroid cancer. 
Data from the U.S. National Cancer Institute Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Database shows an 
incidence of 21 cases per 100,000 females, compared to 7.1 per 100,000 males.12 SEER data (Fig. 20.1) show that female 
preponderance is evident at puberty and that the female peak in incidence (ages 35–59 years) precedes the male peak 
in incidence (ages 65–75 years), corresponding with exposure to female reproductive hormones. There is no gender 
difference in incidence for ATC or MTC.

Despite these compelling epidemiological data, evidence linking reproductive-hormone exposure to thyroid cancer 
risk, examining factors such as age or pattern of menstrual cycle, menopause, or exogenous hormone therapy, is generally 
weak and heterogenous.13 However, reproductive history has a stronger link with DTC, particularly PTC risk, with some 
(but not all) studies finding a small or transient increase in risk of DTC following pregnancy compared to nulliparous 
women.13 Prolonged breastfeeding is associated with significant reductions in circulating estradiol levels and has been 
associated with reduced thyroid cancer risk in several studies.14, 15

20.2.3 Incidence of thyroid cancer in pregnancy
Thyroid cancer is the second-most-common solid organ malignancy complicating pregnancy (behind breast cancer), 
occurring in 14 in 100,000 births.16 Most of these cases represent a new diagnosis, usually of disease localized in the 
neck. Due to the increasing incidence of thyroid cancer and excellent prognosis,17 more survivors of thyroid cancer are 
presenting for obstetric management. For example, the prevalence of thyroid cancer among women in Taiwan (175 cases

FIG. 20.1 Histogram showing age- and gender-specific incidence of thyroid cancer in the United States. Data source: SEER 18 (2010–2014). https://
seer.cancer.gov/faststats.
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per 100,000 women) is approximately ninefold higher than the incidence (18 cases per 100,000 women).18 Pregnancy in
the setting of persistent structural disease is uncommon.

20.3. EFFECTS OF PREGNANCY ON THYROID NODULES

20.3.1 Effects of pregnancy hormones on thyroid follicular epithelium
Fig. 20.2 illustrates the known pregnancy-associated stimuli to the thyroid follicular cells.

The glycoprotein hormone human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is a heterodimer comprised of a common
alpha-subunit shared with luteinizing hormone (LH), follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), and thyroid-stimulating
hormone (TSH), as well as a unique beta-subunit. This structural homology results in cross-stimulation of the
seven-transmembrane domain G protein-coupled TSH receptor and contributes to the physiological suppression of
endogenous TSH during the first trimester, gestational transient thyrotoxicosis, and stimulus for TSH receptor-mediated
thyroid growth.19 An association between prolonged increase in TSH receptor-mediated signaling and subsequent risk of
thyroid cancer has been demonstrated in several large observational studies, although the impact of shorter periods of
increased TSH-receptor signaling is not known.20

Driven by the strong epidemiological data linking female sex and nodular thyroid disease, the effect of estrogen on
benign and malignant thyrocytes has been extensively studied in vitro and in animal models. Both benign and malignant
thyrocytes express the estrogen receptors alpha and beta, and estrogen acts to stimulate growth of thyroid cells in culture.21

The G protein-coupled estrogen receptor 1 (GPER1), located on the endoplasmic reticulum, is overexpressed in thyroid
cancers and may correlate with nodal metastases.22 Although less studied, progesterone receptors are also found in benign
and malignant thryocytes and may contribute to cell growth and gene transcription, although the magnitude of progesterone
increase in pregnancy is around 10-fold lower than that of estradiol (Chapter 9).23, 24

Although not a pregnancy hormone, the trace element iodine is essential for maternal and fetal thyroid function, and
metabolic demands for iodine increase during pregnancy. Both conditions of iodine excess and iodine deficiency are
associated with increased thyroid nodule formation.4, 25 Iodine requirements in pregnancy are approximately 250–300 mcg/
day.26

20.3.2 Physiology of thyroid nodules during pregnancy
Thyroid nodules are detected by ultrasound screening in 3%–21% of healthy pregnant women,8, 25, 27 although the
majority are less than 1 cm in size.25 Pregnancy has a small but significant effect on thyroid size and thyroid nodule
growth. A prospective study of 221 Chinese women using serial thyroid ultrasound in pregnancy found that of the 34
women with nodules at baseline, 25/34 (74%) developed new nodules during pregnancy. Of women without nodules
at baseline, 25/187 (11%) developed new nodules during pregnancy. .25 No nodule was suspicious for malignancy. A
prospective study of 726 pregnant Belgian women found 20 of 726 women (3%) with nodules at baseline (identified

FIG. 20.2 Stimulatory signaling of pregnancy-associated factors on thyroid follicular epithelial cells.
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using two-stage screening of palpation, and then ultrasound), with 12/20 having nodules double in size during pregnancy, 
and 4/20 women developing new nodules during pregnancy.27

20.4. EVALUATION OF A NEWLY DISCOVERED THYROID NODULE IN
PREGNANCY
As in the nonpregnant population, ultrasound-based screening for thyroid nodules in pregnancy is not recommended.28 

Hence, any thyroid nodule newly discovered in pregnancy should present either as an incidental finding or as a 
symptomatic/palpable lump.

The initial assessment of a thyroid lump should proceed as in a nonpregnant woman, with a goal of identifying lesions 
at high risk for malignancy. This assessment should include a thorough history, including risk factors for thyroid cancer, 
such as

• Familial syndromes of multiple endocrine neoplasia 2 (MEN2), familial PTC, Cowden’s syndrome, familial
adenomatosis polyposis, and Carney complex

• Childhood neck irradiation, such as in treatment for prior head and neck cancers
• Early life exposure (< 18 years) to ionizing radiation

Clinical examination of the neck should characterize the lump, assess for symptoms due to mass-effect, and determine
any cervical lymphadenopathy.

Although TSH and free thyroid hormones should be measured, their utility for risk stratification of thyroid nodules in
pregnancy is limited by the contraindication of thyroid scintigraphy during pregnancy. Radioactive iodine readily crosses
the placenta and can cause fetal hypothyroidism due to gland destruction if administered after fetal thyrogenesis in the 12th
week of gestation. Further, exposure to gamma emissions from radioiodine being concentrated in the maternal bladder
should be avoided. Thus, it is not possible to determine conclusively if a thyroid nodule is functional (and hence at very low
risk of malignancy), or nonfunctional during pregnancy. Calcitonin is a sensitive serum biomarker for MTC,29 although
it has not been specifically validated in pregnant women and is generally not a recommended screening test in patients
with thyroid nodules, either during or outside pregnancy. Further, calcitonin levels increase during normal pregnancy (see
Chapter 5). CEA, also a sensitive biomarker of MTC, may rise slightly in normal pregnancy and should be interpreted
cautiously.30

The definitive risk stratification of a thyroid nodule uses thyroid/neck ultrasound using a high-frequency linear
transducer, including detailed sonographic characterization of the nodule, and an assessment of the lateral neck for
pathologically enlarged lymph nodes. Ultrasound-based risk-stratification systems for thyroid nodules have been published
by the American Thyroid Association (ATA)31 and the American College of Radiology.32 Neck ultrasound is safe in
pregnancy.

Based on this information, an initial risk stratification of malignancy risk can be performed, and the need for fine-needle
aspiration biopsy (FNAB) determined. Indications for FNAB are identical to those in the nonpregnant population.31

Although FNAB is safe in all trimesters of pregnancy, careful consideration should be given to how this knowledge
will be used. Several studies (reviewed next) have concluded that there is no impact on overall survival if surgery for
a newly diagnosed DTC is deferred to the postpartum period, so a PTC with a typical ultrasound appearance and no
pathological lymphadenopathy could be considered for deferred biopsy and surgery in the postpartum period. While the
impact of pregnancy on MTC or ATC is unknown, given the more aggressive nature of these tumors, earlier surgery may
be warranted, and cytological assessment of a sonographically concerning lesion during pregnancy may be useful. Patient
preference is an important factor. This approach is consistent with published guidelines.33

20.5. EFFECT OF PREGNANCY ON NEWLY DIAGNOSED THYROID CANCER

20.5.1 Impact on prognosis
Historically, outcome data for thyroid cancers diagnosed in pregnancy has been similar to the nonpregnant population,
both in terms of recurrence and overall survival. These conclusions are based on data from retrospective studies from the
United States over the period 1962–1999,34–36 with the most recent study (1991–1999) examining mortality only. Timing
of surgery in these studies, either during pregnancy or postpartum, did not affect survival. While these studies draw on
long follow-up periods, they are retrospective in nature and were conducted prior to the availability of now-standard tools
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for monitoring and detecting recurrences, such as ultrasensitive thyroglobulin assays and high-resolution neck
ultrasound.33

Contrastingly, two recent retrospective studies from Italy,37, 38 recruiting patients diagnosed between 1995 and 2011,
found that DTC diagnosed during pregnancy or within the first year postpartum may be associated with a higher risk of
residual or recurrent disease. In the first study, Vannuchi and colleagues found that persistence/recurrence rates for women
who were diagnosed with thyroid cancer in pregnancy or within 12 months postpartum were far higher (Group 2, 9/15, or
60%) than women with thyroid cancer diagnosed more than 12 months following pregnancy (Group 1, 2/47, about 4%) or
never pregnant (Group 3, 8/61, about 13%).37 However, an important confounder is that 11 of the 15 patients in Group 2
underwent surgery in the second trimester, and it is possible that a more cautious surgical approach prompted by pregnancy
may have resulted in incomplete nodal clearance. In the second, larger study, Messuti and colleagues retrospectively
stratified women less than 45 years into three groups: thyroid cancer diagnosed more than 2 years postpartum (Group 1,
n = 152), thyroid cancer diagnosed during pregnancy or within 2 years (Group 2, n = 38), and nulliparous women (Group
3, n = 150).38 Group 2 again had a higher incidence of persistent/recurrent disease in univariate analysis (11%, as opposed
to 1% for Group 1 and 5% for Group 3, p = 0.02), although this difference was not observed in a multivariate model. The
number of Group 2 patients who underwent thyroidectomy during pregnancy was not reported.

An Australian study over a similar period noted that DTC diagnosed in pregnancy or within 12 months postpartum had
a larger size and a greater number of positive neck nodes than age- and sex-matched nonpregnant controls, although no
difference in tumor micro-ribonucleic acid (microRNA) expression profiles between the two groups was noted.39

A retrospective ultrasound study followed 19 patients with PTC diagnosed just prior to or in the early stages of
pregnancy.40 Among the findings, 13/19 tumors were < 1 cm in diameter and 3/19 showed evidence of involved lymph
nodes. Over the course of pregnancy, increase in the tumor maximal diameter was noted in 16% of cases (3/19), and
increase in tumor volume in 26% (5/19). Of the 3 patients with sonographically detected lymph nodes at diagnosis, 2
showed an increase in nodal size, although no new lymph nodes were observed and the extent of surgery was not altered.
Further, 16/19 patients were managed surgically at a mean duration of 12 months following diagnosis, with either an ATA
Excellent or ATA Indeterminate response to therapy after median follow-up of 54 months.

Overall, the available evidence suggests that DTC diagnosed in pregnancy has comparable overall survival to
nonpregnant cohorts, whether surgery occurs during or after pregnancy. These data should reassure clinicians and patients
that deferring surgery for a low-risk DTC until the postpartum period is a reasonable strategy. While it is possible that
DTC diagnosed during pregnancy may be more likely to have local persistence or recurrence, appropriate surveillance will
facilitate timely detection and management. Tumors with suspected high-risk features should be discussed in the context
of an experienced multidisciplinary team for individualized management.

20.5.2 Timing of surgery
The decision of whether to proceed to thyroidectomy during pregnancy or to defer surgery until the postpartum period is
largely based on expert opinion, as summarized in recent guidelines of the ATA.33 In general, the presence of clinically
aggressive features would prompt strong consideration of surgery during pregnancy, while their absence would lend
support for a surveillance strategy, with surgery in the postpartum period. At present, specialized thyroid and neck
ultrasound is the most useful tool to predict clinically aggressive DTC, and this should be performed at the initial
assessment, and again by 24 weeks. Sonographic detection of lymph node metastases, or definite growth of the primary
tumor, favor early surgery. MTC and ATC are considered more aggressive lesions by definition and early surgery should
be strongly considered.

Repeat clinical and sonographic assessment of a suspicious thyroid nodule should occur prior to 24 weeks’ gestation,
to allow planning for thyroidectomy in the second trimester if required.

There is no optimal time for surgical management in the peripartum period. Surgery and anesthesia during pregnancy
carry small but definite risks for the mother and fetus, which are minimized by elective operations in the second trimester.
Conversely, surgery in the postpartum period may disrupt mother-child attachment and the establishment of breastfeeding,
as well as placing increased stress on the family unit. Given the absence of evidence, patient-centered care that includes
balanced discussion of various treatment options is appropriate.
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20.5.3 Supportive management in pregnancy
TSH is an established growth factor for benign and malignant thyrocytes.19 While there are no studies examining the effect 
of supplemental levothyroxine to target lower TSH levels in thyroid cancers diagnosed during pregnancy, it is reasonable 
to establish a TSH target of the lower half of the pregnancy-specific reference range and administer levothyroxine if 
required to achieve this target.

We do not recommend restricting dietary iodine. Iodine is essential for fetal thyroid development, and maternal 
iodine requirements rise in pregnancy. Iodine deficiency in pregnancy is associated with development of maternal goiter, 
presumably in part through TSH-mediated stimulation of thyrocyte growth, and may contribute to increased nodularity as 
well.

20.5.4 Planning for radioiodine therapy
Serum thyroglobulin values in pregnancy may rise compared to prepregnancy levels, possibly due to maternal thyroid 
stimulation from hCG and estrogen, but they return to baseline levels within 1–6 months postpartum.41–43 We recommend 
waiting at least 6 weeks postpartum before assessing thyroglobulin status following pregnancy.

The indications for radioiodine therapy for either remnant ablation and adjuvant therapy have narrowed recently, such 
that fewer patients are requiring this treatment. This simplifies the initial management of the majority of women; however, 
a subset still will require radioiodine therapy based on risk stratification from recent guidelines.31

Radioiodine administration in the postpartum period presents unique medical and social challenges. Close contact 
with infants and children should be avoided for a minimum of 7 days after radioiodine therapy (the specific interval 
is determined by the administered dose and by the recommendations of the nuclear medicine physician).44 Lactating 
mammary tissue overexpresses the sodium-iodide symporter and concentrates iodine,45 and so to minimize radiation 
exposure to breast tissue, it is recommended that breastfeeding ceases at least 8 weeks prior to treatment with radioiodine 
therapy (ideally 3 months), and not be resumed for the current child to avoid radiation exposure to the child through breast 
milk.

If radioiodine therapy is required, the timing of therapy should be carefully considered, taking into account the risk 
of DTC progression, establishment of breastfeeding, and maternal-child bonding. A recent retrospective database study of 
over 9,000 patients with high-risk PTC (> 4 cm, nodal disease or grossly positive margins) found no impact on mortality 
(median survival 75 months) when radioiodine was administered early (within 3 months of surgery) compared to late 
(within 3–12 months), after adjustment for confounders.46 In contrast, a smaller retrospective study of 235 ATA Low- and 
Intermediate-risk patients found a higher rate of persisting biochemical or structural disease (18.8% vs 4.3%) in patients 
with radioiodine therapy deferred longer than 3 months.47

20.6. PRECONCEPTION COUNSELING OF WOMEN WITH A PRIOR HISTORY OF
THYROID CANCER
Women of childbearing age with a prior history of thyroid cancer should be advised to seek preconception counseling. 
Periconception issues should be opportunistically addressed at regular follow-up appointments, both in primary and tertiary 
care.

Issues in preconception care

• Assessment of disease status: structural and biochemical
• Potential impact of pregnancy on disease progress
• Thyroxine dosing prior to, and following, conception
• Impact of prior radioiodine therapy on timing of conception and future fertility
• Use of pregnancy supplements that may interfere with thyroxine absorption
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20.6.1 Establishment of disease status
The 2015 ATA guidelines for DTC provide a helpful framework for evaluating disease status in the period following
initial treatment, accounting for the patient’s response to therapy (Table 20.1).31 Different management considerations are
relevant depending on a woman’s prior treatment (total or hemithyroidectomy and whether radioiodine was administered),
level of functional thyroid reserve (if hemithyroidectomy), and presence of any residual cancer. The presence of a
microPTC under active surveillance represents a separate issue which is discussed next.

In patients with a past history of MTC, serum calcitonin and CEA are sensitive tumor markers and allow risk
stratification of likelihood of structural disease.48 No studies examine the impact of pregnancy on MTC.

20.6.2 Risk of recurrence
There is a theoretical risk that pregnancy may accelerate the recurrence or progression of previously treated DTC. Four
key retrospective studies performed during the last 30 years are presented next.

Leboeuf and colleagues43 evaluated 36 women with one or more pregnancies following therapy for DTC between 1997
and 2006, with pregnancy occurring a median of 4.3 years after DTC treatment. Only 44% of the cohort had neck imaging
both before and after delivery, limiting the comparability of prepartum and postpartum assessments. Of the 3 women with
structural disease prepartum, 1 had evidence of growth of a cervical lymph node metastasis during pregnancy. The 2 other
women were noted to have new structural disease postpartum upon imaging that was not detected on physical examination
prepartum. Further, 8/36 women had a > 20% rise in serum thyroglobulin following pregnancy, including 2 women with
known structural disease, 1 with a new cervical lymphadenopathy, 3 with negative neck US, and 2 with negative physical
examination.

Rosario and colleagues49 reviewed 64 pregnancies following DTC, managed prior to 2006, with median time from
treatment to conception being 2.4 years. All patients had no structural evidence of disease by neck ultrasound, either
before or after pregnancy. The 49 patients with negative prepregnancy thyroglobulin remained negative postpartum. Eight
patients with thyroglobulin 1–2 ng/mL did not show a rise in thyroglobulin postpartum.

Hirsch and colleagues50 reviewed 63 women between 1992 and 2009 with pregnancy following PTC, with conception
occurring a median of 5.1 years after initial treatment. They found that 5 of 6 women with documented structural disease
prior to pregnancy demonstrated progression within 12 months postpartum (3 structural progressions and 2 biochemical
progressions). All 5 women with biochemical-incomplete disease prior to conception did not have a rise in thyroglobulin
postpartum. In 39 women with thyroglobulin < 0.9 ng/mL prior to pregnancy, no change was observed in thyroglobulin.

Rakhlin and colleagues reviewed 235 women between 1997 and 2015 with a term pregnancy following treatment
for DTC, retrospectively stratified according to the 2015 “ATA Response to Therapy” criteria (Table 20.1).51 Of the
197 women without evidence of structural disease prepregnancy (comprising 148 ATA Excellent Response, 29 ATA

TABLE 20.1 2015 ATA risk stratification for DTC

2015 ATA response-to-
therapy classification Description

Excellent response No clinical, biochemical, or structural evidence of persistent or recurrent thyroid cancer

Biochemical-incomplete
response

Elevated serum thyroglobulin, or rising antithyroglobulin antibodies, in the absence of structural disease
identifiable on imaging

Structural-incomplete
response

Persistent or recurrent thyroid cancer visible upon imaging, either in neck or distant metastases

Indeterminate response Nonspecific biochemical or structural findings that are not able to be classified as benign or malignant (includes
stable/declining antithyroglobulin antibody levels without evidence of structural disease)

Note: Refer to ATA Guideline31 for full discussion of each class and qualifying criteria (table 13).
Tabulated from Haugen BR, Alexander EK, Bible KC, Doherty GM, Mandel SJ, Nikiforov YE, et al. 2015 American Thyroid Association Management Guidelines
for adult patients with thyroid nodules and differentiated thyroid cancer: the American Thyroid Association Guidelines task force on thyroid nodules and
differentiated thyroid cancer. Thyroid 2016;26(1):1–133.
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Indeterminate, and 20 ATA Biochemical Incomplete), no structural disease was detected postpartum. However, 16/197 
(8%) had a higher postpregnancy thyroglobulin than the prepregnancy value.

These data support the conclusion that women with an ATA Excellent response to therapy classification (that is, 
no evidence of disease structurally or biochemically) have minimal increased risk of DTC recurrence or progression in 
pregnancy and do not require additional monitoring during pregnancy.33

Women with ATA Biochemical Incomplete or ATA Structural Incomplete disease may be at increased risk of disease 
progression from pregnancy. Risk and benefit discussions should involve the patient and be individualized. Women with 
known structural disease are discussed in further detail next.

20.6.3 Mitigating pregnancy-impacts of prior thyroid cancer treatment
20.6.3.1 Levothyroxine supplementation
All women require written advice for management of thyroid hormone replacement in the periconception period. 
Pregnancy increases requirements for thyroid hormone production, due in part to a rise in thyroid-binding globulin 
(see also Chapter 4). Additionally, adequate thyroid hormone is essential for fetal development and may reduce risk of 
early pregnancy loss. Women who were euthyroid in the nonpregnant state from a remaining hemithyroid may require 
supplemental levothyroxine due to insufficient functional thyroid reserve. Women dependent on exogenous levothyroxine 
due to total thyroidectomy should be instructed to increase their dose by 20%–40% as soon as conception occurs (our 
practice is to “double the dose” on 2 days of the week), with further adjustments based on monthly thyroid function 
testing for the first two trimesters.33, 52 Pregnancy multivitamins containing calcium or iron may inhibit absorption of 
levothyroxine, and patients should be instructed to take these at a time well away from levothyroxine (usually at night).53 

Women should be reassured that levothyroxine is safe to take in pregnancy to reduce risk of misinformed discontinuation 
at conception.54

For most women, the individualized TSH target established prior to pregnancy will remain appropriate in the pregnant 
state, which is usually the lower half of the nonpregnant reference range. TSH suppression for women with persistent 
structural disease should be maintained in the pregnant state, as mild hyperthyroidism has not been shown to result in 
maternal or fetal complications.33, 55 However, overt thyrotoxicosis increases pregnancy risk.56

20.6.3.2 Radioiodine
It is recommended that women avoid conception for 6 months following radioiodine therapy. This period is longer than 
the time required for radioiodine to totally decay (about 10 weeks, thus preventing fetal exposure to gamma emissions) and 
is recommended to allow the assessment of response to therapy and ensure that further treatments are not required in the 
following 15 months.57 A longitudinal study enrolling 2,673 pregnancies did not show any increase in risk of pregnancy or 
neonatal complications in women treated with radioiodine.58 A systematic review from 2008 confirmed these findings and 
reported no impact of radioiodine on fertility.59 However, a recent prospective observational study of 30 premenopausal 
women receiving radioactive iodine (30–150 mCi) found a persistent decline in anti-Mullerian hormone (AMH) levels 
in 82% of women at 12 months following radioiodine therapy, which was associated with age, but not with dose of 
radioiodine.60 There is some evidence of impaired testicular germ cell function following radioiodine, and men should be 
advised to avoid fathering children for 3–6 months after treatment.61

20.6.3.3 Hypoparathyroidism
Permanent surgical hypoparathyroidism is an uncommon long-term complication of neck surgery which requires active 
management during pregnancy. This condition is addressed in more detail in Chapter 21.

20.6.4 Surveillance and monitoring
Women with an ATA Excellent response to therapy do not require DTC-specific monitoring during pregnancy, but they 
should have a repeat thyroglobulin and thyroglobulin-antibody measurement at least 6 months postpartum as part of 
ongoing surveillance.

Women with ATA Biochemical Incomplete or ATA Indeterminate disease should have periodic monitoring during 
pregnancy, using thyroglobulin, thyroglobulin antibody, and neck ultrasound. Evidence of disease progression may
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prompt an increase in the level of TSH suppression, or in rare cases, it can prompt expedited delivery. However there is no
evidence to guide practice, and multidisciplinary decision-making is recommended.

20.6.4.1 Papillary thyroid microcarcinoma
Active surveillance of biopsy-proven papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (PMC; < 1 cm, no high-risk features) is an
emerging management strategy, and three recent studies have evaluated the impact of pregnancy on its course. Shindo and
colleagues followed 9 patients with PMC through pregnancy, noting that there was growth in size in 4/11 PMC (36%),
compared to growth in 3/27 (11%) of nonpregnant controls.62 Ito and colleagues followed 50 pregnant patients with PMC
and found growth of > 1 mm in 4 (8%), reduction in size in 1 (2%), and stable disease in the remaining 45 (90%). No lymph
node metastases were observed.63 Oh and colleagues followed 13 PMC patients through pregnancy, with 1 lesion showing
significant growth.40 Based on these studies, it appears reasonable to continue a strategy of active surveillance through
pregnancy, monitored with serial maternal neck ultrasound; however, note that some microcarcinomas will grow during
this period, and this may result in anxiety for the patient and clinicians. Further long-term follow-up data are required
to guide practice in this area, as this remains an investigational strategy outside pregnancy, although supported by some
recent guidelines.31

20.6.5 Germline RET mutations
Women either with syndromic MEN2 or known germline carriers of mutations in the REarranged during Transfection
(RET) proto-oncogene should be offered prenatal counseling, regardless of a prior history of MTC, pheochromocytoma,
or hyperparathyroidism. Mutations in RET in the mother, as well as in the fetus or child, can be stratified according to risk
of early-onset MTC, which can inform management, including prophylactic thyroidectomy in early childhood for the most
aggressive mutations.48 Pheochromocytoma and hyperparathyroidism should be excluded prior to pregnancy in women
with MEN2.

20.7. MANAGEMENT OF KNOWN RESIDUAL STRUCTURAL DISEASE IN
PREGNANCY
A study of women with pregnancy in the setting of known structural disease retrospectively followed 38 women from a
tertiary cancer center in the United States.51 They showed that 11/38 (29%) women demonstrated progression of known
structural disease during pregnancy (5 with an increase in size of known abnormal lymph nodes, 3 with newly detected
abnormal lymph nodes, and 1 with progression of known distant metastases). The authors subclassified 3 of these
progressions as “clinically significant,” resulting in additional treatment within 12 months postpartum. The cohort included
10 women who had pulmonary metastases at diagnosis, 7 of whom had persistent structural disease prior to pregnancy.
Disease progression was documented in 1 of these 10 cases.

These data suggest that pregnancy is a stimulatory environment for thyroid cancer, in keeping with epidemiological
and in vitro data. However, the absolute magnitude of these effects appears small, and the majority of women with known
structural disease can have a successful pregnancy without demonstrable impact on thyroid cancer status.

TSH suppression should be maintained in such cases, in keeping with prepregnancy targets. The effect of mild
hyperthyroidism on pregnancy appears to be negligible. Anticipatory increases in levothyroxine in the first trimester, with
monthly thyroid function tests, are required.

It is appropriate to monitor known neck disease with serial neck ultrasounds during pregnancy. Structural chest imaging
with ionizing radiation should be avoided in pregnancy. If there are concerns regarding pulmonary function due to prior
radioiodine exposure or widespread pulmonary metastases, serial lung function testing may provide some reassurance.

There are three tyrosine kinase inhibitors currently approved for the treatment of progressive or symptomatic metastatic
thyroid cancer (lenvatanib, sorafenib, and cabozatenib). In animal studies using less than 10% of the recommended human
dose, lenvatinib and sorafenib resulted in embryotoxicity, fetotoxicity, and teratogenicity in rats and rabbits.64, 65 No
specific advice was provided for cabozatenib. Women of childbearing age should be advised to avoid pregnancy while on
treatment with these agents. A single case of a woman with MEN2 and MTC treated with vandetanib up until 6 weeks
gestation reported no adverse fetal outcomes.66
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20.8. CONCLUSION
Despite the conundrum of female preponderance of DTC remaining largely unexplained, effective treatment for thyroid 
cancer results in minimal long-term sequelae for the vast majority of women, including those who are pregnant or 
contemplating pregnancy. The increasing survivorship of young thyroid cancer patients, as well as the increased detection 
of thyroid nodules, mandates that pregnancy physicians are competent with the assessment and management of these 
conditions.
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2.3 Innervation of the thyroid 
2.3.1 Introduction 

As with most visceral organs, the thyroid receives autonomic innervation.  However, 

most discussion of thyroid innervation in clinical thyroidology is concerned with 

techniques to avoid damage to the closely apposed recurrent laryngeal nerve during 

neck surgery (as see in Figure 4), as this nerve provides essential innervation of the vocal 

apparatus.  Consequently, the potential role of functional innervation of the thyroid 

gland is rarely considered.  Nonetheless, the rich autonomic innervation of the thyroid 

gland has demonstrable physiological effects.13  Fibres from both adrenergic and 

cholinergic neurones are demonstrated to terminate in close vicinity of thyroid follicles, 

suggesting that neural effects extend beyond mere control of vascular flow.14-16  This 

topic has been expertly reviewed by Ahren13, albeit three decades ago.  Salient points, 

as well as new findings in the intervening 30 years, are discussed below. The key finding 

is that adrenergic innervation appears to have predominantly stimulatory effects on 

thyroid growth and hormone release, while cholinergic signalling is inhibitory to 

hormone secretion.   

2.3.2 Anatomy of thyroid innervation 

Adrenergic fibres enter the thyroid gland via plexuses on branches of the superior and 

inferior thyroidal arteries (Figure 4).  These fibres are likely post-ganglionic, originating 

from synapses in the superior cervical ganglion. Additionally, at surgery, branching nerve 

fibres from the cervical sympathetic ganglia can be observed tracking into the recurrent 

or superior laryngeal nerves, before passing into the thyroid gland, sometimes termed 

the Sympathetic-Laryngeal nerve anastomotic branch.17 In a series of experiments in the 

mouse, Melander and colleagues showed that sympathetic nerve fibres had close 

anatomical relations with both arterioles and interfollicular spaces.18   

Cholinergic fibres to the thyroid arise from the vagus nerve, with preganglionic fibres 

arising from the dorsal motor nucleus of vagus in the ipsilateral brainstem, and entering 

the thyroid gland through branches of the recurrent laryngeal and superior laryngeal 

nerves (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Autonomic Innervation of the thyroid.  Adrenergic innervation (highlighted 

yellow) arises from the superior cervical ganglion, and enters the thyroid via 

superficial plexuses on blood vessels.  Cholinergic innervation (highlighted green) 

arises from the superior laryngeal and inferior laryngeal nerves branching from the 

vagus nerve.  Figure minimally adapted from Netter’s Clinical Anatomy, 4th edition, 

Figure 8.68.  © 2019 Elsevier.  Used with permission. 

2.3.3 Adrenergic (sympathetic) innervation and function 
Studies examining the functional effects of adrenergic thyroid innervation either involve 

measuring response to administration of an adrenergic neurotransmitter; or through 

manipulation (either direct stimulation or destruction) of the superior cervical ganglion 

(Figure 4).   

Adrenergic signalling has been shown to increase thyroid hormone secretion in animals. 

For example, in a TSH-suppressed environment, stimulation of the ipsilateral superior 

cervical ganglion resulted in increase in thyroid hormone synthesis, demonstrated by an 
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increase in intracellular colloid droplets in dependent follicles (a sign of increased 

activity of the follicular epithelium in thyroid hormone synthesis), and an increase in 

thyroid hormone release.19  These effects were reproduced by systemic administration 

of noradrenaline, and inhibited by the alpha-adrenoceptor antagonist, phentolamine; 

and were not reproduced by variations in arterial supply. These findings have been 

confirmed in other studies.13  Similarly, bilateral surgical sympathectomy (destruction of 

the superior cervical ganglion) in a ‘normal-TSH’ environment resulted in a reduction of 

hormone release from the thyroid.18  However, under conditions where thyrocytes are 

stimulated by TSH, adrenergic signalling may act to decrease thyroid hormone release, 

as noradrenaline may impair the increase in cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) 

that occurs in response to TSH stimulation, which may predominantly be mediated by 

alpha-adrenoceptors.13  Beta-adrenoceptor signalling retains stimulatory effects under 

basal or TSH-stimulated conditions, and is predominantly mediated by the beta-2 

adrenoceptor subtype.20,21  

Adrenergic signalling may also be a positive regulator of thyroid growth.  Unilateral pre-

ganglionic denervation of the superior cervical ganglion of male rats resulted in reduced 

hemithyroid weight, and reduced hemithyroid uptake of iodine compared to the 

contralateral (control) lobe.22  Interestingly, effects were similar under conditions of 

basal TSH conditions, and with increased TSH stimulation (in response to oral propyl-

thiouracil). 

It is important to note that the technique of sympathetic denervation may confound 

experimental analysis.  Ganglionectomy, in disrupting the post-ganglionic sympathetic 

innervation, may result in reactive ‘denervation supersensitivity’22,23 and cause a 

paradoxical increase in adrenergic signalling. This mechanism may explain the conflicting 

results where ganglionectomy resulted in increase in thyroid hormone secretion in some 

studies.24,25    

2.3.4 Cholinergic (parasympathetic) innervation and function 

Cholinergic signalling appears to be inhibitory to thyroid hormone secretion.  Functional 

studies administering the cholinergic agonists acetylcholine or carbamylcholine have 

inhibited TSH-mediated thyroid hormone secretion, most likely by increased 

intracellular cAMP degradation following TSH stimulation.13  For example, in the mouse, 

carbamylcholine inhibited thyroid hormone release when injected under basal TSH 
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conditions, and when injected immediately prior to exogenous TSH stimulation, but not 

in a TSH-suppressed environment.14  Further, the administration of atropine (a 

cholinergic antagonist) significantly increased thyroid hormone secretion in response to 

TSH.  Similarly, bilateral vagotomy in pigeons (reducing parasympathetic signalling) 

resulted in ultrastructural changes in follicular cells consistent with increased hormone 

production, and increased serum concentrations of T3, although T4 was reduced.26    

Contrastingly, bilateral ligation of the inferior laryngeal nerve in rats resulted in a 

decrease in thyroid weight, both in the presence and absence of TSH stimulation, 

suggesting a trophic role of cholinergic innervation in thyroid growth.25  A reduction in 

circulating T4 was also observed.   

2.3.5 Evidence for innervation of thyroid cancer 

Interest in innervation of thyroid cancer is driven by compelling data from other solid 

organ malignancies, particularly prostate, gastric, breast and colorectal carcinomas,27-31 

showing that innervation of the tumour micro-environment has functional and 

prognostic significance. For example, in studies in humans, the presence of neo-

neurogenesis (increased neural density) within colorectal carcinoma tissue was 

associated with a 50% reduction in overall survival, compared to patients with no neo-

neurogenesis.31  In breast cancer, nerves were twice as likely to be detected within 

tumours that had metastasized to lymph nodes, compared to non-metastatic lesions.30  

In the prostate, the incidence of prostate cancer in men with spinal cord injuries 

(resulting in reduced descending innervation to the prostate) was reduced by 62% 

compared to men with intact autonomic signalling.32  The mechanism of nerve-

dependence in prostate cancer may be via an angiogenic switch on blood vessels, 

whereby neo-neurogenesis drives neo-angiogenesis and tumour progression,27 whereas 

in other tumour types these mechanisms are less clearly defined. In animal models, 

denervation of the gastric mucosa by vagotomy reduces the development of gastric 

tumours,29 whilst chemical or surgical sympathectomy reduces growth of prostate 

tumours.28  

However, there are no data addressing the question of whether thyroid cancer is 

innervated, and whether this is of biological significance.  
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2.3.5.1 Inferences from perineural invasion 

Perineural invasion (malignant cells either encasing or infiltrating nerves) is an 

established predictor of aggressive tumour biology in some cancers, including prostate 

carcinoma,33 and squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck.34 However, perineural 

invasion is not an established risk factor in thyroid cancer, and is not routinely reported 

at histopathology. Perineural invasion is occasionally reported in thyroid cancer 

specimens (incidence of 1.8 % and 2% in two unrelated studies),35,36 providing 

supportive evidence for the presence of nerves in the vicinity of a minority of thyroid 

cancers.   

The potential significance of perineural invasion in thyroid cancer can be inferred from 

study datasets investigating other hypotheses. In a cohort of 437 patients with lateral 

neck metastases (AJCC TNM stage N1b) at presentation of PTC, the incidence of 

histological perineural invasion in this high-risk cohort was 12.4%. This rate is 6-fold 

higher than the reported rates of perineural invasion observed in two other studies of 

lower risk thyroid cancer cohorts (1.8%, and 2%, discussed above);35,36 and was 

associated with lower rates of recurrence-free survival in univariate analysis (HR 3.1, 

95%CI 1.3 – 7.8, p=0.01).37  Similarly, an indication of the potential significance of 

perineural invasion is provided by a study of 678 cases of PTC, which found an 

association between perineural invasion and the established high-risk feature of 

lymphovascular invasion.36  However, the comparison of rates of perineural invasion 

between studies is confounded by many factors, and dedicated studies are required.    

2.3.6 Relevance for proposed research 

These data confirm that the thyroid receives autonomic innervation. Adrenergic 

signalling is stimulatory to benign thyroid growth, and the secretion of thyroid 

hormones, while both adrenergic and cholinergic innervation may support normal 

thyroid homeostasis, as evidenced by gland atrophy following disruption to adrenergic 

or cholinergic innervation.  However, it is not known whether thyroid tumours receive 

autonomic innervation, and whether this is of biological significance.   

2.4 The precursor for nerve growth factor in physiology and cancer 
2.4.1 Physiology of the precursor for nerve growth factor 

Neurotrophins are a family of soluble proteins that function as growth factors for nerves, 

binding to cell surface receptors in the peripheral and central nervous system.  Nerve 
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Growth Factor (NGF), the prototypical neurotrophin, was serendipitously identified in 

the laboratory of Cohen and Levi-Montalcini in 1951, where it was observed that mouse 

sarcoma tissue was able to attract nerve fibres from a chick embryo.38  Since this time, 

several other neurotrophins have been identified, including brain-derived neurotrophic 

factor, neurotrophin 3 and neurotrophin 4/5.   

NGF is a 120 amino acid protein encoded by the NGF gene on chromosome 1p13.39  NGF 

is translated from its messenger RNA (mRNA) to form a 241 residue pro-hormone, which 

is cleaved by furins and matrix metalloproteinases (Figure 5).40  This precursor for NGF 

(proNGF) was first detected in 1977, however, it was not until it was identified that the 

pro-domain was able to facilitate receptor binding and had unique physiological effects 

that it became the focus of study.41 A key difference from NGF is the ability of proNGF 

to co-stimulate a combined sortilin-p75NTR complex,42 which may be a result of the pro-

peptide contributing to a more stable tri-peptide conformation.43   

Figure 5. Structure of the precursor for nerve growth factor, showing the pro-domain 

(red), and the cleaved NGF molecule (blue).  The furin cleavage site is shown.  Figure 

reproduced from Paoletti et al.44 with permission (CC BY 4.0) 

NGF is a key driver of neuronal growth, survival and differentiation, mediated through 

the receptors p75NTR and TrkA in both the central and peripheral nervous system (see 

Figure 6), although in benign tissues NGF does not cause cellular proliferation.45  ProNGF 

is known to interact with three key cell-surface receptors: pan-neurotrophin receptor 

(p75NTR, so named for its ability to bind all known neurotrophins and pro-neurotrophins); 
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Tropomyosin receptor kinase A (TrkA, also known as neurotrophic tyrosine kinase 

receptor type 1, NTRK1) and sortilin (also known as Neurotensin Receptor 3, NTSR3;  or 

glycoprotein 110).  The functional effects of pro/neurotrophin signaling are mediated by 

these ligand-receptor interactions, and vary from inducing neuronal survival and 

differentiation to driving neuronal apoptosis, depending on receptor expression (Figure 

6).46  Within the nervous system, proNGF functions to induce neuronal apoptosis and 

may provide a balance to the proliferative signals of NGF. ProNGF is secreted by cell 

targets of innervation under a number of physiological states, and is increased in the 

brain and cerebrospinal fluid of patients with neurodegenerative conditions, such as 

Alzheimer’s disease and other tauopathies.47-50  Further, the pro/NGF pathway has been 

implicated in the mediation of pain syndromes in benign51-53 and malignant conditions,54 

and may have a role in diabetes-associated nerve damage in the eye.55  
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Figure 6: Physiological role of NGF and proNGF in neural tissue.  Figure redrawn and 

adapted from Bradshaw et al.,41 including data from Aloe et al.45  

2.4.2 Role of the precursor for nerve growth factor in malignancy 
As demonstrated in Figure 7, and in contrast to its effects in benign tissues (Figure 6), a 

different paradigm of neurotrophin-receptor crosstalk occurs in the cancer 

microenvironment, where the downstream effects of proNGF-receptor interactions 

result in pro-oncogenic signaling.     
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Figure 7: Post-receptor signaling of NGF and proNGF in malignant tissue.  Figure 

redrawn and adapted from Bradshaw et al.,41 including data from Aloe et al.45 

These effects are most comprehensively described in breast cancer.  Biologically active 

NGF is produced from breast cancer cells,56 and both NGF and proNGF signaling promote 

self-renewal and growth of cancer stem cells.57 The pro-oncogenic effect is mediated, at 

least in part, through neurotrophin receptors.  For example, proNGF signaling, 

interacting through a sortilin-TrkA complex, has been associated with growth of breast 

cancer, and reduced patient survival.58 In a separate study, autocrine proNGF signaling 

through TrkA and sortilin drives breast cancer cell invasion.59  Knockdown of sortilin 

using siRNA impairs adhesion, migration and invasion on breast cancer cells in vitro,60 

while in vivo, NGF-p75NTR signaling may drive de-differentiation, as shown through 

increased resistance of breast cancers to standard chemotherapy.61   

In addition to breast cancer, data support a role for proNGF in other malignancies.  In 

pancreatic cancer, proNGF protein expression is higher in malignant tissue than in 

surrounding benign or peritumoural tissues, and may have functional significance as 

proliferation, migration and invasion are all inhibited by proNGF siRNA knockdown in 

vitro.62  Benign prostatic epithelium synthesizes both proNGF and NGF, which are 
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biologically active, inducing growth of prostate tumour cells in vitro.63  In prostate 

cancer, levels of proNGF protein expression in carcinoma correlate with histological 

markers of tumour aggressiveness in patient samples.64  Melanoma, a neural crest-cell 

derived malignancy, is associated with growth through the pro/NGF pathway,65 where 

NGF signaling drives transformation of melanocytes towards a bipotent precursor with 

higher growth potential.66   

As well as direct neurotrophin-receptor signaling driving proliferation and invasion, 

there is some evidence that neurotrophins mediate neo-neurogenesis (nerve formation) 

in the cancer microenvironment.  For example, proNGF is able to directly stimulate 

outgrowth of neurites in vitro, perhaps through paracrine signaling or chemotaxis.64  In 

breast cancer, NGF is associated with nerve fibre infiltration within the tumour 

microenvironment,30 and breast cancer-derived NGF induces differentiation of 

embryonic neuronal precursors.56   

2.4.3 Role of the precursor for nerve growth factor in thyroid cancer 

The role of proNGF in thyroid cancer is suggested by a single paper, where Faulkner et 

al. used immunohistochemistry to assess proNGF expression in benign and malignant 

thyroid tissue from commercial tissue-microarrays.67  Strong immunostaining for 

proNGF was demonstrated in the cytoplasm of follicular cell-derived thyroid cancers 

(both papillary and follicular subtypes).  In contrast, minimal proNGF protein was 

demonstrated in benign thyroid (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Immunohistochemistry for proNGF in benign and malignant thyroid tissue, 

demonstrating strong, specific labelling of the cytoplasm of malignant cells. 

Representative images are shown for (A) normal thyroid tissue, (B) adenoma, (C) 

papillary carcinoma and (D) follicular carcinoma.  Scale 50 µm. Reproduced from 

Faulkner et al.67 with permission (CC BY 3.0). 

As well as demonstrating a biological gradient between benign and malignant tissue 

(Figure 9A), the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) for 

ability of proNGF to discriminate between benign and malignant thyroid lesions was 0.95 

(95% CI 0.85 – 0.96, p<0.0001, Figure 9B), suggesting that proNGF may have a high 

discriminative ability as a biomarker for malignant thyroid lesions.  Both NGF and 

proNGF are known to be secreted into the extracellular space,59 and both have been 

detected in the serum of mice and humans, 68-70 raising the possibility of  detecting 

proNGF in serum or biopsy material.   
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(A) (B) 

Figure 9: (A) Box and whisker plot quantifying proNGF expression in benign and 

malignant thyroid tissue (****p<0.0001).  (B) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

curve for the ability of proNGF to discriminate between benign and malignant thyroid 

lesions.  Reproduced from Faulkner et al.67 with permission (CC BY 3.0). 

The biological plausibility for the role of proNGF-receptor signaling in thyroid cancer is 

supported by known genetic driver mutations in the TrkA signaling pathway. As 

previously outlined, TrkA is a receptor tyrosine kinase with downstream signaling via the 

RAS-BRAF-MEK-MAPK pathway (Figure 10).71 Increased proliferative signaling through 

this pathway appears to be a key driver of oncogenesis in thyroid tumours, as acquired 

mutations in TrkA, RET, RAS and BRAF are commonly found in PTC and FTC.72 Specifically, 

mutations in TrkA are sporadically acquired in up to 12% of papillary thyroid cancers.73  

Furthermore, TrkA is upregulated in some thyroid cancers.74  Therefore, ligand-receptor 

interactions in this pathway are a plausible mechanism for proNGF mediated thyroid 

oncogenesis.  However, the biological role of proNGF in thyroid cancer has not been 

elucidated. 
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Figure 10: MAPK signalling pathway.  RTK Receptor Tyrosine Kinase.  Redrawn and 

adapted from Nikiforov et al.71  

2.4.4 Relevance for proposed research 
These data suggest the role of proNGF as a biomarker of thyroid cancer. However, these 

data also suggest that proNGF may have a role as a driver of thyroid cancer initiation or 

progression, both by inference from data from other cancers, as well as due to its unique 

over-expression in thyroid cancer cells.  The mechanism by which proNGF exerts 

biological effects in thyroid cancer is not known, and it is not known whether thyroid 

cancer expresses receptors for neurotrophins, and whether these exert biological 

effects. These questions formed key hypotheses in this thesis.   

2.5 Biomarkers for diagnosis of thyroid cancer 
2.5.1 Clinical need 
Current diagnostic tools are imperfect to determine whether thyroid nodules are benign 

or malignant.  At present, best practice evaluation of thyroid nodules is to risk stratify 

clinically detected or incidentally discovered thyroid nodules for malignancy using 

thyroid ultrasound, with suspicious nodules proceeding to cytological assessment using 

fine-needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy.8  The frequency of each diagnostic category and the 

corresponding malignancy risk are both summarized in Table 1.  As this table 

demonstrates, there is weak stratification of risk in the lower 4 categories of both the 
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Ultrasound (risk of malignancy 0 – 20%) and Cytology strata (risk of malignancy 0 – 30%), 

despite most nodules falling into these classifications (>75% of nodules for both risk 

scoring systems).  

Table 1: Current best practice risk stratification for thyroid nodules using ultrasound 

and fine needle biopsy.  FLUS: Follicular Lesion of Undetermined Significance.  FN. 

Follicular neoplasm.   

ATA 2016 

Ultrasound 

Category 

Frequency 

of Result 
75

Malignancy Risk 

& 

Recommended 

Action 8 

Bethesda Biopsy 

Category 

Frequency 

of Result 
76

Risk of 

Malignancy 
77

Benign - <1% 

No biopsy 

Non-diagnostic 3% 1 – 4% 

Very low 

suspicion 

26% <3% 

Biopsy >2cm 

Benign 65% 0 – 3% 

Low 

suspicion 

38% 5 – 10% 

Biopsy >1.5cm 

Atypia 

Undetermined 

Significance/FLUS 

10% 5 – 30% 

Intermediate 

suspicion 

31% 10 – 20% 

Biopsy >1cm 

Follicular 

neoplasm 

/Suspicious for FN 

10% 10 – 30% 

High 

Suspicion 

4% >70%

Biopsy >1cm 

Suspicious for 

malignancy 

5% 60 – 75% 

Malignant 6% 97 – 99% 

These data confirm that the majority (>95%) of thyroid nodules have <20% risk of 

malignancy, yet many still require an interventional procedure to evaluate.  Additionally, 

25% of biopsy results return an ‘indeterminate’ result, requiring further monitoring or 

surgical removal.77  Further, a major issue with current diagnostic tests evaluating 

nodular thyroid disease is that both ultrasound and cytological interpretation are 
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subjective investigations that require a high level of operator expertise, and are resource 

intensive.8   Inexpensive, objective and reliable diagnostic biomarkers are required.     

2.5.2 Blood-based diagnostic biomarkers 

Sensitive and specific peptide-based serum biomarkers remain sought-after in clinical 

practice for both diagnosis and monitoring of cancers.  Several solid-organ malignancies 

have established peptide-based biomarkers, which are useful in the diagnosis or 

prognosis of cancer.  Examples include prostate specific antigen (PSA, prostate cancer), 

alpha-fetoprotein (AFP, testicular carcinoma and hepatocellular carcinoma), 

carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and CA19.9 (colorectal carcinoma).    

Follicular cells of the thyroid uniquely synthesise the protein thyroglobulin, required in 

the production of thyroid hormone, and synthesis of this protein commonly persists 

following malignant transformation of thyroid follicular cells.  Therefore, whilst 

thyroglobulin is not a useful diagnostic biomarker for thyroid cancer (as it is secreted by 

both benign and malignant follicular thyroid cells), it has established utility as a 

biomarker of recurrence in the follow up of patients who have had total thyroidectomy.8 

Serum calcitonin, a specific peptide produced by the neuroendocrine thyroid tumour 

MTC, is an established sensitive serological biomarker for detection of MTC.  Several 

large prospective studies have evaluated the efficacy of serum calcitonin in the 

evaluation of nodular thyroid disease.78 Despite its high sensitivity and specificity, due 

to the rarity of MTC (approximately 50× less common than DTC) it remains controversial 

for use as a screening test as most positive results continue to be false positive, and 

recent clinical guidelines have failed to reach consensus on its use.8  

In addition to peptide-based biomarkers, circulating tumour specific microRNAs 

(miRNA) or DNAs are under evaluation in many cancers, including thyroid cancer.  In a 

recent review, Wojcicka et al. identified several possible candidate miRNAs that were 

identified in single studies, however, sensitivity ranges were 60 – 90%, while specificity 

was 57 – 88%.79  Further, circulating tumour DNA has been shown in pilot studies to be 

an early marker of thyroid cancer recurrence,80 although in small studies has not yet 

been shown useful in the assessment of thyroid nodules.81  

However, there remains currently no serum biomarker in clinical practice for the 

diagnosis of DTC.   
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2.5.3 Biopsy-based diagnostic biomarkers 

2.5.3.1 Protein 

Needle rinse of FNA specimens is an established technique for detecting thyroglobulin 

(a ubiquitous thyroid-specific protein),82 which has utility in confirmation of metastatic 

thyroid lesions.  Needle rinse calcitonin, as for serum, is sensitive and specific for the 

diagnosis of MTC and is a well-established technique for detecting this tumour type.83 

However, neither of these tests have utility in the most common clinical scenario of 

determining whether a thyroid nodule is benign or contains a DTC.   

Although there are several established biomarkers for DTC by immunohistochemistry, 

including galectin-3 and cytokeratin-19, none exhibit sufficient sensitivity or specificity 

to be used in isolation or as a panel.84,85 Additionally, immunocytochemical analysis of 

thyroid biopsy specimens remains technically challenging due to small sample volumes 

and difficulty of standardization between laboratories. While proNGF may contribute 

usefully in the field of immunocytochemistry, its particular interest is as a secreted 

protein,59 and its potential to be detected in serum or in needle wash fluid as a novel 

biomarker.     

2.5.3.2 Gene panels 

Genetic analysis of FNA material, either using a mRNA classifier system (measuring gene 

expression within the nodule) or extended next-generation sequencing (detecting the 

presence of point mutations or gene fusions) are available in some countries (although 

not Australia).  These have been evaluated in the specific clinical setting of Bethesda 

Category 4 cytology (follicular lesion of undetermined significance).  

Although a mutation panel of 7 genes (including BRAF, RAS, RET/PTC, PAX8/PPARc) has 

a reported specificity for malignancy of between 86 – 100%, a sensitivity as low as 44% 

when evaluating this cohort limits translational relevance.8 An extended gene 

expression classifier panel of 167 mRNAs has a reported sensitivity of up to 92%, and 

has been proposed as a possible “rule out” test, however, the low specificity of 48 – 53% 

again limits straightforward applicability.8  Whilst both tests are available commercially 

in the United States for over a decade, the lack of uptake more broadly speaks to the 

need for better biomarkers.      
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2.5.4 Relevance for proposed research 

The discovery of objective biomarkers, either in blood or biopsy material, that reliably 

discriminate benign from malignant tissue would significantly improve the diagnostic 

efficiency of nodular thyroid disease.   Whilst prognostic markers for thyroid cancer are 

established, diagnostic markers are wanting.  Promising pilot data support the 

investigation of proNGF as a protein based biomarker in serum and biopsy material for 

the diagnosis of thyroid disease.    
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3 THE PRECURSOR FOR NERVE 
GROWTH FACTOR (PRONGF) IS 
NOT A SERUM OR BIOPSY-RINSE 
BIOMARKER FOR THYROID 
CANCER DIAGNOSIS 
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3.1 Preface 
This paper tests the hypothesis that proNGF is a discriminative biomarker for 

the diagnosis of thyroid cancer. This hypothesis is supported by prior data 

showing significant over-expression of proNGF in malignant thyroid tissue, and the 

detection of proNGF proteins and degradation products in serum and biological 

fluids in various conditions.   

To test these hypotheses, two independent, but overlapping, cohort studies 

were established in Newcastle, Australia, to collect serum and biopsy samples from 

patients with benign and malignant thyroid diseases.  The studies were sufficiently 

powered to provide pilot data on the diagnostic performance of proNGF in these 

media.  

This paper is published in BMC Endocrine Disorders. 
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The precursor for nerve growth factor
(proNGF) is not a serum or biopsy-rinse
biomarker for thyroid cancer diagnosis
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Abstract

Background: Nerves and neurotrophic growth factors are emerging promoters of cancer growth. The precursor for
Nerve Growth Factor (proNGF) is overexpressed in thyroid cancer, but its potential role as a clinical biomarker has
not been reported. Here we have examined the value of proNGF as a serum and biopsy-rinse biomarker for thyroid
cancer diagnosis.

Methods: Patients presenting for thyroid surgery or biopsy were enrolled in separate cohorts examining serum
(n = 204, including 46 cases of thyroid cancer) and biopsy-rinse specimens (n = 188, including 26 cases of thyroid
cancer). ProNGF levels in clinical samples were analysed by ELISA. Univariate and multivariate statistical analyses
were used to compare proNGF levels with malignancy status and clinicopathological parameters.

Results: ProNGF was not detected in the majority of serum samples (176/204, 86%) and the detection of proNGF was
not associated with thyroid cancer diagnosis. In the few cases where proNGF was detected in the serum,
thyroidectomy did not affect proNGF concentration, demonstrating that the thyroid was not the source of serum
proNGF. Intriguingly, an association between hyperthyroidism and serum proNGF was observed (OR 3.3, 95% CI 1.6–8.7
p = 0.02). In biopsy-rinse, proNGF was detected in 73/188 (39%) cases, with no association between proNGF and
thyroid cancer. However, a significant positive association between follicular lesions and biopsy-rinse proNGF was
found (OR 3.3, 95% CI 1.2–8.7, p = 0.02).

Conclusions: ProNGF levels in serum and biopsy-rinse are not increased in thyroid cancer and therefore proNGF is not
a clinical biomarker for this condition.

Keywords: Thyroid Cancer, proNGF, Biomarker, Serum, Biopsy-rinse

Background
Thyroid cancer is a common endocrine malignancy. In
the United States, an average of 14 new cases per 100,000
person are diagnosed each year, with an annual increase
in incidence of 3.6% since 1974 [1]. This rise is due to a
combination of increased diagnosis of clinically indolent
cancers, and a true but small increase in aggressive cases,
with a corresponding small rise in incidence-based mor-
tality [1]. Thus, the timely diagnosis of clinically significant

thyroid cancers is an important public health priority.
These cancers must be distinguished from more common
benign thyroid nodules, detected by ultrasound in 19–35%
of adults [2]. At present, the diagnostic evaluation of
nodular thyroid disease includes thyroid ultrasound and
fine-needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy [3]. Importantly, no
current technique can accurately predict clinically signifi-
cant cancers from indolent thyroid cancers, as demon-
strated by the “epidemic” of non-lethal papillary thyroid
cancer in countries that have introduced neck ultrasound
screening programs [4]. Therefore, blood-based and
biopsy-based biomarkers are needed to refine the diagno-
sis and prognosis of thyroid cancers [5–7].
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Nerves and neurotrophic growth factors are emerging
promoters of tumorigenesis and are increasingly
regarded as potential biomarkers and therapeutic targets
in oncology [8, 9]. The precursor for nerve growth factor
(proNGF) has recently been shown to be overexpressed
in thyroid cancer compared to benign thyroid tissues,
suggesting utility as a discriminator in diagnostic testing
[10]. ProNGF is a soluble 246 amino acid pro-peptide,
transcribed from the nerve growth factor (NGF) gene on
chromosome 1p13. ProNGF is cleaved into nerve growth
factor (NGF) by tissue proconvertases such as furin and
matrix metalloproteinases [11]. ProNGF has an estab-
lished role in neural development in the foetus [12], and
acts on neurons through interaction with specific NGF
receptors to promote neural survival and differentiation,
or apoptosis [11]. Interestingly, proNGF and its recep-
tors have been associated with progression and aggres-
siveness of several cancers, including breast [13, 14],
prostate [15], and melanoma [16]. In thyroid cancer, in
addition to proNGF overexpression [10], the upregula-
tion of proNGF/NGF receptors (the tyrosine kinase
TrkA, the neurotrophin receptor p75NTR and the pro-
neurotrophin receptor sortilin) has been reported [17],
suggesting a role for proNGF in thyroid carcinogenesis
and a potential value as a diagnostic or prognostic
biomarker.
In the present study, we hypothesized that the overex-

pression of proNGF may lead to an increased level of
proNGF in the serum of patients with thyroid cancer, as
compared with benign thyroid conditions, and might
represent a useful biomarker for diagnosis and risk
stratification of nodular thyroid disease. Further, we hy-
pothesized that proNGF protein may also be detected in
the needle-rinse of thyroid biopsy specimens, in a similar
manner to the needle-rinse techniques used for assaying
for thyroglobulin [18] and calcitonin [19]. Here we re-
port the results of studies evaluating these hypotheses in
nodular thyroid disease.

Methods
Patients and samples
This study was approved by the Hunter New England
Local Health District Human Research Ethics Commit-
tee (HREC/16/HNE/247), and all participants provided
written informed consent. To collect serum, we con-
ducted a prospective nested cohort study, enrolling pa-
tients undergoing thyroid surgery or thyroid fine-needle
aspiration biopsy for investigation or management of
thyroid disease. To collect biopsy material, we conducted
a prospective cohort study of patients referred for thy-
roid FNA biopsy at a single high-volume clinic.
In both cohorts, patients were followed after bio speci-

men collection to obtain a final diagnosis of their thyroid
disease based on histopathology (surgical patients) or a

composite clinical assessment (clinical, ultrasound and
FNA biopsy) for non-surgical patients. Relevant clinical
data were extracted from the medical record to correlate
levels of proNGF with age, sex, presence of hyperthy-
roidism (defined as thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH)
level < 0.1 mIU/L), and thyroid histopathology.

Serum study
Prior to thyroid surgery or thyroid biopsy, serum was
drawn into a serum separator tube (surgery-only
patients) or plain serum tube (biopsy-first patients),
centrifuged to separate, then aliquoted and frozen at
− 80 °C. Serum samples were assayed using a proNGF
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (see
below) on the first or second freeze-thaw cycle only.
Samples were run in triplicate at 1:20 dilution (to
minimize matrix effects, as recommended by the
manufacturer), with positive results confirmed on a
second plate; and run with an in-house quality control
(QC) samples of serum spiked with recombinant hu-
man proNGF (Biosensis Pty Ltd., Adelaide, Australia).
4-parameter logistic regression curves were fit using
GraphPad Prism (v7.0 California, USA). All results
above the limit of detection of 0.05 ng/mL (a func-
tional limit of 1 ng/mL allowing for 20x dilution) were
reported as proNGF positive.

Biopsy rinse study
Consecutive consenting adults over 18 years with a thyroid
nodule graded as ‘Low-’, ‘Intermediate-’ or ‘High-risk’, ac-
cording to the Sonographic Pattern stratification of the
2015 American Thyroid Association [3], were prospectively
enrolled. Each nodule was biopsied using a 25 g needle with
capillary action technique. After expulsion of the cellular
material for diagnostic cytopathology, the needle was rinsed
with 0.5mL phosphate-buffered saline at 4 °C with the
addition of protease inhibitors (cOmplete Mini, Roche,
Manneheim Germany, Catalogue number 046931590011, 1
tablet per 10mL), with subsequent refrigerated centrifuga-
tion to pellet red blood cells and insoluble debris. The
supernatant containing solubilised proteins was removed
and stored at − 80 °C prior to ELISA, performed without di-
lution in duplicate (due to constraints on sample volume)
and analysed as above. This ‘needle-rinse’ technique is
established as a sensitive method of detecting the thyroid-
specific proteins thyroglobulin (an established biopsy-based
tumour marker for metastatic thyroid cancer) [18] and cal-
citonin (an established biopsy-based tumour marker for
medullary thyroid cancer) [19], and has the advantage of
preserving cytological material for diagnostic purposes
whilst potentially yielding additional information from the
solubilised proteins. All results above the limit of detection
of 0.05 ng/mL were reported as proNGF positive.
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ProNGF ELISA validation
ProNGF was quantified using a human enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay kit (BEK-2226; Biosensis Pty Ltd.,
Adelaide, Australia), with wells coated with an antibody
raised against the N-terminal precursor domain of hu-
man proNGF. Heterophilic antibody blockers were
added as recommended by the manufacturer [20] to a
final concentration of 38 μg/mL.
Performance of the proNGF ELISA was confirmed

using spike and recovery and linearity of dilution experi-
ments (Additional file 1: Table S1). A mean of 96% spike
recovery was obtained (range 80–128%) when assayed in
the presence of supplied heterophilic antibody blockers.
Mean recovery of the in-house QC sample, which was
assayed across all plates, was 98 ± 22% for serum, and
117 ± 20% for rinse. The between assay coefficient of
variation was 20%, and the within-assay coefficient of
variation (between wells) was 3.6 ± 2.9%.
For serum, no difference in rates of proNGF detection

were observed in samples collected in serum-separator
(16% positive, n = 95) vs plain serum tubes (12% positive,
n = 109) (unadjusted p = 0.42; adjusted for age, sex and
thyroid hormone status p = 0.79), suggesting that
proNGF is not sequestered in the gel layer of a serum
separator tube. Additionally, no difference in levels of
proNGF detection were observed in samples stored for
more than 12 months (13%, n = 117), compared to less
than 12 months (21%, n = 87) (unadjusted p = 0.21, ad-
justed for age, sex, thyroid cancer and hyperthyroidism
p = 0.79), suggesting that endogenous proNGF is stable
at − 80 °C for at least 12 months.

Statistical analysis
Power calculations were based on pilot data, using a
power of 0.8 and two sided alpha of 0.05. For the serum
study, to detect a 3-fold increase in proNGF levels in pa-
tients with cancer, above the background detection of
proNGF cleavage products in 6–10% of healthy sera
[21], 46 cases and 160 controls were required. For the
biopsy study, the diagnostic performance of proNGF in
histological specimens generated an area under the ROC
curve of 0.94 [10]. Conservatively assuming that our
tests generate an AUC ROC of 0.85, and that the mini-
mum clinically significant value is 0.7, 28 cases with thy-
roid cancer and 124 benign nodules were required.
Between group comparisons were assessed categoric-

ally using the Pearson’s Chi-square test, and continu-
ously using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test, with multiple
logistic regression to assess for potential interaction
from clinical variables. Analyses were performed using
the statistical software package Stata (version 14, Stata-
corp, Texas, USA).
Between 2014 and 2017, 204 patients with thyroid dis-

eases were enrolled in the serum cohort (46 cases of

thyroid cancer and 158 cases of benign thyroid condi-
tions); and between 2016 and 2018, 183 patients with
188 nodules were enrolled in the biopsy cohort (26 cases
of thyroid cancer and 162 benign nodules). Demographic
and clinical information regarding the two cohorts are
presented in Table 1.

Results
Serum proNGF concentration is not associated with
thyroid cancer
Overall, 176/204 (86%) of serum samples were negative
for proNGF. In the remaining 14% of serum samples in
which proNGF could be detected, median serum proNGF
concentration was 6.2 ng/mL (IQR 4.2–12.4 ng/mL). With
respect to the primary hypothesis, positive serum proNGF
was detected in 6/46 (13%) cases of thyroid cancer, and in
22/158 (14%) benign samples (p = 0.97). The 6 positive re-
sults in the malignant group occurred in 5/36 papillary
thyroid cancers and 1/8 follicular/hurthle-cell thyroid can-
cers (Additional file 2: Table S2). Median proNGF levels
were not significantly different between benign and malig-
nant cohorts (Table 2). Therefore proNGF is not a serum
biomarker for thyroid cancer diagnosis.
Post-thyroidectomy sera (range 2–14 days post-operative)

were available for analysis, with 11 cases positive for
proNGF, and 20 cases negative for proNGF. Figure 1a
shows 10/11 (91%) cases with detectable pre-operative
proNGF (median 5.8 ng/mL, IQR 4.9–8.2) remained posi-
tive in the post-thyroidectomy sample (median 2.8 ng/mL,
IQR 2.1–4.5). 18/20 (90%) cases with negative pre-operative
proNGF had a concordant post-thyroidectomy sample. As
the in-vitro serum half-life of proNGF was determined to
be 90min (Fig. 1b), our results suggest that the proNGF de-
tected in the serum was not of thyroid origin.

Serum proNGF may be associated with hyperthyroidism
Analysis of serum proNGF data was undertaken in sub-
groups of hyperthyroidism, age and sex (Table 2).
ProNGF was above 1 ng/mL in 9/28 (32%) of hyperthy-
roid cases, compared to 19/176 (11%) of euthyroid
cases (Pearson’s chi-square p = 0.002, Fig. 2a). ProNGF
levels were higher in sera from patients who were
hyperthyroid at the time of sampling (TSH < 0.1mIU/L)
than in those who were euthyroid (proNGF interquar-
tile range 0–1.76 ng/mL vs 0-0 ng/mL respectively, Wil-
coxon Rank-Sum p = 0.002, Fig. 2b). No difference was
observed in proNGF levels based on age or sex or fol-
licular lesions. Multiple logistic regression was per-
formed to assess the interaction of thyroid cancer, age,
sex, follicular lesion and hyperthyroid status on serum
proNGF levels (Table 2). The odds ratio for serum
proNGF > 1 ng/mL (compared to ≤1 ng/mL, the assay
limit of detection) in the presence of hyperthyroidism,
holding other variables constant, was 3.3 (95% CI 1.6–
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Table 2 Serum proNGF levels, grouped by demographic and disease classification. Differences between groups are assessed using
Pearson’s Chi-Square test (binary classification at the 1 ng/mL limit of detection) and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test (continuous)

Category Serum proNGF (dichotomised) Serum proNGF (continuous) Multiple logistic regression*

n > 1 ng/mL/n in group p-value Median (IQR) p-value OR (95% CI) p-value

Overall 28/204 (14%)

By malignancy status 0.88 0.97 1.0 (0.4–2.7) 0.98

-Thyroid cancer 6/46 (13%) 0 (0–0)

-Benign thyroid diseases 22/158 (14%) 0 (0–0)

By thyroid hormone status 0.002 0.002 3.3 (1.3–8.7) 0.02

-Hyperthyroid 9/28 (32%) 0 (0–1.74)

-Euthyroid 19/176 (11%) 0 (0–0)

By follicular lesion 0.93

-Present 3/21 (14%) 0 (0–0) 0.80 1.1 (0.3–4.2) 0.88

-Absent 25/183 (14%) 0 (0–0)

By age 0.20 0.11 1.0 (1.0–1.0) 0.18

-Age < 55 18/108 (17%) 0 (0–0)

-Age ≥ 55 10/96 (10%) 0 (0–0)

By sex 0.53 0.54 0.7 (0.3–1.8) 0.44

-Female 21/162 (13%) 0 (0–0)

-Male 7/42 (17%) 0 (0–0)

Categorical variables evaluated with Pearson’s Chi-square, and continuous variables with the Wilcoxon RankSum test. *Binary outcome variable is proNGF > 1 ng/mL,
adjusting for age (continuous) presence of cancer, presence of hyperthyroidism, presence of follicular lesion, and female sex

Table 1 Patient Demographics

Serum study Biopsy study

N 204 188

Female (n, %) 162 (79%) 153 (81%)

Age, years (mean ± SD) 53 ± 16 55 ± 15

TSH, mIU/L (mean ± SD) 1.1 ± 1.3 1.3 ± 0.88*

TSH < 0.1 mIU/L (n, %) 28 (14%) 1 (1%)

Nodule Diagnosis

Thyroid cancer (n, %) 46 (24%) 26 (14%)

Papillary 36 19

Follicular/Hurthle carcinoma 8 5

Anaplastic 1 2

Medullary 1 0

Benign nodule (n, %) 158 (76%) 162 (86%)

Nodular goitre 109 139

Follicular/Hurthle adenoma 13 15

Graves’ 25 1

Lymphocytic 9 7

Normal 2 0

Diagnostic basis Histology Follow up Histology Follow up

Thyroid Cancer 46 0 25 1#

Benign nodule 82 74 41 121

*TSH data not available for 9 cases. #One patient with anaplastic cancer did not undergo thyroidectomy
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Fig. 1 ProNGF serum levels after thyroidectomy and half-life. a Change in serum proNGF following total thyroidectomy. Pre- and post-
thyroidectomy serum samples were available for 11 cases where pre-operative serum proNGF was detectable. No significant difference was
detected between pre- and post- thyroidectomy levels of proNGF. b ProNGF in vitro half-life. Aliquots of serum negative for proNGF was spiked
with 20 ng/mL recombinant proNGF dissolved in Assay Diluent A (Biosensis, Australia) in a 1:1 ratio, then incubated at 37 °C for increments of 24
h, then assayed at 1:20 dilution with Heterophilic Blocking Antibody (BL-003-1000). An exponential decay curve was fitted, giving an estimated in-
vitro half-life in serum of 1.5 h. Similar results were obtained using phosphate-buffered-saline as diluent

Fig. 2 Subgroup analysis of proNGF. a Bar graph showing detection of serum proNGF as a binary variable, stratified by hyperthyroid status. See
Table 2 for details. b Box (interquartile range) and whisker (5–95% range) demonstrating detection of serum proNGF as a continuous variable,
stratified by hyperthyroid status. See Table 2 for details. c Box (interquartile range) and whisker (5–95% range) graph showing concentration of
proNGF in biopsy rinse, stratified the presence of follicular lesions. See Table 3 for details. d Scatter plot (with median and interquartile range
overlaid) showing concentration of proNGF in biopsy-rinse, stratified by malignant status of follicular lesions. See Table 3 for details
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8.7 p = 0.02). No association was found with the other
parameters, and there was no confounding observed.

Biopsy rinse proNGF is not associated with thyroid cancer
Overall, 73/188 (39%) of biopsy-rinse specimens were
positive for proNGF. Median proNGF concentration
in positive samples was 0.15 ng/mL (IQR 0.1–0.2 ng/
mL). With respect to the primary hypothesis, biopsy-
rinse proNGF was detected in 12/26 (46%) nodules
with thyroid cancer, and in 61/162 (38%) benign nod-
ules (p = 0.41). The 12 positive results in the malig-
nant group occurred in 7/19 papillary thyroid cancers
(37%) and 4/5 follicular/Hurthle-cell thyroid cancers
(80%). Median proNGF levels were not significantly
different between benign and malignant thyroid nod-
ules (Table 3). Individual patient characteristics for
the 73 cases of detectable proNGF are presented in
Additional file 3: Table S3.

Biopsy rinse proNGF may be associated with follicular
lesions
Analysis of the biopsy-rinse proNGF cohort was under-
taken in subgroups of age, sex and follicular lesions (includ-
ing follicular adenoma, Hurthle cell adenoma, follicular
carcinoma and Hurthle cell carcinoma) (Table 3). Insuffi-
cient patients were hyperthyroid at the time of biopsy (as
hyperfunctioning nodules have a low risk of malignancy
and are rarely biopsied) for analysis of this cohort by hyper-
thyroid status (see Table 1). ProNGF levels were higher
from follicular lesions (median 0.12 vs 0 ng/mL, p = 0.002)
compared to other nodules (Fig. 2c). However, proNGF
was detected at similar rates in both benign (9/15, 60%)
and malignant (4/5, 80%) follicular lesions, suggesting that

this is not a useful discriminative marker for follicular thy-
roid cancer (p = 0.42), and there was no difference in con-
centration of proNGF between benign and malignant
follicular lesions (Fig. 2d, p = 0.34). Multiple logistic regres-
sion, dichotomizing biopsy proNGF at 0.05 ng/mL (nega-
tive/positive) as the dependent variable, and including
model variables of age, sex, follicular lesion and malignant
status, continued to demonstrate an association between
proNGF and follicular lesions (odds ratio 3.3, 95% CI 1.2–
8.7, p = 0.02), holding other parameters constant (Table 3).
No other parameter showed significant association and
there was no evidence of confounding.

Discussion
The over-diagnosis of clinically indolent thyroid can-
cer necessitates the development of biomarkers that
better predict future disease aggressiveness to allow
clinicians and patients to match treatment intensity
with disease risk. An inexpensive protein-based bio-
marker in serum, or as an adjunct to needle biopsy,
represents an attractive translational biomarker, and
pilot data for proNGF suggested a possible utility for
this protein in this role [10].
This present study, reporting proNGF evaluation in a

large cohort of serum and biopsy material, found no dif-
ference in levels of proNGF between cases of thyroid
cancer and other thyroid diseases. The study was ad-
equately powered to detect clinically meaningful differ-
ences in proNGF levels. A smaller difference is unlikely
to be clinically useful as a biomarker of thyroid malig-
nancy. Therefore, the increased level of proNGF tissue
expression in thyroid cancer previously observed [10]
does not result in an increased proNGF concentration in

Table 3 Biopsy rinse proNGF levels, stratified by nodule diagnosis

Category Biopsy-rinse proNGF (dichotomised) Biopsy-rinse proNGF (continuous) Multiple logistic regression*

n > 0.05 ng/mL/n in group p-value ng/mL Median (IQR) p-value OR (95% CI) p-value

Overall 73/188 (39%) 0 (0–0.12)

By malignancy status 0.41 0.11 1.3 (0.5–3.1) 0.57

-Thyroid cancer 12/26 (46%) 0 (0–0.20)

-Benign nodule 61/162 (38%) 0 (0–0.10)

By follicular lesion 0.01 0.002 3.3 (1.2–8.7) 0.02

-Present 13/20 (65%) 0.12 (0–0.31)

-Absent 60/168 (36%) 0 (0–0.11)

By age 0.61 0.82 1.0 (1.0–1.0) 0.87

-Age < 55 39/96 (41%) 0 (0–0.11)

-Age ≥ 55 34/92 (37%) 0 (0–0.13)

By sex 0.35 0.33 0.7 (0.2–2.3) 0.35

-Female 57/153 (37%) 0 (0–0.11)

-Male 16/35 (46%) 0 (0–0.17)

Categorical variables evaluated with Pearson’s Chi-square, and continuous variables with the Wilcoxon RankSum test. *Binary outcome variable is proNGF > 0.05
ng/mL, adjusting for age (continuous) presence of cancer, presence of follicular lesion and female sex
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the serum of thyroid cancer patients, or provide a suffi-
ciently discriminatory level of proNGF in biopsy speci-
mens, demonstrating that, based upon these data, serum
and biopsy-rinse proNGF is not of clinical value for the
diagnosis or prognosis of thyroid cancer.
A prior study has examined the presence of proNGF

in sera of 20 patients with and without diabetic retinop-
athy, using Western blotting [22]. They found that a
small subset of patients with diabetic retinopathy had
detectable serum proNGF, although exact quantification
was not possible due to the limitations of Western blot
methodology. A study of 227 patients with autoimmune
diseases measured LIP1 and LIP2 (short cleavage prod-
ucts of proNGF peptide) in serum using ELISA, with
rates of positivity in control serum of 6 and 10% respect-
ively. These findings are concordant with the present
study [21]. Contrastingly, a recent study of 116 patients
(77 with Parkinson’s Disease and 39 healthy controls)
detected serum proNGF using ELISA in all participants
at a very low level, in the range of 0.085–0.122 ng/mL,
10–100 fold lower than detected in our study [23]. To-
gether, these data and our study indicate generally low
levels of proNGF in human sera across a variety of con-
ditions. There were no prior data on the levels of
proNGF in thyroid biopsy specimens.
The majority of patients with thyroid cancers included

in both the serum and needle-rinse studies were diag-
nosed with the papillary subtype, and it is possible that
other subtypes (follicular, medullary) may have different
systemic expression patterns of proNGF. However, pre-
vious immunohistochemistry data demonstrated that the
strongest overexpression of proNGF was in papillary
cancers [10], so any positive signal would have been ex-
pected in this group. Medullary thyroid cancers, derived
from neuro-endocrine parafollicular C-cells, may be
more likely to secrete a neurotrophins such as proNGF
[24, 25]. However, medullary tumors have established
and highly sensitive serum biomarkers: calcitonin and
carcino-embryonic antigen [26], and therefore the clin-
ical utility of additional markers may have limited trans-
lational value.
Intriguingly, our study observed an association be-

tween serum proNGF and hyperthyroidism, which has
not previously been described in humans. However,
studies in mice have shown that administration of the
thyroid hormones T4 or T3 increases synthesis of NGF
in mouse submandibular glands and brain [27–31].
Black and colleagues [27] demonstrated increased NGF
mRNA production in neonatal mouse salivary glands for
24–72 h following a single intravenous injection of thy-
roid hormone (triiodothyronine, T3). These previous
animal studies and our present investigation suggest a
thyroid-hormone regulated transcription of the NGF
gene that may account for some of the cases of

detectable serum proNGF, although this observation re-
quires validation in a larger cohort of hyperthyroid pa-
tients. We hypothesise that the detected proNGF is not
of thyroidal origin, as it remained present in the serum
of 91% of cases for which a paired post-thyroidectomy
sample was available, but rather is likely to be secreted
from an alternate site, such as salivary glands [32] under
the regulation of thyroid hormone.

Conclusions
In conclusion, these data show that proNGF is not a
useful clinical biomarker of thyroid malignancies. From
a translational perspective, it is important to report data
on both biomarkers that show promises as well as those
that are not clinically useful. In addition, the association
between proNGF and hyperthyroidism that we have ob-
served warrants further investigation to better under-
stand the molecular and/or functional relationship
between proNGF and hyperthyroidism.
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Additional Table 1 (A-E): ProNGF ELISA Validation Experiments – Serum and 
Rinse 

1A: Effect of heterophilic blocking antibodies (Ab) (BL-003-1000, Biosensis, 
Australia) on rate of positivity of serum proNGF levels.  No changes were observed 
in performance of the standard curve with presence or absence of blocking antibody 
(data not shown).   

Disease category 
Serum 

samples 
assayed (n) 

% of samples positive 

p-valueNo Heterophilic 
Blocking Ab 

With 
Heterophilic 
Blocking Ab 

Thyroid cancer 20 45% 15% 0.04 
Benign thyroid disease 20 30% 15% 0.25 
No thyroid disease 18 44% 6% 0.006 

1B: Spike and Recovery Experiments. 4 serum samples were assayed before and 
after a 2.5ng/mL spike (50ng/mL following adjustment for dilution) of recombinant 
proNGF (Biosensis, Australia) at 1:20 dilution, in the presence of Heterophilic Blocking 
Antibodies (BL-003-1000). 

Sample ProNGF (ng/mL) % recovery of spike Pre-spike Post-spike
Sample A 2.7 66.7 128% 
Sample B 0.0 47.8 96% 
Sample C 0.1 41.0 82% 
Sample D 0.0 40.1 80% 
Mean 96% 

1C: Inter-plate Quality Control Samples A quality-control solution (QC) was prepared 
by spiking 1:20 diluted proNGF-negative serum with 1.61ng/mL (32.15ng/mL after 
correction for dilution) recombinant proNGF with heterophilic blocking antibodies. 
Aliquots of the QC sample were included on each ELISA plate.  Plate numbers reflect 
two different batches of ELISA plates. 

Plate 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 
Mea

n 
(SD) 

proNGF 
(ng/mL) 39.9 31.9 34.5 41.4 41.1 29.3 20.1 29.0 29.5 18.6 32.2 31.6 

± 7.3 
Percent 
Recovery 

124
% 99% 107

% 
129
% 

128
% 91% 63% 90% 92% 58% 100

% 
98 ± 
22% 

For the biopsy rinse, a similar QC solution was prepared by spiking 1.6ng/mL 
recombinant proNGF into phosphate buffered saline with the addition of protease 
inhibitors and heterophilic blocking antibodies (38µg/mL).  Aliquots of the QC sample 
were included on each ELISA plate.  Plate number represent different batches.   

Plate 1.5 1.6 1.8 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 Mean (SD) 
proNGF 
(ng/mL) 2.03 1.53 1.77 2.27 2.41 1.56 1.55 1.87 ± 0.34 

Percent 
Recovery 

127
% 96% 111

% 
142
% 

151
% 98% 97% 117 ± 20% 
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1D: Linearity of Dilution 3 serum samples positive for endogenous proNGF were 
assayed in serial dilution using Assay Diluent A (Biosensis, Australia) and Heterophilic 
Blocking Antibodies (BL-003-1000, Biosensis, Australia).  The measured concentration 
at 1:20 dilution was defined as 100%. Reasonable linearity of dilution was observed.  The 
zero values observed correspond to expected values below the limit of detection.      

Sample Endogenous ProNGF (ng/mL), corrected for dilution 
1:10 1:20 1:40 1:80 

Sample A 18.9 (109%) 17.3 (100%) 10.4 (60%) 14.6 (84%) 
Sample B 2.6 (106%) 2.4 (100%) 0 0 
Sample C 13.5 (124%) 10.9 (100%) 6.7 (62%) 0 

1E: Linearity of Dilution of Biopsy Rinse Diluent  In addition to the spike and recovery 
experiments performed above,  a 1 in 2 dilution series from 5ng/mL was prepared as the 
standard curve for biopsy rinse specimens using the same phosphate-buffered saline 
with the addition of protease inhibitors and heterophilic antibody blockers that was used 
to prepare the biopsy rinse specimens.  4 paramater logisitic regression curves are 
shown below for the first three ELISA plates, showing excellent linearity of dilution.   
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Additional Table 2: Individual patient characteristics for cases with detectable serum proNGF.  

CASE AGE SEX 

PRIMARY 
(SECONDARY) 

DIAGNOSIS 
REASON FOR 

INVESTIGATION 

SERUM PRONGF 
(ng/mL) 

TSH 
(mIU/L) 

BASIS OF 
DIAGNOSIS 

INITIAL POST-
OT 

10087 51-60 F Graves’ Treatment of GD 8.7 4.3 <0.01 Histopath 
10125 21-30 F Graves’ Treatment of GD 4.3 2.8 <0.01 Histopath 
10140 31-40 M Graves’ Treatment of GD 12.9 11.8 <0.01 Histopath 
10148 31-40 F Graves’ Treatment of GD 1.6 2.3 <0.01 Histopath 
10166 21-30 F Graves’ Treatment of GD 5.4 4.6 <0.01 Histopath 
10139 21-30 M Graves’ Treatment of GD 1.0 . 0.01 Histopath 
10318 61-70 F Toxic MNG Hyperthyroid 12.6 . 0.14 Histopath 
10056 71-80 F PTC Recurrence 6 . <0.01 Histopath 
10208 21-30 F PTC (8mm, 

5mm) 
Treatment of GD 

2.2 
. <0.01 Histopath 

10276 31-40 F PTC (21mm) Suspicious nodule 6.4 . 0.6 Histopath 
10101 71-80 F PTC (15mm) 

(FA) 
Suspicious nodule 

9.3 
1.8 0.77 Histopath 

10105 51-60 M PTC (5mm) 
(MNG) 

Compression 
5.6 

3.2 5.88 Histopath 

10124 41-50 M HCC (35mm) 
(FA) 

Suspicious nodule 
7.6 

2.3 1.37 Histopath 

10062 41-50 F FA Nodule 8 . 1.2 Histopath 
10463 61-70 F FA Nodule 

14.7 
. 1.6 Biopsy + 

USS 
10173 71-80 F MNG Compression 1.3 . 0.47 Histopath 
10117 31-40 F MNG Compression 6.8 1.8 0.4 Histopath 
10410 51-60 F MNG Compression 2.9 . 1.3 Histopath 
10164 41-50 F MNG Compression 5.8 5.9 1.34 Histopath 
10340 41-50 M MNG Nodule 

3.4 
. 1.66 Biopsy + 

USS 
10116 51-60 M MNG Compression 3.1 0.7 2.7 Histopath 
10465 41-50 F MNG Nodule 

4.3 
. 1.2 Biopsy + 

USS 
10005 31-40 F Benign nodule Nodule 

5.1 
. 0.5 Biopsy + 

USS 
10458 51-60 F Benign nodule Nodule 

3.5 
. 1.3 Biopsy + 

USS 
10274 21-30 M Benign nodule Nodule 

1.4 
. 1.32 Biopsy + 

USS 
10368 51-60 F Benign nodule Nodule 

1.3 
. 2.1 Biopsy + 

USS 
10424 61-70 F Benign nodule Nodule 

1.2 
. 2.3 Biopsy + 

USS 
10445 51-60 F Normal Completion HTx 8.7 . 0.66 Histopath 

FA: Follicular adenoma.  MNG: Multinodular Goitre. GD: Graves’ Disease.  PTC: Papillary thyroid 
cancer.  FTC: Follicular thyroid cancer; HCC: Hurthle cell cancer.  USS: Neck ultrasound.  HTx: 
Hemithyroidectomy.  Initial: Mean of 6 replicates performed over a minimum of 2 separate assays.  Post-
OT: post thyroidectomy sample (2-14 days) 
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Additional Table 3: Individual patient characteristics for cases with detectable biopsy proNGF.  
CASE AGE SEX TSH PRONGF BETHESDA NODULE BASIS OF 

(years) (mIU/L) (ng/mL) DIAGNOSIS Dx 

10534 71-80 F 0.87 0.1 6 
Anaplastic thyroid 
cancer 

Biopsy and 
USS 

10018 81-90 F 2.8 0.2 2 
Follicular thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10280 71-80 F 3 0.16 3 
Follicular thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10343 51-60 M 2.37 0.58 4 
Follicular thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10587 31-40 M 1.33 0.21 3 
Follicular thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10060 81-90 F 0.86 1.79 2 
Papillary thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10367 31-40 F 1.05 0.11 5 
Papillary thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10564 41-50 F 5.2 0.19 4 
Papillary thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10581 41-50 F 0.15 0.2 6 
Papillary thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10589 51-60 F 0.7 0.33 5 
Papillary thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10596 51-60 F 0.71 0.55 5 
Papillary thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10544 61-70 M 1.4 0.25 6 
Papillary thyroid 
cancer Histopath 

10005 31-40 F 0.5 0.06 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10368 61-70 F 2.1 0.05 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10483 51-60 F 1.12 0.13 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10486 51-60 F 1.06 0.15 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10530 81-90 F 1 0.16 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10531 61-70 F 1.9 0.15 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10014 21-30 M 1.6 0.12 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10502 81-90 M 1.83 0.1 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10334 41-50 F 0.63 0.07 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10402 41-50 F 2.2 0.15 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10494 31-40 F 1.5 0.1 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10504 21-30 F . 0.08 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10512 31-40 F 0.94 0.06 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10524 71-80 F 0.72 0.1 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10537 51-60 F 2.04 0.27 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10547 31-40 F 2.9 0.16 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10549 31-40 F 1 0.21 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10550 61-70 F 0.6 0.09 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10552 51-60 F 0.58 0.16 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10553 71-80 F 1.5 0.32 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10554 71-80 F 1.5 0.13 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10555 51-60 F 2.86 0.12 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10559 21-30 F 0.96 0.17 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10560 41-50 F 2 0.11 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10562 71-80 F 1.19 0.05 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10565 51-60 F 2 0.24 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10566 41-50 F 0.9 0.13 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10569 71-80 F 2.6 0.21 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10574 61-70 F 1.3 0.38 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 
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10575 61-70 F 2.1 0.16 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10578 61-70 F 1.07 0.05 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10558 31-40 F 0.94 0.13 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10558 31-40 F 0.94 0.09 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10355 51-60 M 0.57 0.06 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10404 61-70 M 1.2 0.05 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10462 61-70 M 1.1 0.13 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10499 41-50 M 0.3 0.05 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10538 31-40 M 1.35 0.25 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10568 61-70 M 0.72 0.3 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10572 61-70 M 0.92 0.05 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10573 31-40 M 0.25 0.19 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10587 31-40 M 1.33 0.17 2 Benign nodule Biopsy+USS 

10012 31-40 F 0.2 0.11 2 Benign nodule Histopath 

10053 51-60 F 2.66 0.11 2 Benign nodule Histopath 

10366 41-50 F 1.1 0.18 2 Benign nodule Histopath 

10405 71-80 F 0.35 0.06 2 Benign nodule Histopath 

10463 61-70 F . 0.09 3 Benign nodule Histopath 

10501 71-80 F 0.3 0.16 2 Benign nodule Histopath 

10521 51-60 F 2.04 0.65 4 Benign nodule Histopath 

10541 71-80 M 1.5 0.19 3 Benign nodule Histopath 

10423 11-20 F . 0.05 2 Follicular adenoma Histopath 

10543 51-60 F . 0.32 3 Follicular adenoma Histopath 

10576 31-40 F 1.5 0.38 3 Follicular adenoma Histopath 

10570 61-70 M 1.14 0.45 4 
Hurthle cell 
adenoma Biopsy+USS 

10308 41-50 F . 0.09 4 
Hurthle cell 
adenoma Histopath 

10377 31-40 F 1.41 0.05 2 
Hurthle cell 
adenoma Histopath 

10548 41-50 F 0.41 0.56 4 
Hurthle cell 
adenoma Histopath 

10597 51-60 F 2.1 0.15 1 
Hurthle cell 
adenoma Histopath 

10598 71-80 F 2.6 0.3 3 
Hurthle cell 
adenoma Histopath 

10481 51-60 F 3.4 0.21 2 
Lymphocytic 
thyroiditis Histopath 

10599 51-60 F 2.1 0.27 4 
Lymphocytic 
thyroiditis Histopath 

USS: Neck ultrasound. 
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4 INNERVATION OF PAPILLARY 
THYROID CANCER AND ITS 
ASSOCIATION WITH EXTRA-
THYROIDAL INVASION.   
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4.1 Preface 
This paper examines the hypothesis that thyroid cancer is innervated.  While innervation 

has been established for other solid organ malignancies, whether this occurs in thyroid 

cancer, or is of biological significance, is not known.   

Determining whether thyroid cancer is innervated is a pre-requisite step for exploring 

deeper hypotheses of nerve-cancer crosstalk and nerve-mediated oncogenesis. 

This work was conducted at our laboratories at the Hunter Medical Research Institute, 

drawing on collaborative resources from the Hunter Cancer Biobank and the John 

Hunter Hospital.   
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innervation of papillary thyroid 
cancer and its association with 
extra-thyroidal invasion
christopher W. Rowe1,2,3*, Tony Dill4,6, Nathan Griffin3,5, Phil Jobling5, Sam faulkner3,5, 
Jonathan W. paul1,3, Simon King4, Roger Smith1,2,3 & Hubert Hondermarck3,5

Nerves are emerging regulators of cancer progression and in several malignancies innervation of 
the tumour microenvironment is associated with tumour aggressiveness. However, the innervation 
of thyroid cancer is unclear. Here, we investigated the presence of nerves in thyroid cancers 
and the potential associations with clinicopathological parameters. Nerves were detected by 
immunohistochemistry using the pan-neuronal marker PGP9.5 in whole-slide sections of papillary 
thyroid cancer (ptc) (n = 75), compared to follicular thyroid cancer (FTC) (n = 13), and benign thyroid 
tissues (n = 26). Nerves were detected in most normal thyroid tissues and thyroid cancers, but nerve 
density was increased in PTC (12 nerves/cm2 [IQR 7–21]) compared to benign thyroid (6 nerves/cm2 
[IQR: 3–10]) (p = 0.001). In contrast, no increase in nerve density was observed in FTC. In multivariate 
analysis, nerve density correlated positively with extrathyroidal invasion (p < 0.001), and inversely with 
tumour size (p < 0.001). The majority of nerves were adrenergic, although cholinergic and peptidergic 
innervation was detected. Perineural invasion was present in 35% of PTC, and was independently 
associated with extrathyroidal invasion (p = 0.008). This is the first report of infiltration of nerves into 
the tumour microenvironment of thyroid cancer and its association with tumour aggressiveness. The 
role of nerves in thyroid cancer pathogenesis should be further investigated.

Emerging data show that many solid tumours are innervated and that nerves actively participate in cancer pro-
gression1. Tumour denervation in prostate2,3, gastric4,5 and pancreatic cancers6,7 reduces tumour growth and inva-
sion; and the presence of nerves is associated with metastases and increased tumour grade. The stimulatory role 
of nerves appears to be related to the release of neurotransmitters (such as norepinephrine) by nerve endings in 
the tumour microenvironment, resulting in the activation of neurosignalling in both stromal and cancer cells and 
the promotion of tumour progression. For instance, adrenergic neurosignalling induced by sympathetic nerves 
stimulates an angio-metabolic switch in endothelial cells, while cholinergic neurosignalling has been shown to 
activate cancer stem cell growth4,5. The growth of nerves in cancer is stimulated by the release of neurotrophic 
growth factors, such as nerve growth factor (NGF) from cancer cells5,6,8–10, resulting in an increased nerve den-
sity in the tumour microenvironment. Together, nerves, as well as neurotrophic growth factors are increasingly 
regarded as potential biomarkers and therapeutic targets in cancer.

In thyroid cancer, the presence and potential significance of nerves in the tumour microenvironment has not 
been investigated. Although it is known that the normal thyroid follicular epithelium is infiltrated by adrenergic, 
cholinergic and peptidergic nerves11–14, with nerve signalling causing measurable physiological effects on the 
secretion of thyroid hormone15,16 and on thyroid growth17, the presence and significance of nerves in thyroid can-
cer is unclear. Perineural invasion has rarely been described and appears to occur in only 2% of thyroid tumours18 
but this may simply reflect the rarity of nerves in the thyroid cancer microenvironment.

In this study, we aimed to clarify the presence and quantity of nerves in the microenvironment of thyroid can-
cer. Nerves were detected in a cohort of thyroid cancers and benign thyroid tissues, and the association between 

1School of Medicine and Public Health, University of Newcastle, Callaghan, NSW, 2308, Australia. 2Department of 
Endocrinology, John Hunter Hospital, Locked Bag 1, Newcastle, NSW, 2310, Australia. 3Hunter Medical Research 
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NSW Health Pathology (Hunter), Locked Bag 1, HMRC, Newcastle, NSW, 2310, Australia. 5School of Biomedical 
Sciences and Pharmacy, University of Newcastle, Callaghan, NSW, 2308, Australia. 6Present address: ACT Pathology, 
Canberra Health Services, ACT Government, Canberra Hospital, Canberra, ACT, Australia. *email: Christopher.
Rowe@health.nsw.gov.au
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innervation and clinicopathological parameters was investigated. The density of nerves was found to be increased 
in papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) compared to follicular thyroid cancers (FTC) and benign thyroid tissues. 
Interestingly, nerve density was positively associated with extra-thyroidal invasion.

Materials and Methods
Thyroid specimens. This study was prospectively approved by the Hunter New England Human Research 
Ethics Committee, who granted a waiver of consent for access to archival pathology material and approved the 
experimental protocol (HNE HREC 16/04/20/5.13). All study methodologies were carried out in accordance with 
relevant guidelines and regulations. Surgical resection specimens were processed and stored according to stand-
ard clinical and pathological procedures, then archived as formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded blocks at a tertiary 
hospital pathology department (NSW Health Pathology, John Hunter Hospital, Lookout Road, New Lambton 
Heights, Australia). Archived blocks containing sections of lobes from thyroid cancers and benign thyroid pathol-
ogy were obtained by electronic database search at a ratio of 4 cases of thyroid cancer for 1 benign control. 114 
whole blocks of thyroid lobe specimens from 102 patients were included, comprising 26 cases of benign pathol-
ogy, and 88 cases of thyroid cancer (PTC n = 75, FTC n = 13). 12 cases with malignant pathology in the ipsilateral 
lobe also had the contralateral lobe included in analysis due to separate pathology in the contralateral lobe (PTC 
[n = 4], follicular adenoma [n = 5] or multinodular change [n = 3]. No lobe was included twice. All histological 
samples were reviewed by an independent pathologist to confirm or revise the original diagnosis. Relevant clini-
cal parameters were extracted from medical records.

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the included cases are presented in Table 1. Overall, patients with 
benign and malignant thyroid diseases were of a similar age (53.6 vs 56.4 years, p = 0.50), gender (70% vs 66% 
female, p = 0.78) and baseline thyroid function (TSH 0.95 vs 1.8 mIU/L p = 0.21).

Immunohistochemistry. Whole-slide sections (4 µm) were prepared from formalin-fixed 
paraffin-embedded blocks of benign and malignant thyroid tissue. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) for the 
pan-neuronal marker protein gene-product 9.5 (PGP9.5)19 was performed using the Ventana Discovery auto-
mated slide stainer (Roche Medical Systems, Tuscon, Az). The primary antibody was anti-rabbit polyclonal 
PGP9.5 antibody (catalogue number #Ab15503, Abcam, Cambridge, United Kingdom) at 1:600 dilution; pre-
viously validated in our laboratory10,20 and re-optimized for the automated platform. Negative controls were 
prepared using non-specific IgG isotype controls, and without addition of primary antibody (Supplementary 
Fig. S1), while positive controls were included on each slide. Antigen-retrieval was performed using Ribo-CC 
solution, (pH 6, Ventana, Roche), with secondary anti-rabbit HQ for 16 min at 37 °C (Ventana, Roche), and ter-
tiary anti-HQ (Ventana, Roche) for 16 min at 37 °C. Manual counterstaining was performed using Mayer’s hema-
toxylin for 10 sec and Scott’s Tap Water for 30 sec, followed by dehydration, clearing and mounting. Staining 
of primary tumours for the precursor for nerve growth factor (proNGF) was performed using the automated 
Ventana platform and the anti-rabbit polycloncal proNGF antibody (Ab9040, Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, 
Germany) at a dilution of 1:350.

Subtyping of nerves was performed on a subgroup of thyroid cancers (n = 5) using antibodies against tyrosine 
hydroxylase (TH) for adrenergic (sympathetic) nerves (catalogue number #ab152, Abcam, Cambridge United 
Kingdom, 1:250 dilution); vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VAChT) for cholinergic (parasympathetic) nerves 
(catalogue number #ab62140, Abcam, 1:250 dilution) and anti-Substance P (SP) for peptidergic (sensory) nerves 
(catalogue number #ab14184, Abcam, 1:1000 dilution)21. Sections of innervated dermis and colonic mucosa were 
included as positive controls.

Benign thyroid Thyroid Cancer p

n 26 88

Age (years) 56.4 ± 15.7 53.3 ± 18.6 0.45

Female gender (n, %) 18 (70%) 59 (67%) 0.83

TSH (mIU/L)* 0.95 ± 1.3 1.8 ± 1.2 0.94

Pathology (n, %)

Papillary cancer 75 (85%)

Follicular cancer 13 (16%)

Normal thyroid 1 (4%)

Multinodular 16 (62%)

Follicular adenoma 9 (34%)

Tumour characteristics

Tumour size (cm) 2.5 ± 1.9

Multifocality (n, %) 29 (33%)

Extra-thyroidal invasion (n, %) 49 (56%)

  Microscopic 38/49

  Macroscopic 11/49

Nodal metastases (n, %) 58 (66%)

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of thyroid samples. *TSH data missing for 15 cases with 
thyroid cancer, and 2 cases with benign pathology.
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Digital quantification of nerve density. Prior to analysis, digitization of whole slides at 20× magnifica-
tion was performed using the Aperio AT2 scanner (Leica Biosystems, Victoria, Australia). Tissue was analyzed 
using QuPath (Queens University, Belfast)22. Nerves were counted if they met the following criteria: immunore-
activity (positive PGP9.5 staining), typical anatomical appearance, and 3 or more axons visualized (for example, 
see Fig. 1C–F). Nerves with fewer than 3 axons were discounted as they could not reliably be distinguished from 
non-specific staining. Each discrete nerve segment was counted separately. Nerve density is presented as nerves 
per cm2 of thyroid tissue according to three parameters: (A) the number of thyroid-associated nerves (nerves 
within 1 mm of both benign and malignant thyroid tissue on a slide) divided by the total area of thyroid tissue 
present on the slide; (B) the number of cancer-associated nerves (nerves within 1 mm of intrathyroidal malignant 
cells) divided by the area of cancer present on the slide; and (C) the number of adjacent-benign associated nerves 
(thyroid-associated nerves present on a slide containing cancer, but >1 mm from malignant cells) divided by 
the area of benign tissue adjacent to the cancer on the slide. Separation distances of 1 mm were chosen to reflect 
a plausible maximum biological distance for paracrine signaling. In addition, perineural invasion (defined as 
tumour cells circumferentially surrounding a nerve23) was quantified for each case. Investigators were blinded to 
clinical and pathological characteristics of the included cases during slide analysis.

QuPath was further used to determine the intensity of cytoplasmic proNGF staining in cancer cells (quantified 
by h-score, an index between 0–300, calculated as the sum of 3× % of pixels with strong staining +2× % of pixels 
with intermediate staining +1× % pixels with weak staining).

Statistical analysis. Group levels means and standard deviations (SD) are presented for paramet-
ric data, assessed with unpaired Student’s t-tests; with medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) presented for 
non-parametric data, compared using Wilcoxon RankSum (unmatched pairs) or SignRank (matched pairs) 
tests. Distribution was assessed using histograms and q-q plots. Analysis of association between nerve density 
and clinical and pathological parameters was undertaken by fitting separate log-linear regression models with 
log-transformed nerve-density as the dependent variable, and including model variables of age, sex, tumour size, 
extra-thyroidal invasion, multifocality and the presence of lymph node metastases. Separate models were fitted 
for each nerve density measure. Categorical data was assessed using Pearson’s Chi-square, with logistic regression 

Figure 1. Nerves in benign and malignant thyroid tissues. (A) Low magnification (0.5×) of papillary thyroid 
cancer (left) and adjacent benign thyroid (right), stained using immunohistochemistry for PGP9.5 (pan-
neuronal marker) and counterstained with haematoxylin. Scale bar 2 mm. (B) Schematic of A, showing location 
of benign and malignant tissue and nerves. Each black oval represents a single nerve trunk in approximate 
location. In this particular section there were 38 nerves (of which 34 were in the cancer, and 4 within benign 
thyroid), and the section contains 1 cm2 of thyroid tissue (including 0.32 cm2 of cancer). This gives a density 
of 38 nerves per cm2 of thyroid tissue; 108 cancer-associated nerves per cm2 of cancer; and 6 nerves per 
cm2 adjacent benign tissue. (C–F) High magnification (20×), demonstrating nerve trunks (brown stain), 
surrounded by papillary thyroid cancer cells (C–E); or adjacent to the vascular bundle on edge of benign 
thyroid (F). Scale bar 50 µm.
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models used to assess impact of potential confounding. Significance was assessed using a two-sided alpha of 0.05. 
All analyses were performed using Stata (version 14.2, Statacorp, College Station, Texas, USA).

Results
Nerve detection in thyroid cancer vs normal thyroid tissue. Using the pan-neuronal marker PGP9.5, 
nerves were detected in sections of PTC and FTC as well as benign thyroid tissues. Nerves were identified in 
23/26 (88%) of exclusively-benign sections and 86/88 (98%) of sections containing malignant tissue, with nerves 
typically found in the periphery of the tumours (Fig. 1A,B) or invading deep inside the tumour (Fig. 1C–E), 
sometimes co-located in the neuro-vascular bundle (Fig. 1F).

Nerve density is increased in PTC compared to FTC and benign thyroid tissue. Nerve density was 
quantified and found to be higher in sections containing thyroid cancer (median 10.3 nerves per cm2, IQR 5.9–
20.2) than in sections containing exclusively-benign thyroid tissue (6.6 nerves per cm2, IQR 2.8–9.7, p = 0.005, 
Table 2A). When stratified by cancer subtype, the increase in nerve density was found to be associated exclusively 
with PTC: 12.4 [6.6–21.4] nerves per cm2 on sections containing PTC vs 6.6 [2.8–9.7] nerves per cm2 on sections 
containing exclusively-benign thyroid, p = 0.0008. For FTC, no increase in nerve density was seen (Table 2A). To 
determine whether there was evidence of clustering of nerves around the cancer, a subset of 62 sections contain-
ing both benign and malignant tissue on the same section were analyzed (Table 2B). In PTC, nerve density was 
significantly higher in the tumour (17.8 [8.0–41.2] nerves per cm2) than the adjacent benign regions (9.6 [5.7–
18.0] nerves per cm2, p = 0.0008]). However, nerve density in the benign tissue adjacent to PTC was also higher 
than nerve density in exclusively-benign thyroid tissue (9.6 [5.7–18.0] vs 6.6 [2.8–9.7] nerves per cm2, p = 0.03).

Resection technique does not affect assessment of nerve density. Analysis was performed on a 
subgroup of exclusively-benign sections (n = 19) and PTC sections (n = 13) resected under identical surgical 
conditions of total thyroidectomy and without lymph node dissection to determine whether surgical method-
ology (hemithyroidectomy vs total thyroidectomy) or resection extent (presence or absence of simultaneous 
lymph node dissection) may be affecting the assessment of nerve density presented in Table 2. The pattern of 
increased nerve density in PTC compared to benign thyroid was confirmed (17.2 vs 6.6 nerves per cm2 thyroid 
tissue respectively, p = 0.002), providing corroboration that the increase in nerve density observed around PTC 
is independent of the resection technique used (Supplementary Table S2). Further, using the full PTC and benign 
tissue dataset we constructed a log-linear regression model using nerve density per cm2 thyroid tissue as the 
dependent variable, and including model variables of presence of cancer, type of thyroidectomy, and nodal clear-
ance as binary variables. In the base model, the presence of cancer remained highly associated with nerve density 
(p = 0.002), and there was no material change in parameter estimates or significance (p = 0.007) when including 
model variables of operation type and nodal clearance (Supplementary Table S3).

The majority of nerves in PTC are of adrenergic nature. Using the pan-neuronal marker PGP9.5 
labelling as a reference, nerve subtypes were identified using neuronal markers specific for adrenergic, choliner-
gic and peptidergic nerves in serial sections. Serial sections were immunostained for either TH, VAChT or SP, to 
identify adrenergic, cholinergic and peptidergic nerves respectively. Strong, specific co-staining with PGP9.5 and 
TH was observed in the majority of nerves (for example, see paired images in Fig. 2A,D and B,E), demonstrating a 
high proportion of adrenergic nerves in the tumour microenvironment. To quantify the proportion of adrenergic 
nerves, 4 medium-power fields (10× magnification) with PGP9.5 positive nerves were identified for each case 
(n = 5). Corresponding nerve labelling was counted for matched fields, yielding the percentage of sympathetic 
nerve staining. Using this method, 55/69 nerves (80%) showed strong concordant immunoreactivity for PGP9.5 
and TH. Immunostaining for parasympathetic nerves (VAChT, paired images in Fig. 2C,F and G,J) and pepti-
dergic nerves (Fig. 2H,K and I,L) was present, but markedly less compared to sympathetic staining and limited 
to a subset of axons within the nerves, rendering a precise quantification of nerve density difficult. In SP stained 
sections, co-staining of the adjacent cancer cells was also noted (Fig. 2K), which has been previously reported in 
gastric cancer24.

nerve density and perineural invasion in ptc are positively associated with extra-thyroidal 
invasion. Multiple log-linear regression models were used to assess the relationship between nerves and 

Measure n
Area of Tissue 
(cm2)

Nerve Density 
(cm2) P value*

A

Thyroid section containing cancer 88 2.0 (1.5–2.6) 10.3 (5.9–20.2) 0.005*

• Thyroid section containing PTC 75 1.9 (1.5–2.6) 12.4 (6.6–21.4) 0.0008*

• Thyroid section containing FTC 13 2.6 (2.3–2.9) 3.4 (2.5–4.5) ns*

Exclusively-benign thyroid section 26 1.9 (1.6–2.3) 6.6 (2.8–9.7) Reference

B

Region analysis (PTC only)

• PTC slide-region only 62 0.6 (0.2–1.2) 17.8 (8.0–41.2) 0.0008#

• Benign thyroid adjacent to PTC 62 0.7 (0.3–1.3) 9.6 [5.7–18.0] 0.027*

Table 2. Nerve density in benign and malignant thyroid tissue. Data are median (IQR). Wilcoxon Ranksum 
or SignRank test used. *Comparator is ‘Exclusively-benign thyroid section’. #Comparator is ‘Benign thyroid 
adjacent to PTC’. n = number of cases. ns = not significant.
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clinical parameters of PTC, using nerve density as the dependent variable, and including model variables of age, 
gender, tumour size (cm), presence of extra-thyroidal invasion (either microscopic or gross), presence of multi-
focality and presence of nodal metastases (Table 3). In both models, the presence of extra-thyroidal invasion had 
significant positive association with nerve density (p < 0.001). In contrast, tumour size was inversely associated 

Figure 2. Subtyping of autonomic nerves. Paired images demonstrating serial sections through nerves in 
thyroid cancer, where the first image (A–C,G–I) shows a nerve immunolabelled with PGP9.5, and the second 
image (D–F,J–L) shows the same nerve labelled with a second neural immunostain. Pairs (A,D) and (B,E) 
show strong co-staining with PGP9.5 and Tyrosine Hydroylase (adrenergic neuronal marker). Pairs (C,F) and 
(G,J) show co-staining between PGP9.5 and Vesicular acetylcholine transporter (VACHT, cholinergic neuronal 
marker). Pairs (H,K) and (I,L) show co-staining for PGP9.5 and Substance P (peptidergic neuronal marker). 
Note also the staining of some malignant cells with Substance P in panel (K). 10× magnification. Black arrows 
indicate labelled nerves. Stars indicate malignant cells (where present). Scale bar: 100 µm.
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with nerve density (p < 0.005). No association with multifocality or nodal metastases was noted, and there was 
no evidence of confounding from age or gender. To confirm that the association between increased nerve den-
sity and extrathyroidal extension was not being caused by large tumours with gross extra-thyroidal extension 
resulting in encasement of nerves in the interstitial space, we repeated the regression model after excluding cases 
of PTC with gross extra-thyroidal extension (n = 8) (Supplementary Table S4). The association between nerves 
and extra-thyroidal invasion remained highly significant, with a 211% increase (95% CI 129 to 346%, p = 0.004) 
in nerve density in tumours with microscopic extra-thyroidal invasion, providing supportive evidence that the 
increase in nerve density is not an artefact of tumour growth.

We further explored the potential relationship between nerves and extra-thyroidal invasion in PTC by assess-
ing perineural invasion, as either a continuous or dichotomized (present vs absent) variable. A total of 26/75 
(35%) of PTC had evidence of perineural invasion, with a median 8 (IQR 3–13) involved nerves per section. 
On dichotomized univariate analysis, tumours with extra-thyroidal invasion were more likely to have evidence 
of perineural invasion (46%) than PTC without extra-thyroidal extension (22%, p = 0.03). There was no asso-
ciation between perineural invasion and tumour size, multifocality or nodal metastases. This relationship was 
then explored in a multiple logistic regression model, with presence of tumoural extra-thyroidal invasion as the 
dichotomized dependent variable, and including potential model variables of number of nerves with perineu-
ral invasion, age, gender, tumour size (cm), multifocality and presence of nodal metastases. In this model, the 
identification of each nerve with perineural invasion increased the odds of the tumour having extra-thyroidal 
invasion by 20% (odds ratio 1.2, 95%CI 1.05–1.38, p = 0.008). There was no evidence of confounding factors from 
other model variables. In this model, tumour size (OR 1.08, 95% CI 1.02–1.14, p = 0.01) was also associated with 
extrathyroidal invasion. The presence of tumour multifocality failed to reach a p-value < 0.05 (OR 3.09, 95%CI 
0.93–10.2, p = 0.06).

Nerve density in PTC may be associated with proNGF expression. In light of previous data showing 
proNGF expression in thyroid cancers21, and given that in prostate cancer proNGF has been reported as a driver 
of nerve infiltration9, we examined whether there was an association between proNGF expression in primary 
thyroid tumours and nerve density. ProNGF expression was quantified in primary tumours (n = 83) using immu-
nohistochemistry and h-score (staining intensity). Dichotomizing positive proNGF expression at a h-score of 25, 
86% (71/83) of thyroid cancers expressed proNGF. Median proNGF h-score was 55 (IQR 33–78) for all tumours, 
and was not significantly different between papillary (56, IQR 39–78) and follicular (39, IQR 25–78, p = 0.30) 
subtypes. Tumours expressing proNGF showed a greater density of nerves than tumours with negative proNGF 
expression (Fig. 3), although statistical significance was limited (p = 0.07). There were a median 14.3 nerves per 
cm2 thyroid cancer (IQR 6.0–36.8) associated with tumours expressing proNGF, compared to 10.3 (IQR 2.4–12.3) 
nerves per cm2 associated with cancers without proNGF expression (p = 0.07).

Discussion
This paper clarifies the presence of nerves in thyroid cancer and demonstrates for the first time that nerve density 
is significantly higher in PTC compared to FTC and benign thyroid tissue. This relationship was robust, persisting 
when controlling for tumour size and other variables in multivariate models. Additionally, we have shown that 
these nerves were predominantly of adrenergic origin, although cholinergic and peptidergic nerves could also be 
occasionally detected; this is the first evidence for adrenergic nerves in PTC.

Tumour innervation has been established in several other malignancies25. For example, adrenergic inner-
vation is demonstrated in breast cancer, where nerves infiltrate the tumour microenvironment and are associ-
ated with lymph node invasion10,26. In prostate cancer, both adrenergic and cholinergic nerves are present, and 
nerve density is increased inside and around prostate cancer compared to benign prostate, and correlates with 
more aggressive tumours2,27,28. Prostate cancer cells can drive neuronal growth (axonogenesis) in vitro27 and this 
neurotrophic effect is mediated through the release of proNGF9,27. In gastric cancer, cholinergic innervation is 
necessary for tumourigenesis and is driven by NGF release from cancer cells4,5. Increased nerve densities have 
also been found in the tumour microenvironment of colorectal29 and pancreatic30 carcinomas. Our data show a 

Model variable

Nerves per cm2 of thyroid tissue Nerves per cm2 of PTC

Beta coefficient p-value Beta coefficient p-value

Age 0 (0 to 0) 0.27 0 (0 to 0) 0.77

Sex −0.2 (−0.7 to 0.3) 0.33 −0.2 (−0.7 to 0.3) 0.42

Tumour size (cm) −0.3 (−0.5 to 0) −27% (−44 to −10%) 0.003 −0.5 (−0.8 to −0.4) −55% (−74 to −36%) <0.0001

Extra-thyroidal invasion 0.8 (0.3 to 1.3) 123% (41 to 250%) 0.001 1.1 (0.6 to 1.6) 209% (87 to 411%) <0.0001

Multifocality 0 (−0.4 to 0.5) 0.84 0 (0 to 0.2) 0.96

Nodal metastases −0.1 (−0.6 to 0.4) 0.78 −0.3 (−0.8 to 0.3) 0.34

Intercept 3.3 (2.4 to 4.1) 3.9 (2.9 to 4.8)

Table 3. Association between nerve density in PTCs and clinical/pathological parameters. Multiple log-linear 
regression of log-transformed nerve density and untransformed markers of cancer aggressiveness in PTCs. 
Coefficients (95% CI) are reported. Percentage change of the untransformed variable is co-reported (italics) 
for significant model variables, where each 1 unit increase in the model variable is associated with a percentage 
change in nerve density.
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robust positive association between nerves in PTC and extra-thyroidal invasion. Both the density of nerves, and 
the presence of perineural invasion, were associated with extra-thyroidal invasion in independent analyses. The 
finding that perineural invasion is associated with aggressive tumours is consistent with data from other can-
cers23. Nerve density could therefore be used as a potential indication of PTC aggressiveness, and may assist with 
post-operative risk stratification of patients. However, further large scale clinicopathological investigations are 
warranted to confirm this hypothesis.

A further finding of our study is that nerve density in PTC may be associated with the expression of the neu-
rotrophic factor proNGF by cancer cells, suggesting that proNGF could participate in the outgrowth of nerves in 
the tumour microenvironment and around the tumour. The role of proNGF/NGF in stimulating nerve outgrowth 
in the tumour microenvironment has already been described in prostate9, gastric5 and pancreatic6 cancers, where 
a NGF-adrenergic nerve feed-forward loop promotes nerve infiltration. Interestingly, the tyrosine kinase recep-
tor TrkA, whose ligands include both NGF and proNGF, is expressed in nerves that have infiltrated the tumour 
microenvironment of thyroid cancer20, suggesting the hypothesis that proNGF/NGF could stimulate nerve out-
growth via signalling through TrkA receptors in nerve terminals infiltrated in thyroid cancer.

The predominance of adrenergic nerves PTC suggests the possibility of adrenoceptor-mediated signalling, 
either as an angiogenic switch on endothelium, as seen in prostate cancer3, and/or via direct effects on cancer 
cells, including cancer stem cells, as described in pancreatic cancer6,7. Functional alpha- and beta- adrenoceptors 
are present in benign thyroid tissue14, and adrenergic signalling is known to increase thyroid hormone produc-
tion and mediate thyroid growth15,31–33. Beta-adrenoceptors have been demonstrated in thyroid cancer, where 
they are over-expressed compared to benign thyroid34,35. Therefore, similar to prostate and pancreatic cancers, the 
increased density of adrenergic nerves that we have detected in thyroid cancer could contribute to its progression 
and dissemination. The inverse association that we have observed between tumour size and nerve density also 
suggests that innervation may be important in the initiation of tumourigenesis, as described in gastric cancer4. 
Together, now that presence of nerves in thyroid cancer is clarified and given the association with extrathyroidal 
extension, further in vitro and in vivo animal experiments are warranted to explore the functional impact of 
nerves in thyroid cancer.

In conclusion, the demonstration that nerves are increased in PTC and correlate with extra-thyroidal inva-
sion points to the potential clinical value of using nerve involvement as a biomarker of tumour aggressiveness in 
pathological analysis. In addition, these results suggest that similarly to prostate, gastric and pancreatic cancers, 
nerves may have a role in PTC progression.

Data availability
All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this published article (and its Supplementary 
Information files).
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Supplementary Figure S1 

Negative controls for anti-PGP9.5 antibody (Abcam, catalogue number Ab15503).  Immunostaining 
was performed without addition of primary antibody (shown).    Scale bar: 100µm.  Negative 
controls with substitution of the secondary antibody for non-specific IgG isotype controls were 
similar (not show).   

(A):  Section of human pancreas, 10× magnification.  Islets of Langerhans are known positive 
controls for PGP9.5.  Without addition of primary antibody, there is no staining of Islets, and no non-
specific staining.  Inset: Positive staining of Islet of Langerhans following addition of primary 
antibody.    

(B): Human thyroid, 10× magnification.  Without addition of primary antibody, there is no non-
specific staining of thyroid follicular epithelium.  Inset (A) shows normal thyroid following addition of 
correct primary antibody, demonstrating expected negative staining of thyroid follicular epithelium, 
allowing for straightforward identification of labelled nerves (See Figure 1 and 2).  Inset (B) shows 
papillary thyroid cancer following addition of primary antibody, again showing absence of non-
specific staining.   
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Supplementary Table S2: Subgroup analysis of nerve density around papillary thyroid cancers and 

benign thyroid tissue, resected under identical surgical conditions of total thyroidectomy and 

without lymph node dissection.   

Benign thyroid Papillary cancer p-value
Number of sections 19 13 
Age 54.3 ± 15.5 49.4 ± 20.9 0.44 
Female gender (n, %) 15 (78%) 9 (69%) 0.53 
TSH (mIU/L)^ 0.73 ± 0.91 0.84 ± 0.62 0.64 

Benign pathology 
  Nodular goitre 11 
  Follicular adenoma 8 

Total number of nerves 11 (3 - 21) 23 (15 - 28) 0.048 
Total area of thyroid tissue (cm2) 1.8 (1.7 – 2.3) 1.4 (0.9 – 1.9) 0.10 
   Nerves per cm2 of thyroid tissue 6.6 (2.9 – 9.8) 17.2 (11.2 – 18.8) 0.002 

Data are median (IQR).  *Mann-Whitney test, using benign thyroid tissue as comparator.  ^ TSH data missing 
for 2 benign cases and 1 malignant case.   
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Supplementary Table S3: Multiple log-linear regression of nerve density (dependent variable), 

including model variables of presence of cancer, type of operation (hemithyroidectomy = 0; total 

thyroidectomy = 1), and lymph node dissection (performed = 1) on the full cohort of benign 

thyroid tissue and papillary thyroid cancer.  Inclusion of additional model variables around 
operation type did not change the overall parameter estimates or significance of the association 
between nerve density and thyroid cancer 

Base model Beta coefficient (95% CI) p-value
Cancer present 0.69 (0.27 to 1.11) 0.002

Exploratory model 
Cancer present 0.67 (0.18 to 1.14) 0.007 
Total thyroidectomy 0.50 (0.01 to 0.99) 0.05 
Lymph node dissection 0.09 (-0.34 to 0.51) 0.69 
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Supplementary Table S4: Association between nerve density in PTCs and clinical/pathological 

parameters after excluding cases with gross extra-thyroidal invasion (n=8 with PTC and gross ETE 
excluded) 

Nerves per cm2 of thyroid tissue Nerves per cm2 of PTC 
Model variable Beta coefficient p-value Beta coefficient p-value
Age 0 (0 to 0) 0.45 0 (0 to 0) 0.86

Sex -0.3 (-0.8 to 0.2) 0.26 -0.2 (-0.8 to 0.3) 0.42 

Tumor size (cm) -0.3 (-0.5 to 0)
-25% (-49% to 0%)

0.05 
-0.6 (-0.9 to 0.0)
-62% (-89% to -34%)

<0.0001 

Extra-thyroidal 
invasion 

0.75 (0.3 to 1.2) 
211% (129% to 346%) 

0.004 
1.0 (0.4 to 1.5) 
261% (149% to 458%) 

0.001 

Multifocality 0.1 (-0.4 to 0.5) 0.75 0 (-0.4 to 0.6) 0.70 

Nodal metastases 0 (-0.5 to 0.5) 0.96 -0.2 (-0.8 to 0.4) 0.48 

Intercept 3.1 (2.1 to 4.0) 3.9 (2.8 to 5.0) 
Multiple log-linear regression of log-transformed nerve density and untransformed markers of cancer 
aggressiveness in PTCs.  Coefficients (95% CI) are reported. Percentage change of the untransformed 
variable is co-reported (italics) for significant model variables, where each 1 unit increase in the model 
variable is associated with a percentage change in nerve density.   
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5.1 Preface 
While it has been established that proNGF is has increased expression in 

differentiated thyroid carcinomas, the functional significance is not known.  As 

highlighted in the previous paper, it is possible that proNGF may interact with 

receptors on nerves to drive neo-innervation of thyroid cancer.  However, proNGF 

derived from thyroid cancer cells may have local paracrine actions via specific 

receptors expressed on thyroid cancer cells. ProNGF is known to interact with the cell 

surface receptors sortilin and TrkA, which have been shown to be expressed in some 

cancers.  However, it is not known whether these, or other neurotrophin receptors, are 

expressed by malignant thyrocytes.   

This paper examines expression of neurotrophin receptors, TrkA and sortilin, and the 

pan-neurotrophin receptor, p75NTR, in malignant thyroid tissue, both in histological 

specimens and thyroid cancer cell lines.   
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clear. ProNGF binds to a complex between the me
protein sortilin and the neurotrophin receptor p
initiating various signaling pathways, including N
RhoA, and JNK.11 In addition, proNGF has also been
to activate the neurotrophin tyrosine receptor ki
(NTRK1 or TrkA).11 In thyroid cancer, the expres
sortilin has never been reported, and although p75NT

TrkA13 are expressed, their clinicopathologic signific
not defined.

In this study, we found the increased expression o
p75NTR, and sortilin in a cohort of thyroid cancers co
with benign thyroid tissues (adenomas and normal
tissues). Furthermore, in vitro experiments reveal
targeting these neurotrophin receptors resulted
decreased growth and invasion of ATC cells, sugge
potential utility as therapeutic targets.

Materials and Methods

Thyroid Tissue Samples

High-density tumor microarrays (TH801, TH641, TH
were obtained from US Biomax Inc. (Rockville, M
included 128 thyroid cancers (79 PTCs, 27 FTCs, 12
10 other subtypes), 6 adenomas, and 56 normal
tissues. The other subtypes were follicular papillary
nomas (n Z 6), sarcomatoid carcinomas (n Z 1
MTCs (n Z 3). Within the 27 cases of FTC, 3 case
characterized as poorly differentiated, and 5 were
terized as moderately differentiated. The following
mation was available: patient age and sex, his
subtype, tumor size, lymph node status, and stag
Biomax Inc. quality controls are described as follow
single tissue spot on every array slide is indiv
examined by pathologists certified according to
Health Organization published standardizations o
nosis, classification, and pathologic grade. Each sp
collected was consented to by both hospital and indi
Discrete legal consent was obtained, and the rights
research uses for any purpose or further commerc
uses were waived. The study was approved by the
Research Ethics Committee of the University of New
Australia.

Immunohistochemistry and Digital Quantificatio

Immunohistochemistry and digital quantification of s
intensities were performed as previously described.1

bodies against TrkA (1/200 dilution, catalog numbe
Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA), p75NTR

dilution, catalog number 4201; Cell Signaling Techn
sortilin (0.8 mg/mL, catalog number ANT-009; A
Labs, Jerusalem, Israel), or PGP9.5 (1/200 dilution,
number ab15503; Abcam, Cambridge, United Kin
230
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Cell Signaling Technology) were also per
(Supplemental Figure S1A). The specificity of th
bodies used for immunohistochemistry was assessed
Western blot analysis in a panel of thyroid tumor
samples (Supplemental Figure S1B). Thyroid tumo
ples included one FTC and three PTCs. Specificity w
confirmed in the PC-12 cell line, which is known to
neurotrophin receptors (Supplemental Figure S1C).
p75NTR, and sortilin were all found to be expressed
expected molecular weights (140 kDa for TrkA, 75 k
p75NTR, and 100 kDa for sortilin) in both the thyroid
tissue samples (Supplemental Figure S1B) and PC-1
(Supplemental Figure S1C). For quantification of
and sortilin staining intensity, pixel intensity value
used to determine the h-scores for each core (index
lated as the sum of 3 � percentage of pixels with
staining þ 2 � percentage of pixels with interm
staining þ 1 � percentage of pixels with weak sta
Staining intensities were categorized as negati
score < 25), low (h-score of 25 to 100), or high (
>100). For TrkA, because of the limited proportion
that tested positive for TrkA, it was not possible to ca
a representative h-score; therefore, positivity versus
tivity for TrkA staining was recorded. For statistic
lyses, staining intensities for p75NTR, sortilin, and po
or negativity for TrkA, were compared with clinico
logic parameters: normal versus malignant, patient a
sex, histologic type, tumor size, lymph node status
and grade. Simple unadjusted associations with pat
variables were performed using a c2 test with SAS sta
software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

Cell Culture

Thyroid cancer cell lines CAL-62 (ATC), BCPAP
and ML-1 (MTC) were purchased from
(Braunschweig, Germany), which uses STR verifica
cell line authenticity. The TPC-1 (PTC) cell line w
tained from Dr. Mareel’s laboratory (University o
Gent, Belgium). The 8505c (ATC) cell line was a ge
gift from Prof. Alfred Lam (Griffith University, Q
land, Australia). TPC-1 cell authenticity was va
using the GenePrint 10 System (catalog number
Promega, Madison WI). PC-12 cells were obtaine
Prof. Ralph A. Bradshaw (University of Californ
Francisco, CA). All cell lines were maintained in
1640 with 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (FCS) (JR
sciences, Lenexa, KS) and 2 mmol/L L-glutamine i
midified incubator at 37�C with 5% (v/v) CO2. R
Mycoplasma testing was performed using the My
Mycoplasma Detection Kit (catalog number LT0
Lonza, Basel, Switzerland). Cells were not mainta
culture for longer than 3 months to ensure passage n
remained fit for purpose.
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Conditioned media was prepared as previously descr
Briefly, 5 � 106 cells were seeded per T-75 cm2

flask and grown in 10 mL of serum free media for 24
The collected medium was centrifuged (800 � g fo
nutes at 4�C) and the supernatant was concentrat
desalted using 10-kDa cut-off Amicon Ultra-15 fi

unit (catalog number UFC900324; Merck Mi
Darmstadt, Germany) for 30 minutes (4000 � g, 4�C
recovered concentrate was stored at �80�C.

Protein Extraction and Western Blotting

Protein extraction from cell lines and Western blott
periments were performed as previously described
protein extraction from thyroid tumors, thyroid tumo
samples (obtained from the biobank of the Departm
Endocrinology, John Hunter Hospital, New
Australia) were snap frozen with liquid nitrogen, c
using a mortar and pestle, and transferred to individ
mL Precellys CK28 Lysing Tubes (catalog n
KT03961-1-007.2; Bertin Technologies, Monti
Bretonneux, France). Samples were lysed on ice u
mL of SDS extraction buffer (2% SDS, 1% IGEPAL
sodium deoxycholate, 50 mmol/L Tris pH 7.5, 5 m
EDTA). Complete mini-protease inhibitor cocktail
(catalog number 4693124001; Roche, Basel, Switz
and PhosSTOP phosphatase inhibitor tablets (
number 4906837001; Roche) were also used. Sample
homogenized in a Precellys 24 Homogenizer
Technologies) at 1500 � g (6 � 30 seconds int
Finally, samples were centrifuged at 16,000 � g
minutes at 4�C, and the supernatant was extract
stored at �80�C. Anti-TrkA (catalog number AN
Alomone Labs), anti-p75NTR (catalog number sc
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX), and anti-
(catalog number ANT009; Alomone Labs) ant
were used at a dilution of 1:500. Anti-proNGF (
number ab9040; Merck Millipore) and anti-NGF (
number sc-548; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) antibodie
used at a dilution of 1:200. b-Actin detection (
dilution, catalog number A2066; Sigma-Aldrich, St.
MO) was used as the equal loading control. Ant
from Cell Signaling Technology were used to assess
signaling pathways: antiephospho-TrkA (antiep
(Tyr490, catalog number 9141), anti-Src (catalog n
2100), antiephospho-Src (antiep-Src) (Tyr416,
number 2101), anti-Erk1/2 (catalog number 9107
antiephospho-Erk1/2 (antiep-Erk1/2) (Thr202/T
catalog number 4370).

Real-Time RT-PCR

Total RNA was isolated from thyroid cancer cell line
the illustra RNAspinMini RNA Isolation Kit (catalog n
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RNA using the iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (catalog n
1708890; Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc., Hercules, CA)
time PCRwas performed using 2 mL of 1/10 cDNAusi
Universal SYBRGreen Supermix (catalog number 172
Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc.). The primers usedwere as f
sortilin primers were Quantitect Primer Assay QT00
(Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands); p75NTR primers were 50-
CTACTACCAGGATGAG-30 (forward) and 50-TGGC
TCGGAATACGTG-30 (reverse) (Sigma-Aldrich);
primers were Quantitect Primer Assay QT00054110 (Q
primers used for the reference gene GAPDH were 5
CAGGGCTGCTTTTAACTCCTGTA-30 (forward)
50-CCTTGACGGTGCCATGGAATTTG-30 (reverse) (
Aldrich). PCR was performed in a ABI7500 Real-Tim
System (Applied Biosystems, Thermo Fisher Scientifi
tham,MA) using the following conditions: 95�C for 10m
40 cycles of 95�C for 15 seconds, and 60�C for 60
followed by a continuous Melt curve from 65�C to 95�

were analyzed using the ABI7500 Real-Time software
2.3 (Applied Biosystems, Thermo Fisher Scientific). R
expression was obtained using the 2�DDCt method.

Transfection with siRNA

ATC cell lines CAL-62 and 8505c were transfected
hours with 15 nmol/L of siRNA using lipofectamine
MAX (catalog number 13778150; Life Technologies
bad, CA), according to the manufacturer’s recommen
Cells were seeded in 6-well plates and transfected 24
later with siRNA against TrkA (siTrkA, CGAGAA
CAAUACUUCAGUGAT, catalog number SR30324
Gene Technologies Inc., Rockville, MD), p75NTR (siP
GGAAUUGACUUCGACUGUGACCUGT, catalog
SR303174; OriGene Technologies Inc.), and sortilin
CUCUGCUGUUAACACCACC[dT][dT]; Sigma-Ald
well as a commercially available siRNA control se
MISSION siRNA Universal negative control 1 (
number SIC001; Sigma-Aldrich). The efficiency of
p75NTR, and sortilin knockdown was assessed using W
blot analysis at 24, 48, and 72 hours after transfection
anti-TrkA (catalog number ANT018; Alomone Labs
p75NTR (catalog number sc-6188; Santa Cruz Biotechn
and anti-sortilin (catalog number ANT009; Alomone
antibodies, respectively. b-Actin (catalog number
Sigma-Aldrich) was used as an equal loading control.

Cell Growth and Apoptosis Assay

A total of 7 � 105 ATC cells (CAL-62 and 8505c
seeded in 2 mL of culture medium (RPMI containin
FCS and 2 mmol/L L-glutamine) on 6-well plates an
allowed to adhere overnight in a humidified incub
37�C and 5% CO2. Cells were transfected the follow
with siTrkA, siP75NTR, siSort, a combination of th
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siRNAs (siCombo), or control siRNA (siCont). Images we
obtained after 72 hours, and viable cell number was count
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Figure 1 TrkA expression in thyroid cancers. AeF: TrkA immunosta
ing was performed on a cohort of thyroid cancers, adenomas, and nor
thyroid tissues. TrkA is not observed in normal thyroid tissues (A) or
enomas (B). In contrast, TrkA staining is found in papillary thyroid ca
nom a (C and D), follicular thyroid carcinoma (E), and anaplastic thyr
carcinoma (F) histologic subtypes. Only a small proportion of cancer c
are positive for TrkA. Recording of TrkA positivity is reported in Table
n Z 128 thyroid cancers, 6 adenomas, and 56 normal thyroid tissu
Scale bars: 50 mm. Original magnification, �400.
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are increased and targetable in thyroid cancer 
using Trypan Blue with a hemocytometer. For as
apoptosis, 1 � 106 cells were incubated with 100
Muse Annexin V and Dead Cell Reagent (catalog n
MCH100105; Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germa
20 minutes at room temperature as per the manufac
instructions. The Muse Cell Analyzer (Merck Mi
was used to determine apoptosis, and the statistics o
revealed the percentages of the cells represented by
apoptotic, and dead populations.

Cell Migration and Wound-Healing Assay
) we
(RPM
d we
ator

plicate,
asions.
Prism

a, CA).
assays
A total of 5 � 105 ATC cells (CAL-62 and 8505c
seeded on 6-well plates in complete growth medium
containing 10% FCS and 2 mmol/L L-glutamine) an
allowed to adhere overnight in a humidified incub
232
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siRNAs (siCombo), or control siRNA (siCont). A
hours, during which the cells were allowed to g
confluence, the cell monolayer was scratched with a
pipette tip, rinsed three times with phosphate-buffered
to remove floating cellular debris, and replaced with
that contained 0.1% (v/v) FCS. The wound are
resulted from the scratch was monitored using th
Stage automated cell imaging system (NanoEnTe
Seoul, Korea). Images were taken automatically e
hours during a 20-hour postscratch period. Resu
shown as the percentage reduction of the woun
measured using ImageJ version 1.60_20 (NIH, Be
MD; http://imagej.nih.gov/ij).

Cell Invasion Assay

Cell invasion assays were performed on CAL-62 and
ATC cells using the QCM ECMatrix Cell Invasion
(catalog number ECM554; Merck Millipore), which i
up of 24-well plates and contains upper invasion c
inserts with 8-mm pore size membranes. The extra
matrix layer was rehydrated with 300 mL of prew
serum free media for 30 minutes at room temperature
were loaded into the invasion chamber insert using 2
siRNA transfected cells (72 hours after transfectio
siTrkA, siP75NTR, siSort, siCombo, and siCont.) in
of media that contained 0.1% (v/v) FCS. Five h
microliters of media, in the presence of a chemoat
(10% FCS), was added to the lower chamber. Afte
hour incubation period, the upper invasion chamber
were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline, and cell
upper surface of the membranes were gently scrap
removed. Invading cells were dislodged by placing
vasion chambers in 225 mL of pre-warmed cell deta
buffer before being stained by CyQuant GR Dye (1:7
4� lysis buffer) for 15 minutes. Two hundred microl
the mixture from each sample was transferred to a bl
well plate (catalog number CLS3792-100; Sigma-A
and the fluorescence was recorded at 480/520 nm
FLUOstar OPTIMA fluorescence plate reader (BM
tech, Durham, NC). Samples without cells but con
cell detachment buffer, lysis buffer, and CyQuant Dy
used as blanks, and background fluorescence was sub
from all samples. The number of invading cells was
mined by running a fluorescent cell dose standard c

Statistical Analysis for in Vitro Assays

For cell proliferation, apoptosis, and migration and in
assays, each condition was performed at least in tri
and experiments were repeated on three separate occ
Statistical analysis was conducted using the GraphPad
software version 6 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Joll
Cell proliferation, apoptosis, migration, and invasion
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were analyzed using ordinary one-way analysis of variance.
For assessing multiple comparisons, Dunnett’s multiple
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and 1% of thyroid cancers, respectively. However, mRNA
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are increased and targetable in thyroid cancer 
comparisons test was used.

Results

The expression of TrkA, p75NTR, and sortilin was an
by immunohistochemistry in a series of 128 thyroid
of various histologic types, six adenomas, and 55
thyroid tissues. In addition, these neurotrophin recepto
detected in thyroid cancer cells in culture, and the fun
impact of their targeting using siRNA was investigat

Gene Versus Protein Expression

We initially started with data mining of gene expr
using cBioportal,16 of thyroid data sets in The
Genome Atlas database.17 The results indicated that
Table 1 TrkA, p75NTR, and Sortilin Expression in Thyroid Can

Parameter

TrkA intensity p75NTR in

Negative,
Total (%)

Positive,
Total (%) P value

Negative
Total (%

Normal versus cancer 0.0007
Normal (n Z 56) 56 (100) 0 (0) 6 (11)
Adenoma (n Z 6) 6 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Cancer (n Z 128) 102 (80) 26 (20) 3 (2)

Cancer histologic
subtype

0.1020

Papillary (n Z 79) 58 (73) 21 (27) 1 (1)
Follicular (n Z 27) 25 (93) 2 (7) 2 (7)
Anaplastic (n Z 12) 9 (75) 3 (25) 0 (0)
Others (n Z 10) 10 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Sex 1.0000

Female (n Z 101) 80 (80) 21 (20) 3 (3)
Male (n Z 27) 22 (81) 5 (19) 0 (0)

Age, years 0.3826

<50 (n Z 74) 61 (82) 13 (18) 1 (1)
�50 (n Z 54) 41 (76) 13 (24) 2 (3)

Tumor size (T) 0.3686

T1 þ T2 (n Z 29) 24 (83) 5 (17) 2 (7)
T3 þ T4 (n Z 59) 47 (80) 12 (20) 1 (2)
Missing (n Z 40) 31 (78) 9 (22) 0 (0)

Lymph node (N) 0.0148
Negative (n Z 68) 59 (87) 9 (13) 3 (5)
Positive (n Z 17) 10 (59) 7 (41) 0 (0)
Missing (n Z 43) 33 (77) 10 (23) 0 (0)

Stage 0.5827

I þ II (n Z 54) 45 (83) 9 (17) 2 (4)
III þ IV (n Z 35) 27 (77) 8 (23) 1 (3)
Missing (n Z 39) 30 (77) 9 (23) 0 (0)

Immunohistochemical staining for each neurotrophin receptor was q
TrkA, immunohistochemical staining in each sample was categorized onl
Figure 1. For p75NTR and sortilin, immunohistochemical staining in ea
staining (h-score of 25 to 100), or high staining (h-score >100). Rep
respectively. Statistically significant P values (P < 0.05, using the c2
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abundance in tumors does not reliably predict differe
protein levels.18 Therefore, we proceeded with an
protein expression.

TrkA Expression in Thyroid Cancers

TrkA staining was not observed in normal thyroid ti
adenoma samples (Figure 1, A and B). In contrast
staining was observed in a proportion of PTC (Figu
FTC (Figure 1D), MTC (Figure 1E), and ATC (Fig
histologic subtypes. TrkA staining was observed in
small proportion (5% to 10%) of cancer cells; hence,
quantification with h-score calculation did not pro
meaningful comparison of staining intensities amon
ples. Therefore, TrkA staining was analyzed in te
TrkA-positive versus TrkA-negative samples (Ta
cers and Associations with Clinicopathologic Parameters

tensity Sortilin intensity

,
)
Low,
Total (%)

High,
Total (%) P value

Negative,
Total (%)

Low,
Total (%)

High,
Total (%) P value

<0.0001 <0.0001
49 (87) 1 (2) 56 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)
6 (100) 0 (0) 4 (67) 2 (33) 0 (0)

57 (45) 68 (53) 48 (38) 79 (61) 1 (1)
<0.0001 0.0415

28 (36) 50 (63) 26 (33) 52 (66) 1 (1)
20 (74) 5 (19) 7 (26) 20 (74) 0 (0)
1 (8) 11 (92) 9 (75) 3 (25) 0 (0)
8 (80) 2 (20) 6 (60) 4 (40) 0 (0)

0.5750 0.8201

46 (45) 52 (52) 37 (37) 63 (62) 1 (1)
11 (41) 16 (59) 11 (41) 16 (59) 0 (0)

0.6287 0.4647

34 (46) 39 (53) 30 (41) 43 (58) 1 (1)
23 (42) 29 (55) 18 (33) 36 (67) 0 (0)

0.4064 0.3686

13 (45) 14 (48) 5 (17) 24 (83) 0 (0)
31 (53) 27 (45) 17 (29) 41 (69) 1 (2)
13 (31) 27 (69) 26 (65) 14 (35) 0 (0)

0.6772 0.8318

34 (50) 31 (45) 17 (25) 50 (73) 1 (2)
9 (53) 8 (47) 5 (29) 12 (71) 0 (0)

14 (31) 29 (69) 26 (60) 17 (40) 0 (0)
0.6381 0.4719

29 (53) 23 (43) 12 (22) 41 (76) 1 (2)
16 (44) 18 (53) 11 (31) 24 (69) 0 (0)
12 (31) 27 (69) 25 (64) 14 (36) 0 (0)

uantified. For TrkA, because only a small proportion of cancer cells were positive for
y as negative versus positive. Representative images for TrkA staining are presented in
ch sample was digitally quantified and categorized as negative (h-score <25), low
resentative images for p75NTR and sortilin staining are presented in Figures 3 and 4,
test) are shown in bold.
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TrkA positivity was found in 20% of thyroid cancers
compared with none of the benign samples (PZ 0.0007). An
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whereas p75NTR (Figure 2C) and sortilin (Figure 2D) were
not detected in serial tumor microarray cores.
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association was found between TrkA expression and
node metastases, with TrkA positivity observed in 4
lymph nodeepositive cancers compared with only 1
lymph nodeenegative cancers (P Z 0.0148). There
association between TrkA expression and other clini
ologic parameters (sex, age, tumor size, and stage).

Some staining for TrkA also appears to be in end
and other stromal cells. In other models, endothelial
and fibroblasts20 have been reported to express
therefore, it is not unexpected to find some TrkA exp
in stromal cells. Interestingly, TrkA expression w
detecte in nerves present in thyroid cancers (Figure
presence of nerves in the tumor microenvironme
validated using the neuronal marker PGP9.5 (Figure 2
E). TrkA staining was observed in nerves (Figure 2, B
as only
intense
.0001).
r levels
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Figure 2 TrkA expression in nerves present in thyroid cancers. Imm
nohistochemical detection of the neuronal marker PGP9.5 was used
detect nerves in thyroid cancers, and the detection of TrkA, p75NTR,
sortilin was performed in serial sections. A: Nerves stained for the neuro
marker PGP9.5. BeD: Serial sections for the detection of TrkA (B), p75
(C), and sortilin (D) in the nerve shown in A. E: Another nerve stained
PGP9.5. F: TrkA staining observed in a serial section of the nerve shown
E. Arrows indicate the location of nerves. Scale bars: 50 mm. Orig
magnification, �400.
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p75NTR Expression in Thyroid Cancers

Expression of p75NTR was detected in most benign
tissues and cancers (Figure 3, AeF). Digital quantifica
p75NTR staining intensities (Figure 3G) indicated a
combined h-score of 57.86 for benign thyroid tissue co
with 102.5 for thyroid malignant tumors. Within can
tologic subtypes, p75NTR was expressed at higher le
ATC, with a median h-score of 130.60 (P < 0
compared with 109.30 (P< 0.0001) and 76.82 (PZ 0
in PTC and FTC, respectively (Figure 3G). For analysi
associations between p75NTR expression and clinic
logic parameters, p75NTR staining intensities were cate
as negative (h-score<25), low (h-score of 25 to 100),
(h-score >100). The frequency distribution of stain
tensities (Table 1) indicated that most normal tissue
nomas, and cancers were positive for p75NTR, where
0% to 2% of normal tissues and adenomas presented
p75NTR staining compared with 53% of cancers (P< 0
By histologic subtypes, p75NTRwas expressed at highe
in ATC, with high p75NTR staining observed in 92% o
compared with 19% of FTC and 63% of PTC (P < 0
There was no association between p75NTR expression a
age, tumor size, lymph node invasion, and stage (Tab

Sortilin Expression in Thyroid Cancers

Sortilin was not detected in normal thyroid
(Figure 4A). In adenomas (Figure 4B), weak sortilin l
was observed in epithelial cells of some tissue sa
Thyroid cancers were positive for sortilin, and the l
was specifically observed in cancer cells (Figure 4,
Digital quantification of staining intensities (Figu
indicated that sortilin was higher in thyroid
compared with normal tissues and adenomas. Norm
adenoma thyroid tissues had a combined median h-s
15.04 compared with 29.69 (P < 0.0001) and
(P < 0.0001) in the FTC and PTC cancer subtypes,
tively (Figure 4G). Sortilin expression in ATC yie
median h-score of 24.11, which was not signi
different than benign thyroid tissues (normal and ad
(Figure 4G). For analysis of the association between
expression and clinicopathologic parameters, sortilin
ing intensities were categorized as negative (h-score
low (h-score of 25 to 100), or high (h-score >100
frequency distribution of staining intensities (Table 1
cated that 62% of thyroid cancers were positive for
compared with 33% of adenomas and 0% of normal
(P < 0.0001). In terms of histologic subtypes, strong
tilin staining was observed in FTC and PTC compar
ATC (P Z 0.0415). There was no association betwe
tilin expression and other clinicopathologic paramete
age, tumor size, lymph node invasion, and stage).
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TrkA, p75NTR, and Sortilin Expression in Thyroid Cancer
Cell Lines

used
prote
e d

(Figure 5) indicate that the three receptors are expressed in
the four tested cancer cell lines (CAL-62, ML-1, BCPAP,

eir ex-
kA, 75
A was
ference

Figure 3 p75NTR expression in thyroid cancers. AeF: Immunohistochemical detection of p75NTR in thyroid cancers of various histologic types, adenomas,
and normal thyroid tissues was performed. p75NTR was found in epithelial cells of normal tissue (A), adenomas (B), and thyroid cancers of various histologic
subtypes: papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) (C and D), follicular thyroid carcinoma (FTC) (E), and anaplastic thyroid carcinoma (ATC) (F). Insets show higher
magnification. G: p75NTR staining was quantified using the Halo image analysis platform; h-scores were calculated. p75NTR staining intensities are significantly
higher for ATC (median h-score Z 130.60), PTC (median h-score Z 109.30), and FTC (median h-score Z 76.82) compared with normal and adenoma thyroid
tissues combined (median h-score Z 57.86). Data are expressed as means (horizontal line in center of box), 25th and 75th percentiles (box limits), and
interquartile ranges (whiskers) (G). n Z 128 thyroid cancers, 6 adenomas, and 56 normal thyroid tissues. **P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001 versus normal/
adenoma tissue controls. Scale bars: 50 mm (AeF). Original magnification: �50 (AeF, main images); �400 (insets).
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Chapter 5: Neurotrophin receptors TrkA, P75-NTR and sortilin 
are increased and targetable in thyroid cancer 
Real-time RT-PCR and Western blot analysis were
detect TrkA, p75NTR, and sortilin at the mRNA and
levels in a series of thyroid cancer cell lines. Th
Figure 4 Sortilin expression in thyroid cancer versus normal thyroid
thyroid cancers, adenomas, and normal thyroid tissues. Sortilin is not
staining is observed in cancer cells of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC
(ATC) (F). Insets show higher magnification. G: Sortilin staining was
staining intensities are significantly higher for PTC (median h-score Z
combined (median h-score Z 15.04). Data are expressed as means (h
ranges (whiskers), and outliers (dots). n Z 128 thyroid cancers, 6 aden
controls. Scale bars: 50 mm (AeF). Original magnification: �50 (AeF,
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and TPC-1). All three receptors were detected at th
pected theoretical molecular mass: 140 kDa for Tr
kDa for p75NTR, and 100 kDa for sortilin. TrkA mRN
present at higher levels in BCPAP, but again this dif
tissue. AeF: Immunohistochemical detection of sortilin was performed on a cohort of
found in normal thyroid tissues (A) and in most adenomas (B). In contrast, sortilin
) (C and D), follicular thyroid carcinoma (FTC) (E), and anaplastic thyroid carcinoma
quantified using the Halo image analysis platform; h-scores were calculated. Sortilin

29.69) and FTC (median h-score Z 40.80) compared with normal and adenomas
orizontal line in center of box), 25th and 75th percentiles (box limits), interquartile
omas, and 56 normal thyroid tissues. ****P < 0.0001 versus normal/adenoma tissue
main images); �400 (insets).
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was not found at the protein level, and all cell lines had
comparable levels of TrkA. For p75NTR, BCPAP cells
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expressed a higher level of mRNA than the other ce
but this difference was not found at the protein level
p75NTR appears similar among cell lines. For sorti
mRNA and protein levels were similar among cell lin
protein expression of NGF and its precursor proNG
also examined in two ATC cell lines, CAL-62 and
(Supplemental Figure S2). NGF and proNGF were d
in protein extracts from both cell lines. Furthermo
conditioned culture media obtained from CAL-6
8505c cells revealed that proNGF was secreted by C
and 8505c cells, whereas NGF was secreted only by
cells. The concomitant expression of TrkA, p75NT

sortilin with NGF and proNGF suggest the existenc
autocrine loop of stimulation in thyroid cancer cells

Functional Impact of Targeting TrkA, p75NTR, an
Sortilin

In vitro assays were performed on the highly agg
CAL-62 (Figure 6). Cells were transfected with
directed against TrkA, p75NTR, sortilin, and the imp
cell growth, apoptosis, migration, and invasio
assessed. The efficacy of the targeted siRNAs was
mined using Western blot analysis at 24, 48, and 72
after transfection (Figure 6A). Sortilin protein exp
was reduced after 24 hours and completely inhibited a
Figure 5 TrkA, p75NTR, and sortilin expression in thyroid cancer cell
real-time RT-PCR and Western blot analysis. A: Western blot analysis. Trk
100 kDa, respectively. Densitometric quantification indicates no signific
PCR. Relative quantification identifies mRNA for TrkA, p75NTR, and sorti
obtained in ML-1 cells. mRNA levels were normalized with glyceraldehy
6Ct values are indicated. Data are representative of at least three ind
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cating that it was necessary to evaluate the effects
siRNAs after 72 hours. The combination of the three
(siCombo) against TrkA, p75NTR, and sortilin si
decreased the level of the three receptors 72 hou
transfection (Figure 6A).

Signaling Pathways
The effects of inhibiting TrkA, p75NTR, and sort
various tumorigenic and metastatic-related signalin
ways were explored using Western blot a
(Figure 6A). p-TrkA was markedly decreased in resp
siTrkA, siP75NTR, and siSort, suggesting that the act
of TrkA requires the presence of both p75NTR and s
Total ERK1/2 and p-ERK1/2 were comparable for
siP75NTR, and siSort; however, siTrkA resulted
decreased level of p-ERK. Inhibition of TrkA, p75N

sortilin all reduced the level of p-SRC. Targeting a
receptors simultaneously mirrored data obtained wh
geting each receptor alone; however, the observed
was not potentiated (Figure 6A).

Cell Growth and Apoptosis
CAL-62 cell growth was analyzed at 72 hours afte
fection, and the effects of siTrkA, siP75NTR, siSo
siCombo were compared with siCont-treated
(Figure 6B). Treatment of cells with siTrkA, siP
lines. The levels of mRNA and protein for TrkA, p75NTR, and sortilin were measured by
A, p75NTR, and sortilin are detected at the expected molecular weight of 140, 75, and
ant differences among cell lines. b-Actin was used for normalization. B: Real-time RT-
lin at various levels among thyroid cancer cell lines. The value 1 represents the level
de-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as internal control. Cycle threshold (Ct) and
ependent experiments. AFU, arbitrary fluorescence unit.
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siSort, and siCombo all resulted in a reduction in CAL-62 cell
number compared with siCont treated cells (P < 0.0001). To

TR, a
usi

re 6C

In comparison with siCont cells (7.5% apoptotic cells), the
percentage of CAL-62 apoptotic cells increased after

sortilin
ceptors
6C).

Figure 6 Impact of targeting TrkA, p75NTR, and
sortilin in the CAL-62 anaplastic thyroid cancer cell
line. CAL-62 cells were transfected with siRNA
against TrkA (siTrkA), p75NTR (siP75NTR), and sor-
tilin (siSort), alone and in combination (siCombo),
as well as with a universal negative control siRNA
(siCont). A: Effect of siRNA on protein levels and
cell signaling. The impact of siRNA transfection in
inhibiting the protein level of TrkA, p75NTR, and
sortilin was measured by Western blot analysis 24,
48, and 72 hours after transfection. Non-
transfected cells (nontrans.) were also analyzed.
b-Actin protein expression was used as an equal
loading control. TrkA protein level significantly
decreases after 48 hours and further at 72 hours.
p75NTR protein level is inhibited after 72 hours.
Sortilin is completely decreased after 48 and 72
hours. For cell signaling, siTrkA and siCombo
decreased the level of phosphor-TrkA (p-TrkA),
phosphor-ERK1/2 (p-ERK1/2), and phospho-SRC
(p-SRC). siP75NTR and siSort decrease p-ERK1/2
and p-SRC. B: Cell growth. The number of cells was
measured by cell counting at 72 hours after
transfection, and siRNA-treated cells were
compared with siCont cells. SiRNA against TrkA,
p75NTR, and sortilin, alone or combined (siCombo),
all significantly inhibit cell growth. C: Apoptosis
(Apop.). The proportion of apoptotic cells was
measured in flow cytometry using Annexin V, and
siRNA-treated cells were compared with siCont
cells. siRNA against TrkA, p75NTR, and sortilin,
alone or in combination, all increase the percent-
age of apoptotic cells compared with siCont. The
numbers indicate the percentages of the cells
represented by alive, apoptotic, and dead pop-
ulations. D: Cell migration. Scratching of the cell
monolayer was performed 72 hours after trans-
fection with siRNA, and reduction in gap area was
measured 20 hours later. Targeting of all three
receptors, alone and in combination (siCombo),
resulted in the inhibition of wound scratch heal-
ing. E: Cell invasion. Transwell assays were set up
72 hours after siRNA transfection, and cells were
allowed to invade for 20 hours. Only siSort and
siTrkA, and siCombo significantly inhibited cancer
cell invasion. Data are expressed as means � SD
(B, D, and E). Data are representative of at least
three technical replicates, each consisting of at
least three biological replicates. **P < 0.01,
***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001 versus
controls.
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further elucidate the effects of targeting TrkA, p75N

sortilin, we determined the impact on apoptosis
Annexin V expression flow cytometry profiling (Figu
The American Journal of Pathology - ajp.amjpathol.org
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knockdown of TrkA (80.62%), p75NTR (63%), and
(49.9%). Simultaneous knockdown of all three re
resulted in 80.4% of cells entering apoptosis (Figure
237
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Cell Migration and Invasion
Cellular migration was assessed using a scratch wound
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healing assay, inwhich a scratchwasmade to a cellmo
to create a wound area. The rate of closure was monito
quantitated (Figure 6D). Transfection with
(PZ 0.0002), siP75NTR (PZ 0.0019), siSort (P < 0
and siCombo (P Z 0.0002) all inhibited the migra
CAL-62 cells compared with siCont. The invasive
CAL-62 cells, in response to transfection with siRNA
TrkA, p75NTR, and sortilin or the combination (siC
was assessed using a Transwell assay (Figure 6E). Inva
CAL-62 cells was significantly inhibited by
(P Z 0.0085), siSort (P Z 0.001), and si
(P Z 0.0021) compared with siCont cells. In c
knocking down p75NTR expression did not significant
the invasion of CAL-62 cells (P Z 0.1268).

The 8505c ATC cell line was also an
(Supplemental Figure S3). The impact of siRNA aga
three receptors, alone or in combination, was
following the same experimental procedures as for C
Similar results were obtained with 8505c cells co
with the CAL-62 cells, with respect to the decrease
growth (Supplemental Figure S3B), ap
(Supplemental Figure S3C), migration (Supple
Figure S3D), and invasion (Supplemental Figure S
terms of cell signaling, similar decreased level of p
ERK1/2, and SRC were obtained using siCombo,
individual siRNAs had a less clear impact on si
pathways (Supplemental Figure S3A), probably indic
synergic effect of inhibiting the three receptors s
neously. Interestingly, 8505c cells did not expre
membrane receptor p75NTR (Supplemental Figure
thus, targeting this receptor with siRNA yielded
results to that obtained with siCont cells. This
highlights the specificity of the siRNA targeting
experiment and points to a potential diversity of ana
cells in regard to neurotrophin receptor expression.
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New therapeutic strategies are required for treatm
thyroid cancers that do not respond to current treatm
particular, ATC and metastatic differentiated thyroid
We report that neurotrophin signaling may be an im
component of tumor aggressiveness in ATC and d
tiated thyroid carcinomas, which invites further exam
as a potential drug target.

TrkA Expression and Targeting
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This study found that TrkA protein expression is pre
approximately 20% of thyroid cancers and is a ma
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vasion in several cancers,6 including those of the brea
prostate,23,24 and pancreas,23,25 and is increasingly
considered as a therapeutic target in oncology. In
cancer, TrkA activation participates in cancer cel
sion,21 and in lung cancer, Trk inhibitors are in
trials.26 The present data confirm the role of TrkA
oncogenic protein and suggest a potential utility of ta
this pathway in thyroid cancer therapy.
In addition, TrkA expression was detected in the

present in the microenvironment of thyroid
Although innervation of thyroid cancers has not be
viously reported, using the neuronal marker PGP9
found nerves in <5% of thyroid cancers (S.F., P.J., C
S.M.R.O., S.R., R.F.T., C.O., J.A., C.C.J., X.D.Z., M
H.H., unpublished data). This proportion of innerva
mors may be an underestimate because of the sma
pling radius and depth of the tumor microarray co
developing neurons, TrkA activation results in the
lation of various tyrosine kinaseeinduced signalin
ways, leading to neurite extension.11 The thyroid g
principally innervated by the autonomic nervous
with parasympathetic nerves from the vagus and
thetic nerves distributed from the sympathetic
entering the gland along blood vessels.27 Interesting
nerves observed in thyroid cancers were positive fo
but not for sortilin and p75NTR. Given that NGF
proNGF10 are expressed and released by thyroid
cells,10 it can be hypothesized that the activation of T
nerves may lead to a stimulation of neurogenesis
tumor microenvironment. NGF and TrkA are invo
perineural invasion in other cancers, as in pancreat
cer,29 and TrkA may play a similar role in thyroid can
any case, the nerve-cancer cell crosstalk is incre
regarded as a promoter of cancer progression,30,31 a
expression of TrkA in nerves suggests a potential a
tion with neural infiltration in thyroid cancer.

p75NTR Expression and Targeting

Although previous studies have found that p75
expressed in PTC and is associated with the prese
BRAF (V600E) mutations,12 this study provides t
data that p75NTR is expressed in normal thyroid
although at a significantly lower level than in thyro
cers. In addition, we found for the first time the exp
of p75NTR in FTC and ATC. p75NTR is the comm
ceptor for all neurotrophins and proneurotrophins.11

longs to the tumor necrosis factor receptor gene fami
the proteins recruited by p75NTR signaling are the
necrosis factor receptoreassociated factor proteins fo
by the activation of the NF-kB transcription fac
addition, p75NTR interacts with sortilin and TrkA a
modulate the tyrosine kinase activity of the latter o
ulation by neurotrophins.11 Presumably because of i
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range of interaction with various receptors and signaling,
p75NTR exhibits various biological activities in neurons,
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including the stimulation of survival or apoptosis,
entiation, and neurite outgrowth. In cancer, the same
of effects are observed.32 p75NTR acts as a tumor sup
in gastric, bladder, and prostate cancers by blocki
cycle progression and inducing apoptosis.33,34 In mo
tumors, including melanoma,35 glioma,36 and brea
cer,37 p75NTR favors tumor development, in pa
through the stimulation of the stem cell compar
Interestingly, our data indicate that p75NTR is o
pressed in most ATC. ATC has a poor surviv
(approximately 5% after 5 years), and at this stage
no targeted treatment.5 Therefore, our data warrant
functional exploration to determine the interest of p75
a therapeutic target in thyroid cancer.

Sortilin Expression and Targeting

This study is the first report of sortilin expression in
cancer. Sortilin is expressed in thyroid epithelia
where it contributes to the recycling of the thyroid ho
precursor thyroglobulin,38 but its protein express
thyroid cancer was previously unknown. Sortili
neuronal type 1 membrane protein, encoded by the
gene.39 It belongs to the vacuolar protein sorting 10
(VPS10P) family of receptors and is most abu
expressed in the central and peripheral nervous sy
Initially described as neurotensin receptor 3, sortilin
generally involved in sorting and trafficking of targ
teins to distinct destinations.39 It is a common b
partner of tyrosine kinase receptors, G-proteinec
receptors, and ion channels, for which it facilitates
induced signaling.39 Sortilin has been identified as
receptor for proneurotrophins, including proNG
which it acts in a complex with the neurotrophin r
p75NTR to induce neuron apoptosis.40 A few canc
lines express sortilin. In HT29 colon cancer cells,
participates in the control of the growth-promoting
induced by brain-derived growth factor through inte
with its tyrosine kinase receptor TrkB (NTRK2
addition, sortilin mediates the release and transfer
somes in the A549 lung cancer cell line42 and re
progranulin stimulatory activity of prostate cancer ce
melanoma cell lines, sortilin is a co-receptor for p
and acts in cooperation with the neurotrophin r
p75NTR to promote cancer cell invasion.35 In breast
sortilin expression is increased in invasive carc
compared with healthy tissues,15 and sortilin expres
the primary tumor is also associated with lymph n
vasion.15 In vitro, sortilin participates in the proin
effect of proNGF in breast cancer cells.15 In the
study, similar to breast cancer, sortilin expressio
increased in thyroid cancer compared with normal
and adenomas. This increased level of sortilin pro
thyroid cancers, compared with benign thyroid
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levels in PTC and FTC compared with ATC. Sorti
ubiquitous receptor; its functions go beyond the sole
of cell growth and migration,39 and this probably ac
for the fact that its expression is not strictly related to
aggressiveness in thyroid cancer. However, s
targeting sortilin resulted in an inhibition of ana
thyroid cancer cell growth, migration, and in
Although the molecular mechanism of sortilin activ
its direct interacting signaling partners remain to b
elucidated in thyroid cancer, our data suggest that ta
sortilin is a potential therapeutic strategy in thyroid

Conclusion

The present study found an increased level of
p75NTR, and sortilin in thyroid cancers, which sign
potential value of these neurotrophin receptors as
therapeutic targets. Further preclinical investigations
are warranted to explore the therapeutic interest of ta
neurotrophin receptors in the different forms of
cancers and particularly in ATCs, which are resis
current treatment options. In addition, pain is a r
event in thyroid cancer, particularly in MTC and
Neurotrophins and their receptors have been well
terized as important mediators of pain initiation and
tenance,45 and pharmacotherapies targeting the NG
pathway are undergoing trials in the treatment of a va
pain conditions,46 including cancer.47 Therefore, ta
neurotrophin receptors in ATC may potentially addr
issue of pain, which also merits further attention.
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6.1 Preface 
Previous work has established that proNGF is increased in thyroid cancers, based 

on tissue micro-arrays with limited clinicopathological correlation.  Having established 

that thyroid cancer is innervated, we sought to confirm expression of proNGF in 

thyroid cancers using whole-slide analysis techniques, and correlate this more 

deeply with clinical and pathological information, which we were able to 

obtain from our collaboration with NSW Health Pathology (Hunter) and the John 

Hunter Hospital. 

Using data linkage, we were able to identify archival specimens of thyroid cancer along 

with paired, resected lymph node metastases from the same patients.  Using whole-

slide analysis of these paired primary tumours and metastases, we were able to obtain 

a more complete picture of proNGF expression across different tumoural sites, and with 

deeper clinic-pathological integration.   
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Abstract: Metastases in thyroid cancer are associated with aggressive disease and increased patient
morbidity, but the factors driving metastatic progression are unclear. The precursor for nerve growth
factor (proNGF) is increased in primary thyroid cancers, but its expression or significance in metastases
is not known. In this study, we analysed the expression of proNGF in a retrospective cohort of thyroid
cancer lymph node metastases (n = 56), linked with corresponding primary tumours, by automated
immunohistochemistry and digital quantification. Potential associations of proNGF immunostaining
with clinical and pathological parameters were investigated. ProNGF staining intensity (defined
by the median h-score) was significantly higher in lymph node metastases (h-score 94, interquartile
range (IQR) 50–147) than in corresponding primary tumours (57, IQR 42–84) (p = 0.002). There was a
correlation between proNGF expression in primary tumours and corresponding metastases, where
there was a 0.68 (95% CI 0 to 1.2) increase in metastatic tumour h-score for each unit increase in
the primary tumour h-score. However, larger tumours (both primary and metastatic) had lower
proNGF expression. In a multivariate model, proNGF expression in nodal metastases was negatively
correlated with lateral neck disease and being male. In conclusion, ProNGF is expressed in locoregional
metastases of thyroid cancer and is higher in lymph node metastases than in primary tumours, but is
not associated with high-risk clinical features.

Keywords: thyroid cancer; proNGF; neurotrophin; metastasis; nerves

1. Introduction

Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine malignancy, with rising incidence [1]. Differentiated
thyroid cancers arise from the thyroid follicular epithelium, and develop in either papillary or follicular
growth patterns. The majority of differentiated thyroid cancers are localised within the thyroid in
the early stages, and have an excellent prognosis if removed prior to the development of metastases,
with >95% 10-year survival [2]. However, approximately 20% of thyroid cancers have metastases at
diagnosis, usually loco-regionally within the lymph nodes of the neck or, less commonly, at distant
sites such as lung and bone, and represent a more aggressive subset, with increased morbidity and
mortality [2,3]. However, the size and location of metastases appears to be important in prognosis.
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Microscopic deposits of cancer within the lymph nodes of the central compartment of the neck appear
to have little prognostic significance, whilst larger nodal involvement, and the involvement of lymph
nodes in the lateral compartment of the neck, increase the risk of local recurrence following treatment
and are associated with reduced overall survival [4,5].

The precursor for nerve growth factor (proNGF) is a soluble protein of 246 amino acids, transcribed
from the NGF gene on chromosome 1p13. ProNGF and NGF are involved in the survival, growth and
differentiation of neurons in the central and peripheral nervous system [6]. Interestingly, increasing
evidence reports the role of proNGF and NGF in stimulating cancer progression [7–10]. In thyroid
cancer, ProNGF has been shown to be overexpressed in differentiated cancers of both papillary and
follicular subtypes [11]. Based on prior data, we hypothesised that proNGF would be expressed
in the metastases of thyroid cancer, and that expression of proNGF would correlate with tumour
aggressiveness, which could suggest a role for proNGF as a prognostic biomarker for thyroid cancer
aggressiveness, or may suggest a mechanistic target for future research.

Therefore, we designed and conducted a study to characterise the expression of proNGF in
clinical specimens of thyroid cancer lymph node metastases, linked with analyses of the primary
tumour, and correlated with clinical and pathological characteristics. The data show that proNGF
is overexpressed in nodal metastases of thyroid cancers compared to corresponding primary
tumours, but we found no correlation between proNGF expression in lymph node metastases
and cancer aggressiveness.

2. Results

ProNGF expression was analysed by immunohistochemistry and digital quantification in a total
of 112 whole-slide tissue sections from patients with thyroid cancer, corresponding to 56 lymph node
metastases of thyroid cancer paired with primary tumours from the same patients. ProNGF intensity is
presented as an h-score (a numeric scale between 0 and 300, with higher numbers representing greater
immunostaining and protein expression). Demographic and clinical information for the included
samples are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Expression of proNGF in primary thyroid cancers and metastases, quantified by h-score of
immunohistochemical staining.

ProNGF Quantification (h-score)
n Primary Tumour p-Value n Nodal Metastasis p-Value

Overall 56 57 (42–84) 56 94 (50–147) 0.002 1

Age 0.96 0.32

<55 years 34 58 (43–89) 34 95 (57–122)
≥55 years 22 55 (32–77) 22 86 (46–123)

Sex 0.20 0.85
Male 21 71 (46–100) 21 96 (46–148)
Female 35 54 (40–71) 35 90 (51–146)

Histopathology 0.36 0.11
Papillary 53 58 (43–89) 53 96 (51–148)

Classical 27 54 (43–92) 27 106 (64–149)
Follicular-variant 26 60 (46–89) 26 70 (49–130)

Follicular 2 42 (23–60) 2 45 (30–60)
Anaplastic 1 32 1 67

Tumour size 0.02
Primary <4 cm 48 62 (45–96)
Primary ≥4 cm 8 38 (25–55)
Total lymph node <3 cm 44 105 (57–149) 0.02
Total lymph node ≥3 cm 12 59 (44–64)
Metastasis within node <2 mm 10 148 (94–175) 0.04
Metastasis within node ≥2 mm 46 82 (49–123)
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Table 1. Cont.

ProNGF Quantification (h-score)
n Primary Tumour p-Value n Nodal Metastasis p-Value

Vascular invasion 0.32
Absent 35 56 (43–100)
Present 21 58 (43–68)

Extra-thyroidal extension 0.43
Absent 19 56 (45–106)
Present 37 58 (40–75)

AJCC TNM 8 Stage 0.005
I and II 46 63 (45–100)
III and IV 10 38 (23–54)

Nodal metastases (location) 0.004
Central neck only (N1a) 33 109 (64–152)
Central + lateral neck (N1b) 23 60 (40–96)

Timing of metastases 0.11
At time of primary tumour 49 99 (56–148)
>6 months from primary 7 57 (46–96)

The h-score is a digital quantification of immunohistochemistry intensity, with values ranging between 0 and 300,
where higher values represent greater protein expression. Data are median (IQR), compared using the Mann-Whitney
test. 1 Comparison between Primary and Metastases. Other comparisons are within column.

2.1. Validation of Automated Scoring Algorithm (h-score)

Prior to proceeding with the analysis, the performance of the h-score (automated digital analysis)
was confirmed by correlating with manual grading. Two operators who were blinded to the h-score
independently assigned a manual score of proNGF immunhistochemical intensity of staining on a
four-point scale (negative/weak/moderate/strong) on the full cohort of primary tumours (n = 56).
The results are presented in Figure 1. Overall, there was an acceptable correlation between the manually
assigned scores and the automated h-scores (r2 = 0.52, p < 0.0001). The median h-scores for the five
cases manually classified as “0: negative” were 23 (interquartile range 22–24).

Figure 1. Validation of automated immunohistochemistry analysis (h-scores) compared to manual
grading for the cohort of 56 primary tumours. (A): Box and whisker plot demonstrating distribution of
automated h-scores, stratified by manual scores. Significant between-group differences were confirmed
by ANOVA (p < 0.001). (B): Scatter-plot of individual automated h-scores (dots) over manual grading.
The solid line represents the regression fit, with the grey band demonstrating the 95% CI of the
regression line (r2 = 0.52, p < 0.0001).
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2.2. ProNGF Expression in Thyroid Cancer

ProNGF expression was detected in the majority of thyroid cancers and lymph node metastases
(Table 1). It was found that 93% of sections from the papillary subtype and 75% from the follicular
subtype expressed proNGF (positive expression was classified as h-score greater than 25, see Figure 1a
for justification). An example of proNGF immunostaining is presented in Figure 2, showing a primary
thyroid cancer and an adjacent lymph node metastasis, both expressing proNGF. ProNGF immunostaining
was in the cytoplasm of cancer cells (Figures 2 and 3), which is the expected location for this protein
to be expressed. Minimal staining of fibroblasts and adjacent stroma was noted (Figure 3a,f). Some
specimens contained adjacent benign thyroid follicular cells, which generally had low expression of
proNGF (Figure 2b). However, due to nonspecific uptake of DAB staining by colloid in the benign
regions, the h-scores were not relaible.

The majority of primary tumours demonstrated uniform proNGF expression throughout the
tumour; however, 25% showed a predominantly peripheral pattern of staining around the anatomical
edge of the tumour (for example, Appendix B, Case 3). Peripheral immunostaining appeared to
correlate with the biological properties of the tumour, as it was associated with the anatomical edge of
the tumour rather than the cut edge of the pathology specimen, and was not caused by increased cellular
density. Peripheral pattern staining did not correlate with the clinical or pathological parameters of
the tumour.

Figure 2. Whole-slide analysis of a primary thyroid cancer and corresponding thyroid cancer nodal
metastasis. Main: Low magnification (0.5×) of whole-slide of proNGF immunostaining (DAB, brown),
with haematoxylin nuclear counterstain (blue), of primary tumour and paired metastasis. Blue and black
inking represent the anterior and tracheal borders of thyroid respectively. Scale bar 2mm. (A) 7 mm
microPTC with staining for proNGF. (B) Adjacent normal thyroid tissue. (C) 2 mm lymph node
micro-metastasis at upper edge of node, included in same anatomical block. Dotted lines demarcate
tumour. Inset: 20×magnification of representative fields. Scale bar 50 µm.
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Figure 3. ProNGF immunostaining of thyroid cancer lymph node metastasis, compared with paired
primary tumour. (A) Papillary thyroid cancer metastasis, h-score 148. (B) Primary tumour of A,
h-score 56. (C) Papillary thyroid cancer metastasis, h-score 154. (D) Primary tumour of C, h-score 71.
(E) Follicular thyroid cancer metastasis, h-score 60. (F) Primary tumour of F, h-score 60. Scale bar:
100 µm. 20×magnification.

Considering all neoplastic tissues together (pooled analysis of primary and metastatic samples),
papillary thyroid cancer had a trend towards higher expression of proNGF (Figure 4, median h-score 70,
IQR 46–108) than follicular thyroid cancer (median h-score 30, IQR 23–60, p = 0.07 for difference).
Within papillary thyroid cancers, there was no difference in proNGF expression between tumours
expressing a classical architecture, as compared to those with follicular-variant histology (Table 1).
One paired case of anaplastic thyroid cancer had low proNGF expression.
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Figure 4. ProNGF immunostaining of thyroid cancer, stratified by histopathological subtype. Data for
primary and metastatic lesions for PTC (n = 106) and FTC (n = 4) are combined. For analysis sub
stratified by histopathological subtype, and by location of lesion, see Table 1.

2.3. ProNGF Expression in Lymph Node Metastases Positively Correlates with Primary Tumours

Median proNGF h-scores were higher in the nodal metastases (94, IQR 50–147), compared to the
matched primary specimens (57, IQR 42–84, p = 0.002) (Table 1, Figure 5a). Quantile regression of
metastatic h-scores on primary h-scores adjusted for age (≥55 years) and sex (male) confirmed this
relationship, with an increase of 0.68 units in the median metastatic h-score for each unit increase in
the primary score (95% CI 0 to 1.2, p-value = 0.009, Figure 5B). This pattern continued to be observed
following a sensitivity analysis removing two outliers (median metastatic h-score increased 0.58 units
(95% CI 0 to 0.9, p = 0.05) for each unit increase in the primary score). Finally, of the 56 metastases,
39 (69%) had higher expression of proNGF than the primary tumour (Figure 5c).

Figure 5. Quantification of proNGF staining in primary thyroid tumours vs lymph node metastases.
(A) H-score for proNGF intensity in primary tumours and linked metastases. (B) Scatter plot showing
correlation between h-score in primary and paired metastases (C) Individual data points for the 56 paired
cases of primary tumour (squares, PTC = black, FTC = red, ATC = blue) and nodal metastases (triangle).
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2.4. ProNGF Expression is not Associated with High Risk Clinical Features

A univariate analysis comparing proNGF expression to clinical and pathological variables was
undertaken separately for primary tumours and metastases (Table 1). ProNGF expression in the
primary tumour was inversely associated with tumour size and TNM stage (p < 0.05). In metastases,
proNGF expression was inversely associated with the size of the involved lymph node, and with the
location of the lymph node in the lateral neck. We then constructed an exploratory multivariate model
to assess whether the characteristics of the primary tumours were associated with proNGF expression,
which included covariates of age and gender (base model), and tumour size (≥4 cm), the presence
of vascular invasion, the presence of extra-thyroidal extension and multifocality in the full model.
The results are presented in Table 2. In the full model, the parameter estimate for the primary tumour
h-score was similar to that of the model adjusting for age and gender alone, suggesting no evidence of
confounding from any of the model variables (Table 2A). In the full model, none of the covariates were
significantly associated with the h-score in the primary tumour.

Table 2. Multivariate analysis of association between h-score in primary or metastases and
clinical/pathological parameters. Parameter estimates for linear quantile mixed models of association
between median proNGF h-score and clinical/pathological parameters are presented. Separate models
were fit for (A) primary tumours and (B) Lymph node metastasis. The estimate shows the difference in
h-score associated with the parameter.

Parameter Estimate (95% CI) p-Value

(A) Primary Tumour:
Age (>= 55 years) −6.1 (−35.9 to 23.7) 0.7

Sex (male) −2.7 (−27.3 to 21.8) 0.8
Size (>= 4 cm) −9.1 (−28.8 to 10.6) 0.4

Extra-thyroidal extension −14 (−29.0 to 1.0) 0.067
Vascular Invasion −11.6 (−36.4 to 13.2) 0.4

Multi-focal −1.7 (−19.1 to 15.7) 0.8

(B) Lymph node metastasis
Age (>= 55 years) −13.8 (−32.5 to 4.9) 0.1

Sex (male) −34.8 (−59.9 to −9.6) 0.008
Size (>= 2 mm) −29.1 (−65.34 to 7.2) 0.1

Location (lateral neck site, N1b) −47.1 (−73.8 to −20.5) 0.001
Timing (> 6 months post primary) −23.7 (−52 to 4.6) 0.1

A separate multivariate model was fit examining lymph node metastases, and including variables
of covariates for age (≥55 years), sex, metastases size (≥2 mm), location (lateral neck) and timing of
detection (>6 months from primary); it identified significant effects for sex and neck site (Table 2B).
Specifically, males had lower median proNGF h-scores (−35, 95% CI −60 to −10, p-value = 0.008),
and the presence of lateral neck disease was associated with a −47 (95% CI −74 to −20, p-value < 0.001)
change in the median proNGF h-score.

2.5. ProNGF Expression in Primary Tumours does not Predict Metastases

To determine whether proNGF expression in primary tumours was associated with metastatic
potential, we compared the h-scores of primary tumours with metastases to a cohort of primary
tumours without lymph node metastases (n = 29, comprising 18 PTC and 11 FTC, with mean age
57 years, 59% female and mean tumour size 25 mm). The median h-score in primary tumours without
nodal metastases was 45 (IQR 26–68), compared to 57 (42–84) in tumours with metastases (p = 0.16).
Similar results were obtained when comparing the PTC subgroup alone. Using a multiple logistic
regression model to examine for potential confounding, with the presence or absence of locoregional
metastases as the dependent variable, and including model variables of primary tumour proNGF
h-score, age, gender, tumour size, the presence of extra-thyroidal extension and the presence of vascular
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invasion, proNGF expression in primary tumours did not predict metastases (odds ratio 1.01, 95% CI
1.0 to 1.02, p = 0.10).

3. Discussion

Better knowledge of the characteristics of lymph node metastases of thyroid cancer is required to
identify aggressive disease subsets that require additional treatments. Here, we report an increased
expression of proNGF in thyroid cancer lymph node metastases, which correlated with expression
in the primary tumour. However, we did not find that proNGF expression was able to predict the
presence of these metastases, or that it correlated positively with tumour aggressiveness.

A key novel aspect of this study was the assessment of proNGF expression in lymph node deposits
of thyroid cancer. ProNGF expression has never previously been reported in the metastases of any
cancer, despite significant study of its biological effects in primary tumours of breast and prostate
cancers [8,12]. This study identifies that proNGF is a biological feature of lymph node metastases of
thyroid cancer. More importantly, by studying paired primary tumours and metastases, we were able
to show a clear correlation between the biological behaviour of proNGF expression in the primary
tumour and the metastases. Interestingly, although there was strong positive correlation between
proNGF expression in the primary tumour and its linked metastases, we found that the degree of
proNGF expression in the metastases was inversely associated with nodes located in the lateral neck
(a site of higher-risk involvement), and with male gender.

This work provides important independent corroboration of the findings of a previous study
of proNGF in thyroid cancer [11]. This current work confirms the pattern that the papillary subtype
of thyroid cancer has higher levels of proNGF expression, as demonstrated previously. Further, this
work confirms previous findings that proNGF expression in the primary tumour does not correlate
with high risk clinical features. Table 2 shows that on multivariate analysis, there was no association
between clinical or pathological risk-factors and proNGF expression. The observation that proNGF
expression is lower in primary tumours harbouring high-risk features (seen on univariate analysis in
Table 1) suggests that reduced proNGF expression could be a sign of early dedifferentiation. In the
nervous system, proNGF/NGF expression is generally associated with neuronal differentiation [13],
and it is plausible that in thyroid cancer, decreased expression of proNGF could similarly be associated
with the dedifferentiation of cancer cells.

An important aspect of the study design was the use of whole-slide analyses of cases with a
complete clinico-pathological dataset, as this provided a more complete picture of protein expression
across the tumour. We found that although proNGF expression was mostly uniform across primary
tumours, a subset of tumours expressed proNGF in a peripheral pattern. It is possible that expression of
proNGF may be induced by factors in the tumour microenvironment, such as oxygen, or that proNGF is
a component of actively growing cells preferentially located at the periphery of solid tumours; however,
further functional investigation is warranted to understand the meaning of preferentially-peripheral
expression of proNGF. Additional strengths of this study are the use of automated techniques for
immunohistochemistry staining, and digital quantification of protein expression. Manual techniques
for immunohistochemistry and biomarker quantification have inherent risks of inter-slide variability
and inter-observer bias. The automated techniques used in this study were appropriately trained
and validated, and hence, the comparison of differences in staining intensities between tissues, as
undertaken here, was more robust.

The primary limitation of this study was the use of single modality immunohistochemistry to
evaluate protein expression. However, risks of protein misidentification were minimised by using a
well validated antibody against proNGF and appropriate controls. The specificity of proNGF targeting
with the antibody used was confirmed against a monoclonal antibody in our previous study, as well as
in Western blotting [11]. Minimal nonspecific staining was observed. An additional limitation was
that this study included relatively few cases of follicular and anaplastic thyroid cancers and their
metastases, and it is possible that these subgroups may exhibit different expression characteristics;
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as such, cautious interpretation is required. However, the large number of paired papillary thyroid
cancer metastases included in this study allows for a robust interpretation of this cohort.

On a broader perspective, proNGF may be of interest as a therapeutic target. In breast cancer,
proNGF has been shown to stimulate cancer cell growth and dissemination [12,14], and in prostate
cancer, proNGF expression is a driver of nerve infiltration in the tumour microenvironment [15] that is
essential to tumour growth and dissemination [16]. The association between the presence of nerves,
neurotrophic growth factor expression and cancer progression is an evolving field, with increasing
recognition of the key role of nerve-derived factors in tumour progression [17]. Nerve-signalling
has long been recognised as integral for tissue regeneration after injury, and it is hypothesised that
similar mechanisms may promote neoplastic progression [17]. For example, denervation has been
shown to reduce the incidence of gastric carcinoma [18] and basal cell carcinomas of the skin [19].
In animal models of prostate cancer, tumour progression in animal models is strongly inhibited after
denervation [16,20]. Whether proNGF also contributes to thyroid cancer and the development of
metastases should be experimentally explored both in vitro and in vivo.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates proNGF expression in lymph node metastases of thyroid
cancer which correlates with expression in the primary tumour, suggesting an underling biological
link which warrants further investigation.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Patients and Samples

The Hunter New England Local Health District Human Research Ethics Committee prospectively
approved this study, which included a waiver of consent for access to archival material (approval
number HNE HREC 16/04/20/5.13, approved April 2016). Electronic records were searched to find
lymph node metastases of thyroid cancer specimens during 2007–2017, where the original primary
tumour was also available (n = 56). Clinical parameters were extracted from the medical record, and an
independent pathologist reviewed all histological samples to confirm the diagnosis.

4.2. Immunohistochemistry

Sections (4 microns) were prepared from archival, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue blocks
immediately prior to staining. Immunohistochemistry was performed using the Ventana Discovery
automated slide stainer (Roche Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ, USA). The primary antibody was an
anti-rabbit polycloncal proNGF antibody (Ab9040, Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany), which has
been previously validated in our laboratory [11] and was reoptimised for automated tissue processing
at a dilution of 1/350. Antigen-retrieval was performed using Ribo-CC solution, (pH 6, Ventana, Roche,
North Ryde, NSW, Australia), with primary antibody incubation for 32 min, secondary anti-rabbit
HQ for 16 min at 37 ◦C (Ventana, Roche, North Ryde, NSW, Australia) and tertiary anti-HQ (Ventana,
Roche, North Ryde, NSW, Australia) for 16 min at 37 ◦C. Manual counterstaining was performed using
Mayer’s haematoxylin for 10 s and Scott’s Tap Water for 30 s, followed by dehydration, clearing and
mounting. Negative controls were prepared using nonspecific IgG isotype controls, and without the
addition of primary antibody (Appendix A).

4.3. Digital Quantification

To quantify biomarker expression, whole slides were digitised at 20x magnification using an Aperio
AT2 scanner (Leica Biosystems, Victoria, Australia). Two operators (CR and TD) manually graded a
training image library of 20 cancers to obtain consensus. QuPath whole-slide digital image analysis
software (Queens University, Belfast, UK) [21] was then optimised to quantify maximum cytoplasmic
DAB staining. Initially, a cell detection algorithm was optimised to detect nuclear and cytoplasmic
regions of malignant cells. DAB threshold values were then determined from histogram analyses of
the training library. Finally, the training library was used to build a cell detection classifier (to exclude
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fibroblasts, lymphocytes, erythrocytes and colloid) and optimise DAB thresholds to replicate the
scoring in the training library. The classifier was then locked and batch-run on all slides. To minimise
false positive cell detection and optimise processing time, tumour regions were manually defined.
Areas of haemorrhage, dense stroma without malignant cells, dense lymphocytic infiltrate and folding
artefacts were excluded. The intensity of DAB staining was quantified using a triple-threshold h-score
for each tumour (calculated as the sum of 3× percentage of pixels with strong staining; 2× percentage
of pixels with moderate staining and 1× percentage of pixels with weak staining). Examples of image
analyses are shown in Appendix B. The quantification of intra-tumoural biomarker distribution in
a peripheral or uniform pattern was performed by separately calculating h-score for the outer 1/3
and inner 1/3 of tumour. A peripheral > central pattern was defined as a peripheral: central h-score
ratio >1, with an absolute difference in h-score >20 points. Uniformly positive was defined as total
tumour h-score > 25 that did not meet the criteria for peripheral > central. Uniformly negative was
defined as total tumour h-score ≤ 25, irrespective of the peripheral: central ratio.

4.4. Statistical Analysis

A prior study showed that thyroid proNGF immunohistochemistry quantification by h-score
was normally distributed with a standard deviation of 21 units [11]. To demonstrate a mean h-score
difference of 25 units between groups, a minimum of 25 cases per group were required, with a power
of 0.8 and two-sided alpha of 0.05.

We dichotomised age and tumour size based on thresholds in the 8th edition of the American Joint
Cancer Committee TNM Staging System and tumour/node size, extra-thyroidal extension, node number
and site on the 2015 American Thyroid Association guidelines [3]. We provide strata-level medians
and interquartile ranges for h-scores across strata levels, compared using the Mann-Whitney test.

We modelled the association between h-scores and tumour types using linear quantile mixed
models that include clinico-pathological covariates and account for within subject clustering. Using
the paired tissue sections, we explored the association between the metastatic and primary tumour
h-scores along with markers of aggressiveness using quantile regression. In instances where potentially
influential points were identified, we excluded these observations and repeated the analyses to assess
the sensitivity of parameter estimates. We provide point estimates, 95% confidence intervals and
p-values for each of the model terms. All reference to significance assumes a 0.05 type-I error rate.
All analyses were performed using Stata (version 14.1, Statacorp, Texas USA).
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Negative Controls for proNGF staining. (A) IgG isotype control. Nonspecific IgG was
added in place of the primary antibody. (B) Without primary antibody. Nonspecific brown staining is
of red blood cells. For positive controls, see Faulkner et al. (2016) [5].

Appendix B

Figure A2. Examples of QuPath grading of cytoplasmic DAB intensity of three separate tumour cases. Each
case has 4 separate panels presented (A–D). (A): High magnification (20×) image of immunohistochemistry
staining of tumour. (B): QuPath markup of same region showing cell detection and classification. (C) Low
magnification (4×) image of tumour, demarcated in red. (D): Low magnification image of tumour with
QuPath markup. Markup: Green (stroma), Purple (immune cells), Blue (negative tumour cells).
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7.1 Preface 
Thus far, this thesis has examined the role of nerves and neurotrophins in the diagnosis 

and management of thyroid cancer.  It has been identified that although the prognosis 

is favourable for many thyroid cancers, a significant proportion do not respond to initial 

therapy, and present with locoregional or distant recurrences.  In this group, new 

modalities to localize and treat recurrence are required.  The following paper examines 

the breadth of TSH receptor expression and signalling in thyroid cancer and explores the 

prospect of utilising the TSH receptor to as the foundation for new approaches to 

localize and treat recurrences.  
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Abstract

Recent advances in the arena of theranostics have necessitated a re-examining of 

previously established fields. The existing paradigm of therapeutic thyroid-stimulating 

hormone receptor (TSHR) targeting in the post-surgical management of differentiated 

thyroid cancer using levothyroxine and recombinant human thyroid-stimulating 

hormone (TSH) is well understood. However, in an era of personalized medicine, and 

with an increasing awareness of the risk profile of longstanding pharmacological 

hyperthyroidism, it is imperative clinicians understand the molecular basis and magnitude 

of benefit for individual patients. Furthermore, TSHR has been recently re-conceived as 

a selective target for residual metastatic thyroid cancer, with pilot data demonstrating 

effective targeting of nanoparticles to thyroid cancers using this receptor as a target. This 

review examines the evidence for TSHR signaling as an oncogenic pathway and assesses 

the evidence for ongoing TSHR expression in thyroid cancer metastases. Priorities for 

further research are highlighted.

Introduction

The thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) receptor (TSHR) 
is a surface glycoprotein receptor, part of the leucine-rich 
repeat subfamily of G-protein-coupled receptors (LGR). It 
has been described as the ‘master switch’ in regulating 
thyroid growth, differentiation and thyroid hormone 
secretion, and is the antigenic target in Graves’ disease 
(Davies  et  al. 2005). TSHR is expressed on benign and 
malignant thyrocytes as the target receptor for TSH. In 
current clinical management of differentiated thyroid 
cancer (DTC), TSHR is therapeutically targeted to 
maximize radioiodine uptake into malignant thyrocytes 
by transiently upregulating the sodium–iodide symporter 
(NIS) through TSH stimulation, either endogenously 

through thyroid hormone withdrawal or exogenously 
with recombinant human TSH (rhTSH) (Haugen  et  al. 
2016). Additionally, proliferative signals to malignant 
thyrocytes mediated through the TSHR are therapeutically 
minimized by inducing pharmacologic hyperthyroidism, 
resulting in endogenous TSH suppression. Recent 
scientific advances suggest new strategies to target 
TSHR in thyroid cancers, either using selective small-
molecule inhibitors of the TSHR to obviate the need for 
systemic hyperthyroidism or using the TSHR as a target to 
enhance the therapeutic index for drug delivery systems. 
This increased interest demands a critical appraisal of 
evidence for persistent TSHR expression in metastatic 
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thyroid cancer. Herein, we review the evidence for TSHR 
signaling as a mitogenic pathway in thyroid cancers, 
assess the evidence for persistence of TSHR in advanced 
thyroid cancer and discuss new therapeutic strategies on 
the horizon.

Structure and distribution of TSHR

TSHR is a 764 amino acid 7-transmembrane domain 
receptor in the G-protein-coupled receptor superfamily. 
TSHR is encoded by the gene, thyroid-stimulating 
hormone receptor (TSHR), located on chromosome 14q31 
and first cloned in 1989 (Parmentier et al. 1989). Although 
encoded by a single gene, the gene product undergoes 
post-translational cleavage into an extracellular A-subunit 
and a largely intracellular B-subunit linked by disulfide 
bonds, with the exclusion of a 50 amino acid C-peptide 
region (Rapoport & McLachlan 2016). The A-subunit 
contains multiple binding sites for TSH within a leucine-
rich ‘binding pocket’, which undergoes conformational 
change after binding of TSH or stimulatory autoantibodies, 
resulting in receptor activation (Davies & Latif 2015).

TSHR is predominantly expressed on the basolateral 
membrane of thyroid follicular cells. Surface expression 
of TSHR is estimated at 5000 receptors per cell (Rees 
Smith  et  al. 1988). TSHR mRNA and protein have 
been detected in a variety of other human and animal 
tissues, including neural and immune tissues, ocular 
muscles and bone (Davies  et  al. 2002, Williams 2011, 
Bassett & Williams 2016). In particular, the role of TSHR 
expression in orbital preadipocytes and fibroblasts in 
the pathogenesis of Graves’ ophthalmopathy has been 
extensively studied (Smith 2015), and there are animal 
data to support TSHR-mediated bone remodeling 

(Abe et al. 2003, Ma et al. 2011). Human data regarding 
TSHR mRNA expression and protein production in 
extrathyroidal tissue are presented in Table  1. We  are 
not aware of studies that quantify TSHR receptor 
density in extrathyroidal tissue. In most extrathyroidal 
tissues the physiologic role of the TSHR remains unclear 
(Williams 2011).

TSH as a growth factor for benign and 
malignant thyrocytes

TSH and intracellular growth signaling

As a glycoprotein receptor in the rhodopsin family, TSHR 
responds to ligand binding with activation of its coupled 
G protein. Activation of Gαs stimulates adenylate cyclase
and activates the cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
(cAMP)/protein kinase A (PKA) pathway with well-
established mitogenic effects, whereas Gαq stimulation
results in the activation of protein kinase B and mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways (Morshed et al. 
2009). The downstream effects are to increase the 
transcription of thyroid-specific genes, particularly 
controlling iodine uptake, synthesis of thyroglobulin and 
thyroperoxidase, with the end result of thyroid hormone 
production (Roger  et  al. 1988, Vassart & Dumont 1992, 
Bruno et al. 2005). The regulation of thyrocyte growth has 
been extensively studied using in vitro models; however, it 
is well recognized that human in vivo confirmation of any 
such model is paramount (Kimura et al. 2001).

Bruno and coworkers (Bruno et al. 2005) demonstrated 
in vivo in humans that TSH regulates the transcription of 
NIS (SLC5A5), thyroglobulin (TG), thyroperoxidase (TPO) 
and paired box 8 (PAX8) mRNA, but not TSHR, pendrin 

Table 1 Data from studies of human extra-thyroidal tissue expression of TSHR.

Tissue mRNA Protein* Functionality# References

Adipose tissue Y Y Y Bell et al. (2000), Murakami et al. (2001), Gagnon et al. (2014)
Adrenal Y Y – Dutton et al. (1997)
Endometrium Y Y – Aghajanova et al. (2011)
Erythrocytes – Y Y Balzan et al. (2007)
Extra-ocular muscle, adipocytes Y Y Y Bahn et al. (1998), Valyasevi et al. (1999)
Kidney Y Y Y Dutton et al. (1997), Sellitti et al. (2000)
Liver Y Y Y Zhang et al. (2009)
Lymphocytes Y Y – Chabaud and Lissitzky (1977), Coutelier et al. (1990)
Pituitary Y Y – Prummel et al. (2000), Theodoropoulou et al. (2000)
Hair follicles Y – Y Bodo et al. (2009)
Thymus Y Y – Murakami et al. (1996), Dutton et al. (1997)
Vascular smooth muscle Y Y Y Tian et al. (2014)

*Detected by immunohistochemistry, Western blot or ligand-binding assays. #Assessed by increased cyclic AMP production/p70 S6 kinase or Na/K ATPase 
in response to TSH stimulation in vitro.
–, not reported.
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(SLC26A4) or thyroid transcription factor 1 (NKX2-1). 
Importantly, they showed that absence of TSH due to 
suppression from exogenous hyperthyroidism does not 
reduce TSHR mRNA. These data support the observations 
by Shuppert and coworkers (Shuppert  et  al. 1996) from 
human tissues that TSHR mRNA is not reduced in the 
presence of chronic stimulation by thyroid-stimulating 
autoantibodies and from Maenhaut and coworkers 
(Maenhaut et al. 1992) in dogs, confirming not only that 
TSHR is important in thyrocyte growth but also that TSHR 
gene transcription stably continues both in the presence 
and absence of its ligand. This contrasts with NIS gene 
and protein expression, which are affected by cellular 
signaling from iodine and TSH (Dohán et al. 2003).

TSHR stimulation and thyroid growth

Human disease states of chronic TSH stimulation provide 
in vivo models of TSHR-mediated thyroid growth, as seen 
in TSH-secreting pituitary adenomas, and Graves’ disease 
(where TSHR stimulation occurs by thyroid stimulatory 
immunoglobulins (TSI) binding to TSHR). Both conditions 
are characterized by pathological thyroid enlargement, 
seen in 77% and 93%, respectively (Hegedus et al. 1983, 
Beck-Peccoz  et  al. 2009). Additionally, chronic exposure 
to TSI has been associated with increased disease-specific 
mortality in thyroid cancer in some, but not all, studies 
(Belfiore et al. 1990, Pellegriti et al. 2013).

Recently, multiple large cohort studies have found 
that increased levels of serum TSH are associated with 
increased subsequent risk of thyroid cancer (Nieto & 
Boelaert 2016). The largest study, recruiting 10,178 
patients presenting with nodular thyroid disease for fine 
needle aspiration (FNA) biopsy, found an increasing odds 
ratio for papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) with incremental 
increases of TSH within the reference range of 0.4–
3.4 IU/L (Fiore  et  al. 2009). Both higher pathological 
stage of the primary tumor and the increased incidence 
of nodal metastases were significantly associated with 
higher baseline TSH levels. In this study, level of TSH, not 
autoantibody status, was shown to be an independent 
variable in predicting malignancy.

Further, several studies have now shown the 
importance of TSHR signaling as part of the oncogenic 
pathway, particularly in tumors containing mutations 
in B-Raf proto-oncogene (BRAF). Franco and coworkers 
(Franco  et  al. 2011) showed in mice that BRAFV600E 
mutations were only oncogenic in the presence of a TSHR 
stimulatory pathway. This finding was confirmed by 

Kim and coworkers (Kim et al. 2014) showing that TSH 
signaling overcomes senescence induced by BRAFV600E 
mutations in cell culture. Similarly, Lu and coworkers 
(Lu  et  al. 2010) used a TSHR-knockout mouse model 
of follicular thyroid cancer (FTC) to show that TSHR-
mediated growth signaling is required for thyroid cancer 
to metastasize, but only in the presence of additional 
oncogenic mutations.

Suppressed TSH and reduced progression of 
thyroid cancer

A correlation between a hyperthyroid state and reduced 
thyroid cancer growth was noted in the 1930s by the 
Australian surgeon Dunhill (1937). However, it was not 
until the 1950s that other surgeons, notably George Crile 
Jr, began to widely advocate the practice of levothyroxine 
therapy to reduce the size of thyroid cancer metastases 
(Hurley 2011). Subsequently, multiple large studies, 
including a meta-analysis (McGriff  et  al. 2002), have 
confirmed that levothyroxine-induced suppression of 
TSH is associated with reduced growth of thyroid cancers. 
Key studies are reviewed below.

Mazzaferri and Jhiang (1994) prospectively followed 
1355 patients with treated DTC. After 30 years, the rate 
of recurrence for patients treated with levothyroxine was 
30%, compared to 40% in untreated patients. Baseline 
characteristics of these subgroups, reasons for treatment 
and degree of suppression of TSH were not reported. Pujol 
and coworkers (Pujol et al. 1996) retrospectively compared 
a group of 18 patients with stable TSH <0.05 IU/L with 
a group of 15 patients with stable TSH >1 IU/L after 
thyroidectomy for DTC. Baseline characteristics were 
similar. Median relapse-free survival was twice as long 
in the suppressed TSH group (21.6 vs 9.3  years), with 
significantly fewer relapses over this period (1 vs 6 
relapses). Cooper and coworkers (Cooper  et  al. 1998) 
followed 617 DTC patients from a thyroid cancer registry 
for median of 4.5 years, with patients grouped according 
to mean of measured TSH levels. In patients with advanced 
stage disease at diagnosis, greater TSH suppression was 
associated with higher rates of progression-free survival. 
Finally, Jonklaas and coworkers (Jonklaas  et  al. 2006) 
followed 2936 DTC patients from a multi-institutional 
registry. Patients with AJCC-TNM5 Stage 2 or higher 
disease had higher rates of overall survival with TSH levels 
below the reference range, with increased degrees of TSH 
suppression correlating with higher overall survival in 
Stages III and IV disease.
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TSHR expression in in vitro models of 
thyroid cancer

Although cell lines have represented an attractive model for 
cancer research for decades, it is increasingly understood 
that due to mutation and selection pressures within 
culture media, these cells commonly dedifferentiate. 
Several independent analyses of commonly studied 
thyroid cancer cell lines confirm that these cell lines 
have largely ceased to express markers of thyrocyte 
differentiation, and more closely represent anaplastic 
thyroid cancers than DTC (Meireles  et  al. 2007, van 
Staveren et al. 2007, Pilli et al. 2009). This is particularly 
true of TSHR expression, which is downregulated early 
in monolayer culture due to disruption of follicular 
architecture and loss of apical–basal polarity (Williams 
& Wynford-Thomas 1997). In a recent review, Pilli and 
coworkers (Pilli  et  al. 2009) note that TSHR expression 
was not detected in any of a number of commonly 
studied cell lines. There are conflicting data regarding 
TSHR expression in the FTC-133 cell line (originating 
from a lymph node metastases of a differentiated 
human follicular thyroid cancer), with some authors 
demonstrating mRNA expression (D’Agostino  et  al. 
2014) and TSH ligand binding (Paolino  et  al. 2014), 
which may represent heterogeneity within this cell line 
between laboratories. Additionally, there is conflicting 
evidence for TSHR expression in the BCPAP cell line 

(derived from a poorly differentiated PTC) (Pilli  et  al. 
2009, D’Agostino et al. 2014, Dotan et al. 2016). Similarly, 
PTC cells grown in thyrosphere culture lack expression 
of thyroid-specific proteins, and cells fail to produce 
cAMP in response to TSH stimulation (Malaguarnera et al. 
2011, Giani et al. 2015). The cell line XTC-UC1, derived 
from a metastatic Hurthle cell carcinoma, appeared 
to retain TSHR expression as well as other markers of 
differentiation (Zielke  et  al. 1998, Meireles  et  al. 2007), 
however, is no longer widely available. Consequently, 
cells stably transfected with TSHR are commonly used for 
in vitro targeting studies where reliable TSHR expression 
is desired.

TSHR expression in primary thyroid tumors

After seminal work by Ichikawa and coworkers 
(Ichikawa et al. 1976), robust evidence obtained over four 
decades supports the continued expression of TSHR in the 
majority of DTC, based on studies using ligand binding, 
mRNA detection using Western blotting or PCR and 
protein immunohistochemistry (IHC) (Table 2). Although 
TSHR mRNA and/or protein can be detected in over 90% of 
PTC and FTC, the relative expression of TSHR in different 
tumors is highly variable, both in terms of pattern and 
intensity of staining by IHC, and in the semi-quantitative 
analysis of mRNA recovery (Table 3).

Table 2 Evidence for TSHR expression in primary thyroid tumors and metastases.

TSHR expression in primary tumors TSHR expression in lymph node metastases*

PTC FTC ATC MTC PTC FTC ATC MTC

Study Method n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n %

Carayon et al. 1980 Ligand binding 6/6 100 2/4 50 0/4 0 0/4 0 5/5 100 6/7 86 0/1 0 0/1 0
Clark et al. 1983 Ligand binding 10/10 100 ← ← – – – – – – – – – – – –
Brabant et al. 1991 mRNA 8/8 100 1/1 100 1/3 33 – – 6/6 100 – – 0/1 0 – –
Ohta et al. 1991 mRNA 3/3 100 4/4 100 – – – – – – – – – – – –
Hoang-Vu et al.1992 mRNA 19/20 95 6/8 75 0/5 0 – – – – – – – – – –
Shi et al. 1993 mRNA 13/20 65 2/2 100 1/3 33 – – – – – – – – – –
Elisei et al. 1994 mRNA 16/16 100 2/2 100 0/2 0 3/6 50 4/4 100 – – – – 0/1 0
Arturi et al. 1997 mRNA – – – – – – – – 23/23 100 3/3 100 – – – –
Lazar et al. 1999 mRNA 38/38 100 5/5 100 – – – – – – – – – – – –
Tanaka et al. 2000 mRNA 31/31 100 – – – – – – 4/4 100 – – – – – –
Park et al. 2000 mRNA 23/23 100 – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Wang et al. 2011 mRNA 31/32 97 ← ← – – – – – – – – – – – –
Wang et al. 2011 IHC, frozen 32/32 100 ← ← – – – – – – – – – – – –
Tanaka et al. 1997 IHC, frozen 21/21 100 2/2 100 – – – – – – – – – – – –
Gerard et al. 2003 IHC, FFPE 16/16 100 14/14 100 – – – – 1/1 100 2/2 100 – – – –
Matsumoto et al. 2008 IHC, FFPE 23/23 100 ← ← 0/8 0 – – – – – – – – – –
So et al. 2012 IHC, FFPE 18/20 90 – – – – – – 39/52 75 – – – – – –
Lin et al. 2016 IHC 37/46 80 – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Liu et al. 2016 IHC 102/150 68 – – – – – – – – – – – – – –

*Data from Elisei et al. included 2 local (non-lymph node) recurrences. Location of metastases was not reported by Tanaka et al. or Gerard et al.
←, data for PTC and FTC grouped together; dash, no data; FFPE, formalin fixed paraffin embedded; frozen: frozen tissue; IHC, immunohistochemistry.
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Sheils and Sweeny (1999) used PCR to semi-
quantitatively study mRNA extracted from 90 formalin-
fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) thyroid tumors, expressed 
as a ratio of TSHR mRNA to the housekeeping enzyme 
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 
and stratified by tumor type and degree of differentiation. 
Although TSHR mRNA was detected in all tumors, they 
found a significant positive correlation between degree of 
differentiation and TSHR expression (Fig. 1). Recovery of 
TSHR mRNA from medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) would 
not usually be expected given the neuroendocrine origin 
of these cells and could suggest contamination of samples 
from surrounding normal thyroid tissue; however, the 
finding is consistent with other studies suggesting MTC 
may in fact express the TSHR (Elisei et al. 1994).

Tanaka and coworkers (Tanaka  et  al. 1997) 
studied TSHR protein expression in 21 PTCs (18 well 
differentiated) and 2 FTCs (both well differentiated) using 
IHC. They compared receptor immunostaining intensity 
and distribution to surrounding thyroid tissue. They 
found that intensity of staining for TSHR was weaker in 
43%, similar in 30% and increased in 17% of tumors, 
with TSHR intensity reported as homogenous in 57% and 
heterogenous in 43%. Tumors with weaker TSHR staining 
were more likely to have an aggressive clinical phenotype.

In most studies, no TSHR expression was detected 
in anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC), which is consistent 
with the expected loss of differentiation in this 
phenotype (Table 2).

TSHR expression in thyroid cancer 
metastases

There is a paucity of data regarding TSHR expression in thy-
roid cancer metastases. As is evident from Tables 2 and 3, 
the majority of studies of TSHR mRNA expression or TSHR 
protein levels have focused on primary thyroid tumors, 
with several studies including occasional metastases in 
their cohort, almost exclusively from neck lymph nodes. 
The largest and only systematic study of TSHR expression 
in DTC metastases is from So and coworkers (So  et  al. 
2012), who examined using immunohistochemistry, the 
specific instance of subclinical lymph node metastases 
from papillary microcarcinoma, using 20 primary tumors 
and 52 associated subclinical central compartment 
metastases. They demonstrated that in their cohort, 90% 
of primary tumors and 75% of metastatic nodes stained 
positive for TSHR, with concordance between primary 

Table 3 Relative expression of TSHR in primary and metastatic DTC.

Comparison 
tissue 

Tumoral TSHR expression relative to comparison tissue

Author Method Increased % Similar % Reduced % Absent %

Primary DTC
Carayon et al. 1980 Ligand binding Normal 1/10 10 2/10 20 5/10 50 2/10 20
Clark et al. 1983 Ligand binding Normal 6/10 60 2/10 20 2/10 20 0/10 0
Brabant et al. 1991 mRNA, frozen Normal – – – – 5/5 100 – –
Shi et al. 1993 mRNA, frozen MNG 0/22 0 4/22 18 9/22 41 9/22 41
Tanaka et al. 1997 IHC, frozen Normal 4/21 19 7/21 33 10/21 48 0/21 0
Sheils et al. 1999 mRNA, FFPE Normal 2/76 3 34/76 45 40/76 53 0/76 0
Matsumoto et al. 2008 IHC, FFPE Normal 16/23 70 – – 7/23 30 0/23 0
Wang et al. 2011 mRNA/IHC, FFPE Relative 20/32 63 7/32 22 – – 5/32 16

 So et al. 2012 IHC, FFPE Relative 7/20 35 9/20 45 1/20 5 2/20 20
Metastases of DTC

Carayon et al. 1980 Ligand binding Normal 0/14 0 2/14 14 9/14 64 3/14 21
So et al. 2012 IHC, FFPE Primary tumour 23/52 44 24/52 46 5/52 10 0/52 0

–, no data reported; DTC, differentiated thyroid cancer; FFPE, formalin fixed, paraffin embedded; frozen, frozen tissue; IHC, immunohistochemistry; 
MNG, multinodular goiter; normal, normal thyroid tissue.

Figure 1
Box (25–75%) and whisker (5–95%) plot of TSHR mRNA expression by 
tumor type and differentiation. Redrawn with permission from data in 
Sheils and coworkers (Sheils et al. 1999). TSHR mRNA expressed as a ratio 
of the housekeeping gene GAPDH.
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tumor and metastases demonstrated in 85% of cases. 
Intensity of staining was weaker in metastases than that 
in primary tumor in 44% of cases and similar or stronger 
in 56%.

Arturi and coworkers (Arturi et al. 1997) used RT-PCR 
to study FNAs of enlarged neck lymph nodes from 27 
patients with predominant PTC. In the 26 aspirates 
with adequate samples, TSHR mRNA was detected in all 
specimens. No details of patient or tumor characteristics 
were provided.

Evidence for persistent functional TSHR expression in 
thyroid cancer metastases can be inferred from detecting 
increased thyroglobulin production in response to TSH 
stimulation, as it occurs in preparation for radioiodine 
ablation in the context of known residual disease after 
thyroidectomy. Lippi and coworkers (Lippi  et  al. 2001) 
studied 12 patients with metastatic or locally invasive FTC 
(n = 10) or PTC (n = 2). In the 9 patients for whom data are 
available, thyroglobulin rose by a median of 8.4-fold (range 
1.3–29×) after TSH stimulation. Luster and coworkers
(Luster  et  al. 2000) report radioiodine treatment in 11 
patients with advanced recurrent or residual DTC. Nine of 
11 patients had previous radioiodine therapy (median 5 
treatments). Ten of 11 patients had a rise in thyroglobulin 
after treatment with rhTSH (median 2.4 × baseline, range 
1.2–59.1). Jarzab and coworkers (Jarzab  et  al. 2003) 
studied administration of rhTSH in 54 patients with either 
locoregional or distant metastatic DTC. Fifty patients 
had received prior radioiodine ablation. Median serum 
thyroglobulin concentration increased 3.8-fold from 
baseline to day 6 after rhTSH. Individual patient data were 
not reported.

In a review of the 11 largest studies of rhTSH-assisted 
treatment of residual or recurrent DTC (124 patients), 
Luster and coworkers (Luster  et  al. 2005) found that 
serum thyroglobulin increased in response to rhTSH in 
at least 67% of patients for whom data were recorded. 
This figure is similar to the 75% prevalence of TSHR 
expression reported by So and coworkers (So et al. 2012) 
in papillary microcarcinoma and strongly suggests 
that TSHR expression is preserved in the majority of 
clinically significant DTC metastases and persists despite 
previous radioiodine exposure in the majority of cases. 
Importantly, this 67% is likely to underestimate actual 
TSHR expression in clinically significant metastases, both 
because these case series predominantly included patients 
with longstanding and advanced metastastic disease and 
because the surrogate outcome measure (thyroglobulin 
rise) relies on an intact multistep signaling cascade from 
TSHR to thyroglobulin production for a positive result.

Persistence of TSHR expression in the setting 
of loss of other differentiation markers

TSHR expression in DTC has been compared to the 
expression of other thyroidal markers of differentiation. 
Several studies have found that TSHR expression 
closely parallels other markers of differentiation, such 
as thyroglobulin and thyroperoxidase (Hoang-Vu  et  al. 
1992, Elisei  et  al. 1994, Park  et  al. 2000). However, 
evidence from a number of studies of resected thyroid 
tissue suggests that TSHR is more persistently expressed 
than other differentiation markers, including NIS and 
thyroglobulin proteins (Filetti  et  al. 1999, Lazar  et  al. 
1999, Gerard et al. 2003), indicating not only that TSHR 
may remain an important signaling pathway for cellular 
growth but also its utility as a conserved therapeutic 
target. Further in vivo evidence of continued TSHR 
expression in the absence of NIS is provided by a study 
of 63 patients with metastatic DTC, and no radioactive 
iodine uptake on whole body scan, who underwent 
18F-fludeoxyglucose positron emission tomography 
(18F-FDG-PET) both under basal conditions and after 
rhTSH stimulation (Leboulleux  et  al. 2009). This study 
found that the sensitivity of FDG-PET was significantly 
increased after rhTSH stimulation on a per lesion basis 
(95% vs 81%), suggesting that these lesions continued 
to express TSHR in the absence of the ability to 
concentrate radioiodine.

Current therapeutic targeting of TSHR 
in DTC

Firstly, as discussed previously, pharmacological TSH 
suppression with exogenous levothyroxine has been 
a mainstay of clinical DTC management for decades. 
However, the most recent guidelines of the American 
Thyroid Association now support a more individualized 
approach to TSH suppression, based on the likelihood of 
progressive residual disease and the risks associated with 
systemic hyperthyroidism (Haugen  et  al. 2016), better 
reflecting the paucity of evidence for benefit in low-risk 
patients. The long-term utility of TSH-suppressive therapy 
is limited in part by its tumoristatic, not tumoricidal, 
efficacy, although a survival benefit has been shown 
in high-risk patients (Jonklaas  et  al. 2006). However, 
in patients at lower risk of recurrence, the adverse 
effects of hyperthyroidism, including accelerated bone 
loss resulting in osteoporosis, and cardiac side effects, 
including atrial fibrillation, remain important caveats to 
universal therapy.
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Secondly, TSHR-mediated upregulation of NIS 
expression is routinely exploited in preparation for 
ablative radioiodine therapy, either with endogenous TSH 
stimulation by thyroxine withdrawal or pharmacologically 
with rhTSH. In clinical studies, expression of TSHR 
has been shown to correlate with the degree of iodine 
trapping (Edmonds  et  al. 1977), and with efficacy of 
ablation (Fallahi et al. et al. 2012). Further, both positive 
and negative regulation of NIS mRNA in response to TSHR 
stimulation has been demonstrated in human thyroid 
cells (Saito  et  al. 1997, Bruno  et  al. 2005). Interestingly, 
TSHR stimulation also increases the sensitivity of 18F-FDG-
PET imaging in the detection of residual metastatic 
disease, again suggesting that TSHR stimulation increases 
mitotic activity and glucose utilization within malignant 
thyrocytes (Leboulleux et al. 2009).

Novel theranostic exploitation of TSHR

Thus far, key characteristics have been identified that 
establish the TSHR as an attractive therapeutic target in 
DTC, namely its pivotal role in growth signaling, and 
its persistence as an expressed surface protein until late 
stages of de-differentiation. Additionally, the relative 
specificity of TSHR as a marker on thyroid tissue makes 

it an attractive potential target for novel theranostic and 
therapeutic agents. Over the last decade, there have been 
several exciting developments targeting TSHR in diagnosis 
or treatment of thyroid malignancies (Fig. 2).

TSHR as a theranostic target for drug delivery

New modalities for the localization and treatment of 
metastatic DTC are required, especially for tumors that 
are not cured by radioiodine. Although the majority of 
DTC has a favorable prognosis, up to 15% of cases do not 
respond completely to radioiodine ablation, including 
4% that exhibit no tumor reduction or progressive disease 
(Sciuto  et  al. 2009). In cases that no longer concentrate 
radioiodine, the twin utility of radioiodine as a true 
theranostic agent (a modality with both diagnostic and 
therapeutic utility) is absent. Localization of recurrent 
disease is then reliant on structural imaging with 
ultrasound, computed tomography (CT) scan or 18F-FDG-
PET, which although sensitive, lacks the specificity 
of radioiodine avidity to confirm metastatic disease. 
Additionally, small molecule kinase inhibitors, which have 
surpassed traditional cytotoxics as first-line treatment 
for progressive radioiodine-resistant DTC, are cytostatic 
rather than tumoricidal, and thus, at best can prolong 
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Figure 2
Schematic diagram outlining current and future theranostic targeting of TSHR in DTC. A full colour version of this figure is available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1530/ERC-17-0010.
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progression-free survival rather than offer a chance of 
cure (Haugen  et  al. 2016). In addition, the toxicities of 
such agents preclude widespread use.

Late last century, Mayo Clinic Endocrinologist John 
Morris (1997) suggested that TSHR may be a suitable 
receptor for novel targeted therapies to thyroid cancers, 
although identified that ‘no direct data toward this goal 
have appeared in the literature’. Although not widely 
cited, this article defines what has become an increasingly 
relevant and potentially transformative field.

An early publication by Signore’s laboratory in Rome 
examined radiolabeled rhTSH (either with 123I or 125I) as 
a potential imaging tracer for detection of thyroid cancer 
metastases in a nude-mouse xenograft tumor model, 
demonstrating focal increase in activity at sites of tumor 
(Corsetti  et  al. 2004). A later study similarly examined 
Tc99m-labeled rhTSH injected into CD-1 xenograft mice, 
and a dog with PTC, and demonstrated focal uptake of 
radioisotope in TSHR-positive cells (Galli et al. 2014).

The field of theranostics in cancer therapy has rapidly 
expanded over the past decade, seeking the ‘holy grail’ 
of delivery of significant concentrations of drug to target 
tissues (either a chemotherapeutic agent or imaging tracer) 
with high specificity and minimal off-target effects, with 
the goals of increasing therapeutic index (Sercombe et al. 
2015). Nanoliposomes offer a well-studied and attractive 
model for drug delivery and can deliver large payloads 
per particle. Organ-specific targeting and immune system 
evasion can be modulated by molecules embedded in the 
lipid bilayer (Sercombe et al. 2015).

Paolino and coworkers (Paolino  et  al. 2014) 
constructed nanoliposomes coated with fragments of 
TSH. They demonstrated competitive binding to TSHR 
in vitro, and 3-fold selectivity in localization to thyroid 
tissue in Wistar rats in vivo. TSHR-targeted nanoliposomes 
loaded with the chemotherapeutic agent gemcitabine had 
higher efficacy against the thyroid cancer cell line FTC-
133 in vitro than non-targeted liposomal gemcitabine and 
free gemcitabine. Finally, in a xenograft model, TSHR-
targeted gemcitabine nanoliposomes resulted in greater 
reduction of FTC-133 tumor mass over 15 days of therapy 
than non-targeted gemcitabine liposomes. A similar study 
the following year confirmed these results using cisplatin 
(Gao et al. 2015). These studies provide in vivo models to 
investigate the paradigm of TSHR-targeted theranostics, 
as liposomes can be readily adapted to deliver either a 
diagnostic or therapeutic load.

This paradigm was further extended by Dotan 
and coworkers (Dotan  et  al. 2016) using bio-affinity-
functionalized carbon-walled nanotubes targeted 

with either antibodies against TSHR or rhTSH. Such 
nanotubes are designed to convert electromagnetic 
energy to thermal energy, and thus, deliver a cytotoxic 
local thermal load when stimulated by an external near-
infrared light source. In vitro data demonstrated specific 
cytotoxicity against TSHR-expressing cells from infrared-
stimulated nanotubes targeted using two commercially 
available antibodies against TSHR compared to controls, 
with similar findings using TSH and rhTSH as targeting 
ligands. Targeting using rhTSH and TSH resulted in 
greater cytotoxicity than targeting using TSHR antibody. 
Although this study again provides in vitro evidence for 
TSHR as a specific theranostic target for thyrocytes, it 
is unique in suggesting a further method of localizing 
cytotoxicity using an external infrared light source. This 
additional external ‘targeting’ may eliminate off-target 
cytotoxicity that may be conferred from cytotoxic laden 
nanoliposomes through non-specific binding, clearance 
of liposomes in the reticulo-endothelial system or low-
density binding to non-thyroidal TSHR.

Small-molecule antagonists of TSHR

Currently, inhibition of TSHR-mediated growth signaling 
is achieved by pharmacologic suppression of endogenous 
TSH, with resultant systemic hyperthyroidism. A better 
system would be a pharmacological antagonist of TSHR, 
permitting inhibition of thyroid cancer growth while 
avoiding systemic side effects that limit current widespread 
use of pharmacologically induced hyperthyroidism. Such 
small-molecule antagonists of TSHR have significant 
parallel interest in the treatment of Graves’ disease, where 
stimulatory autoantibodies against TSHR induce marked 
hyperthyroidism. Davies and Latif (2015), in their recent 
appraisal of this issue, identify several molecules that 
have been trialed over the last decade. To date, however, 
no molecule has been able to achieve sufficient specificity 
in vivo to substantially inhibit TSHR signaling (inhibition 
of cAMP production in orbital fibroblasts was 50% in one 
study (Neumann et al. 2012)).

Areas for future research

The described advances suggest a future horizon of targeted 
therapies for thyroid cancer, where a patient’s individual 
tumor characteristics, such as the surface expression of 
proteins, can be exploited for selective drug delivery. 
However, there remain significant obstacles to final clinical 
translation of these targeted therapies. Additionally, 
there are several fundamental questions regarding TSHR 
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targeting in metastatic DTC that remain unanswered. 
Firstly, although evidence for TSHR expression on DTC 
metastases is compelling, it is largely indirect. The 
density of TSHR expression on metastatic lesions is not 
well studied, and whether TSHR expression would be 
sufficient for binding of targeted ligands is not known. 
Secondly, although TSHR mRNA and TSHR protein have 
been detected in a variety of tissues, our knowledge of the 
functional significance of these extrathyroidal TSHR is 
still in its infancy. Indeed, the density of TSHR expression, 
and whether non-thyroidal TSHR would bind TSHR-
targeted therapies in any significant quantity, would need 
to be carefully studied, especially in the setting of delivery 
of cytotoxic therapies. Finally, although there is much 
interest in redifferentiation therapies for thyroid cancer 
metastases to upregulate NIS expression, little is known 
about whether TSHR expression could be upregulated in 
DTC in a similar manner, and whether such therapies 
may enhance current or future treatments.

Conclusions

Although our understanding of the role of the TSHR as 
a target in thyroid cancer has progressed significantly 
since the astute clinical observations of the effects of 
levothyroxine on PTC in the 1930s, our therapeutic 
abilities to manipulate this system are largely unchanged 
over several decades. The era of personalized medicine 
and targeted therapy has cast new light on the TSHR as a 
potential theranostic target in metastatic DTC. Although 
promising advances have been made in the last decade, 
the TSHR invites further study and the possibility of 
new treatment paradigms for metastatic, radioiodine-
resistant DTC.
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Chapter 8: General discussion 

8.1 Introduction 
This thesis set out to examine whether thyroid cancers are innervated, to determine the 

relationship between innervation, proNGF and its receptors in thyroid cancer, and to 

assess whether proNGF was a discriminatory biomarker of thyroid malignancy. 

The key finding of this research, that nerve density is increased in thyroid cancer, is 

concordant with a large body of data from other malignancies demonstrating that 

nerves are present in the microenvironment of many solid organ malignancies, and are 

contributory to oncogenesis.  As with any novel findings, it is important that these data 

are confirmed in large independent cohorts, and followed by functional studies to 

examine mechanisms of cross-talk between nerves and the cancer micro-environment 

that may lead to deeper understanding of cancer biology, and targeted therapies. 

However, there are several clinically-translatable testable hypotheses that emerge from 

these data, and could be explored first in animal, then in human studies.  Figure 11 

provides a conceptual overview, which is further discussed in the following sections. 
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Figure 11: Future clinical translation of innervation of papillary thyroid cancer.  

8.2 Thyroid autonomic denervation 
Studies are required to examine whether autonomic denervation of the thyroid is able 

to reduce the development of papillary thyroid cancer in at-risk glands (Figure 11A).  This 

is particularly translationally relevant due to the current clinical paradigm of selective 

hemithyroidectomy for thyroid cancer,8 which leaves a remaining unaffected 

hemithyroid that is at increased risk of development of a second thyroid cancer (Figure 

11A).  In fact, recent studies have confirmed that the most frequent site of recurrence 

of papillary thyroid carcinoma following hemithyroidectomy is in the contralateral lobe. 

For example, in patients who have undergone hemithyroidectomy for small PTC (mean 

size 0.8±0.6cm) and are followed for 5 years, over 70% of ‘recurrences’ of thyroid cancer 

occur in the contralateral lobe, rather than with local or distant metastases.86,87  

Whether denervation of the remaining hemithyroid at the time of partial thyroidectomy 
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for cancer reduces the subsequent development of second thyroid malignancies should 

be tested.   

Available evidence suggests that denervation of the thyroid gland may be a well-

tolerated procedure.  As reviewed in Chapter 2, thyroid autonomic innervation has a 

minor role in secretion of thyroid hormone, when compared to the dominant role of 

endocrine regulation that occurs through TSH (for example, see Figure 2).  Therefore, 

interrupting the autonomic supply to the thyroid may have oncologic benefits, without 

materially affecting the physiological gland function, thereby minimising patient 

morbidity.   Further, given the separate anatomical pathways for adrenergic and 

cholinergic innervation (see Figure 4), selective denervation targeting either the 

adrenergic or cholinergic nerves could be performed.   

Autonomic denervation can be achieved through surgical ligation, however minimally 

invasive techniques have been developed to target sympathetic nerve plexus that 

travels on the external arterial surface to reach target organs (Figure 4).  For example, 

selective sympathetic denervation of the renal arteries can be performed using devices 

with regulatory approval in clinical practice, such as an endovascular technique, with an 

acceptable safety profile (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: Schematic drawing of endovascular catheter-based device for sympathetic 

denervation of the renal arteries.  Source: Medtronic Inc.  

In addition to physical denervation, the role of pharmacological blockade of the 

adrenergic system (such as with α- or β-adrenergic blockers) in reducing the incidence 

of thyroid cancer, or reducing the recurrence or progression of known thyroid cancer, 

should be carefully explored (Figure 11B).  Thyroid cancer cells have been shown to 

express β-adrenergic receptors,88,89 and in vitro studies have shown that propranolol is 

able to inhibit growth of thyroid cancer cells.90  Two recent meta-analyses of large 

retrospective studies of the association between β-adrenergic blockade and overall 

cancer survival suggested a possible survival benefit from β-blockers in melanoma, 

ovarian cancer and pancreatic cancer.91,92  Data regarding thyroid cancer were not 

included in either analysis.   

8.3 Nerves as biomarkers of cancer aggressiveness 
Additionally, these data prompt consideration whether perineural invasion should be 

included in the histopathological reporting of thyroid cancers, as is routine in other 

malignancies, such as skin cancer (Figure 11C).  This is clinically important, as current 

biomarkers to distinguish indolent from aggressive cancers are imperfect at selecting 

patients for appropriate therapy.   

Larger validation studies examining the detection of true perineural invasion using 

routine pathological stains (such as haematoxylin and eosin) and correlating with 
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clinically relevant outcomes, such as recurrence and mortality, are the first extension 

from this work.  Given that this thesis suggests that nerve density is correlated with 

extra-thyroidal invasion, and that TrkA receptors on nerves within thyroid cancers 

correlate with the presence of nodal metastases, it is plausible that the relationship 

between perineural invasion and prognosis is significant.    

8.4 Neurotrophin receptors as therapeutic targets 
In a different vein, the role of the receptors of neurotrophins in the progression of 

cancer is highlighted by this work, in particular, TrkA, which was shown to be expressed 

in 20% of thyroid cancers, and associated with metastases.  

At present, two pharmacologic inhibitors of TrkA have been approved for use in humans: 

entrectinib (also inhibiting TrkB, TrkC, ALK and ROS1)93 and larotrectinib (a highly 

selective Trk inhibitor).94  In the largest trial to date, Drilon and colleagues recruited 55 

patients with Trk-fusion positive cancers, including 5 patients with thyroid cancer.94     In 

this trial, there was a durable response to larotrectinib seen in the majority of patients, 

including in all patients with thyroid cancer (see Figure 13).  This thesis would support 

the expansion of therapeutic trials of TrkA inhibitors in the subset of thyroid cancers 

demonstrating upregulation of this receptor, in addition to the Trk-fusion cancers that 

have been studied. 
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Figure 13: Response of TRK-fusion tumours to larotrectinib.  All thyroid tumours 

(denoted with asterisks, added to original figure), had a >30% response.  Reproduced 

with permission from (Drilon et al., N Eng J Med 2018)94, Copyright Massachusetts 

Medical Society. 

Further, this thesis suggests that targeting TrkA expression may be of particular value in 

anaplastic thyroid cancer, which is an extremely aggressive subtype of thyroid cancer 

associated with a median overall survival of 4 months.95  As reported in Chapter 5, TrkA 

was seen using immunohistochemistry in 25% of cases of anaplastic thyroid cancer, 

which was a similar overall proportion to that seen in PTC, and much greater than seen 

in FTC.   These in vitro data showed that the highest expression of TrkA was seen in the 

anaplastic thyroid cancer cell line CAL-62, and the poorly differentiated PTC cell cline 

BCPAP, as compared to more differentiated cell lines.  Additionally, knockdown of TrkA 

expression in CAL-62 cells had a marked impact on cell growth, measured by wound 

reduction and invading cell assays.   

The role of proNGF signalling in thyroid cancer, as in other cancers, remains 

incompletely understood, but it is possible that either proNGF or its cleavage product, 

NGF, are targetable molecules in cancer.  Monoclonal antibodies against NGF are in 

clinical trials for their analgesic properties, although the potential role in oncological 
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outcomes is yet to be tested.96  The use of targeted drug delivery systems, such as 

nanoliposomes targeted to the TSH receptor, may be an effective way of maximising the 

therapeutic index of cytotoxic or targeted biological therapies.       

8.5 Conclusion 
Seeded by the first experimental work in 1948 suggesting a soluble nerve growth factor 

secreted by tumours,38 and strengthened by the Nobel prize in 1986, the field of cancer 

neurobiology is now firmly established, with both functional and outcome studies 

confirming the significance of tumour innervation for growth and prognosis for some 

cancers.  Data within this thesis draw malignancy of the thyroid gland into the family of 

cancers that may be nerve-associated, and invite the deeper study that is already 

occurring in cancers of the prostate and breast (among others) to understand the 

mechanisms of nerve-cancer crosstalk that may open a new era of diagnostic and 

therapeutic modalities.   
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Summary

Metastatic thyroid cancer is an uncommon condition to be present at the time of pregnancy, but presents a challenging 

paradigm of care. Clinicians must balance the competing interests of long-term maternal health, best achieved by 

iatrogenic hyperthyroidism, regular radioiodine therapy and avoidance of dietary iodine, against the priority to care for 

the developing foetus, with inevitable compromise. Additionally, epidemiological and cellular data support the role of 

oestrogen as a growth factor for benign and malignant thyrocytes, although communicating the magnitude of this risk 

to patients and caregivers, as well as the uncertain impact of any pregnancy on long-term prognosis, remains challenging. 

Evidence to support treatment decisions in this uncommon situation is presented in the context of a case of a pregnant 

teenager with known metastatic papillary thyroid cancer and recent radioiodine therapy.
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Learning points:

• Pregnancy is associated with the growth of thyroid nodules due to stimulation from oestrogen receptors on

thyrocytes and HCG cross-stimulation of the TSH receptor.

• Thyroid cancer diagnosed during pregnancy has not been shown to be associated with increased rates of persistent

or recurrent disease in most studies.

• There is little evidence to guide the management of metastatic thyroid cancer in pregnancy, where both maternal

and foetal wellbeing must be carefully balanced.

Background

Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine 
malignancy, and the second most common invasive 
malignancy complicating pregnancy, occurring in 1 of 
1000 pregnancies (1). Compared with other solid organ 
malignancies such as breast cancer, thyroid cancer presents 
unique management challenges due to its usually slow 
proliferation rate, the efficacy of surgery and radioiodine 
as curative first-line treatment and poor response to 
standard chemotherapy. The majority of thyroid cancer 

patients present with localised disease, and widespread 
metastases are relatively uncommon, especially in women 
of childbearing age. The published reviews and case series 
of thyroid cancer in pregnancy focus predominantly on 
the more common situation of establishing the diagnosis 
of a suspicious thyroid nodule, and whether definitive 
therapy can be safely deferred until post-partum (1, 2). 
Thus, there is a paucity of information to guide clinicians 
caring for patients with metastatic thyroid cancer during 
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pregnancy. We present the management of a pregnant 
patient with known metastatic papillary thyroid cancer 
(PTC) and recent radioiodine therapy and review the 
literature regarding risks of disease progression in 
pregnancy, endocrine management considerations and 
potential conflicts between maternal and foetal wellbeing.

Case presentation

The patient, a 16-year-old female, presented six weeks 
pregnant, having self-ceasing prescribed levothyroxine 
(1250 µg/week) at conception. Serum biochemistry 
confirmed pregnancy and noted a thyroid-stimulating 
hormone (TSH) level of 171.6 IU/L (local first trimester 
reference range 0.4–2.5), undetectable free T4 and 
thyroglobulin 636 µg/L (reference <30).

Six years prior to this presentation (at age 10), she 
was diagnosed with sporadic PTC. There was no history 
suggesting a familial tumour syndrome, and she had 
no other medical history. Total thyroidectomy revealed 
a unifocal 35 mm left lobe tumour with extrathyroidal 
extension and ipsilateral lymph node metastases in the 
lateral neck. Post-operative I123-whole body scan (WBS) 
(Fig. 1A) identified residual uptake in the thyroid bed and 
contralateral lower neck, and she was treated with I131 
(3.01 GBq). Stimulated thyroglobulin was 786 µg/L, and 
fell to 39 µg/L on levothyroxine (TSH 1.2 IU/L).

Imaging 12 months later (Fig. 1B) revealed iodine-avid 
lung metastases, treated with four further doses of I131, 
with the most recent dosimetry-adjusted dose of 9.9 GBq 
after TSH withdrawal (Fig.  1E) administered 7  months 
prior to this presentation with pregnancy (lifetime 

cumulative dose 25.2 GBq). Suppressed thyroglobulin 
level prior to this dose was 19 µg/L.

Treatment

Between 6 and 14 weeks of gestation, extensive discussion 
occurred between the patient, her partner, her father and a 
multidisciplinary medical team. Issues discussed included 
profound hypothyroidism at the time of conception, risk 
of progression of metastases due to pregnancy and risks 
to maternal health due to delayed further treatment, risk 
of premature delivery due to maternal ill health and the 
guarded long-term prognosis of the patient. The patient 
decided to continue the pregnancy, supported by her 
partner and her father.

In addition to standard obstetric care for a high-
risk pregnancy, levothyroxine was titrated aiming for 
TSH suppression (<0.1 IU/L) and a free T4 level close to 
the upper limit of the reference range for pregnancy. 
Dose escalation of levothyroxine was required from  
1100 µg/week at presentation to 1500 µg/week by delivery. 
Control of TSH, and relationship with thyroglobulin 
during and after pregnancy, are summarised in Fig.  2. 
Maternal iron deficiency was managed with oral iron 
supplementation; however, a subsequent rise in TSH 
at this time raised the possibility of malabsorption 
of levothyroxine due to co-administration. Variable 
TSH levels despite administration reminders suggested 
variable adherence.

Due to risk of progression of pulmonary metastases 
and the potential for underlying pulmonary fibrosis 
from previous radioiodine ablations, respiratory status 

Figure 1
Serial post-I131 therapy scans (anterior whole body 
views). (A) Age 10, 3.01 GBq; (B) age 11, 2.95 GBq; 
(C) age 13, 4.3 GBq; (D) age 14, 5.1 GBq; (E) age 
15, 9.9 GBq, 7 months before conception. Neck 
disease present at age 13 (C) was treated 
surgically. The final study (E) showed the presence 
of radioiodine avid bilateral pulmonary 
metastases (<5 mm maximum diameter on 
computed tomography) and very small, 
low-grade lower neck disease. The focal uptake in 
the left upper abdomen is colonic and is likely 
physiological in nature.
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was closely monitored by exercise tolerance, exertional 
pulse oximetry and formal lung function testing, without 
abnormality.

Outcome and follow-up

At 34  weeks of gestation, the patient presented in 
preterm labour, progressing rapidly to a normal birth of 
a healthy male child weighing 2380 g. Breastfeeding was 
established on discharge, with an intention to continue 
for 3 months. The child’s TSH was within normal limits. 
Maternal thyroglobulin 5  months post-partum was 
11 µg/L with suppressed TSH. WBS after 3.8 GBq of I131 
administered 7 months post-partum continued to show 
radioiodine avid pulmonary metastases. Although there 
were some areas of increased focal uptake of radioiodine, 
the overall pulmonary uptake was not significantly 
different to the pre-pregnancy WBS. There were no new 
areas of abnormal radioiodine uptake. A concurrent 
CT chest showed maximum pulmonary nodule size of 
3 mm, unchanged from ante-partum.

Discussion
Pregnancy and newly diagnosed thyroid cancer

Thyroid cancer identified during pregnancy most 
commonly presents as a thyroid nodule, noted 
either coincidentally or with local symptoms. As the 
majority of cases are localised to the thyroid (1), the 
primary management decision is usually the timing of 
thyroidectomy – either during pregnancy or in the post-
partum period – and whether the delay to any planned 
radioiodine therapy imposed by nursing or breastfeeding is 

acceptable. These issues are reviewed in recently published 
guidelines of the American Thyroid Association (2).

Several observations raise concern that pregnancy 
may reflect a proliferative environment for differentiated 
thyroid cancer (DTC). The known three-fold increased 
incidence of DTC in women of reproductive age 
suggests the involvement of reproductive hormones 
as thyroid growth factors, confirmed by cellular studies 
demonstrating proliferative effects of oestrogen on 
benign and malignant thyrocytes, mediated by oestrogen 
receptors (3). Studies of serial thyroid ultrasound in 
pregnant women demonstrate that pregnancy stimulates 
the formation and growth of thyroid nodules (4), although 
the absolute magnitude of nodule growth was small. 
Additionally, the glycoprotein hormone hCG can cross-
stimulate the TSH receptor due to structural homology 
and a common alpha subunit, which may mediate further 
stimulatory effects on thyrocytes.

Despite these concerns, most clinical outcome data 
show no difference in the rate of recurrence or long-term 
survival of women with well-differentiated thyroid cancer 
identified during pregnancy (1, 2, 5). Two smaller studies 
noted DTC diagnosed during pregnancy was associated 
with higher rates of persistent disease and relapse, 
although possible confounders have been identified (2).

Pregnancy and established DTC with known distant 
metastases

DTC with distant metastases present during pregnancy 
is uncommon, occurring in 2–3% of pregnancies 
complicated by thyroid cancer (1, 5). To our knowledge, 
there are no specific guidelines for the prospective 
management of pregnancy in women with DTC with 
distant metastases identified prior to pregnancy or at 
conception. Recently, three large studies retrospectively 
examined the effect of pregnancy in survivors of thyroid 
cancer (2). Of 163 women studied, 9 had residual structural 
disease pre-conception (8 with cervical nodes, 1 with small 
volume lung metastases), highlighting the uncommon 
circumstances of our case. Thus, in the remainder of this 
article, we discuss clinical management principles for such 
patients, using parallels from the case vignette.

Informed discussion of risk: balancing maternal and 
foetal wellbeing

Active malignancy during a pregnancy may present 
a challenging management paradigm, with most 
decisions either prioritising maternal or foetal wellbeing, 
sometimes at the expense of the other (6). In pregnancy 
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Figure 2
Relationship between serum TSH and thyroglobulin throughout gestation 
and post-partum. Levothyroxine replacement was adjusted at fortnightly 
intervals based on blood results. PP, post-partum.
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complicated by metastatic thyroid cancer, an important 
unquantifiable risk to maternal health is the potential for 
accelerated tumour growth due to proliferative effects of 
oestrogen, hCG and possibly progesterone on metastases, 
as discussed previously. Additionally, the duration of 
pregnancy and subsequent breastfeeding may delay 
planned radioiodine treatment and potentially result in 
disease progression. Radioiodine uptake is significantly 
increased in lactacting mammary tissue, and subsequent 
radiodioine treatment should be deferred for at least 
3 months after cessation of lactation (2). Conversely, foetal 
health may be compromised by maternal thyroid status 
(both hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism, discussed 
below), the potential for radiation exposure from residual 
radioiodine or the need for premature delivery in the case 
of maternal comorbidity.

This patient’s large radioiodine dose 7 months prior to 
conception raises concern of residual radiation exposure 
to the foetus. Recent guidelines recommend deferring 
pregnancy for 6–12 months after radioiodine (2). Shorter 
time intervals may increase the risk of miscarriage; however, 
there is a lack of evidence demonstrating adverse pregnancy 
or foetal outcomes, including congenital abnormality.

Levothyroxine replacement: goals, risks and pitfalls

Physiologic requirements for thyroid hormone rise in early 
pregnancy due to doubling of thyroid binding globulin by 
oestrogen and expansion of plasma volume. Hypothyroid 
women must increase exogenous levothyroxine to 
compensate, usually by 30% at the time of conception 
(7), and pre-pregnancy counselling of such patients is 
mandatory. Monthly monitoring of thyroid function tests 
to allow early dose titration is recommended.

Maternal hypothyroidism during pregnancy may 
have deleterious effects on the foetus, particularly 
neurocognitive development. A study by Haddow (8) 
found that maternal hypothyroidism during pregnancy 
was associated with reduced IQ (mean 4 points) in 
offspring. However, this effect was most pronounced 
(mean IQ difference 7 points) in the subset of women 
whose hypothyroidism was untreated for the duration of 
pregnancy, and it is possible that prompt treatment may 
ameliorate this effect. Untreated hypothyroidism is also 
associated with increased risk of early pregnancy loss, 
and other obstetric complications including gestational 
hypertension, pre-eclampsia and preterm labour.

Although hyperthyroidism in pregnancy is associated 
with hypertension, low birth weight and preterm birth, 
subclinical hyperthyroidism with normal free thyroid 

hormones was not associated with an increased rate of 
adverse pregnancy outcomes in a large cohort study (9). 
In our patient, a suppressed TSH was targeted to minimise 
growth stimulus for cancer metastases; however, this 
may have contributed to premature labour. The strong 
correlation between TSH and level of thyroglobulin 
in this pregnancy (Fig.  2) supports the premise of TSH 
suppression to limit cancer growth in this patient.

Levothyroxine is poorly absorbed from the gut in 
the presence of iron and calcium supplements that are 
common components of pregnancy multivitamins. Our 
practice is to instruct patients to take levothyroxine on 
an empty stomach in the morning, and vitamins in the 
evening, to avoid inadvertent hypothyroidism due to 
malabsorption.

Monitoring for disease progression: methods and 
endpoints

Progression of metastatic DTC can be determined outside 
of pregnancy using structural imaging techniques 
such as computed tomography or functional imaging 
using radioiodine or 18F-flurodeoxyglucose positron 
emission tomography. However, these modalities are 
not appropriate in pregnancy due to risk of ionising 
radiation to the foetus. Serial neck ultrasound is useful for 
monitoring for growth of any known structural disease in 
the neck and is safe in pregnancy.

Interpretation of serum thyroglobulin as a surrogate 
of tumour progression is complicated in pregnancy due 
to the stimulatory effect of physiologic fluctuations 
in TSH and thyroid hormone levels, and thus minor 
changes are unlikely to provide sufficient information to 
inform major clinical decisions (2). Widely variable TSH 
levels with corresponding changes in thyroglobulin were 
present in our patient, which confirmed tumoural TSH 
responsiveness but hindered meaningful assessment of 
tumour progression.

With these limitations, there was no objective evidence 
that this patient’s pregnancy resulted in progression or 
worsening of her thyroid cancer.

Prognosis of metastatic DTC

Despite a variable prognosis, metastatic DTC has a 
favourable long-term survival compared to other cancers, 
particularly when diagnosed in childhood. A cohort study 
of 72 children with DTC (10), including 13 with lung 
metastases at diagnosis, found that 6 patients (including 2 
patients presenting with pulmonary metastases) died over 
a median 13 years of follow-up, 12–33 years after initial 
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treatment. The 10-year survival for all patients in this 
cohort was 98%, falling to 90% at 20 years. Nonetheless, a 
standardised mortality ratio of 8.1 persists.

Conclusions

Metastatic DTC presents a challenging management 
paradigm in pregnancy. Ultimately, all decisions reflect 
an acceptance of the known and unknown risks balanced 
between mother and foetus, made through comprehensive 
engagement between clinicians in a multidisciplinary 
team, centred on the patient and her family. As similar 
cases are few, data to inform risk must be extrapolated 
from available evidence and clinician judgement.
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Summary

Medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) is an uncommon thyroid can-

cer that requires a high index of suspicion to facilitate diagnosis

of early-stage disease amenable to surgical cure. The challenges

of diagnosis, as well as management in the setting of persistent

disease, are explored in the context of a case presenting with the

incidental finding of elevated carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)

and an 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography

(18F-FDG-PET)-positive thyroid incidentaloma detected follow-

ing treatment of colorectal cancer. Strategies to individualize

prognosis, and emerging PET-based imaging modalities, particu-

larly the potential role of 18F-DOPA-PET in staging, are

reviewed.

(Received 29 February 2016; returned for revision 15 May 2016;

accepted 22 May 2016)

Case vignette

A 60-year-old lady presented with an elevated CEA (948 ng/ml,

reference <5) performed after resection of Stage IIIb colonic

adenocarcinoma. Subsequent evaluation for colorectal metastases

revealed an 18F-FDG-PET-avid 5-cm left thyroid nodule as the

only abnormality (Fig. 1a). There was no family history of thy-

roid cancer or multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2 (MEN-2).

She had a background of Hashimoto’s hypothyroidism but was

otherwise well.

Neck examination confirmed a large, firm left lobe nodule

with no palpable lymphadenopathy, corresponding on ultra-

sound to a 55-mm solid, hypoechoic nodule with irregular mar-

gins, increased vascularity and no lymphadenopathy. Fine needle

(FNA) biopsy under ultrasound guidance was unusually painful.

Cytology demonstrated a hypercellular aspirate, with monomor-

phic cells, salt-and-pepper chromatin, finely granular cytoplasm

and plasmacytic nuclei, typical of MTC. Calcitonin

immunostaining of these cells was strongly positive. Serum calci-

tonin was elevated at 14 443 pg/ml (reference <10). The cause

of the elevated CEA was determined not to be from bowel, but

from a large MTC presenting as an 18F-FDG-PET-avid thyroid

incidentaloma. Prior to thyroidectomy, coincident phaeochro-

mocytoma and primary hyperparathyroidism were excluded, and

it was subsequently confirmed that she did not carry a germline

mutation in the REarranged during Transfection (RET) proto-

oncogene.

How is MTC diagnosed?

Medullary thyroid cancer, named by the Cleveland Clinic

pathologist John ‘Beach’ Hazard due to its ‘solid’ appearance,1

arises from neuroendocrine parafollicular C-cells and represents

around 2% of thyroid cancers, now relatively less common due

to increased detection of papillary thyroid cancer.2 About 80%

present sporadically, most commonly as a solitary nodule (75–
95%) in middle age, but 20% are associated with germline

mutations in RET and MEN-2. Differentiated thyroid cancer

(DTC) and MTC, based on American Joint Committee on Can-

cer TNM (AJCC) stage, have a similar prognosis (Fig. 2a). How-

ever, whereas 80% of DTC are diagnosed at Stage I or II, with

10 year survival 99% and 85% respectively,3 60% of MTC are

diagnosed at Stage III or IV, with 10 year survival 70% and 20%

respectively (Figure 2B).4

Early diagnosis with complete surgical resection offers the best

chance of cure, so a high index of suspicion is required for timely

detection of this uncommon cancer. Clinical clues to MTC

include the following: a nodule in the upper third of the thyroid

lobe (corresponding to the anatomical distribution of C-cells5), a

painful solid nodule by palpation or biopsy,6 elevation in a sero-

logical marker such as calcitonin or CEA or the presence of a

secretory syndrome (e.g. flushing, diarrhoea) due to tumoural

secretion of vasoactive substances or ACTH. Sonographic appear-

ance is less predictive of malignancy than for DTC,7 and FNA

biopsy has a lower sensitivity than in DTC due to misreporting

as follicular lesions, Hurthle-cell change or nondiagnostic, which

can be improved by routine calcitonin immunostaining of FNA

samples, or calcitonin assay on FNA needle rinse.8–10

The routine use of serum calcitonin as a screening tool for

MTC in the presence of thyroid nodules remains controversial,
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with guidelines lacking consensus.2,11 Calcitonin screening has

been shown to improve cure rate compared to unmatched his-

torical controls.12 However, due to the low incidence of MTC in

nodular thyroid disease, most positive screening calcitonin

results are false positives, requiring either confirmatory stimula-

tory testing with pentagastrin or calcium, close follow-up or

diagnostic surgery.13

Case vignette

At total thyroidectomy, the recurrent laryngeal nerve passed

through the tumour and was sacrificed (AJCC Stage IV). Pro-

phylactic bilateral level VI clearance, now a standard of care,2

yielded seven ipsilateral nodes positive for micrometastatic dis-

ease. Prophylactic compartment-oriented lateral neck dissection

in the absence of visible disease remains controversial, and man-

agement should be individualized. Both pre-operative calcitonin

level and the primary tumour size correlate positively with the

likelihood of lateral neck nodal involvement, but negatively with

the chance of biochemical cure following resection, and should

be factored into surgical planning.14,15 This patient’s large pri-

mary tumour (55 mm) and high pre-operative calcitonin make

lateral neck disease highly likely although there were no abnor-

mal nodes identified on sonography. After discussion, a staged

bilateral modified radical neck dissection was performed

6 months after initial thyroidectomy and 3 months after adju-

vant chemotherapy for colorectal cancer, yielding two micro-

scopically involved nodes ipsilateral to the primary tumour.

Serum calcitonin fell from 14 443 pg/ml to 230 pg/ml after pri-

mary surgery, then stabilized at 120 pg/ml 6 months after the

second procedure. Restaging with neck ultrasound, computed

tomography (CT) neck, chest and abdomen, and 18F-FDG-PET

were all negative. She was asymptomatic.

Fluorine-18-dihydroxyphenylalanine (18F-DOPA)-PET showed

avidity in two level VII lymph nodes on the right, with no other

disease identified (Fig. 1b). On this basis, she proceeded to com-

partment-oriented redo neck exploration, yielding eight positive

lymph nodes containing metastatic deposits, of 13 resected. Cal-

citonin fell postoperatively to 63 pg/ml.

How should a patient with stage IV disease and
detectable calcitonin following initial neck surgery
be managed?

Prognostic factors

An initial prognostic category can be assigned following surgery.

The group with undetectable calcitonin 6 months post surgery

has a 98% 10-year survival and can be followed with annual

ultrasound and tumour markers.2,4 Detectable calcitonin postop-

eratively confers 70% 10-year survival. In this group, age greater

than 4016 and increasing AJCC TNM stage17 confer worse prog-

nosis. However, the current binary classification of involved

lymph nodes at surgery (N1a, limited to the central compart-

ment; N1b, involving the lateral neck) has been shown to be less

prognostically useful than the total number of involved lymph

nodes, which correlates linearly with the risk of distant metas-

tases.18 The presence of the somatic RET codon mutation

M918T is associated with more aggressive disease, but may also

predict response to tyrosine kinase therapy.19

Individual tumour growth is highly variable, and the doubling

time of calcitonin or CEA (less than 6 months, 6 months to
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Fig. 2 (a) Prognosis of differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC) and

medullary thyroid cancer (MTC) by AJCC stage at diagnosis. (b) AJCC

stage at diagnosis for DTC and MTC. Data combined from studies by

Sciuto et al.3 and Modigliani et al.4

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) Prethyroidectomy 18F-FDG-PET demon-

strating an avid lesion in the left thyroid lobe.

(b) Postthyroidectomy 18F-DOPA-PET demonstrating

avidity in a level VII node.
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2 years, greater than 2 years) allows restratification of prognosis

over time. Calcitonin doubling time greater than 2 years

suggests an indolent tumour with an excellent long-term

prognosis.17

Imaging for residual disease

Serum calcitonin above 150 pg/ml is a suggested threshold to

consider imaging for residual or recurrent disease.2 Conventional

structural imaging has an established role, with comprehensive

assessment requiring neck ultrasound, CT of the chest, liver

imaging with either ultrasound, CT or magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI), and bone assessment with both scintigraphy and

axial MRI. Isolated structural disease should be considered for

resection if amenable.

There is a growing body of evidence that PET tracers, particu-

larly 18F-FDG and 18F-DOPA, may have a complementary role

in staging and prognosis of advanced MTC. MTCs, like other

neuroendocrine cells, take up the amine precursor DOPA via

surface LAT1 transporters, which are often upregulated in neu-

roendocrine tumours.20 Consequently, Treglia et al. 21 showed
18F-DOPA-PET to be the most sensitive modality for detecting

residual or recurrent MTC in a head-to-head study of 18

patients with detectable calcitonin following thyroidectomy,

compared with 18F-FDG-PET, 68Ga-DOTA(NOC/TOC)-PET

and conventional imaging.

Despite lower sensitivity, lesions that are 18F-FDG-PET-avid

appear to have prognostic significance. Verbeek et al.22 studied

47 patients following thyroidectomy for MTC, followed by 18F-

FDG-PET and 18F-DOPA-PET. They showed that FDG-avid

lesions correlated with shorter calcitonin and CEA doubling time

as well as reduced survival, whereas this was not apparent with
18F-DOPA-PET. Thus, these modalities may have a complemen-

tary role, with 18F-DOPA-PET maximizing sensitivity to exclude

additional metastatic disease that would dissuade surgical man-

agement and 18F-FDG-PET conferring prognostic information.

However, the routine use of these modalities remains under

study.2

Surgery

The decision for re-operation in a patient with identified resid-

ual structural disease in the neck must always be individualized.

Large series have shown normalization of serum calcitonin in

28–38% of patients,23 although improved long-term survival has

not been shown. Prevention of morbidity from invasion of local

structures remains a key indication for surgery. In patients

where recurrence is limited to the neck, compartment-oriented

resection is recommended,2 although there are no randomized

trials to validate this approach.

Before embarking on neck surgery with curative intent, it is

crucial to exclude the presence of distant metastases. Occult liver

lesions are difficult to detect, and if imaging is negative, laparo-

scopic evaluation and biopsy of the liver should be consid-

ered.2,23 Further studies examining the utility of 18F-DOPA-PET

in this context are required.

Local or systemic therapies

Adjunctive radioiodine is not indicated in MTC as neuroen-

docrine cells lack the Na/I symporter. There have been no

prospective trials examining the role of external beam radio-

therapy in MTC,2 and it is usually reserved for patients deemed

at high risk of locoregional recurrence. Systemic treatment with

small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (vandetanib, car-

bozatanib) has been shown to slow disease progression but not

yet influence overall survival.19,24 Treatment is currently

reserved for patients with rapidly progressive metastatic disease,

or significant symptoms, usually due to hormonally active

tumours.2,25

Conclusions

The rarity of MTC and the propensity towards advanced disease

at presentation necessitates that clinicians have a high index of

suspicion to diagnose MTC at an early stage that is amenable to

surgical cure. Clinicians should consider additional screening

and diagnostic tests for MTC in patients presenting with suspi-

cious thyroid nodules and utilize clinical clues for aggressive case

finding. In the absence of surgical cure, subsequent management

decisions including further surgery or systemic therapies must

be individualized, best occurring in the context of a multidisci-

plinary team at an experienced centre. A stepwise approach,

guided by established prognostic tools such as stage, postopera-

tive calcitonin and calcitonin doubling time, but also emerging

modalities such as 18F-FDG- and 18F-DOPA-PET, should be

used to guide treatment.
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Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus (Type 1 DM) is an autoimmun

ease manifesting as hyperglycaemia, due to imm

mediated destruction of insulin-producing pancreatic

cells. Increasingly, a subset of patients develop insulin

tance (IR), or ‘double diabetes’, combining the pathoph

ogy of insulin deficiency in Type 1 DM and IR,

commonly associated with Type 2 DM [1].

IR in Type 1 DM is common, affecting 26% of childre

adolescents with Type 1 DM [2]. Further, obesity in a

cents and adults with Type 1 DM has rapidly increas

longitudinal study of 589 adults with Type 1 DM in Pit

found the age-specific prevalence of overweight and o

in 40–49 year olds was 25% in 1986–88, and 68.2% in 20

with a 10-fold increase in the proportion of obese su

[3]. Intensification of insulin therapy is known to cor

with weight gain and central adiposity [4], with partic

in the intensive arm of the Diabetes Control and Com

tions Trial (DCCT) gaining, on average, 4.6 kg more

patients who received conventional therapy over 5

[5]. Societal trends towards sedentary behaviors

calorie-dense nutrition are paralleled in patients with

1 DM.

HOMA-IR, frequently used in assessment of IR [6],

well validated for use in subjects treated with insulin

cluding its use in patients with Type 1 DM [7]. The

standard for assessing IR in Type 1 DM is rate of g

disposal at euglycaemic-hyperinsulinaemic clamp. C

studies in young adults with Type 1 DM have asso

IR with increased carotid media intimal thickness [8

with dyslipidaemia across multiple age-groups [9]. Ho

due to resource utilization and patient tolerability,

studies are impractical for large population studies. R

sion modelling based on clamp data performed b

groups has independently derived similar formulae fo

mating glucose disposal in Type 1 DM: the estimated

cose Disposal Rate (eGDR) [10], and the Insulin Sens

Score (ISS) [11].

IR, as measured by eGDR, has been associated

development of microvascular and macrovascular d

in the Pittsburg EDC Study [12–14], microvascular d

in a reanalysis of DCCT data [15], and with microva

disease in cross sectional studies [16–18]. IR, measur

ISS is correlated with risk factors for cardiovascula

ease [19].

However, few studies have evaluated the relatio

specifically between IR and retinal complications in T

DM [20,21]. Retinopathy (DR) is an important cause of m

ity in Type 1 DM, and strongly correlates with glycaemi

trol [5]. Further, the relationship between IR and di

maculopathy (DMc), referring to retinopathy affectin

macula, has not been examined in Type 1 DM. DMcmay

at any stage of DR and is the leading cause of visual l

patients with diabetes [22].

This study aimed to explore the relationship betwee

idated surrogate measures of IR (eGDR and ISS) and the

ence of DR and DMc in a cohort of adolescents and

adults with Type 1 DM.
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Patients attending a regional tertiary hospital young

outpatients clinic for routine care of Type 1 DM

recruited. The clinic provides multidisciplinary care

mixed urban and rural catchment of predominantly

casian ethnicity. The Human Research Ethics Comm

approved a waiver of consent for retrospective review

historical cohort. All prospectively enrolled participant

vided written informed consent. From August 2015 to

2016, clinic attendees were invited to participate in a pro

tive cross-sectional study. Additionally, a medical re

database was searched to identify all clinic attendees

2014 calendar year aged 18–30 years. The clinical record

us baseline population characteristics, which were com

to the participants in the cross-sectional study to id

potential selection bias.

3. Materials and methods

Consenting participants had demographic and disease

fic information recorded by a study nurse. Waist circu

ence was measured according to WHO criteria

measurement taken parallel to the floor at the mid

between the top of the iliac crest and lower margin of th

palpable rib in the mid-axillary line [23]. Colour fundus

nal) photography was chosen as the outcome measu

microvascular disease as a simple, reproducible and obj

measure of early stage retinal disease. Clinic-based

dilated fundus photographswere obtained by a trained r

photographer and qualified orthoptist using a Topcon r

camera (TRC NW8; Topcon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Two

field 45� images centred on the macula and optic disc

taken in each eye, with additional images taken in the

ence of significant pathology.

Retinal photographs were graded by two independen

experienced ophthalmology fellows who were blind

patient characteristics. The eye with the worst grade o

ease determined the score. Discordant grading was a

cated by consensus. Images were classified in two wa

degree of DR and (ii) presence or absence of DMc. The

of DR was graded as no DR; mild, moderate or severe

proliferative DR (NPDR); and proliferative DR, based o

International Classification of DR (ICDR) Disease Se

Scale [24] (Supplementary Table 1). Mild or minimal D

defined as microaneurysms only; moderate DR as m

neurysms with additional signs of background retino

(i.e. intraretinal haemorrhages or exudates) but to a

extent than severe DR; severe DR as any intraretinal va

abnormalities (IRMA), venous beading and/or ext

intraretinal haemorrhages assessed as more than 20 in

quadrant in the absence of proliferative DR; and prolife

DR as any evidence of new vessel growth.

DMc was graded as absent or present based on the

ence of hard exudates within one disc diameter (1500 m

the macula in images with DR, a surrogate measur

has been validated in several studies [25].

To estimate IR, two independently derived models o

cose disposal were used. Estimated glucose disposa
146



(eGDR, mg kg�1 min�1), was calculated using the formula val-

idated by Williams in an adult, multi-ethnic population of
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patients with Type 1 DM [10,18]: eGDR = 2

+ (�0.09 * WC) + (�3.407*HTN) + (�0.551*HbA1c), where

waist circumference measured in centimeters; HTN is

tensive status, defined as systolic blood pressure >140 m

or diastolic blood pressure >90 mmHg or treatment with

hypertensive pharmacotherapy; and HbA1c is percent

sylation of haemoglobin (to convert% to mmol/mol, m

by 10.93 and subtract 23.5). Insulin Sensitivity Score

was calculated using Dabela’s equation, validated in an

lescent, majority non-Hispanic white population of T

DM [2,11]: ISS = exp[4.64725 – (0.02032 *

(0.09779 * HbA1c) – (0.20815 * TG)], where TG is triglyc

measured in mmol/L (to convert to mg/dL, divi

88.57396); other parameters are as for eGDR. Lower

for both parameters reflect increased IR.

3.1. Statistical analysis

To establish that the prospective cohort was not substan

different from the broader group of clinic patients, we

pared demographic and clinical characteristics to the h

cal cohort.

For the outcomes of interest, namely presence of ret

thy (‘nil’/‘present’), severity of retinopathy (‘nil or mild’/

erate or worse’) and diabetic maculopathy (‘nil’/‘presen
Table 1 – Baseline characteristics of entire clinic cohort (h
probability of a true difference in the measured paramet

H
Parameter (2

n 16
Age (mean, SD) 23
Male:Female Ratio 0.
Years since diagnosis (mean, SD) 10
Subcutaneous insulin pump users (n,%) 38
Weight, kg (mean, SD) 77
BMI, kg/m2 (mean, SD) 26
Current tobacco use (n,%) 16
HbA1c, %; mmol/mol (mean, SD) 8.
Systolic BP, mmHg (mean, SD) 11
Diastolic BP, mmHg (mean, SD) 73
Cholesterol, mmol/L (mean, SD) 4.
Triglycerides, mmol/L (mean, SD) 1.
Albuminuria (n,%) 17

Retinopathy (n,%)
Nil 97
NPDR, mild 30
NPDR, moderate 20
NPDR, severe 3
Proliferative DR 2
Missing data* 11

Other retinal pathology (n,%)
Diabetic maculopathy 9/
Prior photocoagulation 1/

NPDR: Non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy. DR: Diabetic Retin
* Missing data in actual cohort due to absent images (n = 10) an

‘Missing data’ status showed no significant between group differe

retinal photographs (p = 0.02).
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comparisons.

We examined the relationship between eGDR an

using a generalized linear model (Gaussian family, log

To explore the association between DR, DMc, and bio

ers of retinal pathology we fitted separate multivariate

tic regression models for eGDR and ISS with add

covariates for duration of diabetes, age, smoking and g

but not blood pressure or lipids, as these paramete

included in the eGDR/ISS models. Analyses were bas

complete cases.

We assessed the discriminative value of eGDR and I

DR and DMc against duration of disease, HbA1c, BM

hypertension with receiver operating characteristic

curves. The analyses were performed using Stata (v

14.1, Statacorp, Texas USA).

4. Results

From August 2015 to March 2016, 157 clinic attendees

prospectively enrolled in the cross-sectional study (5

total clinic attendees over that period), of whom 107

pleted the study visit. Demographic characteristics f

prospective cohort and historical retrospective cohort ar

sented in Table 1. We found no significant differences (
istorical) and prospectively recruited sample. P values represent the
er between the two populations.

istorical Cohort Actual Cohort
014) (2015/2016) p

3 107
.5 (3.61) 24.7 (6.0) 0.04
53:0.47 0.54:0.46 0.87
.10 (5.9) 10.8 (6.8) 0.37
(23%) 33 (31%) 0.14
.3 (17.3) 78.9 (20.0) 0.48
.2 (5.04) 26.8 (5.5) 0.36
(10%) 11 (10%) 0.95

6 (2.0); 70 (21) 8.2 (1.4); 66 (15) 0.07
8 (14) 126 (15) < 0.01
(11) 79 (9) < 0.01

9 (1.1) 4.7 (1.1) 0.15
4 (1.0) 1.13 (0.70) 0.01
/128 (13%) 13/96 (14%) 0.82

(60%) 65 (61%) 0.87
(18%) 16 (15%)
(12%) 9 (8%)

(2%) 2 (2%)
(1%) 4 (4%)
(7%) 11 (10%)

152 (6%) 8/96 (8%) 0.54
152 (1%) 3/96 (3%) 0.24

opathy.

d ungradable images (n = 1). Comparison of parameters in Actual Cohort by

nces for all parameters, except lower weight among subjects with missing
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0.05 level) between the 107 participants used in this study and

the historical cohort of 163 clinic attendees in 2014 (duplicate

oten-

), BMI
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participants were excluded) with respect to important p

tial confounders of gender (p = 0.87), weight (p = 0.48

(p = 0.36), HbA1c (p = 0.07) and duration of disease (p =

Differences were observed in age, blood pressure and t

erides. While we could compute eGDR for all 107 partici

we were able to compute ISS for only 97 participants d

missing data. Regression modelling demonstrated a

degree of correlation between eGDR and ISS scores (Su

mentary Fig. 1).

Table 2 shows themeans and standard deviations of

lished biomarkers by group membership for presence

(nil/present), severity of DR (nil or mild/moderate or w

and DMc (nil/present). Significant differences (at the fa

wise 0.05 level = 0.05/18) in the eGDR means were fou

the severity of DR (8.0 vs 5.6, p < 0.001) and DMc (7.9

p < 0.001) comparisons. We found analogous differen

the ISS means for the severity of DR (6.2 vs 4.2, p =

and DMc (6.1 vs 3.8, p = 0.003) comparisons. Differences

also found in the means for HbA1c (8.1% (65 mmol/m

9.2% (77 mmol/mol), p = 0.003) and duration of disease

vs 9.9 years, p = 0.002) for severity of DR and waist circu

ence (109.9 cm vs 91.9 cm, p = 0.001) and duration of d

(17.4 vs 10.2 years, p = 0.005) for DMc comparisons.

Table 3 provides the odds-ratios, 95% confidence int

and p-values from multivariate logistic regression m

examining the association between the retinopathy and

ulopathy outcomes and the eGDR and ISS biom

adjusted for potential confounders of duration of di

age, gender and smoking status. For retinopathy seve

unit increase in eGDR (representing lower IR) was asso

with a 50% decrease in the odds of moderate NPDR or

(OR 0.5, 95%CI 0.32–0.77, p = 0.002). Similarly a unit in

in ISS was associated with a 51% decrease in the odds of

erate NPDR or worse (OR 0.49, 95%CI 0.29–0.84, p = 0.0

the maculopathy outcome, a unit increase in eGDR was

ciated with a 46% decrease in the odds of moderate NP

worse (OR 0.54, 95%CI 0.37–0.81, p = 0.003). Similarly

increase in ISS was associated with a 56% decrease

odds of moderate NPDR or worse (OR 0.44, 95% CI 0.22

p = 0.02). These results were consistent with the comp

of means in Table 2.

The Area Under the ROC curve (AUROC) for eGDR

95% CI 0.70–0.92) and ISS (0.78, 95% CI 0.66–0.91) were n

nificantly different (at the 0.05 level) when compared

AUROC for duration of disease (0.78, 0.64–0.88, p = 0.6

also was similar in discrimination of DMc (AUROC

(0.68–1) and 0.83 (0.70–0.95) for eGDR and ISS respec

compared to 0.80 (0.64–0.95) for duration of disease (p

(Table 4, Fig. 1).
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This study identifies a strong association between seve

DR and IR, based on two previously established sur

markers of IR in a cohort of young adults with Type 1 DM

trolled for potential confounders. This finding is in agree

with other studies, although most studies have d
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retinopathy presence/absence as a categorical variable [15–

18]. While this study confirmed this trend (borderline signifi-
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cant at the 0.05 level), we noted a stronger relatio

between severity of DR and IR in adolescents and

adults, confirming findings from two cross-sectional s

of older adults (mean age 45–46 years) in Romania [

The reproducibility of these findings across ages and et

ties supports the generalizability of this association.

A new finding from our study is the association be

DMc and IR in Type 1 DM. The presence of DMc was

associated with IR using both the eGDR and ISS scores

a 1 unit decrease in IR reducing the odds of maculopa

45% and 57% respectively (Table 3). Macular edema in di

has a complex pathophysiology, with disruption of the

retinal barrier resulting in oxidative stress, inflammatio
Table 3 – Crude and adjusted odds ratio estimates from lo
pathology and insulin sensitivity. Higher values of eGDR

Outcome Model O

C

Any Retinopathy eGDR 0
ISS 0

Moderate NPDR or worse eGDR 0
ISS 0

Diabetic Maculopathy eGDR 0
ISS 0

Crude model: IR parameter (eGDR or ISS) only.

Adjusted model accounts for effects of age, gender, duration of di

Table 4 – AUROC for diagnostic performance of biomarke

Any Retinopathy
Biomarker AUROC 95% CI

eGDR 0.65 0.52–0.77
ISS 0.62 0.49–0.75
Duration of diabetes (years) 0.75 0.64–0.85
HbA1c 0.68 0.57–0.63
Waist circumference 0.58 0.45–0.71
BMI 0.58 0.44–0.71

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0

0 0.25 0.5 0.75

eGDR 0.84 (0.68 0.9
ISS 0.83 (0.70 0.9

1-Specificity

S
en

si
tiv

ity

Fig. 1 – ROC Curves for discriminative value of eGDR and

prediction of Diabetic Maculopathy. Legend shows AURO
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nd

syndrome, represent established risk factors for DMc [22

it is possible that IR contributes to the underlying patho

iology of this condition. IR has been associated with

lopathy in Type 2 DM [27], and DMc may be more com

in Type 2 DM than Type 1 DM [28], supporting a possibl

sal link between IR and the development of DMc. T

knowledge, this is the first study demonstrating an as

tion between IR and DMc in Type 1 DM.

This study highlights that IR was comparable, and pe

slightly better, in its discriminative ability (measur

AUROC) for DR and DMc when compared with trad

biomarkers such as duration of diabetes and HbA1c (F

This has several implications. First, it suggests a potenti
gistic regressionmodels examining the association between retinal
and ISS reflect increased insulin sensitivity.

dds Ratio and 95% CI p-value

rude Adjusted (Adjusted OR)

.84 (0.71–1.02) 0.80 (0.64–1.0) 0.05

.83 (0.66–1.03) 0.84 (0.64–1.10) 0.2

.67 (0.54–0.85) 0.50 (0.32–0.77) 0.002

.54 (0.37–0.81) 0.49 (0.29–0.84) 0.01

.61 (0.45–0.82) 0.54 (0.37–0.81) 0.003

.46 (0.26–0.81) 0.44 (0.22–0.88) 0.02

sease and smoking status.

rs for discrimination of retinal pathology.

Moderate NPDR or worse Diabetic Maculopathy
AUROC 95% CI AUROC 95% CI

0.81 0.70–0.92 0.84 0.68–1.0
0.78 0.66–0.91 0.83 0.70–0.95
0.78 0.64–0.88 0.8 0.64–0.95
0.74 0.61–0.86 0.67 0.50–0.83
0.7 0.56–0.83 0.79 0.61–0.96
0.6 0.41–0.78 0.68 0.41–0.95

1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

9)
5)

Duration of DM 0.81 (0.65 0.95)
HbA1c 0.67 (0.53 0.81)

1-Specificity

ISS (left panel) and conventional risk factors (right panel) in

C with 95% CI.
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for eGDR or ISS as a biomarker to identify patients appropri-

ate for more intensive macular screening by an ophthalmolo-
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gist, which may allow for earlier detection and appro

treatment to prevent visual loss. Second, the possibi

minimising progression of DR and DMc by reducing IR

be considered, and follow up studies addressing this

prospectively through weight loss or exercise strategi

required.

One strength of this study is the use of two indepen

derived algorithms for IR. Not only did the study demon

consistency of association between DR, DMc and IR

both algorithms, but it was also able to show a high d

of correlation between both measures (Suppleme

Fig. 1). Both models were created as a ‘best fit’ for glucos

posal measured under hyperinsulinaemic-euglyc

clamp, and were not developed as predictive scores for

plications [10,11]. Hence, the observation in this stud

both ISS and eGDR are highly correlated with each ot

an important confirmation that these scores, which

developed and validated in different populations of T

DM and incorporate different variables, may represen

same underlying biological variable. One previous stud

examined this relationship in older adults with Type

in Brazil; the group did not stratify for hypertensio

found a lower degree of correlation between the two

[29].

Our study has some limitations. First, macular a

ment was limited to non-stereoscopic fundus photog

without optical coherence tomography. As such, it is

sible the number of patients with true DMc were un

timated. Reduced visual acuity is associated with

and is a useful adjunct to retinal examination to hel

oritise ophthalmic referral [30], although was not ass

in this study. Second, some enrolled participants di

complete the study visit and were not included in

sis, potentially introducing bias. However, analysis of

pleters and non-completers showed no imp

differences in baseline characteristics between

groups. Finally, given the cross-sectional nature o

design, our study is not able to infer a causa

between IR and development of retinal pathology,

show that reducing IR can modify the progression

and DMc over time.
6. Conclusions

sso

den

s. T

rm

ed

oup.

ons in

cher

ia

HOMA
This study suggests for the first time that IR may be a

ated with maculopathy in Type 1 DM, and extends evi

for a correlation between IR and DR into young adult

relationship between IR and maculopathy must be confi

in larger prospective studies. Further studies are need

determine if reducing IR can impact complications.
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The neurotrophic tyrosine kinase 
receptor TrkA and its ligand NGF 
are increased in squamous cell 
carcinomas of the lung
Fangfang Gao1,2, Nathan Griffin1,2, Sam Faulkner1,2, Christopher W. Rowe2,3, Lily Williams1, 
Severine Roselli1,2, Rick F. Thorne2, Aysha Ferdoushi1,2, Phillip Jobling1,2, Marjorie M. Walker2,3 
& Hubert Hondermarck1,2

The neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor TrkA (NTRK1) and its ligand nerve growth factor (NGF) are 
emerging promoters of tumor progression. In lung cancer, drugs targeting TrkA are in clinical trials, 
but the clinicopathological significance of TrkA and NGF, as well as that of the precursor proNGF, the 
neurotrophin co-receptor p75NTR and the proneurotrophin co-receptor sortilin, remains unclear. In 
the present study, analysis of these proteins was conducted by immunohistochemistry and digital 
quantification in a series of 204 lung cancers of different histological subtypes versus 121 normal lung 
tissues. TrkA immunoreactivity was increased in squamous cell carcinoma compared with benign and 
other malignant lung cancer histological subtypes (p < 0.0001). NGF and proNGF were also increased in 
squamous cell carcinoma, as well as in adenocarcinoma (p < 0.0001). In contrast, p75NTR was increased 
across all lung cancer histological subtypes compared to normal lung (p < 0.0001). Sortilin was higher 
in adenocarcinoma and small cell carcinoma (p < 0.0001). Nerves in the tumor microenvironment were 
negative for TrkA, NGF, proNGF, p75NTR and sortilin. In conclusion, these data suggest a preferential 
therapeutic value of targeting the NGF-TrkA axis in squamous cell carcinomas of the lung.

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer related death worldwide and its incidence is increasing1. Lung cancer 
histological subtypes are divided into two main categories: small cell lung cancers and non-small cell lung cancers 
(NSCLC). NSCLC represent the majority of lung cancer cases and include squamous cell carcinomas and ade-
nocarcinomas. Despite extensive research, there are few clinically used biomarkers to help determine diagnosis, 
prognosis and treatment choice in lung cancer1. This is particularly problematic for NSCLC where correct iden-
tification of histological subtypes is essential to define the appropriate chemotherapeutic regimens. Therefore, 
the identification of pertinent biomarkers for diagnosis, stratification and therapeutic decision in lung cancer is 
necessary.

The neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor TrkA (NTRK1) and its ligand nerve growth factor (NGF) are essential 
to the development of the nervous system where they stimulate the outgrowth of sympathetic and sensory neurons2. 
Interestingly, TrkA and NGF are also expressed in several malignancies. In breast cancer, they participate in tumor 
cell proliferation and spreading via the activation of signalling pathways similar to those activated in neurons and 
including ERK, SRC and AKT3. Recent evidence in gastric4 and pancreatic5 cancers has shown that the NGF-TrkA 
signalling pathway is an essential and targetable stimulator of cancer progression. In lung cancer, rearrangements 
of TrkA have been shown to be oncogenic and are drug-sensitive6. TrkA is increasingly regarded as a therapeutic 
target in lung cancer and clinical trials of drugs against its tyrosine kinase activity are under way7. A previous study 
has shown that the expression of TrkA and NGF is higher in NSCLC8, but the distribution of TrkA and NGF in the 
different subtypes of lung cancer remains unclear. In addition, the expression of the other co-receptors for NGF2, 
the common neurotrophin receptor p75NTR (also called NGFR or CD271), as well as that of the precursor for NGF 
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(proNGF) and its receptor sortilin (a member of the Vacuolar Protein Sorting 10 protein - VPS10P - family of recep-
tors) have not been elucidated. Despite early studies showing that neurotrophic growth factors are expressed in lung 
cancer9, the clinicopathological significance warrants clarification.

The present study aimed to clarify the expression and clinicopathological significance of TrkA, NGF, proNGF, 
p75NTR and sortilin in lung cancer. The expression of these proteins was analysed by immunohistochemistry in 
a cohort of lung cancers versus normal lung tissues. We report an increased level of TrkA and NGF in squamous 
cell carcinomas, suggesting that drugs targeting the NGF-TrkA pathway in lung cancer should be used preferen-
tially in this form of the disease.

Results
For all neurotrophins/receptors, representative pictures of immunohistochemical staining are shown in Figs 1–5 
and quantification of staining intensities are presented in Table 1. Staining intensities (h-scores) are presented as 
medians (50th centile value).

TrkA is increased in squamous cell lung carcinoma. Compared with normal lung (Fig. 1A), TrkA label-
ling was concentrated in cancer epithelial cells (Fig. 1B–F), with an increased staining intensity specifically in squa-
mous cell carcinoma (Fig. 1B–D). Membrane staining was clearly observable. TrkA immunoreactivity was low in 
normal lung tissue (h-score 18), and lower in adenocarcinoma (h-score 6) (p < 0.0001); in squamous cell carcinoma, 
TrkA intensity (h-score 26) was significantly higher (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 1G, Table 1). This increase in h-score was 
driven by a subpopulation of squamous cell tumours that were strongly positive for TrkA, consistent with a binary 
receptor expression pattern of TrkA-present (h-score > 50) or TrkA-absent (h-score ≤ 50). When analysed by these 
parameters (Fig. 1H), 27/96 (28%) of squamous cell carcinomas expressed TrkA, compared to 1/55 (2%) of ade-
nocarcinomas, 0/7 (0%) of small cell cancers and 1/121 normal tissues (<1%) (p < 0.0001), with 12/96 (13%) of 
squamous cell carcinomas showing very strong TrkA expression (h-score >100). Multivariate logistic regression 
modelling confirmed squamous pathology was significantly associated with increased TrkA h-score, when account-
ing for age and gender (Odds ratio (OR) 1.03, 1.01–1.04, p < 0.001). Given that TrkA was not expressed in most 
adenocarcinomas and small cell lung cancers, the area under the receiver-operating characteristic (AUROC) for the 
comparison between normal and cancer samples was only 0.39 (95%CI 0.32 to 0.46) (data not shown). No associa-
tion was found between TrkA expression and age, grade, tumor size, stage, lymph node status.

NGF and proNGF are increased in squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma. NGF immu-
noreactivity was observed at low levels in normal tissues (Fig. 2A), and was increased in cancer vs normal samples 
(Fig. 2B–F). NGF staining intensity (h-score) was significantly increased from 57 in normal to 95 in cancer sam-
ples (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2G). Squamous cell carcinoma (Fig. 2B–D) and adenocarcinoma (Fig. 2E) presented with 
a NGF h-score of 107 and 84 respectively (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 2G, Table 1). Small cell cancers (Fig. 2F) displayed 
a lower level of NGF staining compared to other cancer subtypes (h-score 54) (Fig. 2G, Table 1) (p < 0.0001). 
Multivariate logistic regression modelling confirmed squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma were signif-
icantly associated with increased NGF h-score compared to benign pathology, when accounting for age and gen-
der (OR 1.09 (1.06–1.12) and 1.08 (1.05–1.11) respectively, p < 0.001). The AUROC for the comparison between 
normal and cancer tissue was 0.88 (95%CI 0.84 to 0.92) (Fig. 2H).

ProNGF was also increased in malignant tissue (Fig. 3B–E) compared to normal lung tissue (Fig. 3A), but the 
differential in median h-score was less than NGF. Multivariate logistic regression modelling confirmed squamous 
cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma were significantly associated with increased proNGF h-score compared to 
benign pathology, when accounting for age and gender (OR 1.04 (1.02–1.05) and OR 1.04 (1.03–1.06) respec-
tively, p < 0.001) (Fig. 3G, Table 1). The AUROC for the comparison between normal and cancer samples was 0.70 
(95%CI 0.64 to 0.76) (Fig. 3H).

For both NGF and proNGF, there was no association with age, grade, stage, tumor size, or lymph node inva-
sion (Table 1).

P75NTR is increased in all lung cancer subtypes. Immunostaining for p75NTR was observed in both epi-
thelial and stromal cells of normal (Fig. 4A) and cancer samples (Fig. 4B–F). However, p75NTR staining intensity 
was higher in cancer, with an h-score of 92 in normal compared to 147 in cancer (p < 0.0001) (Fig. 4G, Table 1). 
The increase in p75NTR staining intensity occurred in all histological subtypes of lung cancer (squamous cell, ade-
nocarcinoma, small cell) but was particularly strong in small cell carcinoma (median h-score of 215) (Fig. 4G, 
Table 1). Multivariate logistic regression modelling confirmed malignant pathology was significantly associated with 
increased p75NTR h-score for squamous cell carcinoma (OR 1.04 (1.02–1.05), p < 0.001), adenocarcinoma (OR 1.07 
(1.05–1.10 p < 0.001), when compared to benign pathology, when accounting for age and gender (p < 0.001). We 
were unable to fit a logistic regression model for small cell carcinoma vs benign tissue due to perfect separation of 
h-scores (Fig. 4G). The AUROC for the comparison of cancer vs normal was 0.83 (95%CI 0.79 to 0.88) (Fig. 4H). 
There was no association between p75NTR staining and tumor size, grade, stage or lymph node status.

Sortilin is increased in adenocarcinoma and small cell lung cancer. Immunostaining for sortilin 
was weak and found mainly in epithelial cells of both normal (Fig. 5A) and cancer samples (Fig. 5B–F). There 
was no difference between sortilin staining intensity in benign vs all lung cancer tissues with h-scores of 32 vs 30 
respectively (p = 0.43). However, there was a higher level of sortilin staining intensity in adenocarcinoma (OR 
1.05 (1.03–1.07, p < 0.001) and small cell (OR 1.18 (1.06–1.31, p = 0.002) when compared to benign pathology 
in a multivariate logistic regression model. (Fig. 5G, Table 1). The AUROC for comparison of cancer vs normal 
was 0.46 (95%CI 0.39 to 0.53) (Fig. 5H), confirming that sortilin expression is not significantly modified when 
comparing all lung cancers to normal tissues. In addition, there were no associations between sortilin expression 
and age, grade, stage, tumor size or lymph node invasion.
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Nerves in the tumor microenvironment of lung cancer do not express NGF, proNGF, TrkA, 
p75NTR and sortilin. The pan-neuronal marker PGP9.5 was used to detect nerves in the tumor microenvi-
ronment. Nerve trunks were occasionally detected in lung cancer (Fig. 6A), based on PGP9.5 positivity as well as 
typical nerve morphology. Serial sections were used and no labelling for NGF (Fig. 6B), proNGF (Fig. 6C), TrkA 
(Fig. 6D), p75NTR (Fig. 6E) or sortilin (Fig. 6F) was detected. These data show that there is no expression of NGF, 
proNGF, TrkA, p75NTR and sortilin in nerves which are present in the tumor microenvironment of lung cancer.

Discussion
ProNGF and sortilin have not been described in lung cancers and there has been limited reports on the expres-
sion of NGF and its receptors TrkA and p75NTR8,10,11. Therefore, with only fragmentary data available, the 

Figure 1. TrkA expression in lung cancers and normal lung tissues. (A–F) Immunohistochemical detection 
of TrkA, representative pictures are shown for normal tissue (A), squamous cell carcinoma (B–D), 
adenocarcinoma (E) and small cell cancer (F). Scale = 50 µm. (G) TrkA staining intensities were significantly 
higher in squamous cell carcinoma. Corresponding median h-scores are presented in Table 1. The box limits 
indicate the interquartile range (IQR) with the whiskers extending 1.5 times the IQR from the 25th and 75th 
percentiles (outliers are represented by dots) (*p < 0.0001 in multiple logistic regression model). (H) Proportion 
of tissues expressing TrkA receptor (binary h-score cutoff of 50) in normal lung tissue vs lung cancer subtypes. 
Squamous cell carcinoma was significantly higher than all other categories (p < 0.0001).
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clinicopathological significance remained unclear. To address this, we undertook a simultaneous investigation of 
the protein expression of proNGF, NGF, TrkA, p75NTR and sortilin in the same cohort of lung cancers and normal 
lung tissues. Our results reveal that TrkA, NGF, proNGF, p75NTR and sortilin are differently expressed across lung 
cancer histological subtypes, with TrkA and NGF most particularly increased in squamous cell carcinomas.

Prior to investigating protein levels by immunohistochemistry, data mining of gene expression in lung data-
sets available from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)12 using cBioportal13 was performed. Gene amplification 
and mRNA upregulation were detected at various frequencies in lung tumors: 6% for NGF, 14% for TrkA, 2% for 
p75NTR and 4% for sortilin. However, discrepancies between mRNA and protein levels in tumors are now well 
documented. Global transcriptomic and proteomic analyses estimate that only 30%–60% of changes in protein 
levels can be explained by corresponding variations in mRNA14,15 and proteogenomic investigations in colorectal 
cancer have revealed that mRNA abundance does not reliably predict differences in tumoral protein abundance16. 
This emphasizes the importance of analysing the protein levels directly, in order to define new biomarkers and 
novel therapeutic targets in oncology.

The participation of TrkA and TrkA fusion proteins in lung cancer progression has been described, with Trk 
inhibitors undergoing clinical trials6. Our data shows a preferential expression of TrkA in squamous cell lung 
cancer, suggesting that Trk inhibitors should be used more specifically in this histological subtype of lung cancer. 
A previous investigation has reported an increase in TrkA and NGF in NSCLC and an association with tumor 
aggressiveness but not histological subtypes8. However, in this study staining intensities were visually determined, 
and no digital quantification assisted by a pathologist (as we have done here) was used, potentially leading to 
approximation in the quantification of expression levels. In addition, the comparison was done with normal adja-
cent tissues whereas true normal lung tissues were analysed in our study. Therefore, our study provides a refine-
ment in terms of quantification of TrkA and NGF in lung cancer subtypes, highlighting a significant increase in 
both TrkA and NGF expression in squamous cell lung cancer. In contrast, as low expression level for TrkA were 
observed in adenocarcinoma and small cell cancer, it is unlikely that Trk inhibitors will produce any significant 
clinical impact in these tumors. Interestingly, NGF was also increased in squamous cell lung cancer and to a lesser 
extent in adenocarcinoma. This concomitant increased expression of both TrkA and its ligand NGF is suggestive 
of a NGF-mediated autocrine stimulation of squamous cell carcinoma. Similar autocrine stimulation of cancer 
cell growth via a proNGF/NGF autocrine loop involving TrkA has been described in breast cancer17,18 and may 
also apply to lung cancer. Although further functional investigations are warranted to test this hypothesis, our 
data reveals that TrkA and its ligand NGF are overexpressed in squamous cell lung cancer. This finding may have 
clinical ramifications, as humanized NGF blocking antibodies have been developed and are in clinical trials for 
the treatment of pain19; they may potentially be repurposed to inhibit the NGF-TrkA signaling axis in lung cancer.

In contrast to NGF, proNGF was only slightly increased in squamous cell lung cancer and adenocarcinoma. 
ProNGF processing into NGF requires protein convertases, such as furin or metalloproteases, and can occur 
both intracellularly or after secretion in the extracellular compartment2. In the nervous system, proNGF is the 
predominant protein form of NGF gene expression, with a higher presence of proNGF in comparison to NGF20. 
The regulatory mechanism that controls proNGF processing is poorly described in cancer, but our data suggest 
that proNGF is largely processed into NGF in squamous cell carcinomas of the lung. The limited differential in 
proNGF expression between normal and cancerous lung tissue is in line with the data obtained for its receptor 
sortilin. Sortilin was expressed at the same low levels in normal lung tissue, squamous cell carcinoma and was 
only higher in adenocarcinoma and small cell cancer. Sortilin has been reported in various cancer cell lines of 
different origins and its expression is associated to a poor prognosis in breast cancer where it participates in tumor 
cell migration and invasion21. In the squamous cell line A549, sortilin has been shown to participate in the trans-
fer of exosomes in association with TrkB22, but our data have not highlighted any particular association between 
sortilin expression and clinicopathological parameters in any histopathological subtypes of lung cancers.

The neurotrophin receptor p75NTR is expressed in a wide range of human tumors and has been shown to be 
a marker of cancer stem cells of both epithelial and mesenchymal origin23. However, the mechanism of p75NTR 
activity in cancer cells is not fully elucidated and some studies in gastric24 and prostatic cancer25,26 have reported a 
tumor suppressor effect associated with p75NTR suppression. In the present study, p75NTR was expressed in normal 
lung tissues and overexpressed in all investigated lung cancer histological subtypes. The overexpression of p75NTR 
was observed in epithelial cells as well as stromal cells. Interestingly p75NTR has recently been shown to be a p53 
inactivator27, and as such p75NTR could actively participate in lung tumor growth, but further functional investi-
gations are needed to explore this hypothesis.

Emerging evidence indicate the stimulatory role of nerves in tumor progression28. The nerve-cancer cell 
crosstalk involves the liberation of neurotransmitters and trophic factors to stimulate cancer cell growth and 
dissemination, while neurotrophic factors are released by cancer cells to attract nerve outgrowth in the tumor 
microenvironment29. In gastric cancer, NGF has been shown to activate cholinergic nerve-mediated signalling 
that stimulates the proliferation of stem cells4. In prostate cancer, sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves partic-
ipate in the stimulation of tumor growth and metastasis30 and proNGF released by prostate cancer cells is a driver 
of neuronal outgrowth31. In lung cancer, autonomic nerve infiltration is associated with pathological risk grading 
and poor patient prognosis32, but the drivers of nerve infiltration have not been identified. Our study showing that 
there is no expression of the receptors TrkA, p75NTR and sortilin in nerves infiltrated in the tumor microenviron-
ment, suggest that NGF/proNGF are not involved in stimulating the growth of nerves in lung cancer.

Overall, this study highlights the overexpression of NGF, proNGF and their receptors TrkA, p75NTR in lung 
cancer with a differential expression related to histological subtypes. A similar increased expression of these 
neurotrophins and receptors has already been observed in breast17,18,33 and thyroid34,35 cancer, suggesting that the 
upregulation these proteins is a common molecular feature in these cancers. Pharmacological inhibitors against 
TrkA7 and humanized anti-NGF antibodies19 have been developed and could therefore be used as therapeutic 
tools in breast, thyroid and lung cancers. The overexpression of TrkA in squamous cell carcinomas of the lung is 
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of particular interest, given that TrkA inhibitors have entered clinical trials for the treatment of lung cancer7. In 
the nervous system, neurons responsive to NGF express TrkA and p75NTR and the stimulation of these receptors 
by NGF induces a cascade of intracellular signalings including SRC, AKT, PI3K, ERK and NFkB. In lung cancer 
cells, TrkA tyrosine kinase inhibitors induce lung cancer cell growth arrest and apoptosis36. Based on the present 
findings, the biological effect of targeting TrkA and NGF in lung cancer should be revisited in the context of squa-
mous cell carcinomas with more functional in vitro and in vivo animal models. From a clinical perspective, our 
data suggest that anti-TrkA therapies may be more effective in squamous cell lung cancer and could eventually be 
associated with NGF targeting.

Material and Methods
Lung tissue samples. High-density tumor microarrays (TMA) were obtained from US Biomax Inc. 
(Maryland, USA). The TMAs used (catalogue numbers: LC2086, LC2087 and BC041115) included a total of 204 
lung cancers (of adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma or other minor subtypes) and 121 
normal lung tissues. The following clinicopathological information was available: patient age and sex, histological 
subtype, tumor size, grade, stage and lymph node status. No information on treatment and patient survival was 
available. US Biomax Inc. quality controls are described as follows. Each single tissue spot on every array slide was 
individually examined by pathologists certified according to WHO published standardizations of diagnosis, classifi-
cation and pathological grade. For each specimen collected, informed consent was obtained from both hospital and 
individual. Discrete legal consent was obtained and the rights to hold research uses for any purpose or further com-
mercialized uses were waived. The study was approved by the Human Research Ethic Committee of the University 
of Newcastle and all experiments were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.

Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed as previously described34. After 
deparaffinization and rehydration of the TMA slides following standard procedures, heat induced epitope 
retrieval was carried out in a low pH, citrate based antigen unmasking solution (Vector Laboratories, California, 

Parameter

NGF Intensity proNGF Intensity TrkA Intensity sortilin Intensity p75NTR Intensity

Median  
h-score IQR p-value

Median 
h-score IQR p-value

Median 
h-score IQR p-value

Median 
h-score IQR p-value

Median 
h-score IQR p-value

Normal vs cancer <0.0001 <0.0001 0.002 0.43 <0.0001

Normal (n = 121) 57 46–70 58 47–70 18 13–26 32 26–41 92 81–110

Cancer (n = 164) 95 76–112 76 58–96 13 6–33 30 20–48 147 116–176

Histological Type 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

Squamous (n = 98) 107 85–118 73 58–96 26 13–57 25 18–40 132 107–161

Adenocarcinoma 
(n = 58) 84 72–98 82 65–98 6 4–9 40 26–66 164 141–184

Small Cell (n = 8) 54 50–70 52 33–72 13 8–16 56 42–65 215 180–222

Gender 0.04 0.28 <0.0001 0.002 0.0005

Male (n = 125) 99 80–115 74 58–95 16 7–39 27 19–44 138 112–171

Female (n = 39) 84 70–108 83 59–109 6 4–13 42 27–58 168 147–189

Age (yrs) 0.56 0.35 0.31 0.7 0.35

 < 50 (n = 40) 94 72–108 72 55–97 16 8–39 30 22–49 154 121–177

 > 50 (n = 124) 96 76–114 76 59–96 11 6–29 31 19–48 141 114–175

Grade 0.85 0.03 0.24 0.88 0.37

1 (n = 13) 98 84–117 96 89–120 19 10–138 26 18–46 141 82–160

2 + 3 (n = 135) 97 78–114 74 59–95 14 6–34 29 19–46 142 116–172

Missing (n = 16) 65 51–89 65 35–83 11 7–15 47 27–58 180 130–215

T stage 0.88 0.55 0.63 0.71 0.8

T1/T2 (n = 133) 97 75–112 75 58–96 13 6–32 31 20–48 150 115–176

T3/T4 (n = 31) 95 77–109 76 58–99 13 5–34 27 18–50 142 117–171

LN Status 0.9 0.78 0.64 0.97 0.48

Negative (n = 70) 96 78–111 76 60–96 13 6–37 31 20–46 149 117–169

Positive (n = 94) 95 75–112 74 56–96 13 5–31 29 20–49 145 116–178

Stage 0.38 0.35 0.53 0.93 0.5

I + II (n = 120) 94 75–112 74 58–95 13 6–32 31 20–47 151 116–177

III + IV (n = 44) 97 79–113 82 58–100 13 5–34 29 20–52 141 114–172

Table 1. Expression of NGF, proNGF, TrkA, p75NTR and sortilin in lung cancers and association with 
clinicopathological parameters. Immunohistochemical staining were quantified and h-scores were used to 
compare protein expression levels. Group-levels medians (IQR, interquartile range) for h-score staining intensities 
are presented. Family-wise alpha significance level is 0.05/8 = 0.006 using the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test (pairwise) 
or Kruskal-Wallis test (multiple comparisons). Statistically significant p-values are shown in bold.
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USA, catalogue number H-3300) using a decloaking chamber (Biocare, West Midlands, United Kingdom) at 
95 °C for 20 min. IHC was then performed using an ImmPRESSTM HRP IgG (Peroxidase) Polymer Detection 
Kit (Vector Laboratories, California, USA), as per the manufacturer’s recommendations. Briefly, after inac-
tivation of endogenous peroxidases with 0.3% H2O2, and blocking with 2.5% horse serum, primary followed 
by secondary antibodies were applied to the sections and revealed with DAB Peroxidase (HRP) Substrate Kit 
(Vector Laboratories, California, USA, catalogue number SK-4100). The following primary antibodies were used 
at 1/500 dilution: anti-proNGF (#AB9040, Merck Millipore), anti-NGF (#ab52918, Abcam), anti-TrkA (#2508, 

Figure 2. NGF expression in lung cancers and normal lung tissues. (A–F) Immunohistochemical 
detection of NGF, representative pictures are shown for normal tissue (A), squamous cell carcinoma (B–D), 
adenocarcinoma (E) and small cell cancer (F). Scale = 50 µm. (G) NGF staining intensities were significantly 
higher in squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma than in normal tissues. Corresponding median 
h-scores are presented in Table 1. The box limits indicate the interquartile range (IQR) with the whiskers 
extending 1.5 times the IQR from the 25th and 75th percentiles (outliers are represented by dots) (*p < 0.0001 
in multiple logistic regression model). (H) ROC curve for NGF staining intensity level in lung cancers versus 
normal tissues. The area under the curve was 0.88 (95%CI 0.84 to 0.92).
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Cell Signaling), anti-p75NTR (#4201, Cell Signaling), anti-sortilin (#ANT-009, Alomone Labs), anti-PGP9.5 
(#ab15503, Abcam). Finally, TMA slides were counterstained with hematoxylin (Gill’s formulation, Vector 
Laboratories, California, USA), dehydrated and cleared in xylene before mounting in Ultramount #4 mounting 
media (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Victoria, Australia). Negative controls, using isotype control antibodies, are 
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.

Figure 3. ProNGF expression in lung cancers and normal tissues. (A–F) Immunohistochemical detection 
of proNGF, representative pictures are shown for normal tissue (A), squamous cell carcinoma (B–D), 
adenocarcinoma (E) and small cell cancer (F). Scale = 50 µm. (G) ProNGF staining intensities were significantly 
higher in squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma than in normal tissues. Corresponding median 
h-scores are presented in Table 1. The box limits indicate the interquartile range (IQR) with the whiskers 
extending 1.5 times the IQR from the 25th and 75th percentiles (outliers are represented by dots) (*p < 0.0001 in 
multiple logistic regression model). (H) ROC curve for proNGF staining intensity level in lung cancers versus 
normal tissues. The area under the curve was 0.70 (95% CI 0.64 to 0.76).
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Digital quantification of IHC staining intensities. Quantification of staining intensities was performed 
as previously described34 using the Aperio AT2 scanner (Leica Biosystems, Victoria, Australia) and the Halo™ 
image analysis platform (Indica Labs, New Mexico, USA) under the supervision of a pathologist (MMW). Pixel 
intensity values were used to determine the h-scores for each core (index calculated as the sum of 3x% of pixels 
with strong staining +2x% of pixels with intermediate staining +1x% pixels with weak staining). Each core of the 
TMAs was investigated and the data were then submitted to statistical analysis.

Figure 4. P75NTR expression in lung cancers and normal lung tissues. (A–F) Immunohistochemical detection 
of p75NTR, representative pictures are shown for normal tissue (A), squamous cell carcinoma (B–D), 
adenocarcinoma (E) and small cell cancer (F). Scale = 50 µm. (G) p75NTR staining intensities were significantly 
higher in squamous cell, adenocarcinoma and small cell cancers. Corresponding median h-scores are presented 
in Table 1. The box limits indicate the interquartile range (IQR) with the whiskers extending 1.5 times the IQR 
from the 25th and 75th percentiles (outliers are represented by dots) (*p < 0.0001 in multiple logistic regression 
model). (H) ROC curve for p75NTR staining intensity level in lung cancers versus normal tissues. The area under 
the curve was 0.83 (95% CI 0.79 to 0.88).
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Statistical analysis. H-scores for NGF, proNGF, sortilin, TrkA and p75NTR were analysed as continuous 
variables. Major lung cancer subtypes (164 cases of adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, small cell can-
cer) were analysed and are presented in Table 1 and Figures, with other minor subtypes excluded from analysis 
(n = 43). For demographic (age and sex) and disease-specific (histopathology classes of benign, squamous, small 
cell and adenocarcinoma; tumour size, grade, stage; and nodal status) outcomes of interest, group level medians 
and interquartile ranges were compared with the Wilcoxon RankSum test, employing a Bonferroni correction for 
multiple pairwise comparisons (alpha at the family-wise 0.05 level = 0.05/8). All multiple-comparisons used the 
Kruskal-Wallis test due to unequal variances, with an adjusted multiple-comparison alpha threshold. Analyses 
were based on complete cases.

Figure 5. Sortilin expression in lung cancers and normal lung tissues. (A–F) Immunohistochemical 
detection of sortilin, representative pictures are shown for normal tissue (A), squamous cell carcinoma (B–D), 
adenocarcinoma (E) and small cell cancer (F). Scale = 50 µm. (G) Sortilin staining intensities were significantly 
higher in adenocarcinoma and small cell cancer. Corresponding median h-scores are presented in Table 1. The 
box limits indicate the interquartile range (IQR) with the whiskers extending 1.5 times the IQR from the 25th 
and 75th percentiles (outliers are represented by dots) (*p < 0.0001 in multiple logistic regression model). (H) 
ROC curve for sortilin staining intensity level in lung cancers versus normal tissues. The area under the curve 
was 0.46 (95%CI 0.39 to 0.53).
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We explored the association between the subtypes of pathology and neurotrophin h-score by fitting multiple 
logistic regression models to subsets of the data. We considered each of squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarci-
noma and small cell cancer separately, dichotomised against the benign tissue group. All models adjusted for age 
and gender.

The discriminative value of each neurotrophin or receptor H-score as a biomarker of lung malignancy was 
assessed with receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves, where a value of 0.5 indicates no difference, and a 
value of 1 signifies perfect discrimination. All analyses were performed using Stata (version 14.1, Statacorp, Texas 
USA). Additional graphics were created using GraphPad Prism 7 (California, USA).
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The neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor TrkA and its ligand NGF are increased in squamous
cell carcinomas of the lung.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Negative controls for immunohistochemistry. A. Rabbit isotype control

antibody was used in immunohistochemistry for NGF (ab52918, 1:200), TrkA (cs2508, 1:200), p75NTR

(cs4201, 1:400) and sortilin (ANT009,1:500). B. Mouse isotype control antibody was used in

immunohistochemistry for proNGF (6E10E7, 2.5µg/ml). Scale=25µm
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Supplementary Figure 1: Negative controls for immunohistochemistry. A. Rabbit
isotype control antibody was used in immunohistochemistry for NGF (ab52918, 1:200),
TrkA (cs2508, 1:200), p75NTR (cs4201, 1:400) and sortilin (ANT009,1:500). B. Mouse
isotype control antibody was used in immunohistochemistry for proNGF (6E10E7,
2.5µg/ml). Scale=25µm
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Summary
Objective:	Post‐thyroidectomy	hypocalcaemia	is	a	significant	cause	of	morbidity	and	
prolonged	hospitalization,	usually	due	to	transient	parathyroid	gland	damage,	treated	
with	 calcium	 and	 vitamin	 D	 supplementation.	 We	 present	 a	 randomized,	 
double‐blinded	 placebo‐controlled	 trial	 of	 preoperative	 loading	 with	 high‐dose	
cholecalciferol	(300	000	IU)	to	reduce	post‐thyroidectomy	hypocalcaemia.
Patients and Measurements:	Patients	(n	=	160)	presenting	for	thyroidectomy	at	ter‐
tiary	hospitals	were	randomized	1:1	to	cholecalciferol	(300	000	IU)	or	placebo	7	days	
prior	to	thyroidectomy.	Ten	patients	withdrew	prior	to	surgery.	The	primary	outcome	
was	post‐operative	hypocalcaemia	(corrected	calcium	<2.1	mmol/L	in	first	180	days).
Results:	The	study	included	150	patients	undergoing	thyroidectomy	for	Graves’	dis‐
ease	(31%),	malignancy	(20%)	and	goitre	(49%).	Mean	pre‐enrolment	vitamin	D	was	
72	±	26	nmol/L.	Postoperative	hypocalcaemia	occurred	in	21/72	(29%)	assigned	to	
cholecalciferol	and	30/78	 (38%)	participants	assigned	 to	placebo	 (P	=	0.23).	There	
were	no	differences	in	secondary	end‐points	between	groups.	In	pre‐specified	strati‐
fication,	baseline	vitamin	D	status	did	not	predict	hypocalcaemia,	although	most	in‐
dividuals	 were	 vitamin	 D	 replete	 at	 baseline.	 Post‐hoc	 stratification	 by	 day	 1	
parathyroid	 hormone	 (PTH)	 (<10	pg/mL,	 low	 vs	 ≥10	pg/mL,	 normal)	was	 explored	
due	to	highly	divergent	rates	of	hypocalcaemia	in	these	groups.	Using	a	Cox	regres‐
sion	model,	the	hazard	ratio	for	hypocalcaemia	in	the	cholecalciferol	group	was	0.56	
(95%CI	0.32‐0.98,	P	=	0.04)	after	stratification	for	Day	1	PTH.	Further	clinical	bene‐
fits	were	observed	in	these	subgroups.
Conclusions:	Pre‐thyroidectomy	treatment	with	high‐dose	cholecalciferol	did	not	re‐
duce	the	overall	rate	of	hypocalcaemia	following	thyroidectomy.	In	subgroups	strati‐
fied	by	day	1	PTH	status,	improved	clinical	outcomes	were	noted.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Thyroid	 surgery	 is	 the	 most	 common	 endocrine	 operation,	 per‐
formed	at	a	 rate	of	60	operations	per	100	000	patients	per	year.1 
Postoperative	hypocalcaemia,	due	to	transient	or	permanent	dam‐
age	to	the	parathyroid	glands,	 is	a	common	and	significant	compli‐
cation of thyroidectomy.2	Postoperative	biochemical	hypocalcaemia	
(corrected	 calcium	 <2.1	mmol/L	 on	 the	 first	 post‐operative	 day)	
occurs	 in	23%	of	patients	undergoing	 total	 thyroidectomy	 for	 any	
indication	 and	 in	 28%‐32%	 of	 patients	 undergoing	 thyroid	 can‐
cer	 surgery,2	 contributing	 significantly	 to	morbidity	 and	 increased	
length	of	hospital	stay	post‐procedure.3,4	Common	symptoms	of	hy‐
pocalcaemia	include	perioral	tingling	or	tetany;	however,	life‐threat‐
ening	arrhythmias	or	laryngospasm	can	occur.5

Risk	factors	for	post‐thyroidectomy	hypocalcaemia	include	older	
age,	female	sex,	obesity,	Graves’	disease	and	extent	of	intraoperative	
surgical	dissection.6‐8	Vitamin	D	deficiency	has	been	suggested	as	a	
risk	factor;	however,	its	significance	remains	uncertain	and	probably	
varies	with	the	vitamin	D	status	of	the	reference	population.3,9	As	it	
is	a	potentially	modifiable	risk	factor	with	a	high	reported	incidence	
(31%	in	an	Australian	population),10	vitamin	D	represents	an	attrac‐
tive therapeutic target.

Previously,	 two	prospective	randomized	trials	have	shown	that	
treatment	 with	 activated	 vitamin	 D	 reduces	 incidence	 of	 postop‐
erative hypocalcaemia.11,12	However,	due	 to	 its	potency,	activated	
vitamin	D	 presents	 a	 risk	 of	 hypercalcaemia,	which	may	 preclude	
widespread	 adoption.	 In	 a	 small	 study	 of	 seven	 days	 treatment	
with	 calcitriol	 (1.5	µg	 daily)	 plus	 hydrochlorothiazide	 prior	 to	 thy‐
roidectomy,	3/22	 (14%)	patients	developed	hypercalcaemia	 (range	
2.51‐2.72	mmol/L).11

To	date,	no	prospective	randomized	trial	has	examined	the	role	
of vitamin D3	 (cholecalciferol)	supplementation	in	preventing	post‐
thyroidectomy	 hypocalcaemia.	 Cholecalciferol	 is	 an	 inexpensive,	
orally	 absorbed,	 lipid‐soluble	drug	with	 a	 high	 volume	of	 distribu‐
tion	and	requires	endogenous	1‐α	hydroxylation	to	achieve	full	po‐
tency,	which	contributes	to	 its	high	therapeutic	 index,	 low	toxicity	
and	extremely	 long	 in	 vivo	half‐life,	 permitting	high	 loading	doses	
to	be	safely	administered.13	Previous	studies	have	established	that	
single	doses	of	300	000	international	units	(IU)	of	cholecalciferol	es‐
tablish	 sufficiency	 in	 vitamin	D‐deficient	populations	 and	are	well	
tolerated.14‐16

We	 hypothesized	 that	 preoperative	 supplementation	 with	
high‐dose	oral	cholecalciferol	would	reduce	the	incidence	of	post‐
operative hypocalcaemia following thyroidectomy, compared to 
placebo.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

We	 conducted	 a	 randomized,	 parallel‐group,	 double‐blinded,	 pla‐
cebo‐controlled	superiority	trial	comparing	the	effect	of	a	single	oral	
dose	 of	 300	000	 IU	 of	 cholecalciferol	with	 placebo	on	 the	 occur‐
rence	of	post	thyroidectomy	hypocalcaemia.

All	patients	aged	18	years	and	over	scheduled	to	undergo	total	
or	completion	thyroidectomy	for	any	cause	by	one	of	four	special‐
ized	thyroid	surgeons	at	John	Hunter	Hospital	or	Newcastle	Private	
Hospital	 were	 eligible	 for	 this	 trial.	 Patients	 were	 recruited	 from	
August	2014	to	December	2017.

Specific	 exclusion	 criteria	were	 current	 pharmacotherapy	with	
any	 form	 of	 vitamin	 D	 supplementation,	 chronic	 kidney	 disease	
(eGFR	<60	mL/min/1.73m2),	pregnancy,	current	treatment	with	an‐
tiresorptive	therapy	(bisphosphonates	or	RANK‐L	inhibitors),	known	
chronic	 liver	 disease	 or	 hypercalcaemia	 (corrected	 calcium	 >2.55	
mmol/L	on	screening	blood	tests).

After	 written	 informed	 consented	 was	 obtained,	 participants	
were	randomized	to	take	the	study	drug	seven	days	prior	to	surgery.	
The	study	drug	was	identically	presented	as	6	gelatin	capsules	con‐
taining	6	x	50	000	 IU	of	cholecalciferol,	or	6	capsules	of	 rice	 flour	
placebo	 (supplied	 at	 no	 cost	 by	Biological	 Therapeutics,	 Braeside,	
Victoria),	contained	in	coded	bottles	labelled	in	line	with	good	phar‐
macy	manufacturing	practice	as	“C”	or	“D.”	Pre‐dose	(at	enrolment)	
and	 post‐dose	 vitamin	 D	 (day	 of	 surgery)	 results	 were	 concealed	
from	clinicians	and	researchers	using	coded	samples.	Blood	tests	for	
calcium,	phosphate	and	PTH	occurred	prior	to	randomization,	on	the	
day	of	surgery,	then	at	6	hours,	24	hours,	48	hours,	7	days,	30	days,	
90	days	and	180	days	and	were	available	to	clinicians	and	research‐
ers.	At	each	post‐operative	blood	test,	participants	were	examined	
for	 signs	 or	 symptoms	 of	 hypocalcaemia	 and	 responses	 recorded	
using	a	checklist.	Postoperative	calcium	management	was	standard‐
ized	according	to	protocol,	where	calcium	carbonate	(1200	mg	thrice	
daily)	was	commenced	 if	 corrected	calcium	<2.2	mmol/L	or	 symp‐
toms	 of	 hypocalcaemia	 were	 present;	 and	 calcitriol	 (0.5	 μg twice 
daily)	was	commenced	if	PTH	was	undetectable	or	if	corrected	cal‐
cium	<2.0	mmol/L,	with	further	management	at	the	discretion	of	the	
treating	surgeon.	Magnesium	was	measured	daily	and	supplemented	
if low.

A	centralized	web‐based	randomization	was	used,	with	a	1:1	al‐
location	to	placebo	or	cholecalciferol	in	computer‐generated	blocks	
of	4	(Clinical	Research	Design	and	IT	Statistical	Support	Unit,	Hunter	
Medical	Research	Institute,	Newcastle,	Australia),	stratified	by	hos‐
pital	site.	A	Clinical	Trials	Pharmacist	held	the	break	codes	for	 the	
trial	 in	 the	 case	 of	 a	 serious	 adverse	 event	where	 it	was	 deemed	
necessary	to	identify	the	treatment	allocation	for	clinical	care.

Thyroidectomy	was	conducted	through	a	collar	incision	and	was	
performed	 by	 high‐volume	 thyroid	 surgeons.	 Parathyroid	 glands	
were	 visualized	 after	 ligature	 of	 both	 the	middle	 thyroid	 vein	 and	
the	upper	pedicle.	In	order	to	preserve	parathyroid	vascular	supply,	
subcapsular	dissection	was	carried	out	with	blunt	and	sharp	dissec‐
tion,	and	the	inferior	thyroid	artery	branches	were	divided	as	distally	
as	possible.	Haemostasis	was	achieved	with	a	combination	of	clips,	
ties	and	energy	devices.	If	the	surgeon	considered	the	parathyroid	
gland	 had	 been	 devascularized,	 it	 was	 auto‐transplanted	 into	 the	
sternocleidomastoid	muscle	using	an	injection	technique	after	fine	
mincing.

The	 primary	 outcome	was	 the	 incidence	 of	 any	 postoperative	
biochemical	hypocalcaemia	(corrected	serum	calcium	<2.10	mmol/L)	
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at	any	time	point	during	the	first	180	post‐operative	days.	Secondary	
outcomes	 were	 incidence	 of	 hypocalcaemia	 in	 the	 first	 48	 post‐
operative	hours,	 symptomatic	hypocalcaemia	 (any	one	of:	perioral	
paraesthesia,	 tetany,	 positive	Chvostek’s	 sign	 or	 prolonged	QT‐in‐
terval	on	ECG	associated	with	biochemical	hypocalcaemia),	 length	
of	 hospital	 stay,	 permanent	 hypoparathyroidism	 (ongoing	 require‐
ment	for	calcitriol	>90	days	postoperative),	calcium	and	calcitriol	re‐
quirements	in	the	first	48	postoperative	hours	and	need	for	hospital	
discharge	on	calcium/calcitriol	supplementation.	Pre‐specified	sub‐
group	analysis	stratified	participants	by	baseline	(pre	‐	study	medi‐
cation)	25‐OH	vitamin	D	levels.

The	 expected	 rate	 of	 postoperative	 hypocalcaemia	 following	
thyroidectomy	for	unselected	populations	with	unknown	vitamin	D	
status	is	23%‐32%.2,3,17	Prior	studies	have	shown	that	rates	of	post‐
operative	hypocalcaemia	in	populations	replete	vitamin	D	is	3%‐14%	
in	two	studies.3,9	To	reject	the	null	hypothesis	with	a	two‐sided	alpha	
of	0.05	and	power	80%,	72	participants	in	each	group	were	required.	
Assuming	a	dropout	of	rate	of	5%‐10%,	we	planned	to	recruit	160	
participants.

Participants	were	analysed	on	an	intention‐to‐treat	basis,	mean‐
ing	that	all	patients	who	were	dispensed	study	medication	and	un‐
derwent thyroidectomy were included. Categorical outcome data 
were	 analysed	 using	 a	 chi‐square	 test.	 Continuous	 variables	were	
analysed	using	Student’s	 t	 tests	 for	parametric	data	and	Wilcoxon	
rank‐sum	test	for	non‐parametric	data.	Time‐to‐hypocalcaemia	data	
were	used	 to	 fit	 separate	Cox	proportional	hazard	models	 for	 the	
primary	 outcome,	 and	 accounting	 for	 baseline	 vitamin	 D	 level	 as	
a	pre‐specified	outcome.	All	models	were	 fitted	using	Stata	v14.2	
(Statacorp,	Texas,	USA).

The	trial	was	prospectively	registered	with	the	Australian	New	
Zealand	 Clinical	 Trials	 Registry	 (ACTRN12614000201673)	 and	
was	approved	by	the	Hunter	New	England	Human	Research	Ethics	
Committee	(reference	number	14/02/19/3.06).

3  | RESULTS

Between	June	2014	and	December	2017,	160	of	203	screened	pa‐
tients	 met	 inclusion	 criteria	 and	were	 randomized	 (Figure	 1).	 The	
main	reasons	to	fail	screening	were	pre‐existing	therapy	with	vita‐
min	D	 (29/43	 participants),	 chronic	 kidney	 disease	 (6/43	 patients)	
and	declined	 consent	 (6/43	patients).	 Ten	patients	withdrew	 from	
the	study	between	 randomization	and	 thyroidectomy,	 leaving	150	
patients	 who	 underwent	 surgery	 and	 were	 included	 in	 the	 final	
analysis.

The	baseline	clinical	characteristics	of	study	patients	are	pre‐
sented	in	Table	1.	Randomization	resulted	in	balanced	distribution	
of	 demographic	 and	 clinical	 parameters.	Overall,	 mean	 age	was	
52	±	16	years,	with	76%	female.	Most	operations	 (49%)	were	for	
multinodular	goitre,	31%	for	Graves’	disease	and	20%	for	thyroid	
cancer.	 Total	 thyroidectomy	 was	 performed	 in	 90%	 of	 partici‐
pants	(34%	for	Graves’	disease,	50%	for	goitre	and	16%	for	can‐
cer)	while	 10%	had	 a	 completion	 thyroidectomy	 (all	 for	 cancer).	
Mean	 baseline	 25‐OH	 vitamin	D	 level	was	 72	±	26	nmol/L.	 The	
mean	change	 in	25‐OH	vitamin	D	 level	 following	 study	medica‐
tion	was	1	±	17	nmol/L	in	the	placebo	group	and	43	±	33	nmol/L	
in	 the	 cholecalciferol	 group.	 In	 the	 cholecalciferol	 group,	 59/67	
participants	with	available	post‐dose	vitamin	D	measurement	had	

F I G U R E  1  Flow	diagram	of	screening,	enrolment	and	dropout
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a	rise	in	vitamin	D	level	greater	than	one	standard	deviation	of	the	
placebo	 group,	 suggesting	 a	 high	 level	 of	 treatment	 adherence,	
and	that	7	days	is	sufficient	to	meaningfully	affect	serum	vitamin	
D	levels.

3.1 | Primary and Secondary End‐points

Postoperative	hypocalcaemia	(corrected	calcium	<2.10	mmol/L)	oc‐
curred	 in	21/72	 (29%,	95%	CI	19%‐40%)	participants	 taking	high‐
dose	cholecalciferol	and	30/78	(38%,	95%	CI	28%‐49%)	participants	
taking	placebo	(P	=	0.23)	(Table	2).	In	pre‐specified	secondary	end‐
points,	16/72	(22%,	95%	CI	13%‐32%)	participants	assigned	to	high‐
dose	cholecalciferol	developed	hypocalcaemia	in	the	first	48	hours,	
compared	 to	27/78	 (35%,	95%	CI	 24%‐45%)	participants	 assigned	

to placebo (P	=	0.09).	There	were	no	differences	in	other	secondary	
end‐points	(Table	2).	The	primary	outcome	was	assessed	with	time‐
to‐hypocalcaemia	analysis	using	Kaplan‐Meier	curves	and	a	Cox	re‐
gression	analysis	for	the	overall	primary	outcome	(Figure	2A)	and	for	
pre‐specified	 subgroup	 analysis	 based	on	pre‐operative	 vitamin	D	
level	(continuous	variable).	In	the	model	including	primary	outcome	
and	 treatment	 group	 alone,	 the	 hazard	 ratio	 favoured	 high‐dose	
cholecalciferol,	 but	was	 not	 significant	 (HR	 0.73	 95%CI	 0.42‐1.27,	
P	=	0.27).	Baseline	Vitamin	D	status	did	not	predict	hypocalcaemia	
(HR	1.0,	95%CI	0.99‐1.01).	The	study	drug	was	well	tolerated,	with	
no	 increase	 in	 the	 rate	 of	 hypercalcaemia	 between	 placebo	 and	
study	drug	(Table	2).	The	three	participants	in	the	treatment	group	
with	hypercalcaemia	all	occurred	at	day	7	post	 surgery	 (corrected	
calcium	of	2.56	,	2.76	and	3.09	mmol/L)	and	did	not	require	specific	
intervention.

3.2 | Subgroup analysis

Highly	divergent	rates	of	post‐operative	hypocalcaemia	were	noted	
based	on	day	1	post‐operative	PTH	status	(Figure	2B),	which	is	known	
to	be	a	 reliable	predictor	of	post‐operative	hypocalcaemia.18‐21 To 
investigate	for	possible	masking	of	an	overall	treatment	effect,	we	
performed	post‐hoc	analysis	dichotomized	by	post‐operative	day	1	

TA B L E  1  Demographic	and	clinical	characteristics

Placebo Vitamin D

n 78 72

Age	(years) 55	(17) 49	(15)

Female	gender 61	(78%) 53	(74%)

BMI	(kg/m2)	(n	=	116) 31.0	(6.6) 29.5	(7.6)

Caucasian	ethnicity 73	(94%) 69	(96%)

Indication	for	thyroidectomy

Graves'	disease 23	(29%) 23	(32%)

Goitre 40	(51%) 34	(47%)

Thyroid cancer 15	(19%) 15	(21%)

Surgical facility

Public	hospital 59	(76%) 57	(79%)

Private	hospital 19	(24%) 15	(21%)

Operation	type

Total thyroidectomy 70	(91%) 64	(89%)

Completion thyroidectomy 7	(9%) 8	(11%)

Parathyroid	re‐implantation 31/78	(40%) 24/72	(33%)

Pre‐dose	vitamin	Da

Pre‐dose	25‐OH	vitamin	D	
(nmol/L)

67	(24) 77	(27)

Pre‐dose	25‐OH	vitamin	
D	<	50	nmol/L

14	(18%) 13	(18%)

Day	of	surgery	biochemistryb

Post‐dose	25‐OH	vitamin	D	
(nmol/L)

69	(20) 119	(41)

Corrected	calcium	(mmol/L) 2.35	(0.10) 2.32	(0.09)

Phosphate	(mmol/L) 1.16	(0.16) 1.13	(0.20)

Magnesium	(mmol/L) 0.84	(0.08) 0.84	(0.07)

PTH	(pg/mL) 65	(32) 56	(31)

Data	are	mean	(SD)	or	n	(%).
Day	of	surgery	25‐OH	vitamin	D	level	is	missing	for	6	patients	in	placebo	
group	 and	 5	 patients	 in	 vitamin	 D	 group.	 No	 differences	 in	 baseline	 
characteristics	were	observed	between	groups.
a7	days	prior	to	surgery.	
b7	days	after	study	drug	and	prior	to	surgery.	

TA B L E  2  Primary	and	secondary	outcomes

Placebo Vitamin D P

Primary outcome

Any	postoperative	
hypocalcaemia

30/78	[38%	
(28%‐49%)]

21/72	[29%	
(19%‐40%)]

0.23

Secondary	outcomes

Inpatient	
hypocalcaemia

27/78	[35%	
(24%‐45%)]

16/72	[22%	
(13%‐32%)]

0.09

Symptomatic 
hypocalcaemia

12/78	[15%	
(7%‐23%)]

9/72	[13%	
(5%‐20%)]

ns

Length	of	hospital	
stay	(days,	median	
(IQR))

2	(2‐3) 2	(2‐2) 0.16

Permanent 
hypoparathyroidism

4/78	[5%	
(0%‐10%)]

1/72	[1%	
(0%‐4%)]

0.22

Calcium carbonate 
required	in	first	48	h

33/78	[42%	
(31%‐53%)]

24/72	[33%	
(22%‐44%)]

ns

Calcitriol	required	in	
first	48	h

19/78	[24%	
(15%‐34%)]

14/72	[19%	
(10%‐29%)]

ns

Discharged	on	
calcium/calcitriol 
replacement

29/78	[37%	
(26%‐48%)]

20/72	[28%	
(17%‐38%)]

0.22

Safety	outcomes

Any	post‐dose	calcium	
above	2.55	mmol/L

4/78	(5%) 3/72	(4%) ns

Any	post‐dose	calcium	
above	3	mmol/L

1/78	(1%) 1/72	(1%) ns

Data	are	%	(95%	CI)	or	median	(IQR).	Hypocalcaemia:	corrected	calcium	
<2.1	mmol/L.
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PTH	level	 (<10	pg/mL,	below	the	 lower	 limit	of	the	 local	reference	
range;	≥10	pg/mL,	normal).

Analysis	of	these	subgroups	in	a	Cox	proportional	hazard	model	
stratified	 by	 day	 1	 post‐operative	 PTH	 level	 (below	 or	 above	 the	
lower	 limit	 of	 the	 local	 laboratory	 reference	 range,	 10	pg/mL)	 the	
hazard	 ratio	 for	 postoperative	 hypocalcaemia	 was	 0.56	 (95%	 CI	
0.31‐0.98,	 P	=	0.04)	 for	 the	 group	 that	 received	 cholecalciferol	
group	compared	to	placebo	(Figure	2B,	Table	3).	As	expected,	Day	1	

PTH	status	was	strongly	predictive	of	hypocalcaemia	(HR	7.44,	95%	
CI	4.16‐13.32,	P	<	0.0001).

Table	 3	 details	 the	 secondary	 end‐points	 stratified	 in	 these	
groups.	In	the	normal‐PTH	group,	participants	that	received	chole‐
calciferol	had	lower	requirements	for	calcium	carbonate	during	hos‐
pitalization	 (12%	vs	 29%	 requiring	 supplementation,	P	=	0.03)	 and	
were	 significantly	 less	 likely	 to	 require	 calcium	 carbonate	 (8%	 vs	
24%,	P	=	0.02)	or	calcitriol	(0%	vs	8%,	P	=	0.04)	supplementation	on	
discharge	than	the	placebo	group.	In	the	low‐PTH	subgroup,	the	rate	
of	 inpatient	hypocalcaemia	was	significantly	 lower	 in	the	cholecal‐
ciferol	group	compared	to	placebo	(60%	vs	93%,	P	=	0.03),	and	the	
median	doses	of	calcium	carbonate	(3600	vs	7200	mg,	P	=	0.01)	and	
calcitriol	100	vs	200	μg, P	=	0.05)	were	 lower	 in	the	first	48	hours	
post‐operatively.	 There	was	 also	 a	 significant	median	 reduction	 in	
length	of	stay	of	24	hours	in	the	treatment	group	(P	=	0.04)	(Table	3).

4  | DISCUSSION

Postoperative	hypocalcaemia	following	thyroidectomy	is	a	common	
complication	 due	 to	 either	 transient	 or	 permanent	 damage	 to	 the	
parathyroid	glands.	As	well	 as	contributing	 to	patient	morbidity,	 it	
also	increases	health	care‐associated	expenditure	due	to	increased	
monitoring	requirements,	pharmacotherapy	and	prolonged	hospital‐
ization.	Interventions	which	minimize	postoperative	hypocalcaemia	
are	needed	to	improve	patient	care	and	improve	resource	use.

This	study	tested	whether	a	single	preoperative	dose	of	300	000	
IU	cholecalciferol	was	more	effective	than	placebo	in	reducing	the	
incidence	of	postoperative	hypocalcaemia	in	an	unselected	prospec‐
tive	cohort	of	predominantly	Caucasian	patients	without	severe	vi‐
tamin	D	deficiency.	Although	a	 trend	towards	 improved	outcomes	
was	observed	in	the	vitamin	D	group	compared	with	placebo,	in	the	
overall	cohort,	both	primary	and	secondary	end‐points	did	not	reach	
statistical	significance.

As	 expected,	 post‐operative	 day	 1	 PTH	 levels	 were	 strongly	
predictive	of	hypocalcaemia	and	identified	subgroups	with	marked	
differences	 in	 incidence	 of	 hypocalcaemia	 and	 requirements	 for	
postoperative	therapy	(Table	3,	Figure	2B).18	This	heterogeneity	may	
have	masked	the	treatment	effect	of	high‐dose	cholecalciferol	in	the	
overall	cohort,	which	was	observed	when	stratified	by	PTH	status.	
In	the	subgroup	with	impaired	PTH	secretion	post	surgery	(n	=	35,	
23%),	 the	high‐dose	cholecalciferol	group	showed	an	absolute	risk	
reduction	 of	 inpatient	 hypocalcaemia	 of	 33%,	with	 three	 patients	
needing	treatment	to	prevent	one	case	of	hypocalcaemia;	a	50%	ab‐
solute	reduction	in	the	median	dose	of	calcium	carbonate	and	cal‐
citriol	required	as	an	 inpatient;	and	a	24‐hour	median	reduction	 in	
overall	length	of	stay.	Interestingly,	these	outcomes	were	observed	
despite	the	theoretical	 reduction	 in	endogenous	1‐alpha	hydroxyl‐
ation	of	cholecalciferol	due	to	the	absence	of	PTH,	suggesting	that	
replete	vitamin	D	reserves	may	be	protective	in	this	setting.

In	contrast,	in	the	subgroup	with	normal	PTH	on	day	1	(n	=	115,	
77%),	 the	 treatment	 group	 showed	 a	 significant	 reduction	 in	 the	
primary	end‐point	(hypocalcaemia	at	any	postoperative	point)	with	

F I G U R E  2  Kaplan‐Meier	curves	showing	hypocalcaemia‐free	
survival	rates	for	the	first	28	post‐operative	days.	A,	Overall,	
stratified	by	treatment	group,	Cox	proportional	hazard	ratio	for	
high‐dose	cholecalciferol	0.73	(95%CI	0.42‐1.27,	P	=	0.27)	and	B)	
stratified	by	treatment	group	and	postoperative	day	1	PTH	levels	
(<10	vs	≥10	pg/mL),	hazard	ratio	for	hypocalcaemia‐free	survival	in	
high‐dose	cholecalciferol	group	0.56	(95%	CI	0.31‐0.98,	P	=	0.04)
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seven	patients	needing	treatment	to	prevent	one	case	of	hypocalcae‐
mia	and	an	absolute	risk	reduction	of	14%.	Further,	there	was	a	16%	
absolute	reduction	in	the	number	of	patients	discharged	on	calcium	
carbonate	and	calcitriol	in	this	group.	These	marked	improvements	
in	clinically	meaningful	end‐points	suggest	that	pre	‐	treatment	with	
cholecalciferol	optimizes	 inpatient	outcomes	and	 facilitates	earlier	
discharge,	without	an	increase	in	the	rate	of	complications.	The	rate	
of	post‐operative	hypercalcaemia	was	 low	 in	both	groups,	and	 im‐
portantly,	there	was	no	signal	for	higher	rates	of	hypercalcaemia	in	
the	 cholecalciferol‐treated	 group	 (4%)	 compared	 to	 placebo	 (5%).	
Although	it	 is	possible	that	pre‐treatment	with	cholecalciferol	may	
delay	recognition	of	permanent	hypoparathyroidism,	this	effect	was	
not	observed,	with	the	only	case	of	permanent	hypoparathyroidism	
in the cholecalciferol group developing hypocalcaemia within the 
first	24	post‐operative	hours.

This	 study	 did	 not	 demonstrate	 a	 correlation	 between	 rates	
of	 postoperative	 hypocalcaemia	 and	 baseline	 Vitamin	 D	 status.	
However,	 in	 this	population,	 the	median	25‐OH	vitamin	D	 levels	
were	substantially	higher	than	the	levels	observed	in	other	studies.	

This	may	have	been	due	 to	 the	 study	 setting,	 in	which	predomi‐
nantly	Caucasian	participants	were	 recruited	 from	a	 low‐latitude	
location.22	Two	prior	studies	showing	a	strong	correlation	between	
preoperative	vitamin	D	status	and	risk	of	postoperative	hypocal‐
caemia	included	higher	proportions	of	patients	with	severe	vitamin	
D	deficiency	(<25	nmol/L),	with	an	incidence	of	severe	deficiency	
of	30%	in	a	Saudi	Arabian	population9	and	29%	in	a	British	urban	
population.3	By	contrast,	no	participant	in	this	present	study	had	
a	 preoperative	 vitamin	 D	<	25	nmol/L	 (range	 in	 placebo	 group	
28‐111	nmol/L).	 Therefore,	 although	 this	 study	does	not	provide	
data	 on	 response	 to	 therapy	 in	 a	 severely	 vitamin	 D‐deficient	
group,	 it	does	establish	 that	clinical	benefits	 following	high‐dose	
cholecalciferol	are	observed	in	vitamin	D	replete	populations.

This	 study	 builds	 on	 results	 from	 two	 previous	 randomized	
trials	 of	 perioperative	 activated	 vitamin	 D	 supplementation.	
Testa	and	colleagues11	randomized	42	Pre‐thyroidectomy	Italian	
patients	to	pre‐operative	calcitriol	 (1.5μg	per	day)	+	hydrochlo‐
rothiazide	for	7	days	prior	to	surgery,	or	placebo,	and	found	a	sig‐
nificant	reduction	 in	postoperative	hypocalcaemia	<2.1	mmol/L	

TA B L E  3  Post‐hoc	subgroup	analysis	of	primary	and	secondary	end‐points,	stratified	by	post‐operative	day	1	parathyroid	hormone	
status

Subgroup: Day 1 PTH

Day 1 PTH <10 pg/mL Day 1 PTH ≥10 pg/mL

Placebo Vitamin D P Placebo Vitamin D P

n 15 20 63 52

Age	(y) 53	(18) 49	(17) 56	(17) 50	(15)

Female	gender 80% 75% 78% 73%

Pre‐dose	vitamin	D	(nmol/L) 72	(15) 75	(30) 66	(26) 77	(26)

Post‐dose	vitamin	D	(nmol/L) 72	(15) 125	(54) 68	(21) 117	(34)

Post‐dose	calcium	(mmol/L) 2.34	(0.12) 2.32	(0.09) 2.35	(0.10) 2.33	(0.09)

Post‐dose	PTH	(pg/mL) 69	(32) 53	(27) 64	(32) 57	(32)

Primary outcome

Any	postoperative	
hypocalcaemia

15/15	(100%) 16/20	(80%) 0.07 15/63	(24%) 5/52	(10%) 0.05

Secondary	outcomes

Inpatient	hypocalcaemia 14/15	(93%) 12/20	(60%) 0.03 13/63	(21%) 4/52	(8%) 0.05

Symptomatic 
Hypocalcaemia

3/15	(20%) 7/20	(35%) ns 9/63	(14%) 2/52	(4%) 0.06

Length	of	hospital	stay	
(days)

3	(3‐4) 2	(2‐3) 0.04 2	(2‐2) 2	(2‐2) ns

Calcium	carbonate	supplementation

Required	in	first	48	h	(n,	%) 15/15	(100%) 18/20	(90%) ns 18/63	(29%) 6/52	(12%) 0.03

Cumulative	dose	first	48	h	
(mg)

7200	(3600‐8000) 3600	(1800‐4300) 0.01 0	(0‐1800) 0	(0‐0) 0.03

Required	on	discharge	(n,	%) 14/15	(93%) 16/20	(80%) ns 15/63	(24%) 4/52	(8%) 0.02

Calcitriol	supplementation

Required	in	first	48	h	(n,	%) 13/15	(87%) 13/20	(65%) ns 6/63	(10%) 1/52	(2%) 0.09

Cumulative	dose	first	48	h	
(μg)

200	(100‐200) 100	(0‐175) 0.05 0	(0‐0) 0	(0‐0) 0.10

Required	on	discharge	(n,	%) 12/15	(80%) 13/20	(65%) ns 5/63	(8%) 0/52	(0%) 0.04

Data	are	mean	(SD);	median	(IQR)	or	n	(%).	ns	=non‐significant.	Hypocalcaemia:	corrected	calcium	<2.1	mmol/L.
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(5%	vs	50%,	P	<	0.01)	as	well	as	reduced	length	of	stay	by	1	day,	
but	at	the	cost	of	modest	pre‐operative	hypercalcaemia	(calcium	
2.55‐2.72	mmol/L)	 in	 14%	 of	 participants.	 Baseline	 vitamin	 D	
status	 was	 not	 reported.	 Genser	 and	 colleagues12	 randomized	
222	 French	 patients	 to	 either	 placebo	 or	 2	µg	 alfacalcidol	 for	
9	days,	 beginning	 one	 day	 prior	 to	 surgery.	 The	 primary	 end‐
point	 (postoperative	 calcium	 <2.0	mmol/L)	 occurred	 in	 37%	 of	
placebo‐treated	 participants	 compared	 to	 30%	 of	 alfacalcidol‐
treated	participants	(P	=	0.25),	overall	rates	that	were	similar	to	
this	 present	 study.	 Rates	 of	 symptomatic	 hypocalcaemia	 were	
lower	 in	 the	 treatment	 group	 (11%	 vs	 22%,	 P	=	0.02).	 Mild	 vi‐
tamin	 D	 deficiency	 was	 noted	 in	 the	 study	 population	 (mean	
vitamin	 D	 54	±	27	nmol/L,	 compared	 to	 72	±	26	nmol/L	 in	 this	
present	study).

This	 study	 has	 several	 key	 strengths.	 Firstly,	 it	 is	 a	 robustly	
designed	 and	 implemented	 randomized	 trial	 with	 blinding	 of	 in‐
vestigators	 and	participants	 and	 evidence	of	 effective	 randomiza‐
tion.	Second,	 there	was	a	high	 level	of	patient	participation,	when	
recruited	 from	 real‐world	 hospital‐based	 clinics	 across	 two	 sites,	
suggesting	that	these	results	are	generalizable	to	standard	hospital	
settings.	Finally,	the	rate	of	adherence	to	study	medication	is	esti‐
mated	to	be	high,	based	on	the	observed	change	in	vitamin	D	status	
in	 the	high‐dose	cholecalciferol	group	post‐treatment	with	narrow	
standard	deviation	(Table	1),	suggesting	that	the	intervention	is	ac‐
ceptable	to	patients.

Our	study	has	some	limitations.	First,	the	primary	end‐point	of	
postoperative	 hypocalcaemia	 (<2.1	mmol/L),	 although	 robust,	 was	
higher	than	used	in	some	studies	and	may	have	been	minimized	by	
our	proactive,	protocolized	postoperative	care.	Secondly,	the	study	
may	have	been	underpowered	with	respect	to	the	primary	end‐point	
despite	careful	literature	review,	especially	with	the	higher	than	ex‐
pected	pre‐operative	vitamin	D	status	in	the	placebo	group.10 Third, 
there	was	reduced	study	retention	after	the	7th	postoperative	day;	
however,	given	that	the	majority	of	hypocalcaemia	occurs	within	48	
hours	of	surgery	(Figure	2A),	the	impact	of	this	loss	to	follow‐up	is	
minimal.

In	 conclusion,	 Pre‐thyroidectomy	 treatment	 with	 high‐dose	
cholecalciferol	was	not	shown	to	reduce	the	rate	of	post‐operative	
hypocalcaemia	in	the	overall	group.	However,	improvements	in	clini‐
cal	outcomes	were	noted	when	accounting	for	heterogeneity	due	to	
divergence	in	post‐operative	PTH	status.
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Abstract

Aims Marked hyperglycaemia is common following betamethasone administration in women with gestational diabetes

(GDM), and may contribute to neonatal hypoglycaemia. Validated protocols to deliver glycaemic stability following

betamethasone are lacking. We hypothesized that an intravenous insulin (IVI) protocol for pregnancy-specific glycaemic

targets (Pregnancy-IVI) would achieve greater at-target glycaemic control than a generic adult intravenous insulin

protocol (Adult-IVI), and may reduce neonatal hypoglycaemia.

Methods A retrospective cohort study of the performance Adult-IVI and Pregnancy-IVI following betamethasone in

GDM, sequentially implemented at a tertiary hospital, without change in indication for IVI. Cases were identified by

electronic record search. Primary outcome was percentage of on-IVI time with at-target glycaemia [blood glucose level

(BGL) 3.8–7 mmol/l]. Secondary outcomes were time with critical hyperglycaemia (BGL > 10 mmol/l), occurrence of

maternal hypoglycaemia (BGL < 3.8 mmol/l), and incidence of neonatal hypoglycaemia (BGL ≤ 2.5 mmol/l) if

betamethasone was administered within 48 h of birth.

Results The cohorts comprised 151 women (Adult-IVI n = 86; Pregnancy-IVI n = 65). The primary outcome was 68%

time-at-target [95% confidence interval (CI) 64–71%) for Pregnancy-IVI compared with 55% (95% CI 50–60%) for

Adult-IVI (P = 0.0002). Critical maternal hyperglycaemia (0% vs. 2%, P = 0.02) and hypoglycaemia (2% vs. 12%,

P = 0.02) were both lower with Pregnancy-IVI than Adult-IVI. Neonatal hypoglycaemia was less common after

Pregnancy-IVI (29%) than after Adult-IVI (54%, P = 0.03). A multiple logistic regression model adjusting for potential

confounders gave an odds ratio for neonatal hypoglycaemia with Pregnancy-IVI of 0.27 (95% CI 0.10–0.76, P = 0.01).

Conclusions An IVI protocol designed for pregnancy effectively controlled maternal hyperglycaemia following

betamethasone administration in GDM. This is the first intervention to show a reduction in betamethasone-associated

neonatal hypoglycaemia, linked with optimum maternal glycaemic control.

Diabet. Med. 00: 1–9 (2018)

Introduction

In women with gestational diabetes (GDM), maintaining

glycaemic control within near-physiological parameters

throughout gestation is essential for healthy outcomes for

mother and child, reducing pre-eclampsia, shoulder

dystocia and macrosomia [1,2]. Additionally, acute

maternal hyperglycaemia in the antepartum may be impor-

tant, disturbing fetal acid–base homeostasis (demonstrated

in pre-clinical models [3,4] and human pregnancy [5–9])

and driving neonatal hyperinsulinaemia [10–12]. During

labour, maternal hyperglycaemia correlates with neonatal

hypoglycaemia [13–18], and it is reccomended to maintain

maternal glucose between 4 and 7 mmol/l [19], although

evidence supporting interventions to achieve these targets is

lacking [20].
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Administration of antenatal steroids, commonly betametha-

sone, in the setting of preterm labour improves neonatal lung

function [21], but induces significant hyperglycaemia in

womenwith andwithout diabetesmellitus [22]. Thismaternal

hyperglycaemia, resulting in fetal hyperinsulinaemia, may be

the mechanism for the observed subsequent neonatal hypo-

glycaemia. In a randomized trial of 2827motherswith preterm

delivery between 34 and 37weeks gestation, administration of

betamethasone was associated with a 24% incidence of

neonatal hypoglycaemia, compared with 15% with placebo

[relative risk (RR) 1.6, 1.37–1.87;P < 0.001] inwomen giving

birth a median of 33 h after betamethasone [23]. Incidence of

GDM in this trial was 11%.

Validated strategies to control maternal hyperglycaemia

following betamethasone are lacking, both in terms of large-

scale efficacy analysis and precisely defined endpoints. To date,

several small uncontrolled trials (recruiting four to eightwomen

each) have evaluated protocols for glycaemic management

following glucocorticoids in pregnancy [24–26]. Marked

between-trial heterogeneity in setting (early vs. late gestation)

and steroid (prednisolone, dexamethasone or betamethasone),

and small numbers, preclude significant analysis of efficacy,

with no reported data on neonatal hypoglycaemia. Itoh and

colleagues [27] demonstrated that intravenous insulin (IVI)

infusions can be highly effective for controlling maternal

glycaemia following betamethasone (on-IVI glucose 3.9–

8.3 mmol/l in 12 women with gestational diabetes), although

infusion rates were adjusted individually by attending physi-

cians and no protocolwas published. The Joint BritishDiabetes

Societies for Inpatient Care (JBDS-IP) recent guideline proposes

a variable rate IVI infusion for the management of glycaemic

excursions following betamethasone, and although audit

parameters are provided, audit data are not yet available [19].

At our institution prior to June 2017, IVI following

betamethasone was administered according to a generic

protocol designed for non-pregnant adults (Adult-IVI).

In June 2017, we designed and introduced a pregnancy-

specific IVI infusion protocol (Pregnancy-IVI) in response to

internal pilot data showing unsatisfactory glycaemic control

using the Adult-IVI protocol. Key features of both protocols

are highlighted in Table 1 and Fig. 1 (for the full protocol,

see Appendices S1 and S2).

We present a cohort study of glycaemic control following

betamethasone in women with GDM to assess the efficacy

and safety of the Pregnancy-IVI protocol, when compared

with an earlier cohort of women using the generic Adult-IVI.

We hypothesized that the Pregnancy-IVI protocol would

achieve higher at-target glycaemic control than the Adult-

IVI, and may reduce neonatal hypoglycaemia.

Methods

Population

Study approval was granted by the Hunter New England

Human Research Ethics Committee (LNR/17/HNE/18),

confirming a waiver of consent from participants for data

collection from the medical record. The primary cohort was

defined as all women diagnosed with GDM (according to the

2014 consensus criteria of the Australasian Diabetes in

Pregnancy Society, with fasting glucose 5.1–6.9 mmol/l, or

2-h glucose following 75-g oral glucose 8.5–11.0 mmol/l

[28]) receiving antenatal betamethasone (one or two doses of

11.4 mg, 24 h apart) at a regional tertiary hospital in

Table 1 Key features of Pregnancy-IVI protocol, designed to reduce
clinical inertia and maintain pregnancy-specific glycaemic targets

Component Pregnancy-IVI Adult-IVI

Prescribing Anticipatory
prescribing at
time of
betamethasone
prescription

Reactive
prescribing in
response to
hyperglycaemia

Commencement Automatic trigger
for midwife to
commence IVI
with any BGL
> 6.7 mmol/l

Medical officer
review required
to commence IVI
once any BGL
> 6.7 mmol/L

Algorithms Higher IVI rates
within the
pregnancy-
specific glucose
range (3.8–
7 mmol/l).

Higher IVI rates
when glucose
> 7 mmol/l

Less-aggressive
IVI rates within
pregnancy-
specific glucose
range (3.8–
7 mmol/l), as
protocol is
designed for non-
pregnant adults

Treat-to-target Automatic,
midwife-led
algorithm
escalation if BGL
not at target (3.8–
7.0 mmol/l)

Medical officer
review required
to change
algorithm if BGL
not at target (3.8
–7.0 mmol/l)

IVI, intravenous insulin; BGL, blood glucose level.

What’s new?

• Antepartum betamethasone causes maternal hypergly-

caemia and is associated with neonatal hypoglycaemia.

There is no validated protocol to mitigate these risks.

• This is the first large-scale validation of an intravenous

insulin protocol for pregnancy that demonstrates high

rates of ‘at-target’ maternal glucose following

betamethasone in gestational diabetes, and a low

incidence of on-infusion maternal hypoglycaemia, com-

pared with a generic adult intravenous insulin infusion

protocol. A reduction in neonatal hypoglycaemia was

also demonstrated.

• This effective and safe protocol that delivers clinically

relevant endpoints warrants validation in wider

settings.
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Australia (John Hunter Hospital) between January 2015 and

December 2016 (retrospective arm using Adult-IVI) or June

2017 and May 2018 (prospective arm using Pregnancy-IVI)

in whom an IVI was administered according to either

protocol. The secondary cohort included a subset of the

primary cohort of women in whom birth occurred within

48 h of the first dose of betamethasone (based on prior data

[23]). Cases were identified by systematic electronic medical

record searching for IVI protocol use (identified from

barcode scanning), matched with obstetric birth databases.

Ambulatory and inpatient management of women over the

entire study period was provided by a consistent group of

tertiary endocrinologists and obstetricians without other

variation in treatment protocols.

Intervention

All women with GDM requiring betamethasone were admit-

ted to the maternity ward, and had seven-point blood glucose

monitoring according to local standard of care. Local

ambulatory glucose targets for GDM are < 5.1 mmol/l in

the fasted state and < 6.7 mmol/l at 2 h after a meal [28].

Intravenous insulin with concurrent intravenous dextrose was

commenced following any capillary blood glucose level

(BGL) > 6.7 mmol/l in the 24 h following betamethasone,

and once initiated, continued for 24 h following the last dose

of betamethasone. Insulin infusion rate was adjusted by

midwives according to a written protocol (Adult-IVI or

Pregnancy-IVI, summarized in Fig. 1 and available in full

in Appendices S1 and S2), with the ability to change to a

more- or less-aggressive regimen based on response to therapy

(Fig. 1b). Target on-infusion BGL was 3.8–7 mmol/l. Capil-

lary BGL was measured every 60 min whilst on infusion (or

30 min following an above-target BGL on the Pregnancy-IVI)

using an Optium Neo H FreeStyle BGL monitoring system

(Abbott Diabetes Care, Doncaster, VIC, Australia).

Data extraction from electronic medical records was

performed manually by three investigators using a

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1 Comparison of generic adult intravenous insulin infusion (Adult-IVI) and pregnancy-specific intravenous insulin infusion (Pregnancy-IVI)

protocols. (a) Intravenous insulin infusion rates are adjusted every 30–60 min based on capillary blood glucose levels (BGL). (Left) Adult-IVI

protocol, algorithms 1–3. (Right) Pregnancy-IVI protocol, algorithms A–D. Grey shading indicates target BGL. (b) Abbreviated management

guidelines for use of Adult-IVI and Pregnancy-IVI protocols. For full clinical copies of both protocols, see Appendices S1 and S2.
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standardized electronic template. Maternal capillary BGLs

were extracted from the record at 30-min intervals for up

to 24 h following the last administration of betametha-

sone, with missing readings filled with ‘last-observation

carried back’. Neonatal BGL was reviewed for 48 h after

birth. The first neonatal BGL was measured at: clinical

signs of hypoglycaemia, or at 3 h of age, or prior to the

infant’s second feed, whichever was first. Subsequently,

BGL was tested before feeds at ~ 2–3-h intervals depend-

ing on feed frequency. After three consecutive BGL

measurements > 2.5 mmol/l, testing was repeated every

6–8 h before feeds until the baby was 24 h old. A single

reading ≤ 2.5 mmol/l defined neonatal hypoglycaemia

(threshold for intervention based on local hospital guide-

lines).

Outcome

The primary outcome was the percentage of on-IVI time with

maternal capillary BGL values within the target range (3.8–

7 mmol/l) in the first 48 h following betamethasone.

Secondary outcomes included mean on-IVI BGL, percentage

of on-IVI time with critical hyperglycaemia (BGL

> 10 mmol/l), episodes of on-IVI maternal hypoglycaemia

(defined as BGL < 3.8 mmol/l) and incidence of neonatal

hypoglycaemia (BGL ≤ 2.5 mmol/l) if betamethasone and

IVI were administered within 48 h of birth. Exploratory

analyses included measures of glycaemic variability for both

protocols, differences in rates of IVI per protocol, and

difference in total insulin administered per infusion.

Statistical methods

Based on pilot data, we estimated that the mean on-IVI time-

at-target using Adult-IVI was 50%, normally distributed

with a standard deviation of 25 percentage points. To

demonstrate a minimum difference of 15 percentage points, a

sample size of 60 participants in each arm was required with

a two-sided alpha of 0.05 and power of 0.9.

Continuous, normally distributed data were analysed using

unpaired Student’s t-tests, with the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test

used for non-parametric data. Distribution was assessed

using histograms and q–q plots. Categorical data were

modelled using Pearson’s chi-square. To assess for bias and

confounding, multiple logistic regression models were fitted,

using protocol (Adult-IVI vs. Pregnancy-IVI) or neonatal

hypoglycaemia (absent, present) as the dichotomous vari-

ables, and including model variables of gestational age,

maternal age, BMI, co-administration of subcutaneous

insulin and duration of IVI for the model assessing protocol.

For neonatal hypoglycaemia, the additional variables of

birthweight and requirement for neonatal intensive care unit

admission for any indication, were included. Analysis was

performed using Stata v. 14.2 (StataCorp., College Station,

TX, USA).

Glucose variability was assessed using the standardized

models of CONGA, J-index, GRADE, M-value and MAGE,

fitted using EasyGV v. 9.0 (University of Oxford, Oxford,

UK) [29]. Standard model parameters were used, with

exception of a pregnancy-specific M- reference value of

5.5 mmol/l (100 mg/dl) and a 30-min sampling interval.

Results

Some 151 episodes of IVI protocol use following betametha-

sone were identified, comprising 86 uses of Adult-IVI and 65

uses of Pregnancy-IVI, with 45 and 27 infusions occurring

within 48 h of birth respectively (Table 2). Demographic

and clinical characteristics of the two cohorts were well

matched with respect to maternal age, gravidity, parity,

gestational age at time of betamethasone, rate of multiple

gestation, BMI and pre-admission use of subcutaneous

insulin (P ≥ 0.05 for all comparisons). Both Adult-IVI and

Pregnancy-IVI cohorts received similar durations of IVI

therapy (32 � 13 h vs. 34 � 12 h, P = 0.43), and glucose

levels at initiation of IVI were similar. The subgroup of

women who received betamethasone within 48 h of birth

showed similarly balanced characteristics (Table 2).

Improved glycaemic control following betamethasone with

Pregnancy-IVI

Mean percentage of on-IVI BGL values within target (3.8–

7 mmol/l, primary outcome) was 68% [95% confidence

intervals (CI) 64–71%] on Pregnancy-IVI, compared with

55% (95% CI 50–60%) using Adult-IVI (P = 0.0002;

Table 3 and Fig. 2a), with correspondingly lower mean

BGL values (6.6 � 0.4 mmol/l vs. 7.1 � 0.8 mmol/l,

P = 0.0002). Median percentage of on-IVI time with critical

hyperglycaemia was 0% [interquartile range (IQR) 0–3%]

with Pregnancy-IVI compared with 2% (IQR 0–7%) with

Adult-IVI (P = 0.02; Fig. 2b), which corresponded to fewer

women with ≥ 90 min of continuous BGL > 10 mmol/l

(20% vs. 38%, P = 0.02). Fewer women treated with

Pregnancy-IVI had any episodes of hypoglycaemia (2% vs.

12%, P = 0.02).

Multiple logistic regression models were used to examine

for the presence of confounding, dichotomized by protocol,

and including model variables of maternal age, maternal

BMI, gestational age, prior use of subcutaneous insulin and

duration of IVI. The proportion of on-IVI time with BGL at

target remained highly associated with the Pregnancy-IVI

protocol (P < 0.0001), with no significant change in param-

eter estimates with the inclusion of additional model

variables, suggesting no evidence of confounding from

measured variables. None of the model variables were

significantly associated with the protocol used.

There was no significant difference in the median rate of

IVI between Adult-IVI and Pregnancy-IVI protocols (1.5 vs.

2 units/h respectively, P = 0.11). However, the 75th and
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90th centile IVI rates were significantly higher with Preg-

nancy-IVI than with Adult-IVI (Table 3), which resulted in a

higher overall median IVI dose administered per patient with

Pregnancy-IVI than Adult-IVI (93 vs. 48 units, P < 0.0001).

Figure 3 demonstrates the mechanism that resulted in the

delivery of these higher insulin doses to women with

Pregnancy-IVI. While at protocol commencement, similar

proportions of women were commenced on low-intensity IVI

algorithms (94% commenced on Algorithm 1 or 2 of Adult-

IVI, compared with 98% commenced on Algorithm A or B of

Pregnancy-IVI; P = 0.18), by 10 h of infusion, low-intensity

treatment was continued in only 43% of patients treated

with Pregnancy-IVI, compared with 73% with Adult-IVI

(P < 0.001; Fig. 3b). For patients requiring IVI for > 24 h,

Table 3 Outcome data following betamethasone in gestational diabetes, by protocol used

Overall Betamethasone within 48 h of birth

Adult-IVI Pregnancy-IVI P-value Adult-IVI Pregnancy-IVI P-value

Mean on-IVI BGL, mmol/l (mean � SD) 7.1 � 0.8 6.6 � 0.4 0.0002 6.9 � 0.8 6.7 � 0.5
Percentage of total IVI duration

BGL at study target (3.8–7 mmol/l)* 55 (50–60) 68 (64–71) 0.0002 58 (51–66) 66 (61–71)
BGL at JBDS target (4–7.8 mmol/l)* 74 (70–78) 84 (82–86) 0.0001 74 (68–80) 84 (80–88)
Critical hyperglycaemia (> 10mmol/l)† 2 (0–7) 0 (0–3) 0.02 2 (0–6) 0 (0–3)

Maternal on-IVI critical events‡

BGL > 10 mmol/l for ≥ 90 min 33 of 86 (38) 13 of 65 (20) 0.02 13 of 48 (27) 3 of 28 (10)
BGL > 10 mmol/l for two or more 90-min
periods

10 of 86 (12) 1 of 65 (2) 0.02 5 of 48 (10) 0 of 31 (0)

Any BGL < 3.8 mmol/l 10 of 86 (12) 1 of 65 (2) 0.02 5 of 48 (10) 1 of 31 (3)
IVI rate, units/h†

50th centile 1.5 (1.0–2.0) 2.0 (1.0–3.0) 0.11 1.5 (1.0–2.0) 2.0 (1.0–3.0)
75th centile 1.5 (1.0–3.0) 3.0 (1.5–4.0) 0.01 1.8 (1.5–3.0) 3.0 (1.5–4.0)
90th centile 2.0 (1.5–4) 4.0 (2.0–6.0) 0.001 2.1 (1.5–3.6) 4 (1.5–6.0)

Total IV insulin per patient, units† 48 (26–78) 93 (32–143) < 0.0001 32 (17–65) 93 (47–150)
Neonatal hypoglycaemia

BGL ≤ 2.5 mmol/l within first 48 h‡ 26 of 48 (54) 9 of 31 (29) 0.03
BGL ≤ 1.8 mmol/l within first 48 h‡ 7 of 48 (15) 2 of 31 (6) n.s.
First neonatal BGL† 2.7 (2.3–3.6) 3.3 (2.6–3.9) 0.07

*95% confidence intervals compared using Student’s t-test;
†median (IQR) compared using Wilcoxon Rank Sum test;
‡n (%) compared using Pearson’s chi squared.
IVI, intravenous insulin; JBDS, Joint British Diabetes Society; BGL, capillary blood glucose; n.s., not significant.

Table 2 Demographic and clinical information for women with gestational diabetes receiving betamethasone and intravenous insulin

Overall Betamethasone within 48 h of birth

Adult-IVI Pregnancy-IVI P-value Adult-IVI Pregnancy-IVI P-value

No. of mothers (offspring) 86 (89) 65 (70) 45 (48) 27 (31)
Maternal age, years 33.0 � 5.7 31.8 � 5.7 0.21 34.2 � 4.8 31.9 � 4.5 0.05
Gravida (median, IQR) 3 (2–4) 3 (2–5) 0.56 3 (2–4) 3 (2–3) 0.11
Para (median, IQR) 1 (0–2) 1 (0–2) 0.05 1 (0–2) 1 (0–1) 0.07
Gestational age at betamethasone, weeks 34 � 4 33 � 4 0.7 36 � 3 36 � 2 0.72
Multiple gestation, n (%) 3 of 86 (3) 5 of 65 (8) 0.28 3 of 45 (7) 4 of 27 (15) 0.31
BMI, kg/m2* 33.9 � 10.4 31.8 � 8.2 0.19 34.1 � 10.2 31.5 � 8.7 0.28
Subcutaneous insulin treatment, n (%)

Nil 38 of 86 (44) 35 of 65 (54) 0.29 15 of 45 (33) 15 of 27 (56) 0.06
Basal only 13 of 86 (15) 13 of 65 (20) 7 of 45 (18) 7 of 27 (26)
Bolus only 6 of 86 (7) 2 of 65 (3) 5 of 45 (11) 0 (0)
Basal–bolus 29 of 86 (34) 15 of 65 (23) 17 of 45 (38) 5 of 27 (19)

Blood glucose at commencement of infusion 8.3 � 1.8 8.0 � 1.3 0.22 8.3 � 2.0 8.4 � 1.3 0.73
Time on infusion, h 32 � 13 34 � 12 0.43 28 � 14 29 � 12 0.80
Delivery by Caesarean section, n (%) 40 of 48 (83) 24 of 31 (77) 0.51
Birthweight, g 2818 � 744 2736 � 751 0.64
NICU admission for any reason 22 of 48 (46) 14 of 31 (45) 0.95

Data are given as mean � SD (parametric), median (IQR) (non-parametric) or n (%) (categorical).
*Data missing for four women in the Adult-IVI group and three women in the Pregnancy-IVI group.
IVI, intravenous insulin protocol; IQR, interquartile range; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit.
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women on Pregnancy-IVI were almost universally on Algo-

rithm C or above (88%), compared with only 48% of

patients on Adult-IVI on Algorithm 3 or higher (P < 0.001),

showing that the built-in automated ‘treat-to-target’

escalation of the Pregnancy-IVI infusion algorithms was

utilized, and that the greater insulin delivery by these higher

intensity algorithms was a key mechanism in the difference

between Adult-IVI and Pregnancy-IVI outcomes.

In exploratory analysis of glycaemic variability, four of the

five models studied (CONGA, J-index, GRADE and

M-value) showed reduced glycaemic variability with Preg-

nancy-IVI compared with Adult-IVI (P < 0.001 for all

comparisons; Table S1). No difference in MAGE scores

was seen between the two protocols.

Reduced neonatal hypoglycaemia with Pregnancy-IVI when

birth occurs within 48 h of betamethasone administration

A subset of both IVI cohorts (Adult-IVI n = 45; Pregnancy-IVI

n = 27; Table 2) in whom betamethasone was administered

within 48 h of birth were used to examine the effect of each

protocol on the incidence of neonatal hypoglycaemia

(Table 3). Median first neonatal BGL was 3.3 mmol/l (IQR

2.6–3.9) for Pregnancy-IVI, compared with 2.7 mmol/l (IQR

2.3–3.6 mmol/l, P = 0.07) for Adult-IVI. The rate of neonatal

hypoglycaemia (defined as any BGL ≤ 2.5 mmol/l in the first

48 h) for babies born using Pregnancy-IVI was 9 of 31 (29%,

95%CI 13–45%), comparedwith 26 of 48 (54%, 95%CI 40–

68%) with Adult-IVI (P = 0.03; Fig. 2c). Multiple logistic

regression models were fit to examine for potential confound-

ing of the relationship between neonatal hypoglycaemia

(dependent variable) and protocol (Adult-IVI vs. Pregnancy-

IVI), and including model variables of maternal age, maternal

BMI, gestational age at birth, duration of IVI, co-administra-

tion of subcutaneous insulin, neonatal birthweight and

requirement for neonatal intensive care unit admission. The

model including all potential confounders did not change the

parameter estimates compared with the base model including

protocol alone, indicating no significant confounding. A final

model retaining variables with a significance threshold of 0.2

included protocol, duration of IV infusion and maternal BMI,

and gave an odds ratio for neonatal hypoglycaemia using

Pregnancy-IVI of 0.27 (95% CI 0.10–0.76, P = 0.01).

Discussion

Optimum glycaemic management of women with GDM

receiving betamethasone is hampered by an absence of

evidence supporting proposed treatments or clinical end-

points.

This study is the first large-scale, real-world validation of an

insulin-infusion protocol designed specifically for managing

hyperglycaemia following betamethasone in pregnancies com-

plicated by gestational diabetes. The Pregnancy-IVI protocol

achieves a higher proportion of time at target for maternal

glycaemia than a generic adult IVI, with reduced duration of

critical maternal hyperglycaemia and reduced neonatal hypo-

glycaemia. The coupling of high efficacy and high safety in a

robust protocol is an essential component of implementable
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FIGURE 2 Outcomes by protocol used: adult intravenous insulin

infusion (Adult-IVI) vs. pregnancy intravenous insulin–glucose infusion
(Pregnancy-IVI). (a) Box and whisker plot of proportion of on-IVI time

with blood glucose level (BGL) within target range (3.8–7 mmol/l). (b)

Box and whisker plot of proportion of on-IVI time with critical

hyperglycaemia (BGL > 10 mmol/l). (c) Bar chart of incidence of

neonatal hypoglycaemia (BGL ≤ 2.5 mmol/l) in infants born within

48 h of betamethasone. Asterisks denote statistically significant

difference (P < 0.005) for comparison between proportion of women

treated with low-intensity algorithm (Algorithm 1 or 2 for Adult-IVI

vs. Algorithm A and B for Pregnancy-IVI) using Pearson’s chi-square.
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care. Further, this protocolmaybe less resource-intensive thana

comparable generic insulin infusion, because the majority of

treatment decisions are protocolized (see online Supporting

Information), rather than dependent on senior staff review of

each woman. Further, the reduced incidence of critical hyper-

glycaemiaandhypoglycaemia reduces theneed for cardiotocog-

raphy at our institution. Despite at-target control for the

majority of women, a small subset of women continue to

experience prolonged critical hyperglycaemia despite treatment

(outliers inFig. 2b), suggesting that individualizedcaremay still

be beneficial in a subset of cases.

The efficacy of Pregnancy-IVI is likely linked to several

interrelated protocolized measures that reduce clinical inertia

in insulin administration, and the automatic escalation of IVI

algorithms in response to an individual woman’s glucose

levels, until pregnancy-specific targets are achieved (Table 1

and Fig. 3b). The Pregnancy-IVI protocol delivers a higher

rate of infused insulin once the women’s glucose levels

exceed this target range (Fig. 1a). Importantly, this more

aggressive treatment is not at the cost of increased risk of

hypoglycaemia. In fact, the opposite was observed, with a

decrease in risk of maternal hypoglycaemia with the

Pregnancy-IVI protocol (2% vs. 12% of women with any

on-IVI hypoglycaemia, P = 0.02). At our institution, this

protocol is used routinely outside the setting of betametha-

sone administration (e.g. in labour and intercurrent illness)

and in the challenging group of women with pre-gestational

diabetes [30] and has demonstrated similar safety data in

preliminary analysis.

This study is the first evidence that treatment to improve

glycaemic control following betamethasone may reduce the

clinically meaningful endpoint of neonatal hypoglycaemia.
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FIGURE 3 Real-world outcome of dynamic adjustment of insulin-dosing algorithms by infusion time point for (a) adult intravenous insulin infusion

(Adult-IVI) and (b) pregnancy intravenous insulin–glucose infusion (Pregnancy-IVI). Each 0.5-h increment displays the proportion of women treated

with each infusion algorithm as a percentage of all women on IVI at that time point. Algorithm 4 (Adult-IVI) and Algorithms E and E2 (Pregnancy-

IVI) are bespoke algorithms charted by the treating clinician with incrementally higher rates of IVI than the previous algorithm. Asterisks denote

statistically significant difference (P < 0.005) for comparison between proportion of women treated with low-intensity algorithm (Algorithm 1 or 2

for Adult-IVI vs. Algorithm A and B for Pregnancy-IVI) using Pearson’s chi-square.
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There is strong conceptual and observational evidence

linking maternal hyperglycaemia in the peripartum with

neonatal hypoglycaemia, however to date, no treatment

protocol has demonstrated a reduction in this endpoint

following betamethasone. The Pregnancy-IVI protocol

showed a 25% absolute risk reduction in the incidence of

any neonatal hypoglycaemia (one case of neonatal hypogly-

caemia prevented for every four women treated). The

incidence of severe neonatal hypoglycaemia (≤ 1.8 mmol/l)

was numerically lower with Pregnancy-IVI (6% vs. 15%),

although this was not statistically significant (P = 0.27);

however, it should be noted that this study was not powered

for the outcome of neonatal hypoglycaemia. Although there

is potential for confounding in a retrospective cohort study,

cohorts were well matched, and a robustly implemented

multiple logistic regression model did not show confounding

from a large number of potentially relevant clinical variables.

This study has several strengths. First, it is a real-world

implementation study of practice with broad inclusion

criteria; hence conclusions are generalizable to routine

practice. All protocol violations (e.g. delay in escalating or

de-escalating algorithms) were included in the analysis, so

the difference in outcomes is representative of typical ward-

based care, rather than the highly controlled environment of

a clinical trial. Second, although the comparator group

(Adult-IVI) is specific to our centre, the Adult-IVI protocol is

similar to the recently published JBDS-VRII for pregnancy

(November 2017) which is yet to have outcome data

reported [19]. This study establishes quality standards for

the management of glycaemic excursions following

betamethasone in women with GDM, which can be used as

benchmarking for future interventions.

This study has some limitations. First, as an observational

study with a retrospective arm, it is possible that unmeasured

differences between the study populations may introduce

confounding or bias. However, the two cohorts were drawn

from the same reference population and showed no differ-

ence in key measurable demographics (Table 2), and analysis

of primary and secondary endpoints in multivariate models

showed no evidence of confounding. In addition, it is

unlikely that the Pregnancy-IVI cohort included women with

less insulin resistance, because significantly higher IVI doses

were required to achieve euglycaemia in this group (Table 3).

Second, although the dominant change in the Pregnancy-IVI

protocol was to the insulin–glucose infusion algorithms

(Fig. 1), protocol implementation may have enhanced staff

awareness of GDM, thereby contributing to improved

outcomes for the Pregnancy-IVI group. Third, the compara-

tor group for the Pregnancy-IVI infusion was a generic IVI

(the prior standard of care at our centre), rather than

alternatives used at other obstetric centres (e.g. a subcuta-

neous outpatient insulin-adjustment protocol or continuation

of usual therapy). Thus, we are unable to make direct

comparison of Pregnancy-IVI with these other approaches to

management. It could be inferred that differences in at-target

glucose control and subsequent neonatal hypoglycaemia may

be greater in women receiving less-intensive therapies than

Pregnancy-IVI [20]. Finally, this study is underpowered to

report differences in the incidence of severe neonatal hypo-

glycaemia, or neonatal hypoglycaemia requiring neonatal

intensive care unit admission, which are important factors in

determining the cost-effectiveness of this intervention. How-

ever, in women at high risk of imminent birth, hospital

admission for close observation is usually required, and the

addition of IVI in this setting would be a small incremental

cost, which may be offset by reduced resource utilization

post-partum. Further larger prospective studies, ideally with

randomization to treatment arms, would address these

questions.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates that a pregnancy-

specific IVI infusion protocol improves time-at-target, and

reduces the incidence of neonatal hypoglycaemia, compared

with a generic adult IVI infusion following betamethasone in

women with gestational diabetes.
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Abstract

Aim Overweight and obesity are frequently reported in young personswith type 1 diabetes, however its relativemagnitude in

comparison to the general population is notwell understood. This study compared the prevalence of overweight and obesity in

young persons with type 1 diabetes to a reference population and explored possible associated factors, including gender, age,

HbA1c, insulin regimen, age at diagnosis, diabetes duration, socio-economic status and cardiovascular disease risk factors.

Methods A cross-sectional review was undertaken of data collected from youth (3–17 years) in 2016 and young adults

(18–30 years) in 2015 with a diagnosis of type 1 diabetes for > 3 months attending diabetes centres in Newcastle,

Australia. Rates of overweight and obesity were compared with matched population survey results.

Results Data from 308 youth and 283 young adults were included. In girls, significantly higher prevalence of

overweight and obesity were seen in the 5–8 (43% vs. 18%), 13–16 (41% vs. 27%), 18–24 (46% vs. 34%) and 25–30
(60% vs. 43%) years age groups; whereas in boys increased prevalence was observed in the 5–8 years age group only

(41% vs. 18%). Rates of overweight and obesity increased with age across sexes. In youth, BMI standard deviation score

was correlated with socio-economic status, insulin regimen, blood pressure and blood lipids (P < 0.05). In adults, BMI

was positively associated with blood pressure, and longer diabetes duration (P < 0.02).

Conclusions Overweight and obesity are over-represented in young persons with type 1 diabetes, particularly girls. As

overweight is associated with other cardiovascular disease markers early intervention is paramount.

Diabet. Med. 36, 1487–1493 (2019)

Introduction

Obesity is one of the most serious public health issues of the

21st century. It is estimated that 27% of Australian youth

aged 5–17 years and 45% of young adults aged 18–34 years

are overweight or obese [1]. Obesity is an established risk

factor for serious health complications including cardiovas-

cular disease and psychological disorders. In addition,

evidence indicates that childhood overweight and obesity

persist into adulthood [2], and is associated with an increased

risk of premature mortality and morbidity [3].

Type 1 diabetes is a common chronic disease affecting

people of all ages. Atherosclerotic changes have been shown

to appear early in young people with type 1 diabetes [4] and

type 1 diabetes has been associated with a tenfold increased

risk of cardiovascular disease [5]. Recent findings from a

large cohort of adults has found that being diagnosed with

type 1 diabetes before the age of 10 years results in a loss of

life expectancy of 18 and 14 years in women and men,

respectively [6].

The Australasian Diabetes Data Network report from

2017 indicated that one-third of children and adolescents

with type 1 diabetes in Australia were overweight or obese

[7]. This poses a major concern as obesity is an independent

risk factor for cardiovascular disease and further impacts aCorrespondence to: Carmel E. Smart.

E-mail: Carmel.Smart@hnehealth.nsw.gov.au
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population already at high risk of cardiovascular disease. In

addition, some studies have indicated that rates of people

with type 1 diabetes in an unhealthy body weight range may

be higher than in the non-diabetic population. In the US

SEARCH for diabetes in youth cohort, participants with type

1 diabetes were more overweight, but not more obese, when

compared with a US reference sample [8], and individuals

from two large clinical registries [the Type 1 Diabetes

Exchange, and the Diabetes Prospective Study (DPV) in

Europe] had higher median BMI values compared with

respective national reference samples [9].

To date, no Australian study has investigated the extent of

overweight and obesity in a paediatric and young adult

population with type 1 diabetes across clinics in a single

geographic location, and compared the findings with age-

and sex-matched population samples. Additionally, the key

predictive factors of increased BMI in individuals with type 1

diabetes have not been established, and there is no platform

for targeted intervention. The primary objectives of this

study were to: (1) determine the age-specific prevalence of

overweight and obesity in young people aged 3–30 years

with type 1 diabetes in the Hunter region of New South

Wales (NSW) Australia and compare the prevalence to age-

matched populations; (2) undertake an exploratory analysis

to identify if demographic or clinical factors were associated

with overweight in children or adults including age, gender,

diabetes duration, age at diagnosis, glycaemic control,

insulin regimen and smoking (young adults only); and (3)

explore the association of cardiovascular disease risk factors

including blood pressure (BP), total cholesterol and triglyc-

erides with overweight and obesity.

Methods

Study design and participants

Institutional ethics approval was obtained from the Hunter

New England Human Research Ethics Committee for the use

of data for research purposes (Reference number:

AU201708-10 & 15/06/17/5.01). Using a cross-sectional

design, data were collected from a paediatric type 1 diabetes

clinic at John Hunter Children’s Hospital and the linked

young adult type 1 diabetes clinic at the John Hunter

Hospital in Newcastle, Australia. These centres are the

primary referral centres for all individuals with type 1

diabetes in the Hunter region in these age groups. The John

Hunter Children’s Hospital cares for all cases of children and

adolescents with type 1 diabetes as there are no other clinics

in the public or private sector. The John Hunter Hospital

looks after the vast majority of young adults due to transition

of children from the co-located paediatric centre and the lack

of private specialist care for this age group.

Participant data were collected during routine 3-monthly

visits for paediatric participants and 3–6-monthly visits for

young adult participants. Cross-sectional data were extracted

for each individual from the Paediatric Endocrine Database

in December 2016 (for visits up to 12 months prior) and

from medical files during the period of January to December

2015 for young adults to ensure no participant cross-over.

Inclusion criteria were ages 3–30 years old, diagnosed with

type 1 diabetes for at least 3 months, where type 1 diabetes

diagnosis was defined as the presence of hyperglycaemia and

ketosis with a history of polyuria and polydipsia, and at least

one positive of a panel of islet antigen-2, insulin and glutamic

acid decarboxylase antibodies. Antibody-negative diabetes

was excluded because of the possibility of alternative

underlying diagnoses. The following variables were extracted

for analysis: gender, height, weight, age, insulin therapy type,

age at diagnosis, diabetes duration, postcode (as a marker of

socio-economic status), Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander

heritage, smoking status (18–30 year group only) and BP.

Triglycerides and total cholesterol were extracted from

records if measures were performed within 6 months of the

review date, as these tests are conducted annually.

Measures

HbA1c measurements were collected using the DCA-Vantage

Analyser (paediatric) or the Afinion assay (Abbott) for young

adults. Weight and height were measured by trained staff

using calibrated scales and stadiometers. Lipids including

total cholesterol and triglycerides were measured non-fasting

as per the International Society for Paediatric and Adolescent

Diabetes guidelines in youth and in line with standards of

care across the young adult clinic. Systolic blood pressure

(SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were measured

using a sphygmomanometer after the individual had been

seated for at least 5 min. If BP was elevated a repeated

measurement was performed and recorded.

BMI (weight in kilograms divided by the square of height

in metres) was calculated for youth and young adults.

Overweight and obesity was defined for the paediatric cohort

using the International Obesity Taskforce’s age- and sex-

What’s new?

• Overweight and obesity are highly prevalent in young

people with type 1 diabetes and are associated with

increased cardiovascular disease risk factors.

• This study has shown that across a paediatric and adult

service in a single geographic region in Australia,

women with type 1 diabetes are significantly more

overweight and obese compared with women from age

matched groups in the general population.

• Overweight and obesity rates increase with age.

• This research suggests that interventions to prevent

excessive weight gain should target girls with type 1

diabetes prior to teenage years.
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specific BMI cut-offs for children aged 3–17 years [10]. Sex-

and age-specific body mass standard deviation scores (BMI-

SDS) were calculated using an international reference pop-

ulation. For the young adults aged 18–30 years, BMI cut-

points recommended by the World Health Organization

were used to define weight status (underweight < 18.5 kg/

m2, normal 18.5–24.9 kg/m2, overweight 25.0–29.9 kg/m2

and obese > 30 kg/m2) [11]. Because formal diagnoses of

hypertension could not be obtained, data were categorized

for analysis based on current guideline cut-points. A SBP and/

or DBP ≥ 95th percentile on the basis of age, sex and height

percentiles in paediatric participants [12], and a SBP and/or

DBP of ≥ 130 mmHg and ≥ 80 mmHg, respectively, in

young adult subjects [13].

The Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas (SEIFA) Index of

Disadvantage which enables the ranking and assessment of

welfare in Australia was used. Postcodes were aligned with

the corresponding SEIFA index and data were broken into

deciles 1–10 (1 being most disadvantaged, 10 being most

advantaged).

Reference population

To allow for the comparison against state-wide (NSW)

population statistics, the prevalence of overweight and

obesity were calculated to match five sex- and age-matched

reference population groups; 5–8, 9–12, 13–16, 18–24 and

25–34 years. For the paediatric comparison, age groups 5–8,

9–12 and 13–16 years were derived from the Schools

Physical Activity and Nutrition Survey (SPANS) 2015 [14]

and for the young adult comparison, age groups 18–24 and

25–34 years were derived from the Australian National

Health Survey 2014–15 [15]. Reference populations for the

Hunter sub-region of the state of NSW were extensively

sought after but were not available. Similarly, a reference

population for very young children, 3–4 years and adoles-

cents aged 17 years were not available.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using STATA version 15.0

(StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX, USA). Descriptive

statistics are reported as mean � SD and frequency (%) for

categorical variables. BMI weight category was analysed in

both two (overweight and obese combined) and three (over-

weight and obese individually) group form. Pearson’s chi-

squared and Fisher’s exact test for small samples were used to

determine if prevalence of overweight and obesity was asso-

ciated with type 1 diabetes and was stratified by age and sex.

Each genderwas examined using aCochran–Mantel–Haenszel

test comparing type 1 diabetes with the reference group

stratifying by age group. Cochran–Armitage test for trend was

used to compare type 1 diabetes vs. the general population

counts for healthy BMI, overweight and obesity. Simple linear

regression, multiple linear regression, two sample t-tests,

simple effects and analysis of variance for multiple groups

were used to explore relationships between BMI (adults) and

BMI-SDS (youth) and clinical, demographic and cardiovascu-

lar disease risk factors. All tests were performed as two-sided

and P < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Participants

The clinical characteristics of the 308 children and adoles-

cents and 283 young adults are shown in Table 1. Blood

pressure readings were available for 299 paediatric

Table 1 Characteristics of cross-sectional data of youth and young
adults with type 1 diabetes

Youth
n = 308

Young adult
n = 283

Mean age (years) 12.9 � 3.7 23.7 � 3.6
Male 156 (50.6) 151 (53.4)
HbA1c (mmol/mol) 58 70
HbA1c () 7.5 � 1.4 8.6 � 1.8
Mean age at diagnosis
(years)

7.4 � 3.9 13 � 6.3

Mean duration of disease
(years)

5.4 � 3.7 10.7 � 6.2

Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander

19 (6.2) 17 (6.0)

Insulin regimen
MDI 163 (52.9) 206 (72.8)
CSII 145 (47.1) 77 (27.2)

BMI-SDS 0.99 � 0.97
BMI (kg/m2) 26.4 � 5.1
Weight category

Underweight 10 (3.2) 5 (1.8)
Normal weight 183 (59.4) 126 (44.5)
Overweight 84 (27.3) 94 (33.2)
Obese 31 (10.1) 58 (20.5)

Total cholesterol
Elevated > 4.5mmol/l*

(paediatric)
91 (37.1)

>5.5 mmol/l† (adult) 49 (23.4)
Triglycerides

Elevated >1.7 mmol/l*

(paediatric)
32 (13.1)

> 2 mmol/l† (adult) 33 (15.8)
Blood pressure

≥ 95th percentile‡ 34 (11.4)
> 130 mmHg or 80
mmHg§

57 (20.4)

Smoking status 24 (8.5)

Data are mean � SD or frequency (%).
MDI, multiple daily injections; CSII, continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion; BMI-SDS, body mass index standard deviation
score. MDI defined as four or more injections per day.
Cholesterol, triglycerides and blood pressure values are reported
as % above target range.
*American Heart Association Guideline, 2003 [16].
†National Heart Foundation of Australia & Cardiac Society of
Australia and New Zealand Target, 2012 [17].
‡Clinical Practice Guideline for Screening and Management of
High Blood Pressure in Children and Adolescents, 2017 [12]
§Guideline for the Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and
Management of High Blood Pressure in Adults, 2017 [13].
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participants and 280 young adult participants, and lipid

measures were available for 170 paediatric participants and

209 young adult participants. Of the children and adoles-

cents, 37% [confidence intervals (CI) 32%, 43%; n = 115]

were classified as combined overweight and obese. The larger

proportion (27%, n = 84) of this group were overweight, but

a significant proportion (10%, n = 31) were obese. Of the

young adults, 54% (CI 48%, 60%; n = 152) were classified

as overweight and obese with a high proportion of over-

weight (33%, n = 94) and obesity (21%, n = 58). Those

who identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander had a

similar proportion of overweight or obesity as the whole

paediatric and young adult cohorts.

Prevalence of overweight and obesity in
type 1 diabetes vs. the general population

Two-hundred and fifty youth with type 1 diabetes were age-

and sex-matched with the comparison population. Overall

the children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes had a

significantly greater prevalence of combined overweight and

obesity (37%) compared with the reference population

(24%, P < 0.001). Individual chi-squared tests at each age

group and gender combination showed significant differences

for the youngest group (aged 5–8 years) in both boys with

type 1 diabetes (41%) vs. reference group (18%, P = 0.008)

and girls with type 1 diabetes (43%) vs. reference group

(21%, P = 0.018) (Table 2). The proportions of combined

overweight and obesity in older male children, adolescent

boys and young men were not significantly higher than the

reference populations. However, combined overweight and

obesity were statistically more prevalent across all age groups

for girls (P = 0.018), adolescent girls (P = 0.026) and young

women (18–24 years, P = 0.029 and 25–30 years,

P = 0.021), except in the 9-12 year group (P = 0.131)

(Table 2). Furthermore, the paediatric group (5–16) were

significantly more overweight (P = 0.002) and obese

(P = 0.008) compared with the reference population. There

was no evidence for heterogeneity of odds ratios (OR)

between all five age groups in either boys (v2(4) 5.9,

P = 0.21) or girls (v2(4)=1.12, P = 0.89), For the two

genders combined over the five age group strata, ORs were

1.90 (CI 1.46, 2.47) and 1.27 (CI 0.98, 1.65) for girls and

boys respectively.

Associations of overweight and obesity with demographic

factors, clinical outcomes and cardiovascular disease risk

factors

Youth with type 1 diabetes

In the paediatric group, there was a positive linear relationship

between BMI-SDS and SBP SD score (b = 0.13, P ≤ 0.001),

DBP SD score (b = 0.13, P = 0.001), triglyceride levels

(b = 0.24, P = 0.011) and total cholesterol levels (b = 0.19,

P = 0.006). Of individuals in the overweight and obese

categories who had lipid measures recorded (n = 65), 42%

had elevated total cholesterol and 22% had elevated triglyc-

erides. Some 14% of the overweight and obese paediatric

cohort had elevated BP. Regression analysis showed a signif-

icant interaction between insulin administration method and

SEIFA (as a continuous variable) (P = 0.02). Follow-up testing

using simple effects at varying SEIFA deciles showed a

significantly lower difference in BMI in youth administering

continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) compared

with those on multiple daily injections (MDI), in at SEIFA

deciles 1 to 5 [difference (MDI-CSII) (SE)], at decile 1 [�0.73

(0.25), P = 0.004], and 3 [�0.47 (0.16), P = 0.003] and 5

[0.21 (0.11), P = 0.05] only.

Table 2 Prevalence of overweight and obesity among youth and young adults with type 1 diabetes, compared with sex and age-matched comparison
populations

Weight category

Combined overweight and obesity

Age (years) Total male N (%) P-value Total females N (%) P-value All N P-value

Overweight and obese 3–5 6 1 (17) † 5 3 (60) † – – –
5–8 22 9 (41) 0.008* 21 9 (43) 0.018* – – –
9–12 38 12 (32) 0.538 49 17 (35) 0.131 – – –
13–16 69 25 (36) 0.147 51 21 (41) 0.026* – – –
17 21 8 (38) † 26 10 (38) † – – –
18–24 99 47 (47) 0.934 80 37 (46) 0.029* – – –
25–30 52 37 (71) 0.421 52 31 (60) 0.021* – – –
5–16 129 46 (36) 0.014* 121 47 (38) <0.001* 250 93 (37) <0.001*

18–30 151 84 (56) 0.881 132 68 (52) <0.001* 283 152 (54) 0.483
Overweight or obesity

Overweight 5-16 129 33 (26) 0.060 121 32 (26) 0.014* 250 65 (26) 0.002*

18-30 151 55 (36) 0.927 132 39 (30) 0.022* 283 94 (33) 0.147
Obese 5-16 129 13 (10) 0.003* 121 15 (12) 0.016* 250 28 (11) 0.008*

18-30 151 29 (19) 0.195 132 29 (22) 0.063 283 58 (20) 0.212

Data are frequency (percentage,).
*Significant difference between type 1 diabetes and reference sample (P < 0.05)
†Comparison population data unavailable
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There was no significant relationship with BMI and

gender, age at diagnosis or HbA1c.

Young adults with type 1 diabetes

In the young adult sample, a significantly higher BMI was

found in boys in the older 25–30 years age group (n = 52)

compared with boys in the 18–24 years group (n = 99)

(27.6 � 0.7 vs. 25.8 � 0.5 kg/m2, P = 0.047). There was a

positive linear relationship between BMI and diabetes

duration in girls (b = 0.18, P = 0.017). Young adults who

were self-reported smokers (n = 24) had a significantly lower

mean BMI compared with those who reported they did not

smoke (n = 259) (24.4 � 1.2 vs. 26.5 � 0.3 kg/m2,

P = 0.049). There was a positive linear relationship between

BMI and SBP (b = 0.09, P ≤ 0.001) and DBP (b = 0.13,

P ≤ 0.001). However, there was no relationship observed

between BMI and triglycerides or total cholesterol. Of young

adults in the combined overweight and obese category who

had lipid measures recorded (n = 112), 22% had high total

cholesterol and 14% had elevated triglycerides. Some 28%

and 29% of the overweight and obese young adult cohort

had elevated SBP and DBP, respectively.

There was no significant relationship with BMI and insulin

therapy type, gender, age at diagnosis, socio-economic status

(SEIFA decile) or HbA1c.

Discussion

This study found that over a third of children and adolescents

with type 1 diabetes, and more than half of young adults

were overweight and obese with higher rates of overweight

and obesity than aged-matched reference samples. Of note,

this was most apparent in girls beginning in the teenage

years, and a high proportion of youth had additional

modifiable cardiovascular risk factors placing them at

increased risk of early complications. The degree of excessive

weight increased with age group, was associated with MDI

therapy in those with lower socio-economic status, and was

especially seen in girls with a longer diabetes duration, as

shown by another study [18]. In contrast to findings from the

SEARCH for diabetes in youth study where young people

with type 1 diabetes (< 20 years) had significantly higher

prevalence of overweight but not obesity compared with the

general US population [8], we found that overweight and

obesity were both significantly higher in the type 1 diabetes

population aged 5–16 years.

Our results build on and strengthen previous findings in

the literature regarding gender-based differences in over-

weight and obesity. The current study showed that girls were

more likely to be overweight and obese than reference

populations. The data are limited, but a previous study in the

USA [8] showed this was of concern in adolescent girls, and a

Canadian study indicated that young women were more

likely to be overweight and obese [19]. The reasons for the

striking gender-based differential in the rates of child and

adolescent overweight and obesity associated with type 1

diabetes are not understood. Detailed understanding of the

mechanisms of this phenomenon is urgently required to guide

targeted preventative and therapeutic strategies.

The higher rates of overweight and obesity in teenage and

young adult girls compared with population rates might be

partially explained by the difficulties encountered in man-

agement of type 1 diabetes. The following factors unique to

type 1 diabetes have been suggested, some of which are more

likely in girls: lower rates of physical activity than peers

associated with diabetes-specific barriers to exercise [20],

eating disorders are more common in adolescent girls with

type 1 diabetes compared with their peers [21] and disor-

dered eating has previously been linked with having a higher

BMI in girls with type 1 diabetes [22], and young people with

type 1 diabetes consume diets higher in fat, notably saturated

fat compared with their peers [23]. Findings from an

Australian paediatric centre found that children with type 1

diabetes had higher total daily energy intakes compared with

national intake data [24]; however, no difference in energy

intake has also been reported [25]. Further research is needed

to elaborate the causes of overweight and obesity in young

women with type 1 diabetes, and a need for effective

intervention to prevent the development of cardiovascular

risk factors.

In this study, BMI-SDS was strongly associated with total

cholesterol, triglycerides and BP, and a high proportion of

overweight and obese youth with type 1 diabetes had other

cardiovascular disease risk factors present including elevated

total cholesterol (42%) triglycerides (22%) and BP (14%).

This is of concern, as multiple cardiovascular disease risk

factors put young people at risk of early morbidity and

mortality. Similarly, other studies have found that increased

BMI in young people with type 1 diabetes is adversely

associated with hypertension [25,26] and dyslipidaemia [25].

A concerning 69% of the 27 000 young people with type 1

diabetes in the DPV cohort had one or more cardiovascular

disease risk factor [27].

We observed a significantly higher BMI-SDS in youth on

MDI therapy from the most disadvantaged socio-economic

groups. The association with lower socio-economic indices is

synonymous with the findings of a local study in which low

socio-economic status was associated with increased preva-

lence of overweight and obesity in children in the Hunter

region of NSW [28]. This effect was not present in those on

CSII therapy or in the young adult cohort. One randomized

control trial investigating the differences between MDI and

CSII therapy in children and adolescents with type 1 diabetes

also found a higher BMI-SDS in those on MDI therapy [29];

however, there is no general consensus and further studies

are needed in our population to ascertain the difference in

weight gain between MDI and CSII.

This study has some limitations. As data were collected

retrospectively, dietary intake and physical activity data were

unavailable, along with smoking status in teenagers. Further,
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fractionated cholesterol readings were not available for all

subjects, necessitating the use of total cholesterol measures,

and official diagnoses of hypertension were unavailable. We

caution against over-interpretation of cardiovascular risk

from these summary measures. Additionally, a direct com-

parison population for the Hunter region of the state of NSW

alone was not available. However, local data on secondary

age students in the Hunter region show similar outcomes for

overweight and obesity (23%) to NSW statistics (21%) [30],

offering support that use of state-wide statistics was indeed

reflective of this region. The eldest age group in this study

(25–30 years) was compared with a reference sample with a

larger age range (25–34 years). However, we suggest

comparing our data to adults up to 3 years older would

only result in a more conservative difference in proportion of

combined overweight and obesity, as epidemiological preva-

lence of overweight and obesity trend upward in the general

adult population [31].

Conclusions

In conclusion, this study found a marked prevalence of

overweight and obesity in youth with type 1 diabetes, more

pronounced in girls, that increases with age. This is accom-

panied by high rates of at least one other cardiovascular

disease risk factor. Our findings that young girls with type 1

diabetes are more overweight and obese compared with the

general population, and that a higher risk of overweight is

associatedwith increased diabetes duration, highlight the need

for early intervention and further research into the determi-

nants of overweight and obesity in girls with type 1 diabetes.
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